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SUMMARY

Developments in translation theory have externalized processes used intuitively by translators for centuries. The literature on Bible translation in particular is dominated by Eugene A. Nida and his proteges whose work is informed by a wealth of intercultural experience.

This thesis is a critique of the Dynamic Equivalence (DE) theory of translation propounded by Nida, exemplified in the Good News Bible, and promoted in non-Western languages by the United Bible Societies. Section I of the thesis surveys the history of translation, its theory and problems, and describes relevant developments in linguistics. Section II examines Nida's sociolinguistic model and his methods of grammatical and semantic analysis, transfer and restructuring. Section III focuses on the translation of seven texts representing different Bible genres into Septuagint Greek, English and Indonesian versions, noting the distinctive features of DE translations. Section IV takes up and examines key issues that have arisen: the nature of Biblical language, the handling of important Biblical motifs and technical terminology, and the implications of naturalness and explicitness in translation.

Nida has provided excellent discussion on most translation problems, as well as useful tools for semantic analysis. However, the DE model is found to be defective for Bible translation. Firstly, it underestimates the intricate relationship of form and meaning in language. Secondly, while evaluation of translation must take account of its purpose and intended audience, 'equivalence' defined in terms of the receptor's reactions is impossible to measure, and blurs the distinction between 'translation' and 'communication'. Thirdly, the determinative role given to receptor response constantly jeopardizes the historical and cultural 'otherness' of the Biblical text. Finally the drive for explicitness guarantees that indigenous receptors must approach Scripture through a Western grid and denies them direct access to the Biblical universe of discourse.
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# ABBREVIATIONS

I: General Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Australian Biblical Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSS</td>
<td>Andrews University Seminary Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAR</td>
<td>Biblical Archaeology Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bib</td>
<td>Biblica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBQ</td>
<td>Catholic Biblical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Dynamic Equivalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR</td>
<td><em>Etudes théologiques et religieuses</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExpT</td>
<td>Expository Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>formal correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBD</td>
<td>Hastings Dictionary of the Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSM</td>
<td>Harvard Semitic Monographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Critical Commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>Interpreters Dictionary of the Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRM</td>
<td>International Review of Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL</td>
<td>Journal of Biblical Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSNT</td>
<td>Journal for the Study of the New Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOT</td>
<td>Journal for the Study of the Old Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCB</td>
<td>New Century Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICNT</td>
<td>New International Commentary on the New Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIGTC</td>
<td>New International Greek Testament Commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT</td>
<td>Notes on Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NovT</td>
<td>Novum Testamentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NovTSup</td>
<td>Supplement Series to Novum Testamentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>New Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTS</td>
<td>New Testament Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Old Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;E</td>
<td>Review and Expositor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Receptor Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTR</td>
<td>Reformed Theological Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBLDS</td>
<td>Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBT</td>
<td>Studies in Biblical Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJT</td>
<td>Scottish Journal of Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
<td>Summer Institute of Linguistics/Wycliffe Bible Translators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>source language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNTSMS</td>
<td>Society for New Testament Series Monograph Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>source text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Tyndale Bulletin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBT</td>
<td>The Bible Translator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEV</td>
<td><em>Today's English Version</em>, former name of the <em>Good News Bible</em> (New York: American Bible Society)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>Translators New Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS</td>
<td>United Bible Societies, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>Vetus Testamentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>Word Biblical Commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTJ</td>
<td>Westminster Theological Journal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### II Bible Versions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASV</td>
<td>American Standard Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS</td>
<td>Today's Indonesian Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGN</td>
<td>Die Gute Nachricht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERV</td>
<td>English Revised Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNB</td>
<td>Good News Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBP</td>
<td>J.B. Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB</td>
<td>Jerusalem Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJV</td>
<td>Authorised Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>Living Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LXX</td>
<td>Septuagint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJB</td>
<td>New Jerusalem Bible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### III Biblical Books

#### Books of the Old Testament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Name</th>
<th>Book Name</th>
<th>Short Name</th>
<th>Book Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>Ct</td>
<td>The Song of Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>Exodus</td>
<td>Isa</td>
<td>Isaiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lev</td>
<td>Leviticus</td>
<td>Jer</td>
<td>Jeremiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num</td>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td>Lam</td>
<td>Lamentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deut</td>
<td>Deuteronomy</td>
<td>Ezek</td>
<td>Ezekiel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh</td>
<td>Joshua</td>
<td>Dan</td>
<td>Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judg</td>
<td>Judges</td>
<td>Hos</td>
<td>Hosea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>Joel</td>
<td>Joel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Sam</td>
<td>1-2 Samuel</td>
<td>Amos</td>
<td>Amos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Kgs</td>
<td>1-2 Kings</td>
<td>Obad</td>
<td>Obadiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Chr</td>
<td>1-2 Chronicles</td>
<td>Jonah</td>
<td>Jonah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezra</td>
<td>Ezra</td>
<td>Mic</td>
<td>Micah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neh</td>
<td>Nehemiah</td>
<td>Nah</td>
<td>Nahum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esth</td>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>Hab</td>
<td>Habakkuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job</td>
<td>Job</td>
<td>Zeph</td>
<td>Zephaniah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ps (pl: Pss)</td>
<td>Psalms</td>
<td>Hag</td>
<td>Haggai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prov</td>
<td>Proverbs</td>
<td>Zech</td>
<td>Zechariah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccl</td>
<td>Ecclesiastes</td>
<td>Mal</td>
<td>Malachi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Books of the New Testament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Name</th>
<th>Book Name</th>
<th>Short Name</th>
<th>Book Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matt</td>
<td>Matthew</td>
<td>Col</td>
<td>Colossians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>1-2 Thess</td>
<td>1-2 Thessalonians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke</td>
<td>Luke</td>
<td>1-2 Tim</td>
<td>1-2 Timothy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Titus</td>
<td>Titus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Form</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>Romans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Cor</td>
<td>1-2 Corinthians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal</td>
<td>Galatians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eph</td>
<td>Ephesians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil</td>
<td>Philippians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jas</td>
<td>James</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Pet</td>
<td>1-2 Peter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2-3 John</td>
<td>1-2-3 John</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jude</td>
<td>Jude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev</td>
<td>The Revelation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Some Deuterocanonical Books/Apocrypha**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Form</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sir</td>
<td>Sirach (Ecclesiasticus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2-3-4 Macc</td>
<td>1-2-3-4 Maccabees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Esdr</td>
<td>1-2 Esdras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Prayer of Manasseh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION: THE BACKGROUND, PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS.

This study had its genesis in Indonesia in the late 1970s. I had been asked to provide a Biblical 'minor' in a new post-graduate Sociology of Religion programme at the Christian University in Salatiga, Central Java, where we served for nine years. Contextualization ('Pembribumian') was in vogue, and the Indonesian theological students were being encouraged to utilize the insights of anthropology to help the growing Indonesian churches shed western accretions and become truly indigenous. 'Water-buffalo theology' was in the air, and patterns of worship, church organization and architecture were a natural target for review, in the light of what was deemed culturally appropriate.

Accordingly, in the Biblical minor we sought to supplement the cultural studies, by reflection on the scripture material on worship, looking in particular at the use of Old Testament cultic language in the New Testament. Few of the students were strong in Hebrew or Greek, so we used the newly launched Indonesian translation of the NT, *Kabar Baik Masa Kini* (1977). The publication of the whole Bible was to follow in 1985, a project in which the Roman Catholic Biblical Institute cooperated with the United Bible Societies (UBS) in providing this new version for Indonesia's twenty million Christians.

However, the new version proved a frustrating basis for our seminars on the use of cultic language in the NT. On the one hand, where the source text used such terminology, the new version often replaced it with an explanatory paraphrase. On the other hand, the new version often interpolated sacral language where there was none in the original text. For example, it explained what kind of assembly Paul is referring to in 1 Corinthians by regularly inserting the word 'ibadah' ('worship'), e.g. in 1 Cor 11:4, 11:5, 11:13, 11:16, 11:17, 14:19, 14:26. Since Paul's writings never apply the cultic language of the Temple to the Christian assembly, this seemed a significant distortion of his teaching.

Subsequently the UBS Translations Consultant explained to me that what I had observed in the new Indonesian translation reflected the 'Dynamic Equivalence' principles that were being promoted and implemented worldwide through the
translation programmes of both the UBS and the Wycliffe Bible Translators. The emphasis on 'natural' language in translation reflected the insights of Eugene A. Nida's sociolinguistic model with its concern for successful communication. The Dynamic Equivalence (DE) theory of translation was being disseminated by the indefatigable Nida and his proteges through the excellent international journal The Bible Translator, through well produced Manuals and Helps for Translators, as well as through practical workshops and the Summer Institute of Linguistics.

Clearly, then, one was confronted by a significant new trend in Bible translation. For whatever statements have been made by great Bible translators of the past (e.g. Luther and Tyndale) about the need for flexibility and naturalness, the prevailing approach had focused on the meaning of the original rather than the capacities of the intended receptors. This was possibly because in Christianity, unlike Judaism or Islam, the version functions as an authoritative replacement of the original, and not merely as an aid to understanding. Thus the English Authorised Version (1611) was not written in the natural, everyday English one might have expected on the basis of some of the statements in its 'Preface to the Reader'. Rather, it reproduced Semitic idioms and many of the formal features of the original. More especially, whatever flexibility the translators did show, they were diligent in reproducing key imagery and important verbal concordances from the source text (ST).

This thesis sets out to examine the Dynamic Equivalence theory of translation so influentially propounded by Eugene A. Nida, exemplified in the Good News Bible, and promoted in non-western languages such as Bahasa Indonesia, by the United Bible Societies and the Wycliffe Bible Translators.

Nida has written over thirty books and more than a hundred journal articles. However, he has stated that The Theory and Practice of Translation (1969), which he co-authored with Charles R. Taylor, represents the best summary of his Dynamic Equivalence theory\(^1\). TAPOT, as it is commonly designated, will thus provide the main basis for our examination of DE theory.

In fairness to Nida, however, we must acknowledge that his thought has not remained static. Even in retirement, his writings continue to interact with recent developments in Linguistics that are very different from the Bloomfieldian structuralism which provided the original matrix for his thought. Thus From One Language to Another (1986), which he co-authored with Jan de Waard, explores the implications of rhetoric for translation. The same work also foreshadows the study of lexical meaning in terms of

---

domain structures - an approach that finds its fulfilment in the *Greek-English Lexicon* (1988) and *Lexical Semantics of the Greek New Testament* (1992), both co-authored with J.P. Louw. These imply a further refinement of DE Theory, and will prove valuable aids to Bible translators. They do not, however, come within the scope of this thesis.

The purview of this thesis is limited to those works of Nida that foreshadowed or expounded Dynamic Equivalence theory prior to the publication of the *Good News Bible* and its foreign language counterparts, especially the Indonesian *Alkitab Kabar Baik*.

In other words, our cut-off point is 1985, by which time DE versions, or at least New Testaments, had appeared in most major European languages as well as a number of non-Western languages - some of which are referred to in this thesis.

Furthermore from 1984, Nida and his colleagues begin to speak of 'functional equivalence' rather than 'dynamic equivalence'. *From One Language to Another* (1986) is described as a treatment of 'Functional Equivalence in Bible Translation' and we read that it follows seven years reflection on 'new developments in translating, particularly in view of some important insights from sociosemiotics'. Nevertheless, they maintain 'the substitution of 'functional equivalence' is not designed to suggest anything essentially different from what was earlier designated by the phrase "dynamic equivalence".' 'Unfortunately', they continue, 'the expression "dynamic equivalence" has been misunderstood as referring to anything which might have special impact and appeal for receptors. Some Bible translators have seriously violated the principle of dynamic equivalence as described in *Theory and Practice of Translation* and *Toward a Science of Translating.*' In a subsequent, revised edition of *Message and Mission* (1990), Nida uses 'dynamic' and 'functional' equivalence interchangeably, though his concept of equivalence now begins with '1. stylistics, which includes the formal structural relationships'.

Section I of the thesis provides a context for our investigation. It surveys the history of translation, its theory and problems, giving attention to those developments which provide the background to the emergence of Nida's Dynamic Equivalence theory. It then gives a brief overview of the predominantly structural linguistics of the mid-twentieth century.

---


Section II considers the DE theory itself: that is, Nida's sociolinguistic model and the methods of grammatical and semantic analysis, transfer and restructuring, as described primarily in his Theory and Practice of Translation. Since the intention of this thesis is to provide a critical evaluation of the DE theory, the question now arises as to how this is best done.

It is obviously not possible within the confines of this thesis to undertake a comprehensive or exhaustive analysis of the way DE theory has been used in the production of modern Bible translations. Our approach has therefore been to take 'soundings' in several key areas. These have been chosen so as to test DE theory with respect to the claims made as to its principal characteristics and benefits.

Section III takes up the question of how DE theory actually works in practice—what characterises a DE translation of the Bible? We begin by surveying briefly the history of English translations of the Bible (Chapter Nine). This provides the background for a general examination of the Good News Bible, the first deliberate embodiment of DE theory in Bible translation (Chapter Ten). We then test the results of DE theory by taking 'soundings' in the biblical text. We have done this by selecting 7 passages, each representing a significant Bible genre, and comparing the way FC and DE translations deal with the ST in each case (Chapter Eleven). Here we consider, not only the GNB, but also some non-Western translations, some of which precede DE theory, and some of which reflect it.

In Section IV we take a different set of 'soundings', which concern the way modern DE translations have handled some crucial issues that confront all Bible translators. These are not issues chosen at random, but arise directly out of Chapter Eleven's examination of DE theory.

Chapter Twelve takes up the question of 'natural common language'.

Chapter Thirteen explores the issue of 'concordance' and technical terminology. The case study we provide here is the translation of some of the OT's sacrificial terminology. This is an obvious area to test, because of the way this language, and the world-view it reflects, is so foreign to the receptors of the GNB.

Chapter Fourteen deals with the issue of 'distance'—should the historical and cultural distance between ST and receptor be preserved, minimised, or eliminated? The two brief case studies provided here are the use of 'inclusive language' and the translation of the Bible's 'Israel' vocabulary.
Finally, Chapter Fifteen takes up the question of 'explicitness' in the translation of poetry and metaphor.

The Conclusion summarises our investigation of Nida's Dynamic Equivalence theory and the findings with regard to its impact on recent Bible translations. It also suggests what issues have to be addressed in any alternative translation approach.
I Bible Translation And Linguistics
CHAPTER TWO

AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF TRANSLATION AND TRANSLATION THEORY

A. THE PRE-LINGUISTIC PERIOD

Translation theory as such has received scant attention until recently, particularly if one considers the vast amount of human energy that has been expended on inter-lingual communication over the centuries. Historically, in the West, translation activity assumed significant dimensions in the third century BC when the Romans took over wholesale many elements of Greek culture. Writers such as Livius Andronicus, Quintilian, Cicero, Horace, Catullus and the younger Pliny rendered the Greek classics with great skill. The early centuries of the Christian era, too, saw much translation in Syriac, Latin, Coptic dialects, Ethiopic, Gothic, Georgian and Armenian to meet the needs of the rapidly expanding Christian community. In the twelfth century the West came into contact with Islam in Moorish Spain. The situation favoured the two necessary conditions for large scale translation: a qualitative difference in culture and continuous contact between the two languages. Toledo in Spain became a centre of learning. Greek classics were translated into Latin though generally via intermediate languages such as Syriac and Arabic.

The rediscovery of the ancient world that marked the fifteenth century Renaissance saw translations being produced for a broader constituency than ecclesiastically trained academics. Political and social factors increasing the importance of vernacular languages prepared the way for the contribution of the Reformation. Martin Luther's translation of the Bible in 1531 is said to have laid the foundation of modern German. Luther's success encouraged similar enterprises in other European languages, including that of William Tyndale whose work was substantially reflected in the English Bible authorized by King James I in 1611. This in turn had a profound influence on English language and literature.

---

However, it is the twentieth century which has witnessed the greater explosion of translation activity. It is estimated that over 100,000 persons dedicate most of their time to such work.\(^7\) The European Economic Community alone employs 1,300 translators. In the nineteenth century translation had been the preserve of men of letters and science, and international trade was conducted in the language of the dominant power, whilst diplomacy was in French. Now however, international agreements are translated for all the interested parties, and the establishment of an international body, multinational company or newly independent state all give translation enhanced significance, not to mention factors such as the simultaneous publication of the same book in various languages and the exponential increase in technology (patents, specifications, documentation).

Yet in relation to the volume of translational activity, little has been written about it. Traditionally the discussion has centred on two broad issues:

a. the conflict between free and literal translation
b. the tension between the inherent impossibility and absolute necessity.

The classic treatments are those of St Jerome (400 AD), Luther (1530), Etienne Dolet (1540), Dryden (1680), Tytler (1790)—all favouring an idiomatic approach. Tytler, a Scot, wrote an influential volume on *The Principles of Translation* which stated that:

a good translation is one in which the merit of the original work is so completely transfused into another language as to be distinctly apprehended and as strongly felt by a native of the country to which the language belongs as it is by those who speak the language of the original work.\(^8\)

Attitudes to translation in the nineteenth century saw a new emphasis on technical accuracy verging on pedantry. In England more literal tendencies in translation were exemplified in Matthew Arnold's reproduction of Homer in English hexameter, an attempt to adhere to the form of the original. The long awaited revision of the English Bible, the Revised Version of 1881, and its counterpart, the American Standard Version of 1901, displayed such wooden literalism that they completely failed to oust the King James Version from popular affections. Like Matthew Arnold's Homer the ERV and the ASV gained acceptance only amongst the scholarly elite who could appreciate the translation because of their familiarity with the original languages. German writers such as Goethe, Schleiermacher (1813), von Humboldt (1836),

---


Schopenhauer (1851) and Nietzsche (1882) also favoured more literal translation methods. Von Humboldt in particular espoused a kind of cultural determinism to be associated a century later with the ideas of Benjamin Whorf—a view of language which regarded translation as an impossible task.

B. TRANSLATION AND DEVELOPMENTS IN LINGUISTICS

Translation is inevitably an interdisciplinary study. It would be pretentious to attempt more than fleeting references. For instance some knowledge of Textual Criticism enables the translator to assess the quality of the text before he sets out to interpret it, while some reading in Stylistics9 will help in the handling of literary texts where more attention must be paid to connotation and emotion. Modern Philosophy, too, has focused on certain issues of interest to translators, particularly those bearing on the grammatical and lexical aspects of translation. Thus Wittgenstein's oft-quoted remark that 'the meaning of a word is its use in the language'10 emphasises the importance of contextual use. Likewise Austin's distinction between descriptive and performative sentences11 underlined the contrast between non-standardised and standardised language which is significant for the translator. Anthropologists, such as Malinowsky, have drawn attention to the cultural context of linguistic utterances12 so important subsequently for the British linguists J. R. Firth and M. A. K. Halliday. Psychologists also have provided insights of special interest to translators. For instance, Vygotsky's research in the 1930s on the relationship of language and thought had implications for behaviouristic views, while the work of Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum13 stimulated attempts to perfect techniques for measuring connotative meanings of terms based on people's responses to them.

Computer Science made possible the development of machine translation, the results of which, while not justifying the enthusiasm generated in the 50s (except in the case of materials of a restricted technical nature), nevertheless brought a number of not insubstantial benefits to translation theory. Teaching computers to translate demanded a degree of descriptive rigour not required in the past. Furthermore their failure in the area of intersentence structure promoted Discourse Analysis and study of Cohesion.

The problems of polysemy were also highlighted by machine translation. Human translators are able to move from one area of meaning to another by means of analogical extension. But it was a tall order to expect a computer to make accurate choices based on certain diagnostic features. Communication Theory, of which information theory is an integral part, has provided important new concepts for translators: thus the channel capacity of the decoders of the message becomes a factor in any assessment of the adequacy of a translation, and a good deal of redundancy is built into the message where a relatively low channel capacity is posited. The focus of information theory on feedback has also encouraged more attention to the response of the receptors. All of these disciplines have made their contribution. Nevertheless Translation Theory remains essentially the province of Comparative Linguistics and in particular, Semantics. As an application of linguistics, translation theory attempts to provide a reference for the principles, rules and procedures which the translator uses.

Prior to 1945 translation might be regarded as almost exclusively the domain of Philology. In fact, even since the War most publications on translation have been philological rather than linguistic in orientation. This is reflected in the volume edited by Brower\textsuperscript{14} and the general standpoint of Babel, the Journal of the International Federation of Translators. Federov's 1958 Introduction to a Theory of Translation contained a much more comprehensive treatment of translation problems which sought to utilise sound linguistic principles and methods. Falling between philology and linguistics Federov failed to satisfy either party but his book has been influential, not only in Russia but in Europe and America too.\textsuperscript{15} Of the literature which applies linguistics to translation procedures, Vinay and Darbelnet\textsuperscript{16} is notable. They employed translational equivalences between English and French as the basis for analytical treatment of comparative stylistics.

Catford\textsuperscript{17} produced a concise and highly technical work in which he applied Halliday's systemic grammar to translation theory and usefully categorised translation shifts between levels, structures, word classes, units and systems. Techniques based on 'rank scale', 'exponency', 'delicacy' and 'rank shifting' are used to compare different translations of a particular source-language text. Useful distinctions are also made between phonological translation, grammatical translation and lexical translation. Other linguists whose views have influenced the practice of translation include de Saussure,

\textsuperscript{14} R. Brower, On Translation (Oxford: OUP, 1966))
\textsuperscript{16} J.P. Vinay and J. Darbelnet, Stylistique comparée du français et de l'anglais; méthode de traduction (Paris: Didier, 1958)
\textsuperscript{17} J.C. Catford, A Linguistic Theory of Translation (London: Oxford University Press, 1965)
Trubetzkoy, Jakobson, Bloomfield, Martinet, Firth, Mounin, Güttinger, Harris and Chomsky.\textsuperscript{18}

It remains to mention Eugene Nida whose name dominates the literature of translation and whose Dynamic Equivalence (DE) theory is examined in this thesis. Nida's work is informed by his experience as a linguist and as a Bible translator and just about every translation problem is discussed in his more than thirty books and one hundred journal articles. Much of what he has written on translation theory is best summarised in \textit{The Theory and Practice of Translation}\textsuperscript{19} with various aspects of semantic analysis being more fully developed in \textit{Componential Analysis of Meaning}.\textsuperscript{20} A striking feature of Nida's writings is the remarkable clarity with which insights concerning language structures and behaviour are communicated. Esoteric symbols are avoided, technical vocabulary kept to a minimum and a variety of illustrative data employed to engage the reader's interest and understanding.

The concern of this thesis is the application of Nida's DE theory to Bible translation, a very special area of translation activity. Nevertheless, the ramifications may well be broader than this particular focus may suggest. After all, Bible translation has a longer tradition—since the third century BC; involves far more languages—2,000 by 1990; is concerned with a far greater variety of cultures; and includes a wider range of literary types, from lyrical poetry to theological discourse, than any comparable kind of translation. Hence it is not unlikely that what is seen to obtain in the translation of the Scriptures will have broad implications for general problems of translation; for semantic analysis; for observations on discourse structures; and cultural transfers.


\textsuperscript{19} E.A. Nida, \textit{The Theory and Practice of Translation} (Helps for Translators Vol.VII; Leiden: Brill, 1969)

\textsuperscript{20} E.A. Nida, \textit{Componential Analysis of Meaning} (The Hague: Mouton, 1975)
CHAPTER THREE

PROBLEMS IN TRANSLATION

The craft of translation is clearly fraught with many problems and from time to time attempts are made to sever the Gordian knot by proclaiming the dogma of untranslatability or by citing the Italian aphorism *Traduttore traditore*, a rhyming epigram, the English rendering of which only serves to illustrate the point being made (in so far as it is not possible in translation to retain the paronomastic value of the original).

Ideas of cultural and linguistic relativity undoubtedly present the greatest challenge to translation theorists. In seeking to translate a work which belongs to a totally different tradition from our own (such as Mencius, the Gita or the Bible) can we really do more than read our own conception into it? J.R. Firth acknowledged:

> It is not to be supposed that most Orientalists, Egyptologists, classicists, mediaevalists, field anthropologists have not had their wakeful nights over the problem. To put it more precisely can we maintain two systems of thinking in our minds without reciprocal infection and yet in some way mediate between them? And does not such mediation require yet a third system of thought general enough to include them both? And how are we to prevent this third system from being only our own familiar, established tradition of thinking rigged out in some fresh terminology or other disguise.\(^{21}\)

Historically there seems to be a number of independent sources for the views of cultural and linguistic relativity. In fact the idea that language determines thought is as old as the ancient Greeks, but in modern times was first formulated in a detailed manner by von Humboldt (1836). The legacy of Humboldt and the influence of Weisgerber and Trier have been felt for some time in European linguistics. Weisgerber (1954), for instance, has been particularly insistent on the influence of language structure upon world views and ethnic characteristics, and has claimed an overwhelming influence of the German language upon the German character. In English speaking circles, however, it is the American anthropologists Sapir and Whorf who spring to mind as the main proponents of the view that one's language greatly influences one's thought processes.

It has been pointed out by Floyd Lounsbury that the Whorfian hypothesis still proves widely attractive to anthropologists.\textsuperscript{22} What is true in anthropology is equally true in biblical studies. Thus T. Boman, in a number of articles and books\textsuperscript{23} contended that Israelite thinking is dynamic, vigorous and passionate whereas Greek thinking is static, peaceful, moderate and harmonious. That Hebrew is more dynamic, for instance, is illustrated by the fact that the Hebrew word for 'two' comes from sanah meaning 'to repeat'. Likewise the Hebrew word meaning 'to sit' and 'to stand' can be used for 'state' as well as 'motion', thus reflecting the dynamic way of thinking characteristic of the Hebrews. Boman seemed unaware that similar features occur in English, a language closely related to his own. Similarly the Dutch theologian N.H. Ridderbos\textsuperscript{24} sees the peculiarly Hebrew sense of corporate personality reflected in the sudden transitions from singular to plural verb form. He does not reflect that similar transitions are common in all West European languages as in: 'A number of boys have forgotten their books' or 'Everybody rises from their seats'.

Responding to the contentions of scholars such as Boman, Gunkel and others, Nida observes:

The idea that the Hebrew people had a completely different view of time because they had a different verbal system does not stand up under investigation. It would be just as unfounded to claim that people in the English speaking world have lost interest in sex because the gender distinctions in nouns and adjectives have been largely eliminated, or that Indo-Europeans are very time conscious because in many languages there are time distinctions in the verbs. But no people seems more time-oriented than the Japanese, and their verbal system is not too different from the aspecual structure of Hebrew. Furthermore, few people are so little interested in time as some of the tribes of Africa, many of whose languages have far more time distinctions than any Indo-European language has.\textsuperscript{25}

Nida stresses the arbitrariness of such grammatical features, following lines laid down by the French structuralist de Saussure. Similar criticisms of biblical word studies based on principles exemplified by Boman, had already been voiced by James Barr in his \textit{Semantics of Biblical Language}.\textsuperscript{26}

With regard to vocabulary stock—when a language possesses a remarkable number of words and expressions for all sorts of details in a particular field, we may safely

\textsuperscript{22} S. Hook ed., \textit{Language and Philosophy} (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1963) 10
\textsuperscript{23} Such as T. Boman \textit{Hebrew Thought Compared with Greek} (London, SCM1960)
\textsuperscript{24} N.H. Ridderbos, 'Is het Hebruews één van de bronnen van de openbaring' \textit{Geref. Theol Tijdschrift} (1964) 8.
\textsuperscript{25} E.A. Nida, 'Implications of Contemporary Linguistics for Biblical Scholarship,' \textit{JBL} 91 (1972) 83.
assume that this field is, or once was, important in the language community. The standard illustration of such a cultural focus is Eskimo with its many terms for snow. But examples could be multiplied—Dutch has many words referring to shipping, fishing and agriculture; American Indian languages had many terms for tents and tent parts; Lugisu (Eastern Uganda) has twenty different words for bananas, and Indonesian languages have many different designations for rice.

Such vocabulary concentrations tell us something about the community’s present or past way of life. However, we cannot conclude much more from the presence or absence of words. Naturally, when a certain concept is unknown to a people their language will have no word for it. In some Indonesian languages there is no word for snow. But we cannot automatically assume from the absence of a term X that the speakers do not know the concept X. For instance, English, unlike some languages, does not have separate terms to distinguish three kinds of aunts: (1) mother’s sister, (2) father’s sister, and (3) the wife of an uncle. But this does not mean that English speakers are not able to think such thoughts. Similarly, Indonesian in its words for brother/sister does not differentiate sex but rather older/younger. This certainly does not mean that those who speak only Indonesian can have no concept of ‘sister’ and ‘brother’. It simply means that the idea is expressed by a phrase rather than a word.

The consequence for translation is that the unit of equivalence is not the word. Different languages seldom have more than partial correspondence between words. If a language has no word for an object it does not mean that it cannot talk about the object. Rather it can utilise alternative forms of expression in its own structure for the same end.

What then of Whorf’s views? Our problem is to ascertain exactly what is being claimed. He does not deny the conventionality of language but in ‘Science and Linguistics’ (as a result of his comparative studies of American Indian languages), claims that language is not merely a reproducing instrument for voicing ideas, but rather is itself the shaper of ideas. ‘We dissect nature along lines laid down by our own native languages.’

Again in his more mystical ‘Language, Mind and Reality’ he claims that:

the forms of a person’s thought are controlled by inexorable laws of pattern of which he is unconscious…And every language is a vast pattern system, different from others, in which the personality not only communicates but also analyzes nature, notices or neglects types of

---

relationship and phenomes, channels his reasoning, and builds the house of his consciousness.  

Max Black has summarized the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis as the claim that 'language, or some aspect of it, partially controls mental life'. He focuses shrewdly on the confusions surrounding the use of the terms 'language', 'mental life' and 'controls'. With regard to unique lexical distinctions in exotic languages he rightly points out that they present only temporary obstacles to understanding. Learning to recognize the names of varieties of snow is no harder than mastering the technical dialect of biology or any other science. As to the much publicized fact that Navahos and others draw their colour boundaries in different places, Black points out that we can readily distinguish many colours for which we may have no distinctive names. However, as we have noted above, Whorf himself stressed the role of grammar in shaping one's Weltanschauung. But it is unclear as to what counts as evidence for someone having or lacking a particular concept. The deduction of a world view from the structure of a language always involves circular reasoning. One deduces that people who speak different languages have different mentalities because they speak different languages. Non-linguistic data is seldom adduced. How can one identify the 'thoughts' resulting from certain grammatical features when they are inevitably expressed in words, and in the Whorfian's own language to boot? Is not the metalanguage used by the Whorfian himself inescapably tainted by preconceived metaphysics? Certainly it would be difficult to justify strong determinism. Even to raise these problems proves the falsity of the strongest version of the hypothesis.

A weaker form of determinism is commonly found in writers such as Lenneberg and Bolinger. The latter, for instance, concedes that Whorf's position was exaggerated: Whorf did explain his position in English thus implying that an English reader could grasp the concepts even though they are embodied in the structure of his language. Nevertheless some language categories magnify certain ways of saying things and diminish others. Bolinger draws attention to recent studies (e.g. by Greenfield and Bruner) on how a language organizes concepts into hierarchies:

   By insisting overmuch on grammatical relativism and picking only superficial examples of lexical relativism linguists and anthropologists have perhaps missed the most important cognitive manifestation of all, the intricacy of lexical organization. It is an area that is only beginning to be studied.

In conclusion then, any thesis of radical untranslatability based on linguistic relativity must be rejected. Naturally the task of translation will not be an easy one where the languages involved represent cultures that are poles apart.

Hockett comments that: (1) the most precisely definable differences between languages are also the most trivial from the Whorfian point of view; (2) languages differ not so much in what can be said in them, but rather as to what it is relatively easy to say; (3) the impact of inherited linguistic patterns on activities is generally least important in the most practical context and most significant in such activities as story telling, religion and philosophizing.\textsuperscript{31}

Over the past decade there have been a number of interesting but controversial psycholinguistic studies on the differences between the reasoning processes of Chinese and English speakers. A. H. Bloom\textsuperscript{32} conducted experiments which seemed to demonstrate that the absence of a specific grammatical form such as the subjunctive in English made it extremely difficult for Chinese speakers to reason hypothetically. However, Bloom's research material has been criticised by Au and Liu\textsuperscript{33} who isolated other variables. The cultural background of those tested, the concrete or abstract nature of the materials used, and the maturity of the subjects all influenced the ability of those tested to reason counterfactually.\textsuperscript{34} Future research using more sophisticated measures of cognition may yet provide evidence of the linguistic shaping of thought. For instance will the banning of 'sexist language' in style manuals influence the thinking of those who comply with these standards?

In the meantime with regard to the Whorfian hypothesis it seems reasonable to conclude with Jakobson that: 'Languages differ essentially in what they \textit{must} convey and not in what they \textit{can} convey'.\textsuperscript{35}

Translation is a fact and as such presents a challenge both to linguistic theory and to philosophy.

Having established the reality of translation one must immediately confess the difficulties facing practitioners. It would be useful in fact to briefly analyse the problems that arise, and to describe the situations in which loss of meaning occurs, when seeking to replace a written message in one language by the same message in another. For the stakes are often high:

Translation is an imperative activity, you cannot carry on without it. It commands the value of treaties and of commercial contracts and of military capitulations. In a wider field, it is the condition without which a common culture cannot exist.\(^{36}\)

As to the translation being a 'condition of peace', an obvious contemporary example of crucial import is the conflict in the Middle East that is fuelled by different interpretations of the text of the UN Security Council decision of November 22, 1967. This decision accepted by both sides requested Israel 'Se retirer de territoires' captured in the Six Day War. Is this to be translated 'withdraw from (some) territories' or 'withdraw from (all) territories'? Both interpretations are possible. Israel has assumed the former while the Arabs have asserted the latter.

The task of translation, then, is a difficult one involving a continuous tension, reflecting the claims of each language involved. A knowledge of linguistics (science) can be a great asset in enabling insight into and analysis of all the factors involved, but the actual achievement of a version as near in all respects as possible to the original is perhaps more in the nature of an art than a science.

Granted that every exercise in translation involves some loss of meaning we turn now to a consideration of the factors involved. We shall focus on those arising from differences in the cultural context, the lexis, and the syntax of the languages involved.

**A. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM CULTURAL DIFFERENCES**

A text often describes a situation which has elements peculiar to the natural environment, institutions and culture of its language area. Catford offers the Finnish lexical item *sauna* and the Japanese lexical item *huro-ba* as examples of cultural untranslatability.\(^{37}\) It is conceivable that there might be texts where 'bath' or 'bathhouse' would be an adequate equivalent but the institutions are very different. Whereas the English bath is normally a solitary activity, the Finnish and Japanese baths are communal. The Finnish *sauna* involves neither immersion in hot water nor washing the body. The Japanese institution does involve immersion in hot water, and

---

\(^{36}\) H. Belloc, 'On Translation' (1931) as reprinted in *TBT* 10 (1967): 84

washing the body is an integral element of the process, but it is separate from, and completed before, immersion in the bath for soaking. There are many other situational features in both the Finnish and Japanese contexts, the 'source language' (SL) cultures, which do not exist in the English 'target language' (TL) culture. In a similar way, 'bath' is a misleading translation of the Indonesian lexical item mandi because of the different physical features and social functions involved. Articles of clothing provide other examples of features of material culture which may lead to difficulties. For instance, no English item is relatable to the Malay-Indonesian sarung. No English garment is worn both in bed and in the street (except when there is a fire!).

Most translators would be inclined to transfer the SL item (e.g., mandi or sarung) into the TL text, leaving its contextual meaning to emerge from the co-text (literary context) or else explaining it in a footnote. Apart from the fact that such semantic borrowing often gives rise to confusion, the translator needs to be aware that the SL lexical item seldom retains its full SL meaning in the TL. Thus the translator who introduces sauna into his English text may well know Finnish and assume the full Finnish meaning. For the English reader, however, it carries a contextual meaning something like 'foreign'—specifically Finnish—cultural institution comparable with 'Turkish bath'—and become formalised as a member of lexical sets containing items like steambath, Turkish bath, Public Baths, or even massage parlours. Catford also draws attention to the lexical item sputnik which first entered English in October 1957 with the meaning of 'Russian artifical satellite'—no more. But in Russian sputnik is a member of a number of lexical sets and its English equivalents would include 'fellow traveller' (traveller, wayfarer, companion, etc.); 'companion' (guide to, handbook, introduction); 'satellite' (planet, earth, moon, etc.); 'artificial satellite' (spaceship, rocket, etc.). We see that the English use of this loan word involves only a partial transference of meaning. Sputnik has, in an English text, acquired an English meaning that correlates with only part of the total meaning of the Russian original.

Problems of cultural differences are not limited to lexical items which do not have equivalents in the target language. Let's take an Indonesian text recording the arrival of a visitor (Pak A) at the home of Pak B.

Pak A:  Permisi.
Mr A:  Excuse me or Hello, anyone home?

Anaknya Pak B:  Pak, ada tamu.
Son of Mr B:  Father, there's a guest.

Pak B:  E, Pak A. Mari Masuk, bagaimana kabarnya? Mari duduk disini.

---

Mr B: Oh, Mr A. Come in. How are you? Sit down here.

_Pak A disuguhi minuman oleh pembantunya_
Mr A is served a drink by the servant

_Pak B: Mari diminum_
Mr B: Please drink your drink.\(^{39}\)

Certain cultural peculiarities make this difficult to translate. For instance, the first line is difficult because in English culture we only call out at the door if we have been knocking for some time and no-one has answered. 'Hello, anyone home?' also suggests an informal attitude which is inconsistent with Mr A being referred to as a 'guest' (a term which in English indicates that formal preparations have been made for his coming). The last line is difficult too, because in English we simply don't say anything about drinking after we have served a visitor, unless perhaps we are concerned because he hasn't touched it for 15 minutes. 'Drink your drink' sounds like an order being given to a small child who is being unco-operative. And yet in Indonesian (especially Javanese) culture it would be unthinkable to drink before being urged to do so by your host. Note too, that in an English version Mr B would have to open the door to Mr A. This is because in English culture the door is normally closed, whereas in Indonesia the door is usually open during 'visiting hours', a concept also foreign to English speakers.

**B. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM LEXICAL DIFFERENCES**

It was Hjelmslev who likened the relations between the forms of a language and its meanings to that between a fishing net and the dry sand on which it is spread out. One language puts the net this way and includes within one of its meshes a piece of sand that in another language (which puts its net a different way) falls partly or wholly in an adjoining mesh. Every language is ultimately _sui generis_—its categories being defined in terms of relations holding within the language itself.

The task of finding lexical equivalents is easiest when the languages involved fall within the area of relatively unified culture, as in the case of Western European languages. Even so, no two languages have vocabularies which coincide so that every time a word of one languages appears in a text it can be rendered by the same word in the other. Every language has a number of words which just do not exist in other languages. It is said that English has more than a million words while German has

\(^{39}\) I owe this example to Mrs Gloria Soepomo from an unpublished paper on 'Problems in Translation' (1977), Salatiga, Indonesia.
about 600,000. Even when we have in two languages words referring to the same extra linguistic phenomenon, we can never be confident that they will be interchangeable in every case. Words do not have one well defined meaning (with the exception of some scientific vocabulary). Rather they cover a range of related, but at times quite dissimilar, meanings. This phenomenon, called polysemy, can be seen in the listings of any dictionary. Each time a word is used a different aspect of its meaning may be activated. In the sentence, 'Just hand me that leaf, please.' one may, according to the circumstances, be referring to the leaf of a tree (in a botany lesson), to a sheet of paper (in an office), to a sheet of metal (in a jewellery factory), or to an extra section to be inserted into an adjustable table being prepared for dinner. The problem is that such aspects of meaning are differently arranged in different languages—one of the main problems for machine translation. Thus Siertsema, who supplied the above example, points out that the Dutch word blad may refer to all the things that the English word 'leaf' does, but also can refer to a tea-tray (see-blad). French in turn uses two terms for the latter according to the size of the item, viz. a plateau for the large size carried by a waiter but a cabaret for tea or coffee—neither of which can be used for the leaf of a tree which is feuille in French. As no two languages put their word 'nets' in the same position there is never more than partial correspondence between apparent equivalents. There is a good discussion of the phenomenon of polysemy and its sources in Ullmann.

Belloc pointed out that in addition to polysemy, there is another factor militating against lexical equivalence: 'The history of a word, its use in the prose and verse of the language...its use in certain masterpieces and remembered phrases, and in general all the atmosphere of its being'. He illustrated his point by taking the simple example of the word terre in French and the word 'land' in English.

The word terre in French may be variously translated by the words land, soil, ground, earth—to give only four of its distinct meanings. Thus of sailors at sea, making a landfall 'C'est bien la terre' means 'It is certainly land'. 'C'est de la bonne terre' means 'It is good soil'. The fine sharp musical phrase 'Les Rois de la terre' in the 'Marseillaise' means 'The kings of all the earth' and 'Il mit pied a terre' means 'He put foot to ground'. In the plural 'ses terres', used of a magnate, means not his lands but his 'land' or his' estate—and so on. The difficulty is a familiar one. The ambiguities produced by it are difficulties against which even the most elementary translator is on his guard. But what must also be remarked and what is equally important when one is attempting the rendering of any great matter—great through its literary form or its message—is the atmosphere of the word. The word 'terre' in French is a long and powerful syllable to which the English word 'earth' alone corresponds and no other of its supposed equivalents. It is a more

---

profound word in a peasant society than in an urban society. There is more still: it connotes very vaguely but quite certainly in one language one type of landscape, in another, another. And there is more, it has been used by the poets and the great prose writers in different ways in the two languages and this historical difference marks its effect whenever it is used.43

In attempting to achieve translation equivalence at the lexical level, we are faced with two problems. Firstly the words of language A do not match up with those of language B in a one to one fashion. Secondly language B often does not have any lexical equivalent for terms in language A. Standard texts usually illustrate the first problem by reference to the unique way each language classifies colours or refers to its network of kinship terms. These two semantic fields provide fruitful contrasts if we compare Indonesian and English too. But an even more arresting example of the first type of lexical problem occurs when we seek to translate into Indonesian the English verbs 'come', 'bring' and 'take'. The Indonesian terms mengantarkan and membawa are distinguished on the basis of whether the thing conveyed is human or not, respectively. In English that is not relevant. The choice between 'bring' and 'take' as with 'come' and 'go' depends on whether the goal of the motion is in the vicinity of the speaker or addressee (or in a narrative the character whose point of view is being taken) or not. Thus when translating isolated sentences from English to Indonesian we may need additional information about the nature of what is being conveyed in order to make an appropriate choice between mengantarkan and membawa. Conversely, when translating from Indonesian to English, we may need additional information about the location of the speaker and addressee in order to choose between 'come' and 'go' or 'bring' and 'take'. Compare a similar problem encountered by Bible translators in North Burma. The Akha language demands that the exact direction of all movements be specified. In the translation of Hebrews 11:37 which refers to Jewish martyrs who 'were sown asunder' the question inevitably arose: Which way? Lengthwise or across?

Sometimes in translating we find that one word may appear to be a translation of another in that they both refer to the same item in extra-linguistic reality. But on closer examination it becomes apparent that they occupy quite different places in the two semantic systems.

The second problem at the lexical level, as mentioned above, is when one language simply does not have any equivalent for some term in the other language. Thus English has very few words describing body positions while Austronesian languages tend to be rich in such descriptions. Take these two examples from Javanese:
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dege mbegagh: he stood with his legs spread out and his arms folded across his chest

iwake dipikul: he carried the fish in two baskets suspended from opposite ends of a pole which he carried across his shoulder.

However, when a particular word often recurs in a passage it is preferable to borrow it. A description of an Indonesian meal then might go as follows:

Rice is the major food of Indonesia as it is throughout most of Asia. It is served at every meal. In addition some sort of fried or roasted item is almost always served. It may be meat or something else like bean-curd cake (tahu or tempe) or shrimp chips (krupuk). The term of this primarily dry item is lauk. In addition there is usually a vegetable dish with a considerable amount of broth. This is the sayur. And most Indonesians don't consider a meal complete unless it contains some kind of hot sauce called sambel. These items—rice, lauk, sayur and sambel, form the basic Indonesian meal. Sometimes though in place of the lauk there is a meat dish with a considerable amount of broth. When this is served, instead of sayur there may be a salad-like dish which consists of steamed vegetables with some kind of sambel. There are numbers of such salad-like dishes. Pecel has a hot peanut sauce. Gado-gado has more western type vegetables but also peanut sauce. Gudangan has vegetables similar to pecel but has coconut sambel. Tahu Gulung has fried bean-curd cake (tahu) and several vegetables such as sliced cabbage and bean sprout with a soya sauce sambel. Oddly enough there does not seem to be any covering term for this group of salad-like dishes.

It would be very difficult or at least awkward to convey all the information in the above without using the borrowed words. This is permissible as long as we know what we are doing. Anthropologists commonly do this in writing ethnographies. The first rule is to define the term. The second is not to use Indonesian words for which there are English equivalents.

Professional people in Indonesia and other developing countries often find that their national language does not have the technical terms that exist in, for example, West European languages. What does one do in linguistics to express concepts such as phoneme, syntax, discourse, dialect, register, etc? Sometimes the meaning of already existing indigenous terms can be extended. But borrowing is often advisable. If the borrowed term is modified to suit the phonological system of the borrowing language it probably won't be any harder to learn than a newly coined term. Furthermore, if it resembles the equivalent term in other languages this will facilitate reading technical material written in those languages. Thus linguistic text—books in Bahasa Indonesia use terms such as: analogi, klausa, kolokatif, konotatif, transformasi, idiolek, standardisasi, foenem, sinonim.
C. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM GRAMMATICAL DIFFERENCES

Translation involves the relation between form and meaning in two languages. Meaning which is signalled by the forms of one language has to be transferred so that it is signalled by the forms of another language. Since each language has its own distinctive form and patterns, the same meaning may have to be expressed in another language by quite a different form. The popular terms 'free', 'literal' and 'word-for-word' translation reflect different approaches to the form of the SL text in translation. Catford provides a more precise instrument of description by taking over Halliday's concept of 'rank scale':

The rank scale is the scale on which units are arranged in a grammatical or phonological hierarchy. In English grammar we set up a hierarchy of five units—the largest, or highest, on the rank scale is the sentence. The smallest or lowest is the morpheme. Between these in descending order is the clause, the group and the word.44

Thus a word-for-word translation generally means what it says: it is essentially rank-bounded at the word rank. On the other hand a free translation is always unbounded—equivalences shunt up and down the rank scale, but tend to be at the higher ranks—sometimes between even larger units than the sentence. Literal translation lies between these extremes. It may take its starting point from a word-for-word approach but then make whatever modifications are demanded by the TL grammar. Catford gives an example of a Russian text whose form has to be modified to convey the meaning of the SL.

SL Text: *Bog s nimi*
TL Text: God with them (word-for-word)
            God is with them (literal)
            Never mind about them (free)

Only the free translation is interchangeable with the SL text where the addressee is being advised to dismiss or disregard a triviality.45 This memorable Russian example reminds us that idioms will loom large among the difficulties encountered by the translator. Consider the absurdity of literal translations of such idioms as: 'put the wind up somebody', 'set one's heart on something', 'open one's heart to somebody', 'lose face', 'be up to the eyes in it', and 'give (a horse) its head'. Sometimes, too, a literal sense of the expression may continue alongside the idiomatic sense. Thus, such expressions as 'kick the bucket', 'pull someone's leg', 'take someone for a ride', 'let someone down', 'go a long way' are equally acceptable in both literal and idiomatic

senses and the translator will have to decide which is operative on the basis of context.\textsuperscript{46}

Practical examples of grammatical problems facing translators from English to Indonesian or vice versa would include pronominalization and treatment of verbs especially with regard to voice and tense. With regard to pronouns, it has been pointed out that Bahasa Indonesia has a nine-term system (i.e., aku, saya, kami, kita, engkau, kamu, ia, beliau, mereka) as opposed to the English seven-term system (i.e., I, we, you, he, she, it, they), and that not one English translation equivalent has the same meaning, formally or contextually, as an Indonesian pronoun.\textsuperscript{47} The Indonesian system contains two dimensions absent from the English system: the exclusive/inclusive 'we' (kami/kita) and familiar/non-familiar (aku/saya, engkau/kamu, dia/beliau). Actually the non-familiar beliau is an honorific. It is the honorific dimension which displays the relative status or degree of intimacy of the participants in some European languages such as French, German, Russian and Italian. It is even more pronounced in some languages of the Indonesian archipelago (e.g., Javanese and Balinese) as well as other Asian languages such as Japanese, Korean, Thai, Burmese and Tibetan. The existence of honorifics has provided a fertile soil for dissension among Bible translators.\textsuperscript{48} We may note too that the English pronoun system has a gender dimension (he/she/it) absent in Indonesian, not to mention its case endings.

More complex is the use of pronouns in narrative. In English once a character has been introduced he is usually referred to by a pronoun unless for some reason his identity needs to be restated (e.g., when the topic or the scene changes). However, in Indonesian, the topic in a narrative is not mentioned again once it has been established. This means that in translating into English one has to remember to put in all pronouns referring to participants in the action described by the verb. Similarly the English speaker in translating into Indonesian (or Javanese) has to know what to delete. The following extract and its translation illustrates this difference as well as demonstrating the Indonesian preference for a passive verb where English would use the active:

\begin{tabular}{l}
\textbf{English:} & When the holy men saw Ken Angrok, they chased him and \text{} \\
& when they caught him they beat him and tortured him. \\

\textbf{Indonesian:} & Waktu para pertapa itu melihat Ken Angrok, dia terus \text{} \\
& dikejarnya dan waktu tertangkap dipukuli dan dihukumnya. \\
\end{tabular}

In the Indonesian, after the introduction of the characters, all the verbs are passive because the topic of the story is the patient of a series of actions. In English the topic is

\begin{itemize}
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not necessarily the subject of the sentence. The subject is selected mechanically; the sentences have to be active so whatever word order results gives us the subject. The topic is identified by other means. In translating, people tend to preserve subjects and objects according to the language they are translating from.

Another grammatical problem involves English tenses and related matters. In English every sentence indicates information about the time of the event or situation in relation to the act of speaking or writing (before, simultaneous with, or after), the aspect of the event being focused on (begun, in process, or completed), and mode. Indonesian does not have to specify any of this information (though most of it can be made explicit). In translating from Indonesian to English we must decide which tense, aspect and mode are intended. There are instances of entire Indoensian texts which are ambiguous from the point of view of an English speaker. Take the following:

Daging dipotong pesagi-pesagi setebal jari, lalu dikodok dengan santan dan bumbu-bumbu yang sudah ditumbuk halus, sampai empuk dan habis kuahnya, kuitangi beberapa irus minyak kelapa lalu disoreng sampai kuning.

Are these directions, or an ethnographic description of how Javanese prepare some particular dish? It seems to make no difference in Indonesian, but in English one must decide between one or the other. If these are directions the translation is:

Cut the meat into cubes of about 1/2 inch thick (the thickness of a finger). Then boil them with coconut milk and the spices (which have already been ground (pounded)) until the meat is soft and the broth is gone. Then add a few dippers of coconut oil and fry until golden brown.

If this is an ethnographic description then the translation will be:

They cut the meat into cubes of about 1/2 inch thick (the thickness of a finger). Then they boil them with coconut milk and the spices which they have pounded fine (using a mortar and pestle) in advance. (They boil the meat) until it is soft and the broth is gone. Then they add a few dippers of coconut oil and fry the meat until it is golden brown.49

In addition to cultural, lexical and grammatical difficulties in translation, Newmark points out two other sources of loss of meaning.50 Firstly, we cannot in practice assume homogeneous use of language. Thus the author of the original text on the one hand, and the translator on the other, will have their idiosyncracies. Secondly, the translator may well have a different theory of meaning and different values from the

49 G. Soepomo, 'Problems in Translation', (unpublished; Salatiga, Indonesia, 1977) 4
text producer. The point is well illustrated by Newmark’s allusion to the school report. Every school teacher knows that comments such as 'fair', 'average', 'competent', 'satisfactory', 'trying', 'a good type of lad', etc., can be interpreted in various ways. This is certainly the hope of the headmaster who restrains his staff from more honest, explicit and colourful commentary!

The above analysis and examples will suffice to show the inevitability of loss of meaning in translation, without mentioning other possibilities such as obscurities in the text or incompetence on the part of the translator. Obviously the success of the translation enterprise will be very much related to the context available—'the richer the context of a message; the smaller the loss of information'.51 The nature and extent of the biblical corpus as context (or 'co-text') is of great significance for Bible translation, as we shall see later.

---

CHAPTER FOUR

SACRED TEXTS AND TRANSLATION THEORY

A. SACRED TEXTS AND TRANSLATION

Nearly all the great religions of the world have either given rise to a language or have carried the obscure dialects that first served them to distant areas and world renown. The Jewish faith has spread Aramaic and Hebrew, not to mention Yiddish and Saphardi, far beyond the borders of Palestine. Islam carried the once isolated language of southern Arabia to vast regions of Europe, Asia, Africa, and Oceania; such languages as Persian, Hindustani, Turkish, Hausa, Swahili and Indonesian are replete with Arabic words. Buddhism transferred the sacred writings of Gotama’s faith to Tibet, Siam, Indochina, China and Japan. Christianity found two thoroughly established languages, Greek and Latin, ready to be utilized, and it was largely through the Christian faith that these two languages survived and spread despite the conquest of the Roman Empire by waves of Germanic invaders.

It has been said that religion, by its very nature, demands translation. Firstly it must express immortalities in mortal languages which quickly become archaic. Secondly its universal nature must find expression in the idiom of various kinds of societies. The idea is arresting but not strictly true, at least with regard to the translation of sacred scriptures. Many religions have shown no inclination to promote the translation of their religious texts. Islam is an obvious example. Moslems have never come to terms with translation. The Qur’an is regarded as being untranslatable. A crucial aspect of its revelatory credentials is the incomparability of its Arabic expression. Thus, even though many non-Arab races—Persians, Turks, Pakistanis, Indians, Indonesians, Malays, Hausas, and scores of others, have the Qur’an at the centre of their religious existence, with only a fraction of their members having access to it in the original Arabic, its untranslatability into their language is an article of faith. ‘We have sent it down an Arabic Qur’an.’ An Arabic Qur’an is the deliberate self-designation of the Scriptures of Islam (see Surahs 12:2; 20:3; 41:3; 42:7 and 43:3), and centuries of exegesis have confirmed that if God willed that His Holy Book should be Arabic, submission demands that it should not be turned into another tongue. It is for this reason that the English Moslem, Marmaduke Pickthall in 1920 entitled his translation The Meaning of the Glorious Koran. Others have got over the difficulty by printing

---
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Arabic and the vernacular in parallel columns (e.g., H.B. Jassim in his Indonesian translation). There is dogma therefore about the form as well as the substance, and these are not separable. Once given, in the revelatory particular which is Arabic, Scripture cannot be transposed. Translation deliberately destroys form and this dishonours the Divine Mind that decreed the Arabicity.\textsuperscript{53}

Christianity on the other hand has been from the start a translating religion. It is true that from time to time in Church History, there have been individuals who have claimed biblical Hebrew and Greek to be the peculiar dialects of the Holy Spirit but this has never been the orthodox view. Conviction concerning the actuality of God's activity within history has implied that Revelation has not meant lifting human language out of its cultural milieu; but rather that it exploits the potentiality of language for communication within its sociological matrix.

Numerous relativity factors operate here. Jesus was a Jew, not an Aztec: he spoke Aramaic, not English. There is a cultural and historical conditioning of individual psychology and of man's language within the socio-anthropological matrix of his life. There are bounds to the capacity of a given language at a particular time, set by the repertoire of forms and potentials in current use. Creativity may develop the potentials, and God's agents in revelation have clearly done this with great new strides of thought and originality of expression—none more marvellously than our Saviour himself. But still they must work with the 'given', and cannot strain the stock of words and structures with inventions unrecognizable by listeners and readers.\textsuperscript{54}

Thus many, if not most, of Europe's languages have as their first written document a translation of the Bible. This is true of the first Germanic tongue to boast a literary form, Gothic, which Bishop Wulfila introduced to the world in his fourth century translation of the Scriptures; of Armenian and Georgian which first appear in a similar form in the fifth century; of Slavic, for which the brothers Cyril and Methodius devised the Cyrillic alphabet in the ninth century; of Albanian with its baptismal ritual of 1462; of Finnish with its 1548 Bible; and many others.

At the same time established languages were assisted on the road to standardization and modernization by religious texts. The powerful influence of Luther's High German translation, and the role of the KJV in fixing standards of modern literary English have already been mentioned. It is true that in the Middle Ages, the Church in Europe used the Bible in Latin, and not in the popular languages. But one must remember that, in this period practically all literary, scientific and administrative activities were carried out in Latin. Furthermore much Biblical material was translated into vernacular languages.
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Even though this activity was subsequently frowned on (and the laity discouraged from Bible reading), it was never stopped altogether. Today in hundreds of tribal languages in areas such as South America, Africa and Austronesia, missionary translators are repeating the achievements of their early predecessors.

But while Bible translation is a typically Christian activity, it was started by the Jews. Christians took over two existing Jewish versions, the Septuagint and the Peshitta. The evidence shows that the former was used quite independently of the Hebrew text. Even a scholar such as Philo of Alexandria in the second century AD based his theological discussion on the Greek Bible without apparently being aware that it was often not identical in sense with the Hebrew original.

The typical Jewish Bible translation, however, and the one that gained permanent authority in the whole Jewish world, was the Aramaic Targum. This was indeed a translation of a peculiar kind. At first it was not written down. Rather, the translator stood next to the lector in the Synagogue and orally rendered each verse into Aramaic after it had been read in Hebrew. The Targums, originally, were oral interpretations reflecting the official view of what the sacred text meant. Subsequently they were recorded for use as a commentary alongside the sacred text. That Jewish communities did not again produce translations of the type represented by the Peshitta and the Septuagint, no doubt represented a reaction in the face of vigorous Christian polemic which made considerable use of the latter, especially in seeking to convince Jews that Jesus of Nazareth was their Messiah.

Christian translation then, assumed an entirely different standing from Jewish translation. The version was not regarded as a mere aid to understanding, but as an authoritative replacement. Because of this the translation served as a theological equivalent of the original text. This in turn influenced the approach of the translators who tended to produce quite literal renditions. This emphasis on formal correspondence to the source text found in, for example, Augustine, and to a lesser extent, Jerome, and in those who translated the Latin Vulgate into European vernaculars, was contrary to the prevailing fashions in the translations of secular works. But these translators were not ignorant of the artistic techniques devised by the Roman writers for the translation of Greek works. Rather the more literal approach was deemed appropriate for the sacred text and only minimum concessions were often made to the grammar and idiom of the TL.

This is clearly an issue to which we must return later, for the question is complex. Basically there are two quite different concepts of translation. One is that the translation should read like an original creation in the TL. That is the very essence of
the art, the resurrection of an alien thing in a native body. The other attitude which has tended to prevail until recently in Bible translation, focusses on the meaning of the source text rather than on successful communication. It seeks to take the reader back into the alien world of the author.

The prevalence of this latter attitude in Bible translation has led Chaim Rabin to comment:

It is the tendency of the Christian Bible translations to become independent sources of religious authority and emotion which is, to my mind, their most typical trait, and to the best of my knowledge, does not exist in other religions with regard to the translation of their sacred texts. This is also the reason why Bible translation in the Christian world has been so conservative in its methods.

He goes on to pinpoint a new trend largely inspired by the writings of Eugene Nida by which, 'Bible translation has been brought much closer to modern translation in general, and will not fail to become part of it and share its advances.\textsuperscript{56}

B. LINGUISTIC THEORY

Modern Linguistics has externalized many of the intuitive processes of translation. What was previously the preserve of the philologist, language teacher and professional interpreter has, since 1945, been subjected to the more scientifically oriented theorizing that we associate with names such as Firth, Catford and Nida. As we have noted this theory has been influenced by ideas stemming from linguistics, literary criticism, ethnography, communication theory, machine translation, psychology and philosophy, but the dominant influences seem to have come from theoretical linguistics.\textsuperscript{57} With regard to Bible translation Nida has pointed to three principal theories about language structure which have been significant:\textsuperscript{58} tagmemics, stratificational grammar and generative-transformational grammar. We would add systemic grammar. It would not be possible to do justice to them here, but some brief introduction would not be inappropriate before we conclude Section I by considering what contribution we might legitimately expect from linguistics with regard to the theory and practice of translation.

1. Tagmemic Grammar

Tagmemics, developed by Kenneth L. Pike and his colleagues of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, essentially stems from more traditional views of language structure
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which focussed on the positions in the grammar of those words or units which could fill those positions. For example, in analysing a sentence such as 'The old man went home yesterday', the positions of the definite article 'the', qualifying adjective 'old', noun 'man', verb 'went', locative attributive 'home' and temporal attributive 'yesterday' are all carefully noted and all the words and expressions which might possibly fill such positions are described. For example, the article position can be filled by 'a', 'this', 'that', 'one' and for the plural by 'some', 'many', 'few' etc. Furthermore, the unit 'the old man' constitutes a subject position, and a pronoun such as 'he' can occupy this entire slot. Likewise the predicate slot can be occupied by a single verb, e.g., 'died'. The size of the slots and fillers and their hierarchical ordering are also important. Moreover, one has to constantly note the restrictions upon occurrence: 'a' occurs only with singular nouns, 'many' with plural nouns, while 'the' may occur with either singular or plural. It must be noted too that a past tense has a valence relation with an expression such as 'yesterday' while other tenses are related to other kinds of time words. Because tagmemics ascribes such importance to slots and fillers, and gives priority to the analysis of text, it has proved eminently suitable for initial field work. Beginning linguists have also been helped by the relatively simple notational system which does not depend too heavily on mathematical concepts.

2. Stratificational Grammar

Stratificational grammar, associated with the name of Sydney Lamb of Yale and H.A. Gleason of Toronto focusses upon the levels of language and for the most part deals with five different strata (cf. Halliday's 'levels' of structure): semantic, lexical, syntactic, morphological and phonological. One may begin, for example, with the semantic level of potentiality and trace this through the lexical level, where it is commonly expressed either by a modal *can* or the verb phrase *be able* and the suffix *-able*. These same elements can be described on the syntactic level: *can* as an auxiliary verb and *be able* as a verb phrase. On the morphological level, one must describe the morpheme alternates of *can* and the ways in which the suffix *-able* combines with certain stems. Finally, on the phonological level, one focusses upon the different ways in which *can, be able* and *-able* are phonologically actualized. One could, of course, begin with the phonological level and trace developments up through any and all the other strata. In order to describe precisely the relations of elements on all levels and how they relate to one another, there is an elaborate system of networks and grids to define interdependencies.

The principal contribution of stratificational grammar to translation has been in discourse structure. But the elaborate system of notation and network analysis developed by Lamb and his colleagues has proved too cumbersome for the kind of practical application needed by those working with larger units.
3. Transformational Generative Grammar

The approach developed in the late fifties known as 'generative grammar' is associated primarily with the name of Noam Chomsky, and marked a sharp reaction against the structuralist approach of the Bloomfieldians, which had been so prejudiced against postulating any kind of 'mental' constructs. TG grammar subsequently underwent rapid modifications at the hands of linguists such as Bach, Chafe, Fillmore, Jackendoff, Lakoff (both George and Robin), Langendoen, Lees, McCawley and Ross.

The fundamental concept of TG grammar is that what people actually say (the surface structure) can be best explained in terms of a base (the deep structure) from which it is derived by transformational processes. Originally the base structure was described in terms of 'kernels'—for example, simple positive declarative statements from which negative and interrogative expressions could be derived. Hence, underlying Did John work? would be a kernel John worked and underlying John did not work would be the same kernel John worked. The transformation would explain the change of a statement to a question and a positive statement to a negative one. In later developments of the theory, it seemed much better to place the negative and question component in the deep structure, and thus remove any semantic content from the transformations. Any complex sentence (e.g., When he arrived, we left or I knew that he was coming) would be made up of two base sentences combined by means of various transformations.

TG grammar makes a very important distinction between language performance and language competence. These two aspects of language are somewhat similar to the distinction which linguists formerly made between parole (speech) and langue (language). But in TG grammar performance involves not only the encoding but also the decoding process, while competence involves the internalised set of rules which make it possible for a speaker/hearer to construct well-formed sentences and to interpret them. Furthermore, this also implies an ability to detect poorly formed or nonsense sentences and to make expressions which may have two or more meanings unambiguous.

In the early form of TG grammar, syntax was regarded as the primary structural component of language, with nonlinguistic reality being touched only in the areas of semantics and phonology. This resulted in positing in the deep structure a great deal of the meaning of sentences and even the restrictions as to what words could occur together. For example, bright could go with boy, light, day, thought, colour and reflection, but not with osmosis, humidity and sorrow. These non-occurrences were
regarded as being blocked by certain secondary restrictions. Finally, so many of the meaningful relations were assigned to the deep structure that linguists eventually recognized that the deep structure was essentially the semantic structure itself.

As more people employed the TG model of linguistic analysis, they saw many additional applications for it. In the first place, it was extensively used to explain many of the complex phonological phenomena, in which the focus was no longer upon the phoneme but upon those features which made up the morphophonemes. In analysing the componential features of lexical units, the arrangements likewise suggested some of the same relations as existed between components of clauses. Hence, generative semantics developed. But the principle of this model of grammar was its focus upon the dynamic aspects of language and the manipulative techniques by which the native speaker can explore the range of possibilities which his language possesses.

The TG model of grammar provides techniques to describe relations from base to surface structure and from surface structure to base. But Chafe, in an adaptation of TG grammar, insisted upon setting up semantic structure as autonomous and describing the processes involved as a series of mappings. Hence, the semantic structure is lexicalised and mapped onto the syntactic structure, and this in turn is mapped onto the phonological structure. Semantics is thus no longer a collection of labels for syntactic structures or a convenient device for indexing lexical units.

4. Halliday's Systemic Linguistics
J.C. Catford's *A Linguistic Theory of Translation* \(^{59}\) has already received honourable mention as a succinct and highly vigorous treatment of what is involved in the translation process. We note the author's acknowledgement that 'the general linguistic theory made use of in this book is essentially that developed at the University of Edinburgh, in particular by M.A. Halliday and influenced to a large extent by the work of the late J.R. Firth.' It is appropriate, then, to mention the work of the Emeritus Professor of Linguistics at the University of Sydney as well as the three American theorists singled out by Nida above. Halliday's work can be traced back to that of Firth and via Firth to Malinowski. Two Malinowskian concepts have particularly influenced his thinking: that of 'meaning as function in context' and the view of language as performing a number of functions related to the culture in which it operates. \(^{60}\)


\(^{60}\) C. S. Butler, 'Recent Developments in Systemic Linguistics', *Language Teaching and Linguistic Abstracts* 1979:71
Halliday has, over the past thirty years, evolved his 'systemic' model: 'system' being one of the four fundamental categories of neo-Firthian linguistic description (viz. unit, structure, class and system). At any given place in a structure, the language allows for a choice among a small, fixed set of possibilities (we can have the/this/my/a...man, for instance), and there is some similarity to the Saussurean concept of paradigmatic relationships. Language is viewed as a series of 'system networks', each network representing the choices associated with a given type of constituent (e.g. clause system network, nominal group system network, etc.). On this approach, it is the clause system which is taken as the point of departure in analysis, not the sentence as in most other models. Halliday's approach, like that of Pike, seeks to integrate information about structure with information about classification in a single model. In the hierarchy of units, for instance, each unit has a particular structure and belongs to a particular class, and thus has a range of functions. For translation theory, Halliday's observations on syntactic systems and structures have drawn attention to such important features of language as sentence focus, registers and cohesion.

C. LINGUISTIC THEORY AND BIBLE TRANSLATION

What contribution to the theory and practice of Bible translation can one legitimately hope for from a general linguistic approach? Crystal⁶¹ makes five points which I shall paraphrase:

1. There is a need for a comprehensive account of the translation process that does justice to the complexity of language structure.

2. Linguistics can provide a more objective metalanguage based upon the characteristics of a text. (So much discussion of various versions of the Scriptures in ecclesiastical circles fails to be productive because of the use of opaque terms such as 'faithful', 'accurate', 'sober', etc.)

3. Crystal would also like to see more investigation into the synchronic and diachronic relationships between languages to ascertain whether there is evidence for the notion of a common 'deep structure' for all languages, or whether there are fundamental psycho-socio-linguistic barriers separating different language groups.

4. The notion of translation equivalence needs clarification.

5. The correlative notion of translation acceptability and the permitted tolerance of variation also need clarification.

---

Crystal's own discussion does not advance very far but his points are extremely useful. Certainly as we turn to examine the writings of Eugene Nida we shall be looking for such a comprehensive description of what is involved in the translation of the Bible and in particular shall be seeking an appropriate definition of translational equivalence.
II  The Dynamic Equivalence Theory Of Eugene A. Nida
CHAPTER FIVE
AN ORIENTATION TO NIDA’S SOCIO-LINGUISTIC THEORY OF TRANSLATION

A. THE BACKGROUND

Eugene A. Nida has been a prolific writer on linguistic themes for some five decades. The Festschrift published by Mouton in 1975 listed twenty three books and a partial list of fifty eight journal articles.1 Most of the articles were contributions to The Bible Translator and Practical Anthropology, two journals which he helped found and which he served as editor. Both have proven effective media for his untiring efforts to make available, for Bible translators especially, insights from linguistics and the social sciences. An examination of the titles of Nida’s books in chronological order would indicate four distinct phases in his theorizing:

1. The Descriptive Linguistic Phase (1943-1951)
This is best represented by his text Morphology2 a book which has continued to be used long after its theoretical orientation became out of date. Its durability stems from the amazing array of linguistic problems collected in the course of extensive travels. Furthermore, five years before the publication of Chomsky’s Syntactic Structures (1957), usually considered a landmark in linguistic theory, Nida published an article, ‘A New Methodology of Biblical Exegesis’3 which raised questions concerning what was subsequently to be known as deep structure and case grammar.

This saw the publication of his eminently readable Customs and Culture4 as well as the book which best represents his own outlook and motivation, Message and Mission.5

---

3. The Translation Theory Phase (1961-1973)
This is marked by *Toward a Science of Translating,* a wide-ranging treatment which represented a first attempt to expound at length his theory of Dynamic Equivalence (DE) translation. His earlier handbook *Bible Translating* had been orientated to Aboriginal languages and was basically a collection of practical hints and suggestions. The new book attempting a coherent theory of translation was broadly based and drew on insights from communication theory, psychology, Biblical studies, and especially the developing fields of semantics and transformational grammar. Subsequently it was to be amended and clarified at many points by the textbook *The Theory and Practice of Translation.*

This was signalled by the publication of his *Componential Analysis of Meaning.* His work on semantics and discourse analysis continues, including a semantic analysis of the vocabulary of the Greek New Testament.

Over the years, then, it is evident that Nida's central interest in language has shifted from the analysis of formal structures, principally morphology and syntax, to the analysis of semantic structures. The shift was an almost inevitable result of the increasing concern with translational equivalence. No doubt, too, it reflects the fact that he did not stand aloof from the revolutionary developments taking place in Linguistics during this period. He was, in fact, elected President of the Linguistic Society of America in 1968.

In order to produce a critique of the DE theory of translation one must decide which of Nida's many writings might be regarded as being sufficiently definitive. Fortunately in an Author's Postscript to another volume we find the needed guidance: 'Much of what I have written on translation theory is now best summarised in the volume *The Theory and Practice of Translation.*' Accordingly, TAPOT, as it is commonly called, (which was written with Charles R. Taber) will be the basic resource. For even though Nida seems to have refined his theory in subsequent years, it is the principles and procedures expounded in TAPOT that underlie the Good News Bible and its foreign language counterparts.

---

5. Nida's Rhetorical Phase (1984 - )

In the period subsequent to the publication of the GNB and its foreign language counterparts, that provide the focus of this investigation, Nida's thinking has not remained static. Even in retirement his writings have continued to interact with recent developments in linguistics that are a long way from the Bloomfieldian structuralism which provided the original matrix for his translation theory.


Nida has distanced his own approach to translation from the more traditional philological and linguistic approaches.14 Philological approaches to the problems of translation have focused on differences in style characteristic of diverse literary genres. Philological theories of translation (e.g., Belloc 1931; Brower 1947; Carey 1956; Goethe 1827; Nabakov 1955; Pasternak 1958; Tytler 1790) have been mainly concerned with literary texts and the emphases have been on (a) the source of the thematic and formal features of the text and their later influence upon other literary productions, (b) the stylistic peculiarities of the author, and (c) the thematic structures.

In the philological tradition the principles of translation have been formulated in general terms. Subsequently a series of exceptions applicable to particular types of literary genres were added. Nida acknowledges that this approach has often been helpful in teaching the skill of translation, and that various institutes designed to train translators and interpreters have been able to produce competent inter-lingual technicians.

Usually, however, there is no attempt to state why a particular procedure or principle should be followed.

Linguistics has traditionally provided a broader view of language than philology. This has accordingly been reflected in the Linguistic theories of translation.\textsuperscript{15} Attention has been given to levels of language (registers), types of correspondence, equivalence of language categories, and rules for transfer and restructuring. But the outstanding deficiency of the linguistic orientation hitherto, according to Nida, is that insufficient attention has been paid to either the author or the receptors. The texts are treated essentially as objects in and of themselves, more or less unrelated to actual communication events.

Because of this tendency to overlook the significance of translation as an act of communication, Nida\textsuperscript{16} and later Nida and Taber\textsuperscript{17} have sought to focus attention upon the role of the receptors. The substitution of the term 'receptor' for the more traditional term 'target' is not insignificant. The receptors, those who must decode and understand the message, are seen as an integral part of the communication process. The capacities, interests and pre-suppositions of the receptors are primarily responsible for the success or failure of any translation. That means for Nida that the receptors largely determine the formal features any satisfactory translation must possess. The principal focus of this 'sociolinguistic theory of translation' is 'translation as an act of communication'.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{B. THE NEW CONCEPT OF TRANSLATION}

The first two chapters of TAPOT expound the new concept of translation in broad terms. Subsequent chapters take up in systematic order the fundamental procedures that are being recommended: grammatical and semantic analysis, transfer, restructuring and testing. The authors acknowledge that their textbook is not exhaustive. In particular there is need for further amplification of structural semantics (including componential analysis), and of discourse analysis.

In the first chapter the old focus and the new focus of translation are contrasted. Traditionally translators have focused on the form of the message, taking delight in

\textsuperscript{17} E.A. Nida and C.R. Taber, \textit{The Theory and Practice of Translation}, (Helps for Translators, No.8; Leiden: Brill, 1969).
reproducing the stylistic parallelisms and unusual grammatical structures. A sociolinguistic translation theory on the other hand focused not on the forms of the message but on the response of the receptor:

This response must then be compared with the way in which the original receptors presumably reacted to the message when it was given in its original setting. Even the old questions: "Is this a correct translation?" must be answered in terms of another question, namely: "For whom?" Correctness must be determined by the extent to which the average reader for which a translation is intended will be likely to understand it correctly. Moreover we are not concerned merely with the possibility of his understanding correctly, but with the overwhelming likelihood of it. In other words we are not content merely to translate so that the average receptor is likely to understand the message; rather we aim to make certain that such a person is very unlikely to misunderstand it.19

This implies that there will be different translations that can be regarded as 'correct'. For the biblical scholar, for instance, the most literal translation will be correct as he is acquainted with the forms of the source text (ST). But in most large linguistic communities there are a number of socio-educational levels of speech and comprehension so that several different levels of translation (in terms of vocabulary and grammatical structure) are required if all people are to be essentially equal in opportunity to understand the message.

This criterion of comprehensibility demands the elimination of two different types of expression: (1) those which are likely to be misunderstood and (2) those that are so difficult and heavy as to discourage the reader from attempting to comprehend the content of the message. The first category is exemplified by such idioms as 'children of the bride-chamber' (Mark 2:19) and 'to heap coals of fire on his head' (Rom 12:20). Such Semitic idioms baffle the average reader who does not realise that the first means friends of the bridegroom while the second means to make a person ashamed of his behaviour—it is not a kind of torture! The second type is illustrated by citation of a number of biblical passages (viz. 2 Cor 3:10; Matt 3:15c; John 1:14; Rom 1:17 and 3:21-23) and their rendering by the KJV on the one hand and by more idiomatic versions, especially the Good News Bible (GNB) on the other. The latter is clearly superior in terms of comprehensibility.

Elsewhere Nida seems to anticipate (or react to) criticism of the receptor-orientation of his theorizing:

The role of the translator is not the same as that of the exegetical commentator, but no translator can afford to produce a text without considering the manner in which the prospective audience is likely to

interpret it. Translating is essentially an act of communication and if the resulting translation is not understandable or is generally misunderstood, it is obviously not a satisfactory translation, regardless of the manner in which certain formal devices have been imitated or the lexical units carefully matched. As an event of communication the translation cannot be regarded merely as a document. It is a message which is to be received, decoded, and responded to by the receptors whose background experience, system of values and concepts about translational adequacy are almost invariably different from those who received the original communication.²⁰

The new concept of translation requires new attitudes with respect to both Receptor Language (RL) and Source Language (SL).²¹ With regard to the RL it must be recognized that each language has its own genius which must be respected if communication is to be effective. The good translator will not hesitate to make whatever formal changes are necessary to reproduce the message in the distinctive dress of the RL. Anything that can be said in one language can be said in another unless the form is an essential element of the message. So there is some loss of meaning where the form of the original involves, for instance, a play on words which cannot be reproduced in the RL. The example given is the use of pneu'ma in John 3. This single Greek term is used to refer to both wind and spirit (like its Hebrew equivalent) but the significant play on words in the Greek text cannot be reproduced in translation into English or most other languages. However a marginal note can be added to draw the attention of the reader to the SL phenomenon.

The corollary of the above is that to preserve the content of the message the form must be changed. The extent of the change needed depends upon the linguistic and cultural distance between the languages involved. Thus it is easier to translate from English to German than from English to Hungarian. All three share the same Western technological cultural setting but linguistically Hungarian is a member of the Finno-Ugrian language family not the Germanic branch of the Indo-European family of languages. However, if one has to translate from English to Hindi the form changes are greater than from English to Hungarian. For even though English and Hindi both belong to the same Indo-European family of languages, the cultural contexts, including many differences of world view, are so diverse that the formal structure patterns require more extensive modification in order to preserve the context. Translation from English to Zulu would require even more extensive changes as Zulu belongs to a different linguistic family (Bantu) and represents a totally different culture.

A new attitude to the SL is also called for. Behind much Formal Correspondence (FC) translation in the past lay an unwarranted awe towards Hebrew and Greek as sacred languages. The languages of the Bible must be seen as having the same potentialities and being subject to the same limitations as any other natural language. The message of the Bible was expressed in words which have meaning only in terms of the cultural contexts in which those languages were used. The vocabulary of the Bible was rooted in the finite experience of men and women of those times. However, terms were sometimes used in special ways just as one may do in any language when one wants to communicate some new insight. Another important assumption of DE Bible translation is that the biblical writers expected to be understood. They employed 'common language'—the so called Koine Greek. This is very significant for Nida. They were addressing themselves to concrete historical situations and were speaking to living people confronted by pressing issues. Therefore, unless an ambiguity is linguistically 'marked', the translator should not 'ride the fence' in the case of expressions which can be interpreted more than one way. The most likely meaning must be selected. The others can always be placed in a marginal note.

A simple definition of translation begins Chapter 2—'Translating consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the SL message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style'. This task of reproducing the message entails seeking equivalence rather than identity which would include preservation of the forms of utterance. The translator seeks natural equivalents. The best translation does not sound like a translation, nor should there be any trace of awkwardness in its grammatical and stylistic forms. However, the historical context of the Scriptures must be retained. One should not render the Bible as if it all happened in the next town ten years ago. Thus the natural equivalent chosen must be the closest one. 'Demon possessed' cannot be replaced by 'mentally distressed'. It is not the closest natural equivalent and represents a re-interpretation of the cultural outlook of the biblical writers.

The definition gives priority to meaning, i.e., the content of the message. This often necessitates radical restructuring of the formal structures. However, style is also important. While it is often quite impossible to represent some of the stylistic subtleties of the original (e.g. puns, acrostic poems, rhythmic units), marginal notes can be helpful and are in fact essential in the case of plays on words (e.g. as in the usage of

certain biblical names—Abraham, Israel, Sarah, Cain and Abel). It is functional equivalence that must be sought on the level of style as well as on the level of content. Accordingly the RSV (1946) is criticised because it reproduces many formal features of Mark's 'typical Semitic Greek'.26 Thus in Mark 1 the RSV has 26 sentences beginning with 'And'. This reproduces Mark's καὶ which in turn reflects the influence of the Hebrew conjunction י, but is in conflict with good English usage and does not therefore represent functional equivalence. Similarly one should not reproduce form features such as 'it came to pass' which is just a transitional word marking the beginning of a new episode in the Greek text, again reflecting the Hebrew יְתָן.

As a basis for deciding what should be done in specific translation situations the authors expound four fundamental sets of priorities:

1. Contextual consistency has priority over verbal consistency (or word-for-word concordance).
2. Dynamic equivalence has priority over formal correspondence.
3. The aural forms of the language has priority over the written form.
4. Forms that are used by and acceptable to the audience for which a translation is intended have priority over forms that may traditionally be more prestigious.27

Let us look at Nida's four principles more carefully:

1. **Contextual consistency has priority over verbal consistency**28

The semantic areas of corresponding words are not identical. Therefore, in translation, the choice of the right word in the receptor language to translate a word in the source language text, depends more on the context than upon some fixed system of verbal consistency. The point is illustrated by reference to the rendering of the Greek word σῶμα in a formal correspondence version such as the Revised Standard Version (RSV) and in idiomatic translations such as the Good News Bible (TEV 'Today's English Version', later designated GNB). The RSV translates literally 'body' on each occurrence of σῶμα, whereas the translators of the New English Bible (NEB) and TEV make no attempt to retain verbal concordance because of their concern for contextual consistency. The table from TAPOT:15 is reproduced below:

1. Matt 6:25
   
   RSV about your body  
   NEB clothes to cover your body  
   TEV clothes for your body  

2. Mark 5:29
   
   RSV she felt in her body  
   NEB she knew in herself  
   TEV she had the feeling inside herself  

3. Luke 17:37
   
   RSV where the body is  
   NEB where the corpse is  
   TEV where there is a dead body  

4. Rom 12:1
   
   RSV present your bodies  
   NEB offer your very selves  
   TEV offer yourselves  

5. Col 2:11
   
   RSV putting off the body of flesh  
   NEB divested of the lower nature  
   TEV freed from the power of the sinful body  

Similar tables are provided for the translation of the Greek term σάρκα (flesh) and the verb δικαιοῦω (justify) and it is maintained that a consistent literal rendering (of for instance 'body', 'flesh', 'justify') is unnatural if not actually misleading. This time the American Standard Version (ASV) of 1901 (precursor of the RSV) is contrasted with the NEB and TEV:

   
   ASV a spirit hath not flesh and bones  
   NEB no ghost has flesh and bones  
   TEV a ghost doesn't have flesh and bones  

2. 2 Cor 7:5
   
   ASV our flesh has no relief  
   NEB there was no relief for this poor body of ours  
   TEV we did not have any rest  

3. Rom 11:14
   
   ASV provoke to jealousy them that are my flesh  
   NEB to stir emulation in the men of my own race  
   TEV make the people of my own race jealous  

45
4. Acts 2:17
   ASV pour out my Spirit on all flesh
   NEB pour out upon everyone a portion of my Spirit
   TEV pour out my Spirit upon all men

5. Rom 8:3
   ASV what the law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God...
   NEB what the law could never do, because our lower nature robbed it of its potency, God has done
   TEV what the Law could not do, because human nature was weak, God did

6. 2 Cor 10:13
   ASV for though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the flesh
   NEB weak men we may be, but it is not as such that we fight our battles
   TEV it is true we live in the world; but we do not fight from worldly motives

7. 1 Cor 1:26
   ASV not many wise after the flesh
   NEB few of you are men of wisdom by human standard
   TEV few of you were wise..., from the human point of view

Only in Luke 24:39 is the Greek σάρξ seen to correspond with a current use of 'flesh' in English according to Nida, since for most persons, 'flesh' has only three meanings: (1) meat, e.g., from the butcher's (slightly obsolescent); (2) the flesh of a person, e.g., 'She has put on a lot of flesh'; (3) sex—an increasingly central meaning.

The third table provides a number of translations for δικαίωμα (justify):

1. Matt 12:37
   RSV for by your word you will be justified, and by your word you will be condemned
   NEB for out of your own mouth you will be acquitted; out of your own mouth you will be condemned
   TEV for your own words will be used to judge you, either to declare you innocent or to declare you guilty

2. Luke 7:29
   RSV all the people and tax-collectors justified God
   NEB all the people, including the tax-gatherers praised God
   TEV all the people and tax collectors hear him; they were the ones who had obeyed God's righteous demands
3. Luke 16:15
   RSV you are those who justify yourselves before men
   NEB you are the people who impress your fellowmen with your
   righteousness
   TEV you are the ones who make yourselves look right in
   men's sight

4. Rom 3:4
   RSV that thou mayest be justified in thy words
   NEB when thou speakest thou shalt be vindicated
   TEV you must be shown to be right when you speak

5. Rom 3:24
   RSV they are justified by his grace as a gift
   NEB all are justified by God's free grace alone
   TEV by the free gift of God's grace they are all put right with him

Concordant translation of δικαιοῖσθαι by 'justify' is said to be quite misleading. Not only does it not do justice to the range of meanings in the Greek term, but also fails to recognize the quite different senses in current English usage. In present day English it has four meanings in popular usage. Thus one might say, 'He was justified in doing that' implying that despite appearances to the contrary, he was right. Secondly 'He is always justifying what he is doing' implies that what he is doing is wrong but he feels constrained to make it look right. Thirdly one may speak of 'justifying two different columns of type' thus making them the same length (hardly popular usage one would think). Lastly, another, but very limited usage is found in the expression 'He justified his existence' i.e., he did something worthwhile to vindicate his presence. However, none of these four modern meanings are seen to be appropriate for the translation of the passages chosen above.

That concordance in translation may involve serious distortions of meaning is argued not only from practical examples but also from two linguistic axioms:

1. Each language covers the totality of experience with symbols.
2. Each language has its own system of symbolizing meaning.

Both points are elaborated. Thus language is much more complex than a single 'map' of experience, for this segmenting of experience is several layers deep. Thus one may refer to a certain household pet as a 'terrier', a 'dog', a 'mammal' or an 'animal'. Thus a diagram of the way in which language segments the total experience of its speech community would need various levels, each carefully segmented into larger and larger sections with intricate patterns of inclusion and exclusion. A later chapter on Referential Meaning includes a further section on Hierarchical Relationships Between
Meanings of Words. The whole subject is one that gets more specialist treatment from other semanticists (e.g. Lyons).

With regard to the second axiom Nida maintains that languages not only possess distinctive ways of segmenting their most concrete, specific layer of existence, but they also have very different ways of distinguishing the classes in the upper levels, and that:

languages tend to be more alike on the specific concrete level and increasingly different on the higher levels. This is true because the distinctions made on the lower levels depend primarily on 'perception' (the shape and size of things) while the upper layers of classification depend essentially upon 'conception' (the way people think about objects, events and qualities). In other words each language classifies certain qualities which they share, while features in which they differ are ignored as incidental. But which features are crucial and which are incidental is basically a matter of arbitrary choice within each language and culture.

2. The priority of dynamic equivalence over formal correspondence
This second priority stresses that the DE model looks at translation in terms of the receptor and his understanding. Intelligibility, however, is not measured merely in terms of whether the words are understandable and the sentences grammatically constructed, but in terms of the total impact the message has on the receptor. It will be useful to reproduce Nida's two diagrams distinguishing his DE model from the traditional view. Figure 1 represents the way in which translations were judged traditionally:
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Figure 1

---

The first box represents the source (S), who communicates the message (M1), which is received by the original receptor (R1). The translator, who is both receptor and source, first receives M1 as if he were an R1, and then produces in a totally different historical cultural context a new message (M2) which he hopes will be understood by the final receptor (R2). The differences between the two languages and the two cultural settings are represented by the different shapes. The squares represent the source language factors and the circles represent the receptor language factors. Both the translator and the scholarly judge of the translation combine both types and factors. In the past critical examination of a translation was usually carried out by someone who simply examined the two messages (M1 and M2) and compared their formal and meaningful structures and on the basis of this decided whether the translation was 'faithful'.

Nida points out that there is a built in problem in the traditional approach—the scholars involved are often so familiar with the source text (M1) that they almost instinctively evaluate the form of M2 in terms of what they already know about M1. This was certainly the case as we have acknowledged with the ERV (1881) and its American counterpart the ASV (1901), both of which were acclaimed as landmarks of biblical scholarship at the time but which were found to be less intelligible than the three centuries old Authorized Version (KJV) they were supposed to update. In Nida's theory any evaluation of a translation must involve a comparison of the 'real or presumed comprehension of M1 by R1 with the comprehension of M2 by the average receptor, R2' as diagrammatically represented in Figure 2.
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*Figure 2*

---


'The first message (M1) was designed not for the bilingual person (the translator-critic) but for the monolingual R1 and it is this comprehension of M2 by R2 which must ultimately serve as the criterion of correctness and adequacy of M2.'

In his more popularly written apologia for the TEV, *Good News for Everyone*, Nida states plainly:

The principle of dynamic equivalence implies that the quality of a translation is in proportion to the reader's unawareness that he is reading a translation at all. This principle means, furthermore, that the translation should stimulate in the new reader essentially the same reaction to the text as the original author wished to produce in his first and immediate readers. The application of this principle of dynamic equivalence leads to far greater faithfulness in translation, since accuracy in translating cannot be reckoned merely in terms of corresponding words but on the basis of what the new readers actually understand.34

No doubt anticipating the obvious criticism of this receptor-oriented approach, Nida provides a footnote in TAPOT.35

We must assume that there is at least some basic relationship between the intention of the source and the response of the first receptors. Otherwise, of course, the communication has utterly failed. But in general we can assume that the source had in mind the backgrounds of his receptors and prepared his message in such a way as to obtain the highest degree of comprehension.

We shall simply note at this stage Nida's optimism. The question of the response of the original receptors is, to say the least, problematical.

It is at this point that the functions of language are dealt with.36 Communication is not only *informative*, it must also be *expressive* and *imperative*. This assumption of three functions of language would seem to have been taken over from Karl Bühler's37 formulation of the functions of language as symbol, symptom, and signal. Be that as it may, Nida is emphatic that the translator of the Bible must not only provide intelligible information but the receptor must be made to feel its relevance (the expressive function) so that he can respond to it (the imperative function) in the same way as the original receptors are assumed to have responded.

37 K. Bühler, *Sprachtheorie* (Stuttgart: Fischer, 1934)
Nida's remaining two priorities have more the nature of practical recommendations that are consistent with the central emphasis of DE theory on receptor response:

3. The heard form of the language has priority over the written form.\textsuperscript{38} It assumes that many more people will hear the Scriptures read aloud than will read them for themselves (as in liturgical use, group instruction, the habit of reading aloud in some non-Western cultures, use on radio and television). Potential problems of hearers must be anticipated. For instance, one cannot rely on capitalization or correct spelling to obviate misunderstanding—Nida's favourite example is 1 Chr 25:1. The RSV read 'prophesy with lyres' but an audience usually hears the more familiar 'liars'. Sometimes, too, the text has unintentional puns or terms which, if pronounced, become vulgar, e.g. 'ass' in American English.

4. The forms understood and accepted by the receptor have priority over the forms which may possess a longer linguistic tradition or have greater literary prestige.

Two sets of situations are rightly distinguished:

a) The language which has a long literary tradition which includes the Scriptures.

b) The language which has no such tradition and in which the Scriptures are unknown or only recently introduced.

Nida argues that the first situation requires three types of translation: an 'ecclesiastical' translation reflecting traditional usage and largely for liturgical purposes; a modern literary translation for the educated; and a common language translation. Nida's colleague, Dr W.L. Wonderly, has defined 'common language' as 'that part of the total resources of a given language common to the usage of both educated and uneducated'.\textsuperscript{39} Nida says it probably constitutes the form of language used by 75\% of people more than 75\% of the time.\textsuperscript{40} This is to be distinguished from 'Basic English', an artificial language.\textsuperscript{41} These three types of translation, then, would represent different registers, to use Catford's terminology.

In the second situation, which has no literary tradition and no revered translation of the Bible, then the oral form of speech used in formal discourse becomes normative. But in addition the type of audience must be considered and the following criteria are recommended:


\textsuperscript{39} W. Wonderly, \textit{Bible Translation for Popular Use}, (Helps for Translators, No.7) (London: United Bible Societies 1968) 3.

\textsuperscript{40} E.A. Nida, \textit{Good News for Everyone} (Waco, TX: Word Books 1977) 12

\textsuperscript{41} P. Ellingworth, 'Talking about Translations', \textit{TBT} 23 (1972), 219-24.
i. The translation must be intelligible to non-Christians not only to aid evangelism but also to keep the language of the church from becoming an esoteric dialect.

ii. In view of rapid social change the use of language by persons 25-30 years of age has priority over the language of the older people and children.

iii. In certain situations the speech of women should have priority over the speech of men. Men have broader linguistic contacts (e.g. through work in mines or plantations) and their speech indicates the direction in which the language is likely to change. But poor comprehension by the women would also have significant repercussion in the instruction of the children. Some languages have specific forms used by women (e.g. Japanese). These need to be observed when the Scriptures report the words of women. These are all instructive strategies reflecting Nida's concern for successful communication.

C. SOME ISSUES

There are a number of issues which arise from Nida's exposition which involve not only a theory of translation but also a philosophy of language itself. We have noted in passing the apparent influence of Karl Bühler's three functions of language on Nida's theory. In Bühler's formulation Symbol is information-object-centred, representational, intentional, referential—one could say cognitive meaning. Symptom is self-expression—the subjective source-centred element. Signal is persuasion—recipient-centred, impressive, an appeal or summons. Bühler's analysis of the functions of language seem to have had considerable influence on many translation theorists, an influence which according to Halliday was mediated through the Prague linguists such as Vachek who developed Bühler's ideas, especially in the study of grammar.

However, it needs to be pointed out that discussions of functions of language are coloured by basic presuppositions and not by empirical evidence alone. Thus Halliday\(^{42}\) seeks to look at both the system of language and its function at the same time in order to provide a theoretical basis for generalizations about how language is used. He proposed that language has firstly an ideational function\(^{43}\) in which 'content' is expressed—content of one's experience of the world, including the world of one's own consciousness. This does not seem very different from Bühler's Symbol

\(^{42}\) M.A.K. Halliday 'Some Notes on "Deep Grammar"' *Journal of Linguistics* 2 (1966), 57-68

and Nida's Informative function. Secondly, language has an *interpersonal* function in which social relations are established, expressed and maintained. Thirdly, he sees a *textual* function of language by which links are provided with itself and with features of the situation in which it is used. Halliday's analysis of this particular function of language provides some significant insights for translators, especially in the areas of discourse analysis.44

The subjectivity and fluidity in analysis of functions is illustrated in Nida himself, who in a later article45 speaks of five basic functions of communication:

1. Expressive, in which the focus is upon the source
2. Informative, where there is an attempt to influence the cognitive state of the receptor
3. Imperative, which seeks to elicit a behavioural response
4. Emotive, which aims to cause a pleasurable or painful reaction in the receptor
5. Phatic, which serves primarily to link source and receptor by means of a minimum of transfer of content.

Nevertheless reflection on the functions of the language in a text is important for translation. For instance a literal translation of formalized greetings could be disastrous. Greetings such as 'How are you?' are nothing more than phatic communications. Translated literally in some cultures they could be regarded as being indicative of evil intent. Similarly 'Good morning' might seem inane. I am reminded of an East German colleague who used to get furious at the invasion of his privacy by Javanese neighbours who called out 'Mau kemana?' ('Where are you going?') He could not accept that this was just a conventional greeting and that no real information about his movements was being sought.

In non-written communication the various functions of language may be clarified by paralinguistic and extra-linguistic features—voice quality (e.g. to indicate irony), stance, gestures, eye contact. However, written communications do not necessarily suffer the deprivation people assume. Features such as orthographic correctness, clarity of format, appropriateness of stationery (e.g. love letters), colour of ink, handwriting can all be significant.46

It is beyond the scope of this thesis and the competence of the writer to delineate a theory of language or to suggest a definitive list of its functions. But those mentioned

---

so far have not exhausted the possibilities. Language can also function as a means of intellectual calculation (when we argue our way through a problem), and as imagination. The point is that the functions of language highlighted by a particular theorist reflect his basic presuppositions about language (and ultimately about reality). In Western societies there is considerable emphasis on the descriptive or representational aspect of language—'Language is the communication of information' or 'Language is the means of transferring one's ideas to another.'

Nida himself developed his views in a milieu where the stimulus-response explanation of Bloomfield was dominant. Could this account for his own stress on the instrumental function whereby language is a means of inducing a response in the hearer?

Another key issue that arises from these first two chapters of TAPOT is the relationship between Form and Meaning. 'To preserve the content of the message, the form must be changed' seems a reasonable dictum at first glance. But apart from Nida's unconvincing example in Mark 1:4 which we shall consider later, his subsequent elaboration seems to suggest there are such things as disembodied meanings which can be found without their verbal clothes. Deep philosophical questions are involved which we cannot enter into, but at least one can register unease if the complexity of language does not seem to be adequately represented. We shall return to this issue in Chapter Eight.

Nida's comments on the languages of the biblical text coincide with what has already been acknowledged above (see Chapter Four) but his assumption that the NT writers were so concerned to be understood that they used the simple, natural, vernacular of the market place invites further investigation which will be found in Chapter Twelve.

Similarly, the argument for the priority of contextual consistency over verbal concordance makes sense but needs to be balanced by the recognition of certain other factors: in most major languages such as English, religious terms or religious senses of common terms have become part of the heritage of the language and cannot be dismissed as Anglicized Latin. Furthermore, the NT writers did use technical terminology which had a long history of usage in the OT and in the community of Faith. One could argue that contextual consistency in the sense of faithfulness to the

---

context of the biblical corpus as a whole demands concordant translation of such technical terminology (e.g. Temple, Kingdom, Covenant, Exodus vocabulary). Context must not be limited to the sentence. Nor should terms which had such a key role in the universe of discourse of the NT writers, be equated with Nida's examples 'bar' and 'chair' that have so many meanings that they could not be rendered by a single term in another language. This topic will get more specialized treatment in Chapter Thirteen.

Finally, we shall need to examine more closely the whole notion of DE and the determinative role given to the understanding of the receptor. To what extent is the DE model appropriate for Bible translation?
CHAPTER SIX
NIDA'S GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS

A. THE PROCESSES OF GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS

There are basically two different systems for translating. The first consists in setting up a series of rules prescribing what should be done with each item or combination of items in the SL so as to select the appropriate form in the RL. Proponents of this first approach sometimes utilize an intermediate, neutral, universal linguistic structure (either another natural language or a completely artificial one), but whether or not such a go-between language is used, the rules are applied to the 'surface structure' of the language, that is, the level of structure which is overtly spoken and heard, or written and read.¹

Developments in linguistic science (especially TG grammar) have proceeded to develop new techniques in grammatical and semantic analysis which probe beneath the surface structure and make possible another approach to translation which Nida seeks to utilize. Quite independently of work by Harris and Chomsky, Nida² had already employed a system of back transformations as an analytical procedure in determining the grammatical relations of complex structures. For Nida the shift in focus from preoccupation with textual differences to language potentialities (reflected in the production and interpretation of 'new expressions' based on the 'rules' of an internalized structure) meant that translation could be formulated in terms of a set of procedures involving the kernel and/or deep structures. Instead of determining equivalence on the level of surface structure one could: (a) employ back transformations to the levels of the kernels and/or deep structure; (b) make the transfer from the source to the receptor language at the requisite level, and (c) by forward transformation reproduce the closest natural equivalent in the RL.³

The first procedure in DE translation, therefore, is that of Analysis, in which the surface structure (i.e. the message as given in the SL) is analysed in terms of: (a) the grammatical relationship and (b) the meanings of the words and combinations of words. TAPOT devotes three chapters to this stage of the translation process.

² E.A. Nida, 'A New Methodology in Biblical Exegesis', *TBT* 3:3 (1952) 97-111.
Grammatical Analysis is dealt with in Chapter 3, the analysis of Referential Meaning in Chapter 4 and the Connotative Meaning in Chapter 5.

The second stage in DE translation is Transfer, in which the analysed material is transferred in the mind of the translator from language A to language B. Chapter 6 of TAPOT expounds this process. The third stage is Restructuring. Chapter 7 explains how the transferred material is restructured in order to make the final message fully acceptable in the RL.

We turn now to the processes of Grammatical Analysis. TAPOT again is our basic source, but where there is relevant material in other articles (especially more recent ones) these may be cited. The first point made is that grammar has meaning. When one thinks of meaning it is usually in terms of words or idioms, but Nida used the poem 'Jabberwocky' in Through the Looking Glass to make his point:

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
    Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
    All mimsy were the borogoves,
    And the mome raths outgrabe.

Almost immediately we can decide what the grammatical classes of the meaningless words probably are: e.g. brillig, slithy (adjectives), toves (noun), gyre, outgrabe and gimble (verbs). Moreover, we can readily make up some further sentences, such as (1) the toves were slithy; (2) the toves were in the wabe; (3) toves can gyre and gimble; (4) Gyring and gimbling take place in the wabe; (5) the wabe is a place; (6) the borogoves are mimsy; and (7) the raths are mome. Even from the grammar itself we can make some highly probably guesses about the referential meaning of some of these terms; (1) brillig either characterizes a general quality of the circumstances in which the toves gyre and gimble, or it expresses the general time of the actions; (2) toves are objects (perhaps animate) which can engage in some type of action; (3) wabe is a place in which actions can take place; (4) mimsy is a quality with various degrees; (5) the borogoves are objects which can participate in an event such as outgribing; and (7) the raths are objects which have a quality such as mome. Of course, it would be possible to assign to these nonsense terms in the Jabberwocky poem such meanings as would make such deductions untenable, but if we accept the "meaning" of the various forms used in this poem in terms of their highest probabilities of usage, then the deductions which we have made are not unfounded, for the grammatical markers, such as 'twas, and, the, did, in, all, were, -s, all provide the necessary clues.  

The claim that grammar carries meaning would be disputed by some linguists. The issue is not important for our purposes. The main point for translation theory is that languages differ in grammar. Nida goes on to introduce two key concepts in his grammatical analysis, that of 'basic semantic categories' and 'basic kernels'.

---

He proposes that there are four basic semantic categories, 'object', 'event', 'abstract' and 'relation' and that these are universal. These semantic categories often coincide with the traditional grammatical classes. For instance, objects are most typically expressed by nouns or pronouns, events by verbs, and abstracts by adjectives and adverbs. However, these traditional definitions are held to be inadequate because most languages provide ways of shifting the class membership of terms, e.g. events can be expressed by nouns.⁵

Moreover, one of the most important insights of Transformational Grammar (TG), according to Nida, is the fact that in all languages there are about six to twelve basic structures or kernels out of which all the more elaborate formations are constructed by means of transformations. Even more importantly, he claims that languages agree far more on the level of the kernel than on the level of the more elaborate structures.⁶ Kernel is defined in the glossary as:

A sentence pattern which is basic to the structure of a language and which is characterized by (a) the simplest possible form, in which OBJECTS are represented by NOUNS, EVENTS by VERBS, and ABSTRACTS by ADJECTIVES, ADVERBS or special verbs (according to the genius of the language) (b) the least ambiguous expression of all RELATIONS and (c) the EXPLICIT inclusion of all INFORMATION. Each language has only 6 - 12 types of kernels. Kernels are discovered in a surface structure by BACK TRANSFORMATION: they are converted into a surface structure by TRANSFORMATION.⁷

(The capitalized words cross-reference to other entries in the glossary)

We are told that there are seven kernel expressions in English which can be illustrated by the following sentences:

(1) John ran (quickly)
(2) John hit Bill
(3) John gave Bill a ball
(4) John is in the house
(5) John is sick
(6) John is a boy
(7) John is my father⁸

The process of back transforming expressions from the surface structure to the underlying kernel or core structures provides the basis for transfer into the RL, on a

---

level at which the relationship between the constituent parts is expressed in the least ambiguous manner. The classification of any linguistic unit as object, event, abstract, or relation depends entirely upon the way in which the unit functions within a particular context. For example 'stone' is an object in 'Bill threw a stone at him' or an event in 'They will stone him' and an abstract in the expression 'He is stone deaf'.

But words sometimes function as more than one semantic category. For example 'dancer' may be described as both object and event—'one who dances' in which the object participates as the actor of the event. The term 'apostle' also has two elements—object (the person) and an event (being sent); but the relationship is of goal to actions, i.e. 'one who is sent'. In many languages it is important to distinguish clearly between such related structural elements. In English, the expression 'she is a good dancer' refers to the quality of her dancing, not her character. Hence the backward transformation of 'good dancer' is 'she dances well'; but in some languages such an adjective attributive to the noun might be attributive to the object component, not the event component, of the semantically complex substantive. Nida's favourite example of this type of analysis applied to a biblical phrase is Mark 1:4.9

"John...preached the baptism of repentance unto the forgiveness of sins." Such a sentence becomes especially difficult to translate in a language which does not have nouns for such terms as baptism, repentance, forgiveness or sins. In fact in a high percentage of languages these words correspond regularly to verbs, not to nouns, for they represent events, not objects. A series of kernels or core sentences for this structure could consist of the following: (1) John preaches (the message) (to the people); (2) John baptized (the people); (3) the people repented (of their ) sins; (4) God forgave (the people) (their ) sins, and (5) the people sinned. Certain features of this series should be noted. First there are two implied elements which need to be made explicit, e.g. the people and God. Second, some of these implied elements in these near-kernel structures include embedded kernel e.g. their sins may be further back-transformed to they sin. Third, an element such as message is a substitute for the series of kernels 2 through 5. A translator, however, cannot employ a mere string of kernels or core sentences as a basis for transfer into a receptor language. He must have these kernels related meaningfully to one another. This means that he must back up from a strictly kernel level and analyze the relationship between the kernels. Analysis of the Greek text underlying this sentence in Mark 1:4 reveals the following sets of relationships: (1) the goal of preached is the series of kernels 2-5; (2) kernels 2 and 3 are merely co-ordinate events which occur in an historical order in which 3 precedes 2, i.e. baptism of repentance is a nominal transform of the verb expression repent and be baptized; (3) kernel 5 is the goal of the event in kernel 4; and (4) kernel 4 and 5 are the purpose (or result) of the combined events of kernels 2 and 3. A possible combination of kernels which might be adequate for transfer to some receptor

---

languages could be formulated as: John preached that the people should repent and be baptized so that God would forgive the evil they had done. In instances in which a form of direct address is a preferred base for transfer, one might have: John preached "Repent and be baptized so that God will forgive the evil you have done".10

If one were in any doubt as to the influence of Eugene Nida in world wide Bible translating, one would only have to compare the translation of Mark 1:4 in pre-1970 and post-1970 versions (e.g. in the English, German, Dutch, French, Spanish, Indonesian, Malay).

However two simple objections to this kind of restructuring can be raised. Firstly, New Testament Greek was itself quite capable of expressing itself along lines recommended by Nida had that been the writer's intention and in fact does so elsewhere (see Acts 2:38). Secondly, granted that some languages may demand such a restructuring (and even require the passive to be expressed by an active), neither English nor Bahasa Indonesia does.

Nevertheless, as an analytical procedure Nida's model is potentially useful as we see from this table analysing Greek genitival constructions that are usually retained in the traditional FC translation.11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrases with 'of'</th>
<th>Kernels in English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. the will of God God wills (K1)</td>
<td>1. John ran quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. the foundation of the world (God) creates the world</td>
<td>2. John hit Bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. the Holy Spirit of promise (God) promised the Holy Spirit (K2) or (God) promised (the people) the Holy Spirit (K3)</td>
<td>3. John gave Bill a ball</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4. the word of truth
the word is true (K5)

4. John is in the house

5. the riches of his grace
he shows grace richly (K1)

5. John is sick

6. Jesus of Nazareth
Jesus comes from Nazareth (K4)

6. John is a boy

7. the lake of Galilee
the lake is in Galilee (K4)

7. John is my father

8. the land of Judea
the land is Judea (K7)

9. one of the soldiers
he was a soldier (K6)

However, this analysis also has debatable elements. For instance one could argue that the phrase 'the will of God' (Eph.1:1) is an example of kernel no.2 rather than no.1 since 'will' is transitive. Again the Greek phrase τῷ πνεύματι τῆς ἐπαγγελίας translated literally 'the Holy Spirit of Promise' (Eph.1:13) has two possible interpretations, viz. (i) 'the promised Holy Spirit' (as assumed by Nida) or (ii) 'the Holy Spirit who promises'. Perhaps the NT writer even intended the double entendre. But both exegetical possibilities can only be preserved in an FC translation. DE theory forces the translator to select one and close the options.

Elsewhere Nida points out that the works of Fillmore, Halliday and Langendoen provide more sophisticated instruments for describing the relations between the event and the participants in the event, than supplied by TAPOT.12 TAPOT anticipates the query 'Why not go beyond the level of the kernels to the underlying bases, the deep structures?' and adds an explanatory footnote:

There are certain theoretical interests in such an approach; but practically, the bases are neither useful nor advisable, since these bases cannot be readily manipulated. When the message is transferred, it is not, however, on precisely the kernel level, for if this were the case, the connection between the kernel elements would be lost or obscured. Therefore the

---

transfer is made at a near-kernel level in which the relevant connections between the kernels are explicitly marked.¹³

The term 'near-kernel' used in the above note refers to the string of intuitively connected kernels.

The translation process then, consists of: (1) word categorization according to the four universal categories; (2) back transformation to form the individual kernels; (3) concatenation (to string them together into a near-kernel); (4) transformation (to translate the near-kernel into the RL).

Pages 51 to 55 of TAPOT provide a number of NT passages on which the reader can try out the five operations recommended:

1. Identify the basic role of each word: object, event, abstract or relational
2. Identify any implied structural elements
3. List the basic kernels of the passage
4. Group the kernels into meaningful sets showing the relationship between the kernels
5. Restate the passage in such a form as will lead to the best and easiest transfer.

B. SOME ISSUES

The central problem in the theory and practice of translation is to specify the nature and conditions of translation equivalence in respect of two pieces of language.¹⁴ Clearly what counts as equivalence will be influenced by the model of linguistic description which is being used in the translation process. Nida's quasi-Chomskyan model probes beneath the surface structure of sentences and therefore rather than achieving a mere structural equivalence seeks a genuine semantic equivalence by relating different surface forms to a common deep structure. But what criteria should we select for determining equivalence? Perhaps his analytic model could specify more clearly the different kinds of equivalence that are possible. For instance, Widdowson has called attention to what he calls 'pragmatic equivalence' which has to do with the illocutionary effect of utterances.¹⁵ Catford stresses interchangeability in the same situation¹⁶. Newman's semantic mapping has focused on the dimension of interpretative potentialities¹⁷.

¹⁴ J.C. Catford, A Linguistic Theory of Translation (London: Oxford University Press, 1965) 21
It is not the purpose of this thesis to focus on Nida's Grammatical Analysis but any claim to have discovered the four universal semantic categories and the seven primitive English kernels is surely questionable. Thus Margaret Masterman has argued on logical rather than grammatical grounds that there are here only four types of kernels as the first three sentences are all examples of an N—
relational predicate.\(^{18}\) On the other hand a syntactic approach could show that sentences 4, 5, 6 and 7 are the same and that the differences are semantic, not grammatical. Nida's co-author, Charles Taber, has subsequently suggested that there are eight basic kernels in English not seven.\(^{19}\) While retaining the four universal semantic categories he changes the terminology. The new terms are 'entities', 'actions/processes', 'quality/quantity', and 'relations'. Certainly the use of 'object' in TAPOT would be misleading for many readers because of its use in traditional grammar.

Nida's methods are useful tools for analysis and reflection on the grammar of the SL, but, as we have seen, the subjective elements in the process have certainly been underestimated. Moreover, the impression given by TAPOT is that the near-kernel expressed in English can be regarded as interlingual. But if one is uneasy of an approach which speaks so confidently of the four universal semantic categories and the seven primitive English kernels, perhaps one needs to recall that TAPOT is a manual for translators. This helps us to understand, if not excuse, the sweeping claims made. In later publications Nida is more cautious and typically pragmatic:

Description of language structure will always be more significant if one bears constantly in mind the limitations of the model being employed...Our choice of models, however, must be dictated essentially by their practical usefulness and their explanatory power. For these ends, transformational techniques (both backward and forward) seem to be more satisfactory than any other existing system provided we combine adequate treatments of case relations and of discourse units and structures. First, the procedures are intuitively comprehensible to most speakers, and various stages are readily manipulable. Second, within the kernel structures the relationships between the component parts are more clearly marked. Third, the kernel structures of different languages are surprisingly similar, so that transfer may be effected with the least skewing of the content.\(^{20}\)


\(^{19}\) C. Taber, 'Translation as Interpretation', *Interpretation* 32.2 (1978) 142.

CHAPTER SEVEN
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

A. PROCESSES OF SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

Regardless of whether semantics is to be treated as part of deep structure as in G-T grammar, or as the top stratum as in stratificational grammar, Nida sees the emphasis on meaning (as an integral part of language and an essential component in any analysis of structure) to be of immense importance for translation theory. In particular Componential Analysis of semantic structures, stimulated by Katz and Fodor's application of a G-T model to the structure of meaning and by Lounsbury's studies of kinship systems, became an essential element in his translation theory and is reflected in the chapters in TAPOT on Referential Meaning and Connotative Meaning.21

Most studies in semantics concentrate on the ambiguities of language but Nida rightly emphasises how remarkably few they are, especially on the discourse level. With a mere 25 000 or so lexical units people can communicate with each other about millions of topics. This means that these lexical units have relatively large potential domains which can be efficiently delimited by the context to signal precise meanings.

1. The Marking of Meaning

Meaning is marked by: (1) syntactic structure as in, e.g. 'She drank the water' vs 'She will water the plants' and by (2) semotactic structure as in e.g.

a. The man runs
b. The water runs into the tub
c. The motor runs well
d. The vine runs along the fence
e. The bus runs between New York and Albany

In these sentences five different meanings are marked by certain semantically definable classes of co-occurring words. Note, however, that one cannot assume the same extensions of meaning in other languages. French, for example, cannot say: 'a motor runs'. Rather 'it walks' (Le moteur marche). In Telugu (South India) 'it plays'.22

---

22 E.A. Nida Exploring Semantic Structures, (Munich: Fink Verlag 1975) 1052
22 This example was supplied by my colleague Dr Vasant Kumar in 1979.
The five sentences above, all exhibit intransitive uses of 'run'. When 'run' is used as a transitive verb it is causative and Nida provides an interesting set of correspondences.\(^{23}\)

a. He ran the animal in the last race (i.e. he caused the animal to run)
b. She ran the water into the tub (i.e. the water did the running)
c. He ran the business well (i.e. he caused the business to run efficiently)
d. He ran the vine over the trellis (i.e. he caused the vine to grow over the trellis)

If, then, these uses of 'run' are added to the original five, we introduce the syntactic structure transitive/intransitive as a marker of meaning in addition to the semotactic structure which distinguishes the meanings of the first five sentences. With regard to those five intransitive sentences Nida analyses out five different meanings of 'run':

a. pedal action of an inanimate being involving relatively fast movement in space
b. movement of a mass
c. internal action of a mechanism
d. action or position of something capable of extension
e. habitual movement

These five different meanings are marked by certain semantically definable classes of co-occurring words.

2. The Analysis of Related Meanings of Different Words
For the translator, however, the analysis of related meanings of a single term is not as important as the analysis of the meanings of words having related or competing meanings.\(^{24}\) The different meanings of single terms are less of a problem because they are actually further apart in semantic space, i.e. they share fewer components than do related meanings of different words. The translator must be able to distinguish between such sets as 'walk' and 'run', 'walk' and 'stroll', 'stroll' and 'amble'. They are terms which in certain of their meanings compete with each other for semantic space. Nida proposes that there are three different types of meaningful relationships: (i) contiguous, e.g. 'walk' and 'run'; (ii) included, e.g. 'walk' and 'stroll' and (iii) overlapping e.g. 'stroll' and 'amble'. A fourth structure, polar opposition, describes such series as 'good/bad', 'tall/short' and 'generous/stingy'.

---


Such sets are analysed in terms of their minimal contrasting features. An example frequently cited by Nida is the set 'chair, stool, bench, hassock', all of which share the common components — manufactured object' and 'for sitting'. With the aid of diagnostic components it is possible to contrast essential elements of meaning in these competing terms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>chair</th>
<th>stool</th>
<th>bench</th>
<th>hassock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>with legs</td>
<td>with legs</td>
<td>with legs</td>
<td>without legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>with back</td>
<td>without back</td>
<td>with/without back</td>
<td>without back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>for one person</td>
<td>for one person</td>
<td>for two or more persons</td>
<td>for one person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But what would be the status of a chair whose back was broken off? Would it become a stool?

3. The analysis of Related Meanings of a Single Word

Having analysed the componential structure of the related meanings of different words, Nida turns to the analysis of related meanings of a single word. Again three basic types of components are distinguished: (i) common components, (ii) diagnostic components and (iii) supplementary or optional components. An appropriate warning is given that 'what is distinctive about a particular meaning may not be one or more components which it possesses exclusively but rather the particular assortment of configurations of components'. Kinship sets with their cross-cutting components e.g. sex, lineality versus collaterality, and generations, are a good example as each term is defined by a unique combination of components.

The six techniques for determining the relevant components are:

1) Isolate and discard the universal component(s) since they are not distinctive
2) Isolate the components which occur in one or more but not all meanings
3) Arrange these components in parallel columns under each meaning making as much similarity and difference as is needed
4) Of the remaining components, reject for the moment supplementary components, i.e. those which can be excluded without destroying the meaning, and add to each column those which are necessary to define the meaning

5) Indicate the extent of parallelism or agreement between senses
6) Determine which components are distinctive, individually or collectively, for each meaning

In summary, it is claimed that this kind of componential analysis enables us to know why we can substitute certain terms in certain contexts but not in others. All can be clarified in terms of the components which the meanings share or do not share.

4. The Problem of Figurative Meaning

The figurative sense of any term rests on the fact that it has an almost distinct set of components but that it also has a link to the primary sense through some one component, usually a supplementary one. This supplementary component can be actually relevant to the referent of the primary sense or only conventionally assigned, but in either case it is not one of the essential, distinctive features by which the primary sense is distinguished from others.\(^{27}\)

This definition seems appropriate when Nida applies it to the single figurative use of 'fox' by Jesus in Luke 13:22 with reference to King Herod. The main components present in literal usage (viz. animal, canine, genus Vulpes) are not present here. The link is through a supplementary component—'cunning'—which is arbitrary, conventional and culture specific. In non-Western cultures this trait is assigned just as arbitrarily to other animals (e.g. rabbit or spider).

However, Nida's definition does not seem equally apt for other biblical idioms to which it is applied. For instance, frequently occurring terms such as 'flesh' and 'blood' seem to have figurative extensions of more central components. To preserve these figurative uses in translation may be unnatural to the receptor language but I doubt that they would ever be incomprehensible within the context of the biblical corpus. Similarly when Nida argues that 'circumcised' and 'uncircumcised' would be better translated literally 'Jews' and 'Gentiles' in Galatians\(^{28}\) because the reference is to ethnic groups and not to a physical operation, he seems to miss the point that the whole letter is about circumcision. Paul is opposing those who argue that Gentile Christians need to be circumcised. 'Circumcision' like 'flesh' and 'blood' is a central concept in Scripture in both literal and figurative meanings and in that total context the meaning is never obscure.

---


Nida's contention that Semitic idioms such as 'sons of disobedience' (meaning people who disobey god), 'children of the bridechamber' (the bridal party), 'to close one's bowels' (to fail to be compassionate), need not be retained in translation, is unobjectionable. Unlike terms such as 'blood', 'circumcision', these idioms are incidental and do not contribute to the cohesion of the whole corpus.

5. Connotative Meaning (TAPOT Chapter 5)

The analysis of a SL text must not be limited to a study of syntactic relationships between linguistic units or to the referential (or denotative) meaning of these same units. The connotative (or emotive) values of the text must also be analysed.29 This is crucial because DE translation seeks to attain equivalent emotional response on the part of the receptors.30 Traditionally connotative meanings have been associated only with individual words or short phrases but it is pointed out that (1) pronunciation, (2) words, (3) the discourse (involving connotative reaction to the style of utterance), and (4) the themes of the message may all have associated meanings.31

Nida and Taber begin by mentioning examples of negative reactions to such words as the famous four letter words in English, which refer to certain body organs and functions:

The fact that the taboo is against the word and not the referent can be seen from the fact that there are quite innocent scientific words which refer to the same things and which are perfectly acceptable. But the feeling against the words is such that even though everyone knows them, they are not used in polite society, and even many dictionaries refuse to print them. Such words are thought to defile the user.32

All societies have their 'vulgar language' as distinct from ordinary popular language. 'Vulgar language is a universal phenomenon'.33

Other examples of words with connotative meanings are given: for instance 'toilet' (in American English) which is replaced by euphemisms such as 'washroom', 'comfort station', 'lounge', 'powder room'; or 'garbage man' which is replaced by 'sanitary engineer' and 'undertaker' which is replaced by 'mortician'.

Connotative meaning is said to derive from three principal sources: (1) the speakers associated with the word; (2) the practical circumstances in which the word is used, and (3) the linguistic setting characteristic of the word. Firstly, words acquire a connotative meaning closely related to our attitude towards their users. Words used primarily by children or in addressing children are not appropriate for adult usage. Similarly certain words become associated with certain classes. In British English much has been made of upper class (U) and non-upper class (non-U) speech.

Educational levels may also be involved so that educated persons use what is regarded as standard speech while others use 'substandard' words, pronunciation and grammar. Some words acquire special connotations through association with members of one sex. There are also regionalisms. In the Christian community, Nida points out, expressions such as 'the blood', 'the cross of Jesus Christ' and 'in the heavens' mark particular Christian constituencies (and one might add 'born again') just as surely as terms such as 'existential', 'dialogue', 'confrontation' mark others. The attitude that one has towards the person who uses that vocabulary becomes an attitude to the vocabulary, i.e. it becomes a connotation of that word. Words such as 'bunny', 'alkaloid', 'case the joint', 'it's real cool', 'ontological', 'peekaboo', 'sublapsarian' are offered as examples of expressions that are associated with different types of people.

Secondly, words used by the same people in different circumstances carry quite different connotations (e.g. 'damn' used in a church as against in a beerhall). TAPOT treats the situational level of 'langue', e.g. technical, formal, informal, casual and intimate later. The nature of the total environment has its effect on the connotations of words too, and the example cited of the different connotations of colours in Africa, is also valid in Indonesia, where different ethnic groups have different emotional reactions to different colours. Thus Chinese in Central Java, as elsewhere, regard red as the appropriate colour for festivities as it has connotations of happiness and good luck. For the local Javanese however, red symbolizes all that is bad—anger, blood, etc.—and many would not buy Bibles with red covers.

Thirdly, the linguistic setting in which words tend to occur gives them various connotations. Writing before environmental concerns had given rise to the 'green movement' Nida suggests that 'green' in English suffers from its occurrence in 'green

---

with envy', 'green at the gills', 'a green worker' and 'green fruit'. Again one could contrast the Indonesian context where this colour, for many, arouses very favourable reactions because of the association with Islam. Linguistic setting includes the time dimension and literary setting too. Thus phrases such as 'Uncle Tom', 'Mary's little lamb', 'Thus saith the Lord' are inevitably associated with the literary works in which they are found. Measurement of the connotative values of words is important for Bible translators. Of all the methods tried so far the matrix of Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum is said to be the least inadequate.

**B. SOME ISSUES**

As he acknowledges in the preface to a later book, Nida was inspired by the structural semantic insights of the two American anthropologists, Lounsbury and Goodenough, who—inter alia through the study of American Indian kinship terms—made componential analysis of meaning on a socio-cultural basis. That Nida acknowledges his debt to these two scholars in particular is understandable when one remembers that his qualitative reference point for Bible translation is the socio-cultural differentiated 'closest natural equivalent'. The larger the socio-cultural and typological distance between the SL and the RL, the more difficult this is to attain.

Although Nida’s basic theoretical orientation at this point is of the generative-semantic type, we can be grateful that he has abandoned the use of complicated tree diagrams in presenting linguistic data and has developed a descriptive relationship which guarantees comprehensibility. As always this is the strength of Nida's exposition. It lucidly presents a wealth of observational insights reflecting life-long acquaintance with a variety of practical problems that confront a director of a Society for Bible translation. But comprehensibility does not necessarily guarantee scientific stringency. Componential analysis would seem to be a potentially useful tool for defining the differences between respective meanings and Nida’s treatment has much that is suggestive and valuable.

Margaret Masterman makes the interesting comment, however, that Nida's method 'does not work well for the great key words of the Bible'. Certainly I agree with her when she points out the inadequacy of Nida's analysis of the three sets: (a)

repentance/remorse/conversion; (b) prayer/mediation/communion/worship; and (c) holy/good/righteous,\textsuperscript{41} not however, because of any failure to recognize certain components of religious mystery as she seems to imply. My problem is rather that at this point, Nida and Taber seem to abandon their scientific approach. No linguistic context is supplied for the terms under discussion. The terms themselves are a funny hotchpotch. 'Repentance', 'remorse', 'conversion' and 'salvation' are introduced as English words and their meanings are discussed without reference to any possible sentences in which they might occur. Worse still, 'repentance' is singled out for exposition in terms of the Greek word μετανοέω that is said to be behind it.\textsuperscript{42}

In the discussion of contrast in semantic areas and levels the set: 'prayer/meditation/communion/worship' are introduced as biblical terms but no contexts are supplied to justify the analysis. In fact, 'meditation' and 'communion' are not biblical terms as any concordance of the English Bible will show and the discussion of these words is more in the nature of a theological argument than an exercise in linguistic analysis.

The next set: 'holy'/good'/righteous' (in Matthew) and 'righteous' (in Paul) is composed of biblical words which are said to share common components such as 'socially approved', 'religiously appropriate qualities' and 'characteristics of personality'. The distinctions said to be revealed by diagnostic components are quite plausible but no examples are given.\textsuperscript{43}

The discussion of overlapping semantic areas is illustrated with the series: 'grace', 'favour', 'kindness', 'mercy'. The authors apparently drift back into general English usage and the analysis is once again carried out and discussed without being anchored in linguistic contexts.\textsuperscript{44} Only in the analysis of the Greek words ἀγαπάω and φιλέω (both translated 'love') do we find a relatively scientific treatment. Many biblical scholars have seen important distinctions of meaning but Nida shows that in one key passage, John 21:15-17, there is no semantactic frame to distinguish such meanings.\textsuperscript{45}

\textsuperscript{44} E.A. Nida and C.R. Taber, The Theory and Practice of Translation, (Helps for Translators, No.8; Leiden: Brill, 1969) 74.
\textsuperscript{45} E.A. Nida and C.R. Taber, The Theory and Practice of Translation, (Helps for Translators, No.8; Leiden: Brill, 1969) 75-76.
Again, componential analysis is applied to the Greek term sw'ma (this time with reference to actual biblical contexts) and five meanings are distinguished. This is undoubtedly instructive for biblical interpretation and translation but raises a problem, viz. what about the 'common element' that links these five notions together in the NT documents? How does the translator do justice to the integrating factor in the SL term? In technical terminology, in particular, this could be crucial.

Some biblical references are supplied to illustrate the 'distinctions in meaning between 'god' and 'gods', a unique singular and generic plural', but the argument is unnecessarily weakened by failure to clarify whether the case is being based on the original Hebrew and Greek texts or on the English Bible usage. Hebrew terms are mixed in with English ones. Almost as if anticipating this objection, Nida goes on to emphasize that because a term may have a number of different meanings in Scripture it is imperative to specify the context.

This point has received much attention in biblical research. However, Nida's analysis of the two terms given as examples ('redeem' and 'God'/gods') fails at this point. Three meanings of 'redeem' are offered on the basis of Scripture uses: (1) redeem a slave, (2) redeem Israel from Egypt, (3) redeem by Jesus Christ. All these meanings include the common components of alien control and release but only the first, it is claimed, includes the notion of payment of a price. However, no linguistic contexts are supplied.

With regard to the analysis of figurative meaning summarized in part A above, we have already seen that Nida's treatment is more subjective than he would care to admit. In particular the analysis of terms like 'blood' and 'circumcision', central concepts in the biblical corpus, leaves much to be desired.

Because of the need to elicit an equivalent emotional response from receptors in DE translation, connotative meaning is extremely important, and Nida stresses this factor

---

not only in the semantic analysis of the ST but also in his later chapters on Transfer and Restructuring. His treatment is always interesting and usually convincing. We have already seen the relevance of his discussion on the connotations of colours to the Indonesian situation. Of particular interest too, is his reference to the linguistic setting, characteristic of a word, as an important source of connotation. Nida cites phrases such as: 'Uncle Tom', 'Mary's little lamb', and more importantly, 'Thus says the Lord', which are associated with the special literary setting in which they are found. One might suggest that this point has relevance for the translation of cultic words and for biblical language generally. How does one retain such associations in the RL if one's theory of translation dictates naturalness in the target language?

Nida has been criticized for his explanation of 'verbal taboos'. We read in TAPOP that in the case of such expressions as the four letter words 'the taboo is against the word and not the referent'. But Siertsema would seem to be correct when she says that our negative reaction is in fact to the referent. That is why euphemisms are so ephemeral and may be replaced two or three times in one lifetime. For as soon as their meaning becomes so well known that their camouflage function is lost, a new camouflage is looked for in the form of a new euphemism for the unpleasant referent. In fact 'undertaker' and 'toilet' were once euphemisms. Likewise, negative reactions to four letter words would seem to involve more than Nida admits. These are surely not just a matter of taboo in a certain social setting—a case of non-U language. Anthropological research would indicate that there is a unanimity in the use of widely different languages reflecting a unanimity of attitude towards the things meant.

In retrospect Nida and Taber's treatment of Connotative meaning, though stimulating, seems too broad and imprecise. Geoffrey Leech's Semantics offers sharper and more useful analysis. Leech suggests seven types of meaning. The first—Conceptual meaning—coincides with Nida's Referential Meaning. But Nida's Connotative meaning is subdivided into Connotative, Stylistic, Affective, Reflected and Collocative meaning. Leech also adds Thematic meaning—what is communicated by the way in which the message is organized.

We should record that Nida's thinking on semantics has continued to develop. In chapter 5 we have noted his important work, with J.P. Louw, on semantic domains.

---

Finally, one might add that an evaluation of Nida’s semantics will be largely dependent on our assessment of the value of componential analysis. A componential approach to semantics has been advocated not only by mentalist theorists such as Chomsky and Katz, but also by linguists of different presuppositions such as Hjelmslev and Jakobson. Lyons, who has a good discussion of the topic, describes componential analysis as ‘a technique for the economic statement of certain semantic relations between lexical items and between sentences containing them’.\footnote{J. Lyons, \textit{Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics} (Cambridge University Press, 1968) 476.} But he draws attention to a theoretical problem in the approach in so far as the semantic features themselves have the status of lexical units. This means that the analysis is dependent on features which actually should only be the result of componential analysis. Hence ‘one cannot avoid the suspicion that the semantic components are interpreted on the basis of the linguist’s intuitive understanding of the lexical items which he uses to label them.’\footnote{J. Lyons, \textit{Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics} (Cambridge University Press, 1968) 480.} Certainly, as we have seen above, Nida’s analysis is not free from subjectivism.
CHAPTER EIGHT
TRANSFER AND RESTRUCTURING

A. SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN TRANSFER

Having dealt with the processes of both Grammatical and Semantic analysis Nida and Taber address the problems involved in transferring the results of the analysis from the SL to the RL. Before the actual process of transfer is discussed there are some wise words on practical problems that often arise in connection with personnel involved in that transfer, whether the translators are foreign or national.\textsuperscript{56} For example, theologically trained persons often have real problems learning how to translate for a level other than the one in which they habitually operate. Again, some national translators have such a deep sense of insecurity about their own language that they may feel obliged to imitate the forms of other languages which they regard as having more prestige.

The transfer is made at the near kernel level—that is at the point where the kernels have been connected in such a way as to indicate their precise relationships. Nida claims that the relationship between kernels may be of three kinds: (1) temporal, (2) spatial, and (3) logical. Transfer on this near kernel level is less likely to distort the message because relations between the linguistic units of a message are more clearly marked at this level and because languages exhibit far greater similarity of structure at the near kernel level than they do in their surface structures.\textsuperscript{57}

1 Semantic Adjustments

Transfer will necessitate both semantic and syntactic adjustments. If the form of the original message can be preserved, well and good. But it is the content which must be preserved at any cost; the form, except in special cases such as poetry, is largely secondary, since within each language the rules for relating content to form are highly complex, arbitrary and variable. ’It is a bit like packing clothing into two different pieces of luggage: the clothes remain the same, but the shape of the suitcases may vary greatly, and hence the way in which the clothes are packed must be different’\textsuperscript{58} What


counts is that the clothes arrive at the destination in the best possible condition, that is, with the least damage. Nida's analogy is amazingly crude. That it is used in a translator's manual such as TAPOT is perhaps understandable. That it should be repeated in a presidential address to the Linguistic Society of America is more surprising.  

In any translation there will be some loss of semantic content. The commonest problems of transfer arise in the area of: (1) idioms; (2) figurative meanings; (3) shifts in central components; (4) generic and specific meanings; (5) pleonastic expressions; (6) special formulas (e.g. epistology); (7) redistribution of semantic components, and (8) provision for contextual conditioning (e.g. by adding classifiers or descriptive phrases). Helpful examples of each are provided.

In the process of transferring the referential content of the message there are three different types of redistribution of the componential structures. First, there may be a complete redistribution. This is especially true in the transfer of idioms. For example, a literal transfer of the biblical idiom 'heap coals of fire on his head' normally involves a distortion of meaning. One Congolese tribe considered that this was reference to some new method for torturing enemies to death. They had not thought of such a technique before! The meaning of this idiom—i.e. its componential structure—must be completely redistributed, so that it can be transferred in a form such as 'to be so good to one's antagonist as to make him ashamed'. Second, the process of transfer may involve an analytical redistribution of the components. This means that what is carried by one lexical unit in the source language is distributed over several terms in the receptor language. For example 'disciples' may be transferred as 'those who followed him', 'saints' may be 'the people of God', and 'phylacteries' may be rendered as 'little leather bundles with holy words in them'. Third, the process of transfer may involve a synthesis of components. An expression such as 'brother and sister' may be transferred as 'siblings'; and in the More language of the Haute Volta, what is sixteen words in English—'in the morning, a great while before day, (he) rose and went out to an uninhabited place' (Mark 1:35)—becomes only one word, for all the componential features of meaning are included in the single More term.

---

2. **Structural Adjustments**

Attempts to preserve structural form in transfer usually result in complete unintelligibility or at least awkwardness. Nida discusses those modifications dictated primarily by the obligatory contrasts in the respective near-kernel structures. The optional modifications figure at a later stage as one undertakes to restructure the message by forward transformation to the appropriate level. An important section on the provision of contextual conditioning is followed by a good discussion of the kind of structural adjustments often found necessary in the RL. These structural adjustments are classified in terms of four levels:

a. **Discourse Structure**: Common problems in adjustment include the handling of direct and indirect discourse, pronominal forms, identification of participants and sequence of tenses.

b. **Sentence Structure**: The most important problems here are: (a) word and phrase order, (b) double negatives, (c) number agreement, (d) active and passive structures, (e) co-ordination and subordination, (f) apposition, (g) ellipses, and (h) specifications of relationships.

c. **Word Structure**: The relationship of word structure to the problems of transfer are of two principal types. Firstly, translation often demands changes in grammatical classes (e.g. from noun to verb where the noun expresses an event). Secondly, there are numerous subtle problems of morphological categories involving, for example, aspects, tenses, inclusive and exclusive pronouns, honorifics and distinctions between people who are dead or alive.

d. **Corresponding Sounds**: for instance, in re-casting borrowed words, particularly proper names, the phonological structure of the RL is normally followed. But often further adjustments are necessary as, for instance, when the transferred term sounds like an indigenous word having a different association altogether. Again, in the process of transfer, first priority is given to the referential conceptual burden of the message. Next in importance is its connotation, emotional flavour and impact. finally, if one can carry over something of the form, one should do so but not at the expense of other priorities.

---

B. SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN RESTRUCTURING (TAPOT CHAPTER 7)

Having transferred the message from the SL to the RL the translator is faced with the task of restructuring. Three perspectives must be taken into account:
1. The varieties of language or styles which may be desirable
2. The essential components and characteristics of these various styles
3. The techniques which may be employed in producing the type of style desired.\(^{64}\)

These we discuss in order:

1. Varieties of Language
Firstly, one has to determine the style at which one should aim in the process of restructuring. For within each language there are variations according to geography (dialects), time (older vs newer forms), socio-economic classes or castes, circumstances of use, oral or written usage, types of discourse and literary genres. From the standpoint of the translator, a language's literary tradition is also very significant. Nida acknowledges that in English the KJV continues to exert significant influence providing many literary associations and well entrenched stylistic usages.\(^{65}\)

In deciding which situational level is appropriate, the translator is confronted with three principal alternatives: technical, formal and informal. For some literary genres there are also casual and intimate levels of language. The greatest mistake is to reproduce formal or informal levels in the SL by something which is technical in the RL. Nida claims that this has happened consistently in the case of Paul's letters which in translation turn out as highly technical treatises rather than the pastoral letters that they are.\(^{66}\)

There is an instructive discussion of language levels and their significance for Bible translation in societies which have a literary tradition.\(^{67}\) Not only does a scientific orientation mean distinguishing clearly between the oral and the written language, it must also delineate the respective ranges of 'producer language' and 'consumer language'. The spread of consumer language is greater than that of the producer

\(^{64}\) E.A. Nida and C.R. Taber, The Theory and Practice of Translation, (Helps for Translators, No.8; Leiden: Brill, 1969) 120.


\(^{67}\) E.A. Nida and C.R. Taber, The Theory and Practice of Translation, (Helps for Translators, No.8; Leiden: Brill, 1969) 120-123.
language. In other words, people are able to hear and read more than they can say or write.

In the following diagram, Figure 3, X and Y represent two typical speakers, one from the higher language level and the other from the lower language level. 'Higher' and 'lower' relate to educational levels or socio-economic status. Solid lines represent the producer language (i.e. that which X and Y can produce in speech or writing). Broken lines represent the consumer language (i.e. the range of language they are able to understand). Although the total range of X's language is greater than that of Y, he does not usually understand the total range of Y's language. The extension of the written language above the oral language shows that the written language has a literary accretion coming from its historical traditions. Of particular interest to Nida is the area of the overlap represented by the lines A-B and C-D. This is the 'common language' or that part of the total resources of a given language common to the usage of both educated and uneducated people. 68 This concept of 'common language' is crucial in understanding the rationale for the Good News Bible (TEV) and its foreign language counterparts.

![Figure 3]

The authors then proceed to provide another diagram (Figure 4) in order to provide an historical perspective not depicted in Figure 3. For in all languages with a literary heritage there are many documents which reflect earlier stages of the language. Thus Bible versions often reflect long established literary associations and stylistic usages.

"Several features of this diagram should be noted:

1. The historical depth has been indicated only for the written language. Since the oral language, though it was spoken in the past, exerts no such continuing influence upon the present.

2. We have also added a dimension of 'informal-to-formal' (I to F) going from the left to right, and thus are able to plot such divergent translations as the NEB and Phillips, which are both on a relatively high stylistic level but differ essentially in the degree of informality. The NEB is, however, somewhat higher in its literary style.

3. The King James Version is listed at the extreme of the historical dimension, even though, of course, it was preceded by others. However, it is the only translation from the early period that exerts a significant continuing influence.

4. The RSV represents a somewhat middle position between the King James Version and contemporary usage. As far as vocabulary usage is concerned, however, it is not on such a high literary level as the NEB. On the other hand, the NEB is stylistically much simpler in sentence structure, so that in some measure these two factors produce an average which makes the RSV and the NEB somewhat parallel.

5. Phillips' translation may be said to dip a little further than the NEB into the language of overlap between the upper and lower languages.

6. To avoid overburdening an already complex diagram, the bar which represents each version is in reality a composite of all linguistic features of that version, including both grammatical structure and vocabulary. But different versions may be at different levels in terms of structure and vocabulary."^69

There follows an equally interesting and convincing section on language levels and dialects in societies where the language has either no literary history or only a brief one, and the appropriate translation strategies. But these are not relevant to us here.

---


2. Components of style

A special problem confronted by Bible translators is the wide variety of discourse types found in the biblical text, e.g. epic poetry, proverbs, parables, exposition, historical narrative, personal letters and ritual hymns. Though languages with long literary traditions have much more highly standardized genres, even the most traditional societies can have quite elaborate forms of oral literature, involving a number of distinct types; hence there is much more likelihood of formal correspondence (FC) than most people imagine. However, the real problems are not in the existence of the corresponding literary genres, but in the manner in which such diverse forms are regarded by the people in question. For example, epic and didactic poetry are very little used in the Western world, but in many parts of Asia they are very popular and have much of the same value they possessed in biblical times. But for most persons in the Western world, the authors claim, presenting the prophetic utterance of the OT in a poetic form (as the closest formal equivalence) would be unnatural, and even at times silly.

Nida sets out to analyze the components of style by comparing selections from the Gospel of Luke and the letter to the Hebrews in three different versions viz. the RSV, a FC translation; the NEB, a modern history translation; and the TEV. On the basis of these passages he notes such features as: discourse-transition markers, discourse-type markers, elimination of pleonasm, semotactic appropriateness, intra-discourse transition, semantic simplicity, pronominal reference, subordination of clauses, connotative equivalence, length of sentences, and so on. All these are examples of formal features which combine to produce certain styles.\(^{71}\)

The point of this analysis of formal stylistic features, however, for DE translation theory is not to reproduce such stylistic devices but to understand their function in the source text. A translation is judged to be adequate only if the response of the receptor is satisfactory. Hence Nida is concerned to analyze which features of style serve to increase efficiency in communication and which devices increase impact by enhancing interest.\(^{72}\)

Studies in discourse structure are seen to be highly significant for translation. Accordingly, the basic techniques for analyzing discourse structure are explained with


examples. The eight universals of discourse are also elaborated, viz: (1) markers of the beginning and end of discourse; (2) markers for internal transition; (3) markers of temporal relationship; (4) markers of spatial relationship; (5) markers of logical relationship; (6) the identification of participants; (7) highlighting, focus, emphasis, etc; and (8) author involvement.\(^73\)

The remainder of the chapter on Restructuring\(^74\) consists of practical wisdom with regard to the kind of persons who make good stylists—firstly in the case of languages with long literary tradition, and secondly in languages lacking such a tradition.

TAPOT's final chapter (Chapter 8), Testing the Translation, includes some material one might have expected to find in the section on restructuring. For instance, we are told that there is tendency for all good translations to be somewhat longer than the originals. This is because of the necessity to make explicit in the RL what could remain implicit in the SL since the original receivers had more background information. The expansions required can be divided into syntactic and lexical categories.

In syntactic expansions the RL will often require: (a) identification of the participants in events; (b) identification of objects or events with abstracts; (c) more explicit indications or relationals; and (d) filling out of ellipses. The most common lexical expansions on the other hand, consist of: (a) classifiers (e.g. 'city of Jerusalem', 'cloth linen', 'sect Pharisee'); (b) descriptive substitutes (e.g. synagogue may be described as 'the worship-house of the Jew'); and (c) semantic restructuring (e.g. Nida thinks that 'I am a jealous God' (Exodus 20:5) might be restructured 'I am a God who demands that my people love no one else other than me' to avoid misunderstanding). Other information regarded as necessary to an understanding of the message, e.g. from the general cultural background, can be inserted in marginal notes. This whole section is an important and helpful one even though sometimes one feels that Nida is doing a rewrite of the original text in his concern to get the message across.

While Nida claims that good translations are normally longer than the originals, he mentions seven types of expression that are often reduced in the process of transfer:

1. Doublets such as 'answering, he said' become 'he answered'
2. Repetitions in the original Greek, e.g. 'Verily, verily'

---


3. Specification of participants, e.g. the TEV does not reproduce many of the occurrences of 'God' so frequently subject of sentences in the original text of Genesis 1
4. Removal of conjunctions where hypotactic structures are reduced to paratactic ones
5. Reduction of formulas, e.g. TEV changes 'for his name's sake' to 'for his sake'
6. Sometimes the RL requires more extensive ellipsis than is found in the SL
7. Highly repetitive style marking, e.g. importance of the theme in SL may seem awkward in some RL.

After discussing a number of procedures for testing translation, (e.g. Cloze technique, reading aloud, publication of sample material) Nida and Taber conclude by asserting:

The ultimate test of a translation must be based upon three major factors: (1) the correctness with which the receptors understand the message of the original; (2) the ease of comprehension, and (3) the involvement a person experiences as the result of the form of translation.\textsuperscript{75}

C. SOME ISSUES—FORM AND MEANING

The main issue to arise from Nida's treatment concerns the significance of the form of the original message for translation. As we have noted above Nida seems to operate with a concept of disembodied meanings.

Subsequently, the translator of the German common language version explained that in the matter of relationship between content and form TAPOT was a bit one-sided. But this exaggeration is understandable if one remembers the dominance of the FC approach to Bible translation at the time. When DE theorists turned to the task of translating the OT 'it became obvious...that an understandable rendering of the information is not necessarily a satisfactory translation. The Old Testament, with its greatly differing types of literature, forces the translator to seriously consider its forms'. But then Kassuhlke goes on to explain that it is not the exact reproduction of the form used which is important but its equivalence.\textsuperscript{76} Another DE theorist, Jacob Loewen, has sought to define some limits and controls for adjusting the SL form in translating because some translators 'anxious to get the real message across to tribal societies, are preparing translations which treat the historico-cultural setting of the Bible as irrelevant and which recast the biblical message into the cultural framework of a contemporary aboriginal society'.\textsuperscript{77}

Others, however, are prepared to go much further than Nida himself. For instance, some of Nida's proteges have suggested that the salutations and introductory material of the NT letters should be transposed to the end of each Epistle as is the modern custom. Thus Barclay Newman says that the Epistle is a total discourse unit and meaning has priority over form.\(^78\) He has also suggested that the genealogy from Abraham to Joseph in Matthew 1:2-17 be replaced by a simple list of names such as would be natural today.\(^79\) DE translations in some languages (e.g., Malay and Indonesian) have implemented such ideas. The problem is that such restructured translations are in danger of obliterating the real historical distance between ourselves and the original situation. The result is an artificial construction. It is unnatural to let that temporal and cultural distance fall away, a danger against which Nida himself warns.\(^80\)

Nida's emphasis on utilizing the natural resources of the RL is salutary and as usual he provides a wealth of illustrative material. Nor is there virtue in retaining Semitic idioms which are peripheral to the message, e.g. 'the fruit of his loins' (Acts 2:20) and 'children of the bride-chamber' (Mark 2:19), if they are too burdensome for the reader or misleading. Thus the literal translation in Indonesian of Luke 2:23 has been abandoned in recent versions because of the misleading connotation. 'Every male who opens his mother's womb shall be called holy to the Lord' has been replaced by 'every first born son shall be dedicated to the Lord'. However, one often feels that the restructuring recommended is far more radical than is necessary, and amounts to a rewrite of the ST.

Furthermore, the treatment of the redistribution of semantic components\(^81\) raises the issue of the fate of technical terminology in DE translation. Many of the words chosen by Nida for analytical redistribution are arguably technical terms—'the saints', 'inheritance', 'redemption', 'propitiation', 'justify'—which serve as important signposts to the universe of discourse of the NT writers and their original readers.

In summary, Nida's treatment of transfer and restructuring strengthens the impression gained from the earlier chapters of TAPOT that his theory of language is unsatisfactory at two points: it underestimates the complexity of the relationship between form and

meaning on the one hand, and on the other, the flexibility of language systems and their users. With regard to the question of form and meaning, the translation theorist cannot think in terms of disembodied meanings. His task is to establish correspondences between expressions of different languages. He must operate with expressions, not with wordless ideas:

He is not transferring wine from one bottle to another. Language is no receptacle, and there is nothing to transfer. To produce a likeness is to follow a model's lines. The language he works in is the translator's clay.82

The Bible translator then, must not see the RL in which he is working as a system of unbreakable rules. The KJV which is said to have had such a profound influence on the English language, has been said to be written, in Hebraicized English, as we shall see. Languages are capable of being influenced and renewed just as the humans who use them are:

Darlene Bee and Vida Chenoweth were checking their translation of the calming of the tempest in the Usarufa language. Their translation helper, Nogo, came to Mark 4:39 and read "...Be quiet", he said, and right away the wind and the water obeyed and stopped raging.' Nogo stopped abruptly. 'No, No!' he exclaimed, 'Wind and water don't obey.' Thinking that they had used the wrong term the translators went back over the account...'Now, how can we say in Usarufa that the wind and the water did what Jesus told them to do?' they asked the tribesman. Smiling in wonder, Nogo said, 'Oh, I see. It obeyed.' The translators had used the right word after all. In Usarufa no one had ever said that the wind obeyed...83

83 C. Yallop, 'The Lord is my Goatherd; I Don't Want Him', Interchange No.16 (1974) 220.
III DE Theory Incarnate—The Good News Bible
CHAPTER NINE

BACKGROUND—THE BIBLE IN ENGLISH

No translation of the Bible can be undertaken or evaluated without due regard to its predecessors in the field. An Israeli linguist has commented that the translation of the Bible into English has been 'distinguished by two salient features: the constant appearance of new translations and the continuing fascination of an archaic master version'.

The history of English Bible translation is a fascinating one worthy of a volume itself. What follows is but a brief sketch; but a necessary background to any discussion of modern principles of Bible translation and to our evaluation of the Today's English Version and its influence on recent foreign versions.

Although Christianity was established in Britain by the beginning of the fourth century AD, there is no evidence of Bible translation in the two Celtic languages (British and Irish) or in Pictish. Thus the famous British biblical scholar Pelagius (370-450) wrote his works in Latin as did all the other churchmen of Western Europe. The history of the English Bible, anyway, can only begin with the arrival of the Germanic speaking Angles, Saxons and Jutes in the fifth century and their evangelization in the sixth and seventh centuries by Irish and Roman missions.

Some Old English poems presenting the Biblical narrative in metrical form have survived and these have been connected with Caedmon, the unlettered poet of Whitby, whose remarkable gifts have been recorded by Bede in his Ecclesiastical History of the English Nation. Bede himself, who died in 735, is supposed to have completed the dictation of John's Gospel with his dying breath, but unfortunately his version has not been preserved. Kind Alfred (d. 901), of burnt cakes fame, introduced his law code with an English translation of the Ten Commandments, part of Exodus and Acts 15:23-29 and is also credited with translation of part of the Psalter. Abbot Aelfric translated much of the OT in the tenth century. Old English versions of the Gospels, Psalter, Pentateuch and historical books of the OT have come down to us.

---


Middle English, which reflects the influence of the French of the Norman invaders, begins about 1300. The Bible translations which quickly emerged are associated with the name of Wycliffe, though the tradition that Wycliffe himself translated the whole Bible rests apparently only on a statement of his famous Czech disciple, Jan Hus. There are two extant Wycliffe versions of the Bible, one literal and one idiomatic. The first, which follows the Latin very closely, was the work of Nicholas of Hereford (a follower of Wycliffe) so far as the OT is concerned; the rest is by another hand, possibly that of Wycliffe himself. The more idiomatic revision was the work of Wycliffe's secretary, John Purvey, towards the end of the fourteenth century. Purvey's prologue contains some interesting information on the state of Bible translations and part of it is worth quoting.

A simple creature hath translated the Bible out of Latin into English. First, this simple creature has much travail, with divers fellows and helpers, to gather many old bibles, and other doctors and common glosses, and to make one Latin Bible some deal true; and then to study it anew, the text with the gloss, and other doctors, as he might get, especially Lira on the Old Testament, that helped full much in this work; the third time to counsel with old grammarians and old divines, of hard words and hard sentences, how they might best be understood and translated; the fourth time to translate as clearly as he could to the sentence, and to have many good fellows and cunning at the correcting of the translation.

He knows that he has not attained perfection; any amendments to his work will be welcome, but let the critic:

...look that he examine truly his Latin Bible, for no doubt he shall find fully many Bibles in Latin full false, if he look many, namely new; and the common Latin Bibles have more need to be corrected, as many as I have seen in my life, than hath the English Bible late translated.3

Purvey's mention of the famous Hebrew and Greek scholar Nicholas de Lyra reminds us of the renewed interest in classical texts, including Hebrew and Greek, which preceded the Reformation and which, together with that movement, and with the invention of printing, provided the impetus for the production of Bible translation on a scale hitherto undreamed of. Nida himself has aptly summarised this ever accelerating translation activity in his introduction to The Book of a Thousand Tongues:

Though the translation of the Old Testament was undertaken some two hundred years before Christ, when the Hebrew Scriptures were rendered into Greek, extensive translation of the Bible has been a relatively recent development. In fact, even by the time printing was invented, some 500 years ago, the Bible existed in only 67 languages. During the 19th century however, more than four hundred languages received some part of the Scriptures and within the first half of the 20th century some part of the Bible was published in more than 500 languages—an almost incredible

undertaking and one in which the Bible Societies played a major role, having been responsible for the publication of at least some portion of the Scriptures in 1,153 languages.\(^4\)

The 1,500 or so languages into which the Bible has now been translated represent 97% of the world's population.

The outstanding name in the production of the English versions is undoubtedly that of William Tyndale, scholar of Oxford and Cambridge, who eagerly pursued the new learning and set out to do for England what Luther had done for Germany and to make 'the boy who drives the plough in England know more of Scripture' than many a man of learning. However, failing to get patronage in England, he moved to the continent. There he had to move from Cologne to Worms, then to Marburg and later to Antwerp where King Henry VIII's agents finally arrested him. He was strangled and burnt at Vilvorde in 1536. Before his arrest, however, he had translated and published the Pentateuch, Jonah, a revised Genesis and a revised NT. Tyndale and his translations were vilified by authorities in church and state in England (including Sir Thomas More, then Lord Chancellor, in his Dialogue Concerning Heresies), and thousands of copies were publicly burnt. Nevertheless, when royal policy changed, and the translation of the Bible into English was finally authorized, the version which won the royal favour and was placed in every parish church in England was basically Tyndale's even though this was never acknowledged.

The years following repudiation of papal authority in England were marked by intense activity in Bible translation. Versions by Miles Coverdale and John Rogers (Matthews Bible) received royal licence in 1537. Both leaned heavily on Tyndale. Likewise the 'Great Bible' (1539) placed in every parish church was only a revised edition of Tyndale's version. The Geneva Bible (1560), dedicated to the new Protestant Queen, Elizabeth, was marked both by accurate scholarship and marginal comments expressing strong Reformed theology, as might be expected in a version produced in the city of Calvin and Beza. The Bishops Bible (1568) utilized many of the Geneva renderings but predictably removed the anti-prelate and aggressively Calvinistic glosses.

The wide circulation of other English versions provoked English Catholic scholars in France to produce the Rheims version of the NT (1582) and the Douai OT (1609). The Douai-Rheims Bible was rather literal in its translation of the Vulgate and much more

worthy of Nida’s indictment—‘Anglicized Latin’—than the KJV. The Rheims translators, however, did provide a glossary explaining fifty eight of their Latin neologisms. Catholic doctrine was safeguarded in the section headings and in the marginal notes.

The Authorized Version of 1611 (KJV)
That the non-Roman Catholic English-speaking world received one and the same English Bible as a common heritage was largely due to the sheer merit of the Authorized Version. But due credit must also be given to King James I who not only eagerly approved the idea that his accession be marked by a new translation of the Bible, but also insisted at the outset that it should be without divisive marginal notes. Very probably he was thinking not only of theological controversies within the Church of England but also of those ‘democratic’ and ‘seditious’ sentiments in the Geneva Bible. Whatever the King’s own motives, the decision to produce the Authorized Version, or the King James Version, as the Americans call it, was a felicitous one. For wherever the English language is spoken, it has proved the Bible, par excellence, for over 350 years:

No book has had an equal influence on the English people. Apart from all religious consideration, it gave to all classes alike, an idiom in which the deeper emotions of life could be recalled. It gave grace to the speech of the unlettered, and it entered into the style of the most ambitious writers. Its phrasing coloured the work of poets, and its language has so embedded itself in our national tradition that if the Bible is forgotten, a precious possession will be lost.

As a translation, the KJV has continued to be the measuring rod for aspiring rivals:

The King James Bible has been augmented but never superseded by new translations that aspire to, and undoubtedly in some measure achieve greater accuracy and readability, incorporating the insight of contemporary attitudes and scholars.

In view of the dominant role of the KJV in the history of the English Bible, a brief note on its genesis is not inappropriate. The team of 47 men included most of England’s leading biblical scholars. They were divided into six panels: three worked on the OT, two on the NT and one on the Apocrypha. When the panels had finished their task, the

---

6 F.F. Bruce provides amusing examples of glosses reflecting both Protestant and Catholic prejudice: Tyndale on 32:35 comments, ‘The Pope’s bull slayeth more than Aaron’s calf’, whereas the Rheims version heading for Acts 8 reads: ‘Simon Magus more religious than the Protestants’.
draft translations of the whole Bible were reviewed by a smaller group of twelve men, two from each panel, before the work was sent to the printer.

The rules which guided them in their work were approved, if not actually devised by James himself. The Bishop's Bible was to serve as the basis for the new translation. But in practice all the existing English versions lay before the translators, plus every available foreign version—the Latin translation, the Targums and the Syriac Peshitta—all as aids to elucidate the original Hebrew and Greek texts.

As to the principles on which they based their translation, they are well stated in the preface, 'The Translators to the Reader'. This is seldom reprinted these days and must not be confused with the brief dedication, 'To the Most High and Mighty Prince James' though even this contains interesting information. It states the translators' desired to avoid extremes represented on the one hand by 'Popish persons at home or abroad' and on the other hand by 'self-conceited Brethren' of Puritan outlook.

The Preface to the Reader sets out to justify the general principle of Bible translations in the vernacular, and this work of translation in particular. Their debt to earlier English translation is acknowledged and it is claimed that their present concern is not 'to make a new translation, nor yet to make a bad one a good one...but to make a good one better, or of our many good ones one principal good one'. But they do not mention the man whose influence can be traced throughout so much of their work—William Tyndale.

They express forcefully their preference for idiomatic rather than literal translation in a passage frequently cited by Nida in defending his own DE theory and 'common language' Bibles.9

Another thing we think good to admonish thee of, gentle Reader, that we have not tied ourselves to an uniformity of phrasing, or to an identity of words, as some peradventure would wish that we had done, because they observe, that some learned men somewhere have been as exact as they could that way. Truly, that we might not vary from the sense of that which we had translated before, if the word signified the same thing in both places (for there be some words that be not of the same sense every where), we were especially careful, and made a conscience according to our duty. But that we should express the same notion in the same particular word; for example, if we translate the Hebrew or Greek word once by purpose, never to call it intent; if onewhere journeying, never travelling; if onewhere think, never suppose; if one where pain, never ache; if one where joy, never gladness, etc. thus to mince the matter we thought to savour more of curiosity than wisdom, and that rather it would breed scorn in the atheist, than bring profit to the godly reader. For is the

kingdom of God become words or syllables? Why should we be in bondage to them, if we may be free? Use one precisely, when we may use another no less fit as commodiously?...We might also be charged (by scoffers) with some unequal dealing towards a great number of good English words. For as it is written of a certain great Philosopher, that he should say, that those logs were happy that were made images to be worshipped, for their fellows, as good as they, lay for blocks behind the fire: so it we should say, as it were, unto certain words, Stand up higher, have a place in the Bible always; and to others of like quality, Get you hence, be banished for ever; we might be taxed peradventure with St James's words, namely, 'To be partial in ourselves, and judges of evil thoughts'. Add hereunto, that niceness in words was always counted the next step to trifling; and so was to be curious about 'names' too: also that we cannot follow a better pattern for elocution than God himself; therefore he using divers words in his holy writ, and indifferently for one thing in nature: we, if we will not be superstitious, may use the same liberty in our English versions out of Hebrew and Greek, for that copy or store that he hath given us.

Thus, in the KJV rendering of Romans 5 we read 'we...rejoice in hope of the glory of God (verse 2)...we glory in tribulations (verse 3)...and we also joy in God (verse 11)' where the italicised words represent the same Greek verb. By contrast the revisers of 1881 did not share the enthusiasm for skilful use of appropriate synonyms and rendered all three occurrence by 'rejoice'. The Preface makes it clear that the translators followed a middle course in rendering technical terminology:

Lastly, we have on one side avoided the scrupulosity of the Puritans, who leave the old Ecclesiastical words, and betake them to other, as when they put washing for baptism, and congregation instead of Church; as also on the other side we have shunned the obscurity of the Papists, in their azymes, tunike, rational, holocausts, prepuce, pasche, and a number of such like, whereof their late translation is full, and that of purpose to darken the sense, that since they must needs translate the Bible, yet by the language thereof it may be kept from being understood. But we desire that the Scripture may speak like itself, as in the language of Canaan, that it may be understood even of the very vulgar.

The 'late translation' of the 'Papists' is the Rheims NT (1582) mentioned above. It is salutary to note that of the six examples of latinate vocabulary singled out for censure in the Preface, three subsequently passed into common currency (tunics, rational and holocausts). This fact needs to be remembered in assessing Nida's claim that the technical terms such as redemption and justification are merely Anglicized Latin that should have no place in a modern English translation of the Bible.

We have already noted Nida's appeal to the example of KJV whose translators affirmed that 'we have not tyed ourselves to a uniformity of phrasing, or to an identitie of words, as some peradventure would wish that we had done.' This usage of a variety of synonyms undoubtedly contributed to the generally excellent style of the KJV so superior to the wooden literalism of the later Revised Version (1881). Nida is
correct in interpreting the Preface to the Reader as a plea for the twin qualities that he himself advocates: readability and accuracy. The trouble is that these terms are not self-defining. We need further criteria to give them substance. These it seems have changed over the centuries. Certainly the KJV was not a 'dynamic equivalence' translation. It was not written in the popular, simple, everyday English. We are told, for instance, that its style was already archaic\textsuperscript{10}, perhaps deliberately so, at the time of publication. Just as the NT itself was originally written in a Greek\textsuperscript{11} with many semitic features so the KJV could be said to be written in Hebraized English.\textsuperscript{12} It was a FC version and whatever flexibility translators displayed in rendering common or indifferent diction they still retained the images and idioms from the biblical languages, thus making English readers familiar with Oriental modes of thought which were woven into the texture of the English Bible. More especially, the KJV translators:

...were constantly aware that it was the Bible that they were translating, with a definite community of themes and vocabulary of salvation, so that it was easy for the reader to recognize the important ideas and words relating to God's character and to the continuity of the history of salvation, wherever such ideas and words occurred.\textsuperscript{13}

A comparison of an early edition of the KJV with those printed now, would reveal several differences. The spelling has been considerably modernized and other alterations have been introduced; all unauthorized, some intentional, some accidental, some good, some bad. Many of the early editions seem to have been very carelessly printed, the most notorious being the 'Wicked Bible' (1641) so called because of its omission of the word 'not' from the seventh commandment (for which scandalous negligence the King's printers were fined 300 pounds by Archbishop Laud). It was left for the two Cambridge editions (1629, 1638) to present accurately the text of King James's translators. With the passage of time, too the chapter summaries were abbreviated to short headings while the marginal references were expanded. In 1701 dates were introduced into the margin for the first time, largely based on the chronological works of Archbishop Ussher.

For the English speaking world, the KJV became the master translation and the subsequent attempts of other translators to improve upon it were destined to have but temporary and limited appeal.\textsuperscript{14} A variety of translations and paraphrases appeared in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of which the most noteworthy was John

---

\textsuperscript{10} See Preface to the New English Bible, 1961.
\textsuperscript{11} See Chapter Twelve below on the NT Koine Greek.
\textsuperscript{13} D.W.B. Robinson A Translation of the Bible for Public Worship (Australian Anglican Bishops' Conference, April 1979) 2.
Wesley's revised edition of the KJV with notes 'for plain unlettered men who understand only their Mother Tongue' (1768). Bruce cites a literary curio by the classicist Edward Harwood who produced a New Testament in the idiom of Hume and Johnson. His rendering of the opening words of the Lord's Prayer, 'Our Father who art in heaven: Hallowed be thy name', helps us to understand its speedy consignment to oblivion:

O Thou great governor and parent of universal nature—who manifests thy glory to the blessed inhabitants of heaven—may all thy rational creatures in all parts of thy boundless dominion be happy in the knowledge of thy existence and providence and celebrate thy perfections in a manner most worthy of thy nature and perfective of their own.

Despite the many excellencies of the Authorized Version, the passage of time saw increasing pressure for revision. The English language had not stood still since 1611. But the weightiest consideration of all was provided by development in the field of textual studies. A growing scholarly consensus regarded the so-called 'Textus Receptus'\(^\text{15}\) with which the KJV translators worked, as inferior. Nineteenth century textual critics concluded that it represented a 'Byzantine' text type stemming from later manuscripts which had in turn been copied inaccurately. A wealth of manuscripts discovered and researched in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has enabled scholars to trace the textual history of the NT well back into the second century. Though it must be admitted that there is still debate as to whether the Alexandrian, Western, Caesarean or old Antiochian text-types most faithfully represents the original 'autographs'.\(^\text{16}\)

These considerations found expression in several distinguished private ventures such as the translations of Dean Alford, Conybeare and Howson, and J.N. Darby, and finally gave rise to the official revision of the KJV in 1881. The initiative was taken by the Convocation of the Province of Canterbury in 1870 and subsequently both Anglican and Non-Conformist scholars were divided into two companies. The NT company took ten years while the OT company worked for fourteen years. Like their predecessors, the revisers of 1611, they received no remuneration for their arduous labours. The co-operation of parallel companies of American translators was arranged.

The ERV proved to be a 'schoolmaster's translation' that failed to satisfy the critics or to displace the KJV in popular affection, as we have noted. On the whole, the OT

\(^{15}\) The Textus Receptus—based on a twelfth-century manuscript amended by Erasmus and printed in 1515.

\(^{16}\) However, the distinguished editor of the RSV (1946) has claimed that 'out of the thousands of variant readings among the manuscripts there is still, as in 1881, nothing requiring a revision of Christian doctrine'. See F.C. Grant, An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the New Testament, (1946) 42.
revision, which followed the 1611 text more closely, was well received. But the NT revision was attacked on two scores—its quality as a translation, and the principles of textual criticism which it embodied. The second issue requires more attention than can be justified in this thesis. As regards the first, it is evident that the revisers’ concern for formal concordance resulted in a version which knew nothing of the rhythm, cadence and euphony of good English. They were accused of ruining many of the loveliest passages in English literature. On the other hand it has been said that the stylistic elegance of the KJV is largely absent from the Greek original—a claim we shall return to in chapter twelve.

The Last Half-Century
The last hundred years have witnessed the publication of other ‘revised’ versions of the KJV removing what the editors regarded as obsolete usages, archaisms and Hebraisms, and taking into account the prevailing scholarship of the period. Thus the Jewish Publication Society published in 1917 The Holy Scriptures According to the Massoretic Text, whose debt to the KJV and ERV is obvious (though Christological overtones were pruned out). It remains the standard version used by Jews of all denominations. Most important of all was the Revised Standard Version (1946, 1952), produced by American scholars in fairly literary English acceptable on both sides of the Atlantic. This version made the strongest bid to replace the KJV. It is probably the most common version used in Australia and with the inclusion of the Apocryphal books it gained the approval of the Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholic Churches as well as the Protestant community.

Since the publication of the RSV, over thirty more English Bibles have appeared plus an additional twenty six New Testament translations. Very few of these have self-consciously resisted the swing to dynamic equivalence principles. The New King James Versions (NKJV) and the New American Standard Bible (NASB) are notable exceptions.

Of those which make a distinctive break with the KJV-RSV tradition, the most prominent are: the New English Bible (1970) undertaken by major British Christian bodies other than Roman Catholic; the Catholic Jerusalem Bible (1966) which was very much inspired by the popular Dominican La Bible de Jerusalem (1955); the New Jewish Version intended to replace the 1917 translation; the Berkeley Bible or Modern Language Bible (1959); the American Bible Society’s Good News Bible (Today’s English Version) (1976) of which the NT section had already become a best seller—
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Good News for Modern Man (1966); Kenneth Taylor's paraphrase, The Living Bible (1971), which was so commercially successful as to earn an article in the Wall Street Journal;\(^{18}\) the New International Version (1979) produced by the New York Bible Society and marking conservative Protestant dissatisfaction with the RSV; and finally the two most significant recent English versions the Revised English Bible (1989) and the New Revised Standard Version (1990).

Besides these products of scholarly panels working under the auspices of large organizations, mention should be made too of earlier monumental individual efforts such as those of J. Moffatt (1913, 1924), E.J. Goodspeed (1923), R.A. Knox (1949) and J.B. Phillips (1958, 1970).

It is clear from the Revised English Bible (REB) and the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) that DE theory has had a profound influence even on translators who have not formally adopted Nida's views. The REB, a radical revision of the NEB, states that 'the guiding principle has been to seek a fluent and idiomatic way of expressing biblical writing in contemporary English. Much emphasis has been laid on correctness and intelligibility'. The NRSV likewise declares that the biblical message 'must be presented in language that is direct and plain and meaningful to people today.' In his important review of these two versions, Robert Bratcher, one of Nida's most prominent lieutenants, concludes that only the REB qualifies as a DE translation.\(^{19}\) He cites Hilaire Belloc's criterion 'What would an Englishman have said to express this?' Yet the NRSV committee adopted the maxim 'As literal as possible, as free as necessary.' True Bruce Metzger claimed plausibly in 'To the Reader' that the NRSV remains essentially a literal translation but it is much less literal and more sensitive to DE priorities than the REB when it comes to issues of inclusive language.

**Conclusion**

Our review of the history of English Bible translation has noted two salient features: the increasing proliferation of new translations on the one hand and the continuing fascination of an archaic master version in the KJV on the other.

But in the last half century a remarkable reversal has taken place. Until the 1950s, English speaking readers who did not use the KJV would most likely have used the RV or ASV and increasingly the RSV—all formal correspondence versions. A drastic change then occurred revealing an overwhelming tendency to eschew the formal register of solemn worship and recital in favour of the natural, informal style of the

---


mass media. By 1990 over 80 million copies of the Good News Bible (TEV) NT were sold and over 30 million TEV Bibles. Likewise more than sixty million copies of the New International Version were also sold.20 While the NIV is more conservative than the TEV its underlying philosophy of translation is not markedly different.

Clearly there has been a dramatic change both in popular expectation of what a translation should be like and in the approach of Bible translators themselves.

Our own focus is to be on the TEV not simply because of its phenomenal acceptance but because it represents the most conscious and consistent attempt to implement dynamic equivalence translation theory. Furthermore, as we shall see, the TEV has been vigorously and successfully promoted as a model for Bible translation worldwide.

---

20 These figures are supplied in J.P. Lewis, The English Bible from KJV to NIV (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1991).
CHAPTER TEN
THE GOOD NEWS BIBLE—ITS BACKGROUND,
PURPOSE AND NATURE

The TEV was commissioned by the American Bible Society as a completely modern translation on a level of language that could be readily understood by any reader of English, regardless of his education. In 1966 the NT was published in paperback as Good News for Modern Man. OT portions appeared between 1970 and 1975. The complete Bible was ready for publication in 1976. Apart from its communicative language another important factor in its popularity has been the brilliant line drawing illustrations of the Swiss artist, Annie Vallotton. According to one of the seven OT translators, 'This was the first English translation to make consistent use of advances in general linguistics and in secular translation theory'.

Nida has described how the story of the TEV begins not in the USA but in the extraordinary success of two other Common Language translations, in Latin America and Liberia. In accordance with the principles expounded in William L. Wonderly's Bible Translation for Popular Use, a Spanish Version Popular was first prepared for ten million Indians from northern Mexico to southern Chile. But it was soon discovered that this translation was even more popular in cities such as Mexico City, Bogota and Buenos Aires than among the Indians for whom it was designed. The success of a similar venture in Liberian English, (i.e. the form of English used in West Africa) provided further stimulus to attempt a translation in a more broadly based form of modern English.

The major responsibility for the translation fell to Robert G. Bratcher, a professional translator, who prepared a draft for the whole NT which was subsequently reviewed by a panel of scholars. Bratcher also served as chairman of the committee of six who produced the OT translation. Prior to joining the Bible Society Translation Staff he had experience as a lecturer in Greek and had also served as a missionary in Brazil where he had been involved in the revision of the famous d' Almeida Portuguese version of the Bible.

1. Common Language Version

Dr Bratcher himself has explained that the TEV is both a common language translation and a dynamic equivalence translation. Not all DE translations are common language translations but all common language translations must be DE translations. Canon Phillips' translation of the NT (1958) has been acknowledged as the first modern DE translation in English but the language was more of a literary character because it was aimed at British university students. The TEV on the other hand, follows a simple level of English because, in accordance with DE theory, it has been restructured to fit in with the readership ability of a very different target audience. It originally set out to meet the needs of one billion people who speak English as a second language. The preface to the fourth edition (1976) however, states that: 'This translation of the New Testament has been prepared by the United Bible Societies for people who speak English as their mother tongue or as an acquired language'. It is a Common Language Version and as such has a number of characteristics:

a. It deliberately avoids technical terms wherever possible
b. It is written, not spoken, English and so conforms to the written style of language
c. The vocabulary of the language is restricted but not artificially as in Basic English (which is not a living language)

d. Difficult polysyllabic words and complex sentence constructions are avoided
e. Slang, regionalisms and provincialisms are avoided in an attempt to give universal appeal. Bratcher actually suggests that this is a kind of Koine English
f. Idioms are avoided for the same reasons. Idioms are vivid and effective for native speakers but may be unintelligible or misleading for non-native speakers.

Common language has been defined as 'that part of the total resources of a given language common to the usage of both educated and uneducated'. It is interesting to compare the TEV with a good literary translation like the NEB. A quick glance at the Psalms in the NEB, for instance, reveals many words which are not part of everyday speech in all classes of society: for example, myriads (3:6), profligacy (12:8),
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26 Basic English is the simple form of the language produced by C.K. Ogden of the Orthological Institute and consisting of only 850 words. A Basic English Version of the Bible was produced by Prof. S.H. Hooke in 1949.
28 W.L. Wondevely, Bible Translation for Popular Use, (Helps for Translators, No. 7; London: United Bible Societies, 1968) 3.
acclaims (27:6), calumnies (73:8). All these disappear in a common language version such as the TEV.

Sometimes a literary translation may use groups of words which are all simple or well-known, but which used together have a special sense. For example in Ps 4:1, NEB translates, 'Thou didst set me at large'. The TEV has 'You came to my help'. Again a literary translation may use sentences which not only contain uncommon words, but which are long and complicated. Educated people may have no difficulty with them but others may. Compare, for example, the NEB and TEV translations of 2 Cor 8:3-5a:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEB</th>
<th>TEV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Going to the limit of their resources, as I can testify, and even beyond that limit, they begged us most insistently, and on their own initiative, to be allowed to share in this generous service to their fellow Christians. And their giving surpassed our expectations; for they gave their very selves, offering them in the first instance to the Lord, but also under God, to us.</td>
<td>I assure you, they gave us as much as they could. Of their own free will they begged us and insisted on the privilege of having a part in helping God's people in Judea. It was more than we could have hoped for; first they gave themselves to the Lord; and then by God's will, they gave themselves to us as well.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both translations are modern in their language and in the methods by which the translators have worked. But whereas the NEB is written at a more literary level of language, the TEV is intended for anyone who reads English. Ellingworth\(^{29}\) has spelled out three implications of common language Bible translation. First, a common language translation must use language which is up-to-date, that is, language spoken by people not more than about 35 years of age. It is intended for people who read English now, in this day and age. Hence the titles of DE translations read: *Today's English Version, Bonnes Nouvelles d'Aujourd'hui, Kabar Baik Masa Kini*, etc.

Secondly, a common language translation cannot use language which will be understood only by people who go to church. Non-churchgoers should be able to understand the message of the Bible even if they don't want to accept it. Common language translations avoid traditional, ecclesiastical language because they are intended for everyone.

\(^{29}\) P. Ellingworth, 'Exegetical Presuppositions in Translation', *TBT* 33:3 (1982) 317-323
Thirdly, a common language translation must be written in language that is natural to those who speak and write it as their mother tongue. For instance, FC translations such as the KJV reproduce features of the ST which are unnatural in English. A good example is the consistent translation of Mark's καὶ by 'and'. In the KJV Mark 1 has thirty two sentences beginning with 'And'. It was natural, apparently, for a Jewish writer like Mark to write this kind of Greek since it was normal to begin sentences with 1 in Hebrew. It was not common in classical Greek and it is very unnatural in English, some would say, incorrect. Hence the NEB has only five sentences (in translating this chapter) beginning with 'And'; the TEV has only two.

2. A Dynamic Equivalence Version
The TEV follows a dynamic equivalence principle of translation not a formal equivalence principle. Bratcher cites Nida's succinct (but controversial) definition: 'To translate is to try to stimulate in the reader of the translation the same reaction to the text as the one the original author wished to stimulate in his first and immediate readers'. He reminds us, too, that the principle is not so novel as is sometimes thought. Luther, with customary vigour, claimed on translating the Pentateuch, 'I endeavoured to make Moses so German that no-one would suspect he was a Jew'. Support is also sought from Mgr Ronald Knox. 'A good translation is good in proportion as you can forget, while reading it, that it is a translation at all'.

It is doubtful however, that the works of either of these translators exhibited the amount of cultural adaptation that their stated principles demand. Bratcher singles out three features that mark the TEV as a DE translation: contextual consistency, naturalness and explicitness. We shall look at each feature in turn.

a. Contextual Consistency: That the TEV is DE translation is reflected firstly in its emphasis on contextual consistency over verbal consistency. Bratcher's own example is the translation of ol 'Ἰουδαῖοι' in the Gospel of John. He claims that to woodenly render it by 'the Jews' on every occasion is to misrepresent the meaning of the original. He analyzed out four different meanings of 'Ἰουδαῖος', in John's Gospel: 'Jewish people', 'Judaesans', 'people hostile to Jesus', and 'the Jerusalem authorities'. His analysis is probably correct but as a translator he fails to come to terms with the author's own deliberate and absolute use of ol 'Ἰουδαῖοι' which implies a certain attitude and perhaps a certain relationship to Judaism that gets lost in any focus on the nuances rather than the link concept.

Nida and Bratcher acknowledge that the most controversial feature of the TEV has proved to be the decision not to translate Biblical terminology concordantly. In his popular introduction to the TEV Good News for Everyone,33 Nida devotes a whole chapter entitled 'Great Truths Made Clearer', to answering critics who attack the TEV's failure to reproduce such terminology. It is significant that Nida does not justify the TEV practice on the grounds that it is a common language translation but actually maintains the new renderings are superior. Terms such as 'expiation', 'justification', 'sanctification', 'predestination', are dismissed as not much more than Anglicized Latin! More plausibly he argues that words such as 'redemption', 'saints', 'propitiation', 'fear of God' and 'blood', are misleading to the modern reader.

The greatest number of criticisms have been directed against the translation of the Greek αἷμα 'blood' by 'death' or its equivalent in eleven passages where Christ's sacrificial death is referred to—Acts 20:28; Rom 3:25; 5:9; Eph 1:7; 2:13; Col 1:20; Heb 10:19; 13:20; 1 Pet 1:19; Rev 1:5; 5:9. In a detailed defence of his renderings Bratcher again maintains there are four differing senses of αἷμα. Firstly, the word is often used to signify violent death, as also was the Hebrew word for blood (דָּם) in the OT. He cites Matt 27:24,25 where Pilate washes his hands before the crowd and says, 'I am innocent of the αἷμα of this man' and the crowd responds, 'May his αἷμα be upon us and our children'. Bratcher goes on to make the extraordinary claim:

In English, however, the word 'blood' does not mean death; it means only the liquid that flows in the veins and arteries of men and animals. Such compound expression in English as 'bloodthirsty', 'bloodguiltiness', 'spilling blood', 'blood letting' do mean death but the simple word 'blood' alone does not. In translating Matt 27:24, 25, then, it is only natural that a common language translation that tries to be simple and clear for all readers will use 'death' in Pilate's statement and the crowd's reply; 'I am not responsible for the death of this man! This is your doing...Let the punishment for his death fall on us and our children'. The same is true in Matt 23:25, which speaks of the murder of all innocent men...from the murder of innocent Abel to the murder of Zechariah... (see also Mat 23:30; 27:4; Luke 11:50, 51; 13:1; Acts 5:28; 22:20; Rom 3:15; Rev 6:10; 19:2).

Secondly, in two passages, αἷμα, he says, refers to spiritual death. Thus in Acts 18:6 Paul confronts the Jews in Corinth who are opposing him with words, 'Your αἷμα be upon your head; I am innocent' (cf. Acts 20:26). The TEV restructured this to, 'If you are lost, you yourselves must take the blame for it. I am not responsible'. Thirdly, where αἷμα refers literally to the blood of animals used in sacrifice, the appropriate translation is 'blood', as in Heb 9:7, 12, 13; 19:22, 25; 10:4; 13:11.

---

33 E.A. Nida, Good News for Everyone, How to Use the Good News Bible, (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1977a)
34 R.G. Bratcher, 'The Nature and Purpose of the New Testament in Today's English Version', TBT, 22:97-107 (1971) 104. However we note that the recent revision of the GNB has reinstated 'blood' in a number of these passages.
Fourthly, there are contexts where \(\alpha \tau \mu \alpha\) is used of Christ's sacrificial death and where the context makes clear the spiritual and symbolic nature of usage. In such passages as John 6:53-56, for instance, which speaks of drinking the blood of the Son of Man, or in others which speak of being cleansed by the blood of Christ, it is obvious from the context that 'blood' is not meant literally (cf. Heb 9:12, 14; 10:29; 13:12; 1 Jn 1:17; 5:6; Rev 7:14; 12:11; Matt 26:28; Mark 14:24; Luke 22:20; 1 Cor 10:16; 11:25, 27).

The whole question of 'Concordance' is a complex one and we shall return to it in chapter thirteen. But Bratcher, in following Nida here, adopts too narrow a view of context. It focuses attention on the sentence and loses sight of the broader context supplied by the author's writing and, in fact, that of the whole biblical corpus.

b. **Naturalness in Language:** Secondly, Bratcher points out that the TEV as a DE translation does not follow the word order or imitate the word classes of the Greek text, but seeks to express this meaning as naturally and as clearly as possible in English. Nida's classification of words into object, event, abstraction and relation enables the translator to better represent the meaning of the text. His example is Rom 1:17 which in FC translations reads: 'For in the gospel the righteousness of God is revealed from faith to faith. As it is written 'He who through faith is righteous shall live'. ' The TEV rendering is more natural and clear: 'For the Gospel reveals how God puts people right with himself: it is through faith from beginning to end. As the Scripture says, "The person who is put right with God through faith shall live".'

The DE emphasis on naturalness has implications for stylistic features of the translation. Bratcher mentions a number of Greek or Semitic forms that require restructuring in the interests of clear idiomatic English.\(^{35}\) Surprisingly, rhetorical questions have to be replaced by declarative statements lest the modern English reader assume that information is being sought. For example in Mark 8:37 instead of 'What shall a man give in exchange for his soul?' (KJV) the TEV has the assertion 'There is nothing a person can give to regain his life'.

Naturalness in translation demands also that Semitisms be identified and translated in such a way that the right meaning will be carried. Bratcher singles out the idiom 'son of' and the use of the passive as the reverential way of avoiding name God as the subject of the actions. Certainly the NT writers' use of \(\pi \xi\zeta\) (son) is 'Semitic rather than typically Greek'. In many cases 'son' expresses a quality or characteristic of a person mentioned. Thus 'sons of thunder' in Mark 3:7 is rendered 'men of thunder'.

by the TEV while 'sons of disobedience' in Eph 2:2 are 'people who disobey God'. These are clearly different from the usage in 'John, the son of Zechariah' (Luke 3:2) or 'Son of David' (Matt 15:22) where a physical relationship is signified.

It is assumed that these Semitisms did not represent a 'noise factor'\(^{36}\) to the original receptor (whether because of their own Hebraic linguistic heritage or because of familiarity with the 'translationese' of the LXX) whereas if translated literally for the contemporary English reader they are apt to cause psychological and semantic noise. This is also true of the noun-noun genitive constructions (which are given dynamic equivalents in the TEV) whose relationship can be clarified by a verb or verb phrase. Here Nida's neo-Chomskian approach to grammatical analysis is utilized in making explicit the nature of the relationship in the ST and applying it in the transformation of the noun-noun genitive construction. Some common examples that cry out for analysis are: the love of God (1 John 4:9), the God of love (2 Cor 13:11), the gift of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38), the fear of the Jews (John 7:13), the faith of Jesus Christ (Rom 3:22), the God of peace (Phil 4:9), the peace of God (Phil 4:7), the knowledge of God (Col 1:10), the body of death (Rom 7:14) and the work of faith (1 Thess 1:3).

One scholar has pointed out that this Greek form of the genitive absolute construction is 'immensely versatile and hard-worked'\(^{37}\) and a translator is likely to encounter a genitive phrase of this kind about twice in every three verses of the NT! Analysis is complicated by the fact that as usually two nouns are involved in the construction, it is not uncommon to find that one or both of them is an abstract noun. This means that the translator must clarify not only the function of the genitival relationship but also the function of the abstract noun/s. Again a significant percentage of the genitive constructions found in the NT involve figures of speech—one of the nouns may be figurative, such as 'light' or 'bowels' or 'way' or one of the nouns may be involved in a figure in addition to its being part of the genitive construction—e.g. Acts 14:27 'he had opened the door of faith' where 'opened the door' is an idiom, but door is connected with faith (an abstract noun) by the genitive. The metaphor has to be considered first and then the significance of the genitive may be studied within the metaphorical setting. Another complication is that the same genitive construction may have opposite meanings in different contexts. Thus 'the love of God', to take the usual example, may mean 'you love God' or 'God loves you'. Again, a similar genitive construction may have different senses as in 'the gospel of Jesus Christ' (Mark 1:1),

\(^{36}\) 'Noise' in communication theory is any factor (including the receptor's lack of interest) which hinders effective understanding. In order to overcome noise DE practitioners introduce redundancy into the translation. See TAPOT 205-206.

'the gospel of God' (Rom 1:1) and 'the gospel of me' (Rom 2:16). The first probably means 'the gospel about Jesus Christ', the second 'the gospel which comes from God', and the third 'the gospel which I preach'. In each case the genitive signals different semantic relationships between the pairs of forms that are linked.

Another Semitism singled out for restructuring by Bratcher following Nida\(^\text{38}\) is the so-called 'passive of divine avoidance'. FC translations have preserved the form of the ST, e.g. 'Judge not that you be not judged' (Matt 7:1) and 'Blessed are the merciful for they shall obtain mercy' (Matt 5:7). In the TEV, on the other hand, God is explicitly shown to be the subject of the action—'Do not judge others so that God will not judge you' and 'Happy are those who are merciful to others: God will be merciful to them' (cf. Matt 4:24; Luke 6:37-38). Nida claims the passive may be misunderstood. But was that not equally possible in the case of the original Greek speakers for whom these Jews wrote? It is surely arguable that if the Jews were accustomed to avoid the name of God by using a passive form, then this reverential attitude should be preserved in translation. Of course the grammar of some languages might dictate the use of the active voice (with the subject made explicit) but English does not.

Since we do not share the Semitic culture of the NT writers, the figurative use of words poses a special problem. Bratcher suggests that the metaphors must often be changed to similes or the figurative language abandoned altogether in the interests of clarity. He cites Luke 16:22 as an example where a literal translation would elude the modern reader. The FC translations read 'The poor man died and was carried by the angels to Abraham's bosom' (RSV). The TEV provides cultural conditioning to clarify the allusion—'The poor man died and was carried by the angels to Abraham's side, at the feast in heaven'. The justification here is that 'a literal translation tells nothing to the reader who does not know the way in which people at that time reclined at feasts, and does not realise that in Jewish circles the hereafter for the righteous was sometimes portrayed as a great banquet in heaven with Abraham as the host of God's people'.\(^\text{39}\)

Other Semitic structures to be restructured in the TEV include 'son of perdition' (referring to Judas, John 17:12) which becomes 'the man who was bound to be lost'; 'to close up his bowels' (1 John 3:17 KJV) becomes 'closes his heart against his brother'; 'those who give suck' and 'breasts that never gave suck'; (Matt 24:19 and Luke 23:29 RSV) becomes 'mothers who have babies' and 'women who never bore babies, who never nursed them'.


Often, the TEV’s naturalness does not distort the message, and the style, though hardly distinguished, is superior for modern readers. The translation of the parable of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15: 11-32) in RSV and TEV is a case in point.

c. Explicitness: A third feature of the TEV which marks it out as a DE translation; according to Bratcher, is its explicitness and provision of 'redundant information' which was available to the original readers but which is not necessarily shared by the modern reader. As an example he gives 'myrrh' in Mark 15:23 which the TEV identifies for the modern reader as 'a drug called myrrh'; and 'Asia' in 1 Cor 16:19 which the TEV clarifies as 'the province of Asia'. By 'redundant information' then, is meant the provision of information which is implicit in the original message either because the writer and readers have certain shared knowledge or because the information may be understood from either the linguistic context or the non-linguistic context.

It has long been recognized in the history of translation, not only that there is implicit information in the original, but also that some of this implicit information has to be made explicit if the translation is to be understandable at all. Ellipses are a prime example. Thus the translators of the KJV found it necessary to clarify many ellipses though they used italics to show an English reader what was not overtly expressed in the original. E.g. 'and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit' (John 15:2); 'her that had been the wife of Urias' (Matt 1:6); 'who has not bowed the knee to the image of Baal' (Rom 11:4); and 'If any of them that believe not bid you to a feast' (1 Cor 10:27). Subsequently the (English) Revised Version abandoned the practice. Its Preface (1884) stated 'that all such words as are plainly implied in the Hebrew and necessary in the English, be printed in common type.' English often demands the addition of the verb 'to be' where it is omitted in the Greek clause. All English versions supply the necessary copula. However, in epistolary formulas where the KJV and other FC versions were content to retain the form of the original (e.g. Rom 1:7 'To all that be in Rome') the TEV supplies the verb 'to write'—'And so I write to all of you in Rome'. Similarly in the benediction formulas of the NT letters where the RSV preserves the Greek form 'Grace to you and peace from God...' the TEV renders it 'May God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ

---

give you grace and peace (e.g. in Rom 1:7; 1 Cor 1:3; 2 Cor 1:2; Eph 1:2; 6:23; 2 Thess 1:2; 2 Tim 1:18; Rev 1:4).

The TEV makes some of its references more explicit by adding classifiers. The original readers of the NT writing realized that Bethphage, Antioch and Rheim were cities and that Saul, Tertullus and Lysias were persons. However, the TEV and other DE translations employ classifiers to make clear the reference of many unfamiliar proper names: the river Jordan, a man called Fortunatus, the city of Rheim, the town of Puteoli, cloth linen and sect Pharisees, etc. Such classifiers 'provide a convenient device for building meaningful redundancy into an overloaded text' and 'can be used whenever a borrowed words needs some semantic redundancy attached to it, so that the reader will be able to understand at least something of its form and/or function'. Due to the historical and/or geographical importance of the biblical names they are usually transliterated rather than translated. (See Nida for a good treatment of problems involved.)

Provision of such contextual conditioning can be very helpful to the reader when there are distinct differences between the cultural forms of functions of the Biblical referents and the corresponding receptor language parallels. Bratcher points out that cultural matters such as weights, measures and hours of the day should be given their modern equivalents. No one today knows how far 'a Sabbath Day's journey' was or what the weight of a talent, or the length of a cubit, was. On the other hand to substitute modern currency results in obvious anachronisms. Footnotes can supply the additional information that will make the meaning clear to the reader.

However the interpolation of supposedly implicit information can sometimes skew the text. Furthermore explicitness is an obsession of modern western culture as George Steiner has pointed out. We shall return later to the subject of explicitness in translation.

---

47 G Steiner, On Difficulty and Other Essays (Oxford University Press, 1978) 106f.
IV Some Issues Arising From The Implementation Of DE Theory
CHAPTER ELEVEN

DYNAMIC EQUIVALENCE TRANSLATIONS EXAMINED

Our focus to this point has been on the Good News Bible as the exemplification of DE theory in English. However, DE translations have appeared in many other major languages in the past twenty-five years including Spanish, Portuguese, French, Dutch, Indonesian, Malay, Javanese, Thai, Korean, Chinese, Japanese and Swahili, with many others planned. This reflects the complete commitment of the United Bible Societies to Nida's Dynamic Equivalence theory.\(^1\)

It is noteworthy that as early as 1979 concern was being expressed in The Bible Translator, the major journal of the UBS, that national translators were reproducing in their own languages what were virtually literal translations of the GNB (or its French or Spanish equivalent).\(^2\) Such a practice would of course be completely inconsistent with DE theory which emphasises naturalness in the receptor language.

In this chapter we will be examining seven representative Biblical texts, exemplifying seven different literary genres, with a view to noting and evaluating the characteristics of the GNB translation. At the same time we will compare recent Indonesian versions to investigate the influence, if any, of DE theory on the one hand and of the GNB on the other.

It is recognised of course that differences in translations spring not only from different theories of translation and different interpretations or stylistic decisions, but also from different views about textual problems in the available manuscripts. Our treatment will not enter into problems of textual criticism. Suffice it to note that the GNB is based on the UBS Greek New Testament (3rd edition 1975) and differs from that ST in only fifteen instances (a better approach than that of the NEB translators who decided the text to be followed as they proceeded). The following comments are based on the 1976 edition of the Good News Bible (British edition) which itself had undergone three revisions.\(^3\)

---

\(^3\) A Fourth Revised Edition of the UBS Greek New Testament was published in 1993 with completely refurbished textual and punctuation apparatuses. Likewise there has been a new edition of the GNB (1994) but the modifications are not relevant to our discussion.
Indonesian versions have been chosen for comparison not only because I happen to be fluent in Bahasa Indonesia but also because of the significance of the language and of the Christian community in the world's fifth largest nation. Bahasa Indonesia is the national language for a nation of almost two hundred million people. It is the dialect of the Malay lingua franca that was chosen by Indonesian nationalists in the thirties and vigorously promoted by the Indonesian government after Independence (1946) to bring unity to the diverse peoples of the former Netherlands East Indies. Indonesia has the largest Muslim population in the world, but the Christian Churches have grown from three to twenty million members in the last thirty years.

Furthermore it is noteworthy that Dr Eugene Nida's input into Indonesian Bible translation goes back to the early 1950s. The Dutch scholar Dr J L Swellengrebel mentions Nida's valued presence at an important conference of Bible translators in Jakarta in 1952. In passing he mentions that it was at Nida's suggestion that New Testament selections were circulated among key informants as well as Old Testament selections 'for in his experience, as most people are more familiar with the NT, comments on this are more readily forthcoming from all sections of the community.' However, 'Dr Nida's experience was not borne out: more work was done on the Old Testament pieces than on those from the New Testament.' Swellengrebel speculates that this could be because there had latterly been more focus on the revision of the OT.4 My own experience is that Westerners, not least Americans, undervalue the appeal of the Old Testament to traditional peoples, including Muslims.

The Three Indonesian Versions

1. Alkitab Bahasa Indonesia
This version commonly known as the *Terjemahan Lama* (TL) or 'Old Translation' was the work of two Dutchmen. It comprised an Old Testament translated in 1879 by H.C. Klinkert and a New Testament translated in 1938 by W.A. Bode. These two testaments were printed separately until 1958 when they were published together by the Lembaga Alkitab Indonesia (Indonesian Bible Society) with a Preface that anticipated a completely new Indonesian translation by 1968.

Indonesia's political turmoil and civil war in the 1960s meant that the new translation took another sixteen years to complete (rather than the ten years foreshadowed in the Preface of the 1958 publication).

The New Translation (TB) was a formal correspondence version similar to the RSV in English but more modern. Traces of Nida's influence are already present, e.g., the paraphrase of Mark 1:4 using direct speech is a straight lift from TAPOT.

The TB gained immediate and widespread acceptance in the Indonesian churches where it became the standard version.

In July 1977 the Indonesian Bible Society (LAI) in conjunction with the United Bible Societies (UBS) launched a dynamic equivalence translation of the New Testament entitled Kabar Baik Masa Kini 'Good News for Today'. This was followed in 1985 by the publication of the whole Bible, Alkitab Kabar Baik Dalam Bahasa Indonesia Sehari-hari (BIS), a project in which the Roman Catholic Biblical Institute cooperated, as well as the UBS from which the main impetus came.

The main translator was the UBS consultant Dr Daniel Arichea, a Filipino scholar and protege of Dr Eugene Nida.

In 1985 LAI embarked on a massive four month campaign to promote the new DE translation which centred on 17 cities throughout the Indonesian archipelago. The indefatigable Eugene Nida himself gave lectures on translation theory and practice in four cities and was very effective in promoting the work of LAI and the new DE version in particular.

Dr Arichea and an Indonesian colleague have described the planning and strategy that went into the promotion of BIS in the face of suspicion and negativity towards it. He acknowledged that 'most Indonesian Christians are very fond of the standard translation of 1974, which is a formal correspondence translation.'\(^5\) So the approach adopted

was to promote the common language translation not in lieu of, but in addition to the standard translation that is already loved and used, in order to gain acceptance for it. The tendency of translation people is to speak very highly of DE translations to the extent of implicitly ridiculing FC translation. There is of course some justification for such enthusiasm. The idea of dynamic or functional equivalence translations is like the biblical pearl of great price: once a person finds out how valuable it is,

---

that person tends to leave all other translations in favour of the newly found treasure.\textsuperscript{6}

The writers seem completely innocent of any sense of UBS imperialism/paternalism as does the SIL editor who reprinted the article for the benefit of Wycliffe Bible Translators.

The Hebrew Source Text (MT)

The Bible opens with an apparent prose description of God's creation. Oral reading, however, alerts one to the highly self-conscious use of language that we normally associate with poetry. The very structure of the cola drive home the orderliness and systematic progression of God's activity:
God said: Let there be light! and there was light.  
God saw the light: that it was good.  
God separated the light from the darkness.  
God called the light: Day! and the darkness he called: Night (1:3-5)  

The repetition of the subject 'God' plus verb enable us to experience the deliberateness and the order that the text describes.  

As we read the rest of the chapter we realise that the repetition of 'God' (32 times in 31 verses) and 'earth' (19 occurrences) is highly significant.  

The passage we are studying is part of the literary unit Gen 1:1-2:3 whose distinctive structure has been noted by many commentators.  

This literary structure focuses on the earth and its progressive development from its initial stage of ꚦ�hift to one of productivity and habitation as a result of a series of divine fiats.  

The literary structure then is as follows:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genesis 1:2</th>
<th>The earth unproductive and uninhabited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Day 1]</td>
<td>light and darkness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Day 2]</td>
<td>two waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Day 3]</td>
<td>earth and seas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Day 4]</td>
<td>sun and moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Day 5]</td>
<td>fish and birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Day 6]</td>
<td>animals and man on earth vegetation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus the account of creation in Gen 1:1-2:3 follows a pattern such that the earth 'unproductive and empty' becomes the earth productive with vegetation and inhabited by animals and man, all as a result of God's creative words. Awareness of this general literary structure and standpoint of the whole should inform the interpretation of the individual parts.  

The Septuagint Translation (LXX)  
This, the oldest translation and most significant commentary on the Hebrew text, is not straightforward Koine Greek. At its most idiomatic it abounds with Hebraisms; at its worst it degenerates to Hebrew in Greek guise. Nevertheless the Pentateuch attains a high standard of translation. It is somewhat idiomatic but faithful and consistent.  

---  

The translation of Genesis was neither slavish nor extremely free. It is less literal than Jeremiah (which seems to have a different Hebrew Vorlage) but not nearly as free as Isaiah.8

Thus comparing the LXX with the MT in the first eight verses the differences are minute. For example, the subject of ποιεῖν is ὁ θεός whereas the Hebrew (MT) simply has an unarticulated יְהוָה. The renderings are consistent and even the Hebrew word order is virtually intact. This of course is not so remarkable in a highly inflected language such as Greek as it would be in others such as English where meaning depends far more on word order.

The second creative word (in verse 6) calls forth a στερέωμα. Here it renders the MT's ὑπάρχει as in all seven occurrences, perhaps suggesting that the expanse is solid.

In verse 2 the use of ἀδρατός καὶ ἀκατασκεύαστος (“invisible and unorganized”) to describe the state of the earth retains something of the onomatopoeia in the Hebrew description.

The one clear deviation from the MT is the placing of the ending formula καὶ ἔγενετο ὁ ἄνω at the end of verse 6 instead of at the end of verse 7. Cook has noted that many of the LXX deviations from the MT in Genesis 1 occur in connection with water and suggests the LXX could represent the original Hebrew reading that has been modified by the MT to counter any interpretation reflecting Ancient Near Eastern cosmogonies that regard water as the Urform in the creation process. However to speculate on any pattern in the minor discrepancies between the MT and LXX Genesis is beyond our purpose here.

---

THE ENGLISH VERSIONS

RSV 1952

1. In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the Spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters. 2 And God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light. 4 And God saw that the light was good; and God separated the light from the darkness. 5 God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And there was evening and there was morning, one day.

6 And God said, "Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it separate the waters from the waters." 7 And God made the firmament and separated the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament. And it was so. 8 And God called the firmament Heaven. And there was evening and there was morning, a second day.

GNB 1976
The Story of Creation

1. In the beginning, when God created the universe, the earth was formless and desolate. The raging ocean that covered everything was engulfed in total darkness, and the power of God was moving over the water. Then God commanded, "Let there be light" — and light appeared. 4 God was pleased with what he saw. Then he separated the light from the darkness, and he named the light "Day" and the darkness "Night". Evening passed and the morning came — that was the first day.

6-7 Then God commanded, "Let there be a dome to divide the water and to keep it in two separate places" — and it was done. So God made a dome, and it separated the water under it from the water above it. 8 He named the dome "Sky". Evening passed and morning came — that was the second day.

We come now to the two most significant English versions of this century: the Revised Standard Version (RSV) and the Good News Bible (GNB).

The Revised Standard Version (1952) (RSV)
The RSV like the LXX Pentateuch is a formal correspondence translation reproducing as far as English allows, the formal features of the ST. Just as the LXX rendered the Hebrew י-consecutive consistently by καί so we find many of the English verses in the RSV beginning unnaturally with 'and'.

One deviation from the Hebrew ST that we now take for granted in all modern versions is the use of verses (and paragraphs) rather than the original lines or "cola" based on natural speech with each representing a unit of breathing and meaning.

The RSV then follows the Hebrew closely preserving the structure and repetitions (motifs) of the ST.
The one infelicity is the use of the traditional but obscure 'firmament' following Jerome's *firmamentum*. The Latin term was at least an abstract noun like the Hebrew יָרָע which it translates. The term יָרָע means anything 'hammered out' or 'stretched out' and can be used metaphorically (cf. Is 42:5; Ps 136:6). In modern parlance the word 'expanse' would fit the context well.

The Good News Bible (1976) (GNB)

Verse 1 The GNB translation of Gen 1:1 reveals the abandonment not only of traditional language but also traditional interpretations:

In the beginning when God created the universe...

The GNB rendering assumes that יָרָע אָנָה is a construct and therefore treats the first verse as a dependent temporal clause—"in the beginning-of-the-creating of God"—rather than as an independent statement.

The GNB interpretation is not novel. It was proposed by Ibn Ezra, taken up by Rashi, and has been adopted by a number of scholars such as T.J. Meek and James Moffatt this century. It appears as a footnote in the RSV as an alternate interpretation. Those who support it can point out that most of the 50 occurrences of יָרָע אָנָה in the OT are construct. The form itself is capable of either construction so the decision has to be made on other grounds.

In favour of the traditional interpretation⁹ we note:

1. Context seems to favour the use of the absolute. The verb יָרָע in the Qal is used exclusively of 'divine activity'. The subject is always God and never man. The idea of a novel or extraordinary result seems frequently to be implied. The verb is used with accusative of the product created but there is no mention of material employed. Thus we read that God created (יָרָע) man, but never that God created man from the dust of the ground.

2. The Masoretes understood the word to be in the absolute case and accented יָרָע אָנָה with the disjunctive Tiphah.

3. All the ancient versions including the LXX took the noun as an absolute.

---

Also in verse 1 the GNB replaces the RSV's 'the heavens and the earth' with 'the universe'. 'Universe' might be a reasonable rendering of בֵּית־הוֹוָא but the dropping of the יִרְבָּע from the translation is regrettable. As we have noted 'earth' is a motif of Genesis 1 occurring 18 times.

Verse 2 The GNB rendering of verse two is less neutral than the MT, LXX and RSV. 'Desolate' has a strong negative connotation; 'the deep' has become a 'raging ocean'; all is now 'engulfed in' 'total darkness'.

The second clause is inverted and given a passive structure.

In the third clause the 'power of God' has replaced 'the Spirit of God' moving over [the face of] the water. The possibility of understanding בַּלָּא רָעָה as 'divine wind' or 'breath of God' is a possible interpretation preserved in the LXX's unarticulated πνεῦμα θεοῦ.

Verse 3 GNB introduces some stylistic variety: 'commanded' replaces 'said' and 'appeared' replaces 'there was'.

Verse 4 GNB replaces 'And God saw that the light was good' with 'God was pleased with what he saw', i.e. a statement that purports to be about objective reality has become a comment on God's feelings.

One reference to 'God' is replaced by a pronoun.

Verse 5 'God' is again replaced by 'he'. The verb is not repeated as it is in the MT.

The GNB's 'evening passed and morning came—that was the first day' is more natural English.

Verses 6 and 7 The GNB contracts these two verses from the RSV's forty eight words to forty one—even though it brings forward 'and it was done' from the end of v.7 to the end of v.6 following the LXX rather than the MT.

Verse 8 The GNB drops another 'God'. It also replaces the archaic 'firmament', (that came into the English Bible via Jerome's 'firmamentum' which could be understood figuratively i.e. 'expansae as in the Hebrew original) with something definitely firm and shaped—'a dome'; בֵּית־הוֹוָא becomes 'sky' instead of 'heaven'.
The more idiomatic 'Evening passed and morning came—that was the second day' again closes the section.

**THE INDONESIAN VERSIONS**

**TL 1958**

1. Bahwa pada mula pertama didjadikan Allah akan langit dan bumi.
2. Maka bumi itu lagi tjampurbaur adanja, jaitu suatu hal yang ketutupan kelam-kabut; maka Roh Allah berlajang-lajang diatas muka air itu.
4. Maka dilihat Allah akan terang itu baiklah adanja, lalu ditjeraikan Allah terang itu dengan gelap.
5. Maka dinamai Allah akan terang itu siang dan akan gelap itu malam. Setelah petang dan pagi, maka itulah hari jang pertama.
7. Maka didjadikan Allah akan bentangan itu serta ditjeraikanjnahlah air jang dibawah bentangan itu dengan air jang djatas bentangan; maka djadilah demikian.

**TB 1974**

Allah menticptakan langit dan bumi serta isinja 1:1-2:7

1. Pada mulanya Allah menticptakan langit dan bumi.

**BIS 1985**

Riwayat penciptaan alam semesta

Terjemahan Lama (1879/1958)(TL)
The TL (1958) preserves the formal features of the Hebrew but uses an archaic form of Malay-Indonesian.

The 1-consecutive in the ST is regularly translated by the connective maka 'so' except for verse 8 where lalu 'then' is used.

The use of the preposition akan before the object of the verb would now be regarded as old fashioned.

Terjemahan Baru (1974)(TB)
The TB (1974) is also a fairly formal correspondence version but uses a more modern Indonesian. Thus the translators felt free not to render the Hebrew 1-consecutive or variously used maka, lalu or dan.

Bahasa Indonesia Sehari-hari (1985)(BIS)
BIS (1985) the dynamic equivalence version reproduces the main features of the GNB.

Verse 1 BIS in fact is a straight translation of GNB. Thus the opening verse is no longer taken to be the main clause. It is a temporal clause subordinate to the main clause in verse 3. (Verse 2 is a parenthetic comment.)

As we have seen the syntactic relationship of verse 1 to verse 2 is problematic. Theologically the adoption of the GNB rendering is significant because it presupposes the existence of chaotic pre-existent matter before the work of creation began. Previous Indonesian and Malay translations had accepted the traditional interpretation going back to the LXX.

BIS likewise follows GNB in ignoring the 'earth' motif (eighteen occurrences in Chapter 1). 'The heavens and the earth' are replaced with alam semesta 'the universe'.

Verse 2 BIS is also a straight translation of the GNB except that 'the face of' has not been dropped. The reproduction of the GNB's exaggerated rendering arguably imports from the West the Chaos theory not present in the ST.
Verse 3  BIS replaces the traditional *berfirman* with the verb of ordinary speech *berkata*, something no Indonesian I know would ever use where *Allah* is the subject.

It could be argued that the Hebrew does not distinguish between God speaking and human speaking. But Bahasa Indonesia knows no such egalitarianism and in a translation that supposedly espouses naturalness *berkata* jars.

Verse 4  BIS echoes GNB's 'God was pleased with what he saw'

Verse 5  BIS follows GNB in dropping *Allah* from the text and in not capitalizing pronouns representing God. Like the GNB it obscures the chiasmus of the ST (cf. verses 10, 20).

Verses 6-7  BIS follows GNB in conflating and paraphrasing these two verses. GNB's 'dome' (*kubah*) is also appropriated.

Verse 8  *Allah* is again replaced by the pronoun as in GNB. But BIS does exercise independence in rendering the verb by a passive which is arguably more natural in Indonesian.

Concluding Comment:
The strong interest in Biblical narrative and its techniques that has developed over the past 20 years or so has brought a new appreciation of the arrangement of the text in its final form. New journals such as *Semeia*, *JSOT* and *Prooftexts* have provided a torrent of articles tracing the art of the Genesis stories from the perspective of the new literary criticism. The use of repetition, formulae, key words, chiasmus and other groupings are now seen as important for understanding the text which no doubt was a tract for its own times sharing some, and challenging other, ancient assumptions about the nature of God, the world and humanity.

It could be argued that the neglect of the formal features of the text that often characterizes the GNB reflects the preoccupation of the modern Western translator with the MEANING (i.e. information) in the ST. It is regrettable if this modern Western preoccupation is then imposed on non-Western readers who may not have recourse to a second, FC translation to evaluate the received tradition.

---

10 e.g. D. Clines, *The Theme of the Pentateuch*, (Sheffield: JSOT, 1978)
1. Καὶ ἐγένετο ὅτε ἐκάθισεν ὁ βασιλεὺς ἐν τῷ σῖκῳ αὐτοῦ καὶ κύριος κατεκληρονόμησεν αὐτὸν κύκλῳ ἀπὸ πάντων τῶν ἐχρῶν αὐτοῦ τῶν κύκλων. 2 καὶ εἶπεν ὁ βασιλεὺς πρὸς Ναβαν τὸν προφήτην Ἰδοὺ δὴ ὦν κατοικῶ ἐν σῖκῳ κεδρίνῳ καὶ ἡ κυβιτῶς τοῦ θεοῦ κάθεται ἐν μέσῳ τῆς σκηνῆς. 3 καὶ εἶπεν Ναβαν πρὸς τὸν
βασιλεία Πάντα, δέσα ἂν ἐν τῇ καρδίᾳ σου, βάδιζε καὶ ποίει, ὅτι κύριος μετὰ σοῦ. 4 καὶ ἐγένετο τῇ νυκτὶ ἐκείνῃ καὶ ἐγένετο ῥῆμα κυρίου πρὸς Ναβαν λέγων: 5 Πορεύον καὶ εἰπὼν πρὸς τὸν δοῦλόν μου Δαβίδ. Τάδε λέγει κύριος: Ὕσο σὺ οἰκοδομήσεις μοι οίκον τοῦ κατοικήσαί με, 6 ὅτι οὐ κατψίχησα ἐν οἰκίᾳ ἀφ’ ἡς ἡμέρας ἀνήγαγον εἰς Αἰγύπτον τοὺς νιόν Ἰσραήλ ζως τῆς ἡμέρας ταύτης καὶ ἡμῶν ἑμπροσπάτων ἐν καταλύματι καὶ ἐν σκήνῃ. 7 ἐν πάσιν, σὺς διήλθον ἐν πάντι Ἰσραήλ, εἰ λαλῶν ἐλάλησα πρὸς μίαν φυλήν τοῦ Ἰσραήλ, ὦ ἐνετειλάμενη ποιμανεῖν τὸν λαόν μου Ἰσραήλ, λέγων Τί ὦτι οὐκ ἰδομομήκατε μοι οἶκον κέδριν; 8 καὶ νῦν τάδε ἔρεις τῷ δοῦλῳ μου Δαβίδ. Τάδε λέγει κύριος παντοκράτωρ Ἑλαβόν σε ἐκ τῆς μάνδρας τῶν προβάτων τοῦ εἶναι σε εἰς ἡγοῦμεν ἐπὶ τὸν λαόν μου ἐπὶ τὸν Ἰσραήλ 9 καὶ ἡμῶν μετὰ σοῦ ἐν πάσιν, οἷς ἐπορεύσατε, καὶ ἑξωλέθρευσα πάντας τοὺς ἑχθροὺς σου ἀπὸ προσώπου σου καὶ ἐποίησα σε ὄνομαστόν κατὰ τῷ ὄνομα τῶν μεγάλων τῶν ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς. 10 καὶ θέσομαι τόπον τῷ λαῷ μου τῷ Ἰσραήλ καὶ καταφυτεύσω αὐτόν, καὶ κατασταθήσεται καθ’ ἑαυτὸν καὶ οὐ μεριμνήσει σοὶ, καὶ οὐ προσθήσει νῦς ἀδικίας τοῦ ταπεινώσασαι αὐτόν καθὼς ἀπ’ ἀρχῆς 11 ἀπὸ τῶν ἡμερῶν, δόν ἐταξία κρίτας ἐπὶ τὸν λαόν μου Ἰσραήλ, καὶ ἀναπαύσω σε ἀπὸ πάντων τῶν ἑχθρῶν σου, καὶ ἀπαγγελεῖ σοι κύριος ὅτι οἶκον οἰκοδομήσεις αὐτῷ. 12 καὶ ἔσται ἐν πληρωθῶσιν αἰ ἡμέρας σου καὶ κομμηθήσῃ μετὰ τῶν πατέρων σου, καὶ ἀναστήσω τὸ σπέρμα σου μετὰ σέ, δός ἐσται ἐκ τῆς κοιλίας σου, καὶ δεσμάσω τὴν βασιλείαν αὐτοῦ. 13 αὐτὸς οἰκοδομήσει μοι οἶκον τῷ ὅνοματι μου, καὶ ἀνορθώσω τὸν βρόνον αὐτοῦ ἐως εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα. 14 ἐγὼ ἐσομαι αὐτῷ εἰς πατέρα, καὶ αὐτός ἔσται μοι εἰς νόον. καὶ ἐν ἔλθῃ ἡ ἁδικία αὐτοῦ, καὶ ἐλέγξω αὐτὸν ἐν βαρδίῳ ἀνδρῶν καὶ ἐν ἁφαῖς νιῶν ἀνθρώπων. 15 τὸ δὲ ἔλεος μου οὐκ ἀποστήσῃ ἀν’ αὐτοῦ, καθὼς ἀπέστησα ἀφ’ ὧν ἀπέστησα ἐκ προσώπου μου. 16 καὶ πιστωθήσεται ο οἶκος αὐτοῦ καὶ ἡ βασιλεία αὐτοῦ ἐως αἰῶνος ἐνώπιον ἐμοῦ, καὶ ὁ βρόνος αὐτοῦ ἔσται ἀνορθωμένος εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα. 17 καὶ πάντας τοὺς λόγους τούτους καὶ κατὰ πάσαν τὴν ὅρασιν ταύτην, οὕτως ἐλάλησεν Ναβαν πρὸς Δαβίδ.
Introduction
The numerous scholarly studies dealing with 2 Samuel 7 testify to its importance. Not only is it the theological highlight of the Books of Samuel but has been designated the ideological summit of the Deuteronomic history as well as the source of subsequent messianic expectations (cf. Ps 89; Matt 1:1; Luke 1:32; Acts 13:22-23; Heb 1:4 cf. 2 Cor 6:16-18.)

This 'dynastic oracle' may have been aimed at those who questioned the dynastic succession and legitimacy of the house of David. But Nathan's oracle remained significant for future generations who looked for its fulfilment, if not in a contemporary leader such as Zerubbabel, then ultimately in a future Messiah.

The Hebrew Source Text (MT)
2 Samuel 7 comprises two sections: the actual dynastic oracle (v.1-17) and the Prayer of David which is presented as his response to the promise.

Our focus is on the dynastic promise (v.1-17) which, in its present literary form, is composed of four parts:

i) verses 1-3 the introductory setting
ii) verses 4-7 a negative oracle rejecting David's plan to build a temple for the Lord
iii) verses 8-11a a brief survey of David's rise to power
iv) verses 11b-17 the dynastic promise itself which has a poetic character.

Nathan's oracle has a parallel account in 1 Chr 17:1-15, as well as in the expanded poetic version of Ps 89:19-37 (assuming 2 Sam 7 is chronologically prior).

Verse 2 the word for 'tent' is not the usual בְּתֵ inconsistently used, but יָ לְ 'curtain' which in the parallel account of 1 Chr 17:1 becomes plural. In Exod 26:1 and 36:8 we learn that the tabernacle was made with ten 'curtains'. The two terms בְּתֵ inconsistently used and יָ לְ are used synonymously in Cant 1:5; Jer 4:20; 10:20; Hab 3:7.

Verse 3 Nathan's conclusion 'for the Lord is with you' in verse 3 is a motif in the David stories (cf. 1 Sam 18:12, 14, 28; 2 Sam 5:10).

Verse 4  the oracle is introduced by the prophetic formula 'the word of the Lord came to...'; which occurs some 200 times in the OT especially in the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel.

Verse 5  'My servant David'—We are told that Oriental kings were often described as 'servants' of their gods. 

Verse 7  There is some question as to whether דִּבְרֵי 'tribes' or דִּבְרֵי 'judges' is the correct reading. 1 Chron 17:6 reads דִּבְרֵי 'the judges of' suggesting that there might be a scribal error in the MT of verse 11 where the latter word is used.

Verses 8-16 the oracle has the kind of rhythmical structure so frequently found in prophetic utterances.

The Septuagint Translation (LXX)
Since the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls it has become certain that the Hebrew text of Samuel-Kings used by the Septuagint translators frequently diverged from what was later to become the MT. Actually, long before Qumran there were some scholars, such as Wellhausen, who already saw the LXX as an important witness to a different and often more superior text.

Nevertheless any divergence from the MT need not be attributed to an early DE practitioner! The translators of Samuel-Kings have the reputation of being among the most literal of the LXX translators.

Verse 1  The opening καὶ ἔγένετο echoes the Hebrew narrative marker (cf. v.4). The MT has 'The Lord had given him rest from all his enemies around about'—a common motif in the 'Deuteronomic history' (cf. Deut 12:10; 25:10; Josh 22:4; 23:1; 1 Kgs 5:18; 8:56). But the LXX has 'the Lord had given him an inheritance on every side from all his enemies', perhaps following a different Hebrew ST. The inheritance motif is also a key one in Scripture.

---

14 See A. Aejmelaeus 'The Septuagint of Samuel', On the Trail of the Septuagint Translators, (Kampen: Kok Pharos; 1993) 132
Verse 2 The LXX uses the ordinary word for tent σκήνη to translate the MT 'curtain'.

Verse 4 The LXX reproduces the common prophetic formula—'the word of the Lord came to' cf. v.5 'Thus says the Lord'.

Verse 6 The LXX retains the 'walking' metaphor using ἐμπεριπατέω to render ἦλθα.

Verse 7 Though it retains the 'shepherding' verb it is interesting that the LXX supports the MTs 'tribes' over against 'judges' preferred by many interpreters on the basis of 1 Chron 17:6.

Verse 8 ἡγαλλήθη is rendered by κύριος παντοκράτωρ i.e., 'Lord Almighty'.

Verse 9 The Greek does not reproduce the MT's ἡγαλλήθη—'great', but has 'I made you renowned'.

Verse 10 The LXX retains the 'planting' metaphor so common in the OT especially in Jeremiah (see 2:10; 11:17; 24:6; 31:28; 32:41; 42:10) and Psalms (e.g. Ps 1:3; 44:2; 80:8).

Verse 11 The use of κριτής to render ἅμα for a leader during the theocratic period of Israel's history would have extended the range of meaning of the Greek term.

The last part of the verse is completely different from the MT—'And the Lord will announce to you that you will build a house to him' as against the MT's 'And the Lord shall declare to you that the Lord will make you a house' which is awkward but theologically consistent with the thrust of the passage.

The LXX interpretation is also plausible however. It would involve regarding the last word in the verse πᾶται (the divine name) as a textual corruption of πᾶται—'and it shall be' which would then commence verse 12.

It is notable too that the LXX uses οἶκος 'house'.

Verse 13 follows the Hebrew but drops 'of his kingdom'.
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Verse 15 Again the LXX differs from the MT: firstly instead of 'But my steadfast love shall not depart', LXX has 'But my mercy I will not take from him'; secondly the MT says 'as I took it from them whom I removed from my presence'.

Verse 16 Again the LXX reports the Lord’s pledge in the third person whereas the MT is vocative throughout.

Verse 17 The editorial conclusion to the oracle is identical with the MT.

Concluding Comment
The LXX rendering of 2 Sam 7:1-17 has a few startling divergences from the MT in what otherwise seems to be a quite literal translation. It is likely that these differences then reflect a slightly different Hebrew base text from the MT.

The word play on 'house' which is the motif of this section is even stronger in the LXX with compound verbs which include the root ὀικοδομέω and κατοικέω.

THE ENGLISH VERSIONS

RSV 1952

7 Now when the king dwelt in his house, and the LORD had given him rest from all his enemies round about, 2the king said to Nathan the prophet, "See now, I dwell in a house of cedar, but the ark of God dwells in a tent." 3And Nathan said to the king, "Go, do all that is in your heart; for the LORD is with you."

4But that same night the word of the LORD came to Nathan, 5"Go and tell my servant David, 'Thus says the LORD: Would you build me a house to dwell in? 6I have not dwelt in a house since the day I brought up the people of Israel from Egypt to this day, but I have been moving about in a tent for my dwelling. 7In all places where I have moved with all the people of Israel, did I speak a word with any of the judges of Israel, whom I commanded to shepherd my people in Israel, saying, 'Why have you not built me a house of cedar?'"

8Now therefore thus you shall say to

GNB 1976

Nathan’s Message to David

7 King David was settled in his place, and the LORD kept him safe from all his enemies. 2Then the king said to the prophet Nathan, "Here I am living in a house built of cedar, but God’s Covenant Box is kept in a tent!" 3Nathan answered, "Do whatever you have in mind because the LORD is with you."

4But that night the LORD said to Nathan, 5"Go and tell my servant David that I say to him, 'You are not the one to build a temple for me to live in. 6From the time I rescued the people of Israel from Egypt until now, I have never lived in a temple; I have travelled round living in a tent. 7In all my travelling with the people of Israel I never asked any of the leaders that I appointed why they had not build me a temple made of cedar.' 8"So tell my servant David that I, the LORD almighty, say to
my servant David, 'Thus says the LORD of hosts, I took you from the pasture, from following the sheep, that you should be prince over my people Israel; 9 and I have been with you wherever you went, and have cut off all your enemies from before you; and I will make for you a great name, like the name of the great ones of the earth. 10 And I will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant them, that they may dwell in their own place, and be disturbed no more; and violent men shall afflict them no more, as formerly, 11 from the time that I appointed judges over my people Israel; and I will give you rest from all your enemies. Moreover the LORD declares to you that the LORD will make you a house. 12 When your days are fulfilled and you lie down with your fathers, I will raise up your offspring after you, who shall come forth from your body, and I will establish his kingdom. 13 He shall build a house for my name, and I will establish the throne of his kingdom for ever. 14 I will be his father, and he shall be my son. When he commits iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod of men, with the stripes of the sons of men; 15 but I will not take my steadfast love from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away from before you. 16 And you house and your kingdom shall be made sure for ever before me; your throne shall be established for ever.'" 17 In accordance with all these words, and in accordance with all this vision, Nathan spoke to David.

The Revised Standard Version (1952)(RSV)
The RSV provides an FC rendering of this dynastic oracle. It prefers the LXX variants on two occasions only: in verse 9 'judges' is preferred to 'tribes' (i.e. 'did I speak a word with any of the judges of Israel...'), in verse 15 where the MT has 'My steadfast love shall not depart...' the RSV follows the LXX: 'but I will not take my steadfast love from him' (cf Syriac and Vulgate).

The RSV preserves the metaphors of the ST with one exception: in verse 6 it has God 'moving about in a tent' (cf v.7) which is arguably no less alien than the original
'walking'. Furthermore the latter is a standard metaphor for 'journeying' throughout Scripture.

**The Good News Bible (1976)(GNB)**
The GNB supplies a title: 'Nathan's Message to David' for its translation of 2 Sam 7:1-17 which is free, idiomatic and bald.

**Verse 1** sets the tone: 'King David was settled in his palace and the Lord kept him safe from his enemies.'

The narrative has no marker unlike the ST and its other translations. This gives the passage an abrupt beginning. The king's name is supplied. The word play on 'house' is dispensed with. Here it means 'palace'.

The Lord's 'giving of rest' is replaced with 'kept him safe'. The latter is no doubt an aspect of what is conveyed by the Hebrew verb but loses the link with similar statements in e.g. Deut 12:10; 25:19; Josh 22:4; 23:1; 1 Kgs 5:18; 8:56.15

**Verse 2** is idiomatic but the only defect is the loss of word play on the Hebrew verb לֹא יָשֹׁא which GNB renders 'am living' in its first occurrence and 'is kept' in its second. 'God's covenant box' takes some getting used to. Note there is no 'God' in the ST.

**Verse 3** 'whatever you have in mind' replaces 'all that is in your heart'. This is certainly more natural in English but raises the question of cultural adaptation which blurs Biblical anthropology.

**Verse 4** GNB's 'the Lord said to Nathan' replaces 'the word of the Lord came to Nathan'. This not only removes a well-known Biblical idiom but also detracts from the solemnity of the ST formula.

**Verse 5** Likewise the second solemn prophetic formula 'Thus says the Lord' is replaced by 'I say'. Then the rhetorical question 'Would you build me a house...?' is replaced by a blunt statement. 'House' is rendered this time by 'temple' in accordance with DE emphasis that contextual consistency has priority over verbal concordance in the ST.

**Verse 6** reverses the order of the principal and temporal clauses and renders 'house' by 'temple' again.

---

Verse 7  GNB opts for the LXX 'judges' rather than MT 'tribes' but calls them 'leaders'. In verse 6 and 7 the Hebrew verb לָכַת is rendered 'travel'. 'House of cedar' becomes 'temple made of cedar'.

Verse 8  The prophetic formula 'Thus says the LORD of hosts' is rendered 'I the LORD Almighty say'.

Verse 9  The more idiomatic 'I have defeated all your enemies as you advanced' replaces 'I have cut off all your enemies before you'.

Likewise 'I will make you as famous as the greatest leaders in the world' is more natural in English but the loss of the specific reference to 'a great name' obliterates the link with other passages, e.g. Gen 12:3.

Verse 10-11  The GNB combines and condenses these two verses. Thus the RSV's 71 words are reduced to 57.

In the process certain key expressions are sacrificed v.10—the reference to 'planting' Israel, a frequent metaphor of the OT —'from the time that I appointed judges over my people Israel' is replaced by 'ever since they entered this land'
—'I will give you rest from your enemies' becomes 'I promise to keep you safe from all your enemies' cf. comment on verse 1.
—'And the Lord declares to you that the Lord will make you a house' is replaced by 'I promise to give you descendants', losing not only the motif of 'house' but also the solemnity of the divine covenant underscored by the repetition of the divine name.

Verse 12  For the euphemistic original—'When your days are fulfilled and you lie down with your fathers', GNB substitutes the explicit 'When you die and are buried with your ancestors'.

Likewise the solemn original—'I will raise up your seed after you, who shall come forth from your body and I will establish his kingdom'—GNB replaces by the briefer, more business like—'I will make one of your sons king and will keep his kingdom strong'.

Verse 13  The ST 'He will build a house for my name' the GNB explains as 'He will be the one to build a temple for me', once again dissipating the motif of 'house' and also eliminating the 'name theology'. 'House for my name' occurs elsewhere, e.g., 1
Kgs 3:2; 5:3,4,17,19; 8:18, and serves to preempt any crude concept of God's presence. For God's dwelling, we are often reminded, is in heaven (Deut 4:36; 26:15; Isa 63:15; Ps 33:13-14). 'House for my name' may also imply ownership.

GNB also prefers 'I will make sure that his dynasty continues for ever' to the more literal 'I will establish the throne of his kingdom for ever'.

**Verse 14** GNB translates the first clause literally but completely rewrites the second half of the verse. Thus the ST 'When he commits iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod of men, with the stripes of the sons of men' is dropped in favour of the GNB's briefer substitute—'I will punish him as a father punishes his son' which has no textual basis in either MT or LXX.

**Verse 15** GNB like RSV before it prefers the LXX reading 'I will not withdraw my support from him' but the choice of 'support' to render the great covenant word ת確定 is very weak. The RSV's 'steadfast love' is far better.¹⁶

**Verse 15** GNB again eliminates the concepts of 'the house of David' and 'the throne of David' in its paraphrase.

**Verse 17** GNB's condensed paraphrase of the editorial closure is stylistically lame and flat compared with the original.

---

THE INDONESIAN VERSIONS

TL 1958

7 Hata, pada sekali peristiwa, jaitu pada masa baginda bersemajam dalam istana baginda, dan telah dikaruniakan Tuhan akan baginda kesenangan daripada segala musuh baginda berkeliling. 2Maka titah baginda kepada nabi Natan: Bahwasa jana aku ini duduk dalam sebuah istana daripada kaju araz, maka tabut Allah itu duduk ditengah-tengah kain kelambil 3Maka sembah Natan kepada baginda: Baiklah tuanku sampaikan segala niat hati tuanku, karena Tuhan djuga menjertai tuanku.

4Tetapi pada malam itu juga datanglah firman Tuhan kepada Natan, bunjinja: 5Pergilah engkau, katakanlah kepada hambaku Daud: Demikianlah firman Tuhan: Hendaklah engkau memperbuat sebuah rumah akan Daku, supaja Aku duduk didalamnya? 6Maka tiada jua pernah Aku mengeduduki sebuah rumah daripada hari Aku membawa akan bani Israel keluar dari negeri Mesir datang kepada hari ini, melainkan turutlah djuga Aku mengembara dengan mengeduduki kemah dan pondok. 7Selamanya Aku mengembara bersama dengan segala bani Israel, adakah pernah Aku befirman sepatut kata kepada salah suatu suku bangsa Israel, jang telah kusuruh menggembalakan umatku Israel, bunjinja: Mengapa maka tiada kamu memperbuat akan Daku sebuah rumah daripada kaju araz? 8Maka sekarang hendaklah kau katakan kepada hambaku Daud: Inilah firman Tuhan serewa sekalian alam: Bahwa Aku sudah mengangkat akan dikau dari dalam barang, dari belakang kambing domba, akan mendjadi pengandjur segala umatku, jaitu orang Israel.

9Maka Aku sudah menjertai akan dikau barang kambia engkau pergi dan sudah katumpas segala musuhmu dihadaapanmu, dan sudah kubesarkan namamu, seperti nama orang jang terbesar diatas bumi. 10Dan lagi telah kukanuniakan kepada umatku Israel

TB 1974

Janji TUHAN mengenai keluarga dan kerajaan Daud 7:1-17

7 Ketika radja telah menetap dirumahnya dan TUHAN telah mengaruniakan keamanan, kepadanya terhadap semua musuhnya disekeliling, berkatalah raja kepada nabi Natan: "Lihatlah, aku ini diam dalam rumah dari kayu aras, padahal tabut Allah diam dibawah tenda." 3Lalu berkatalah Natan kepada raja: "Baik, lakukanlah segala sesuatu yang dikandung hatimu, sebab TUHAN menyertai engkau." 4Tetapi pada malam itu juga datanglah firman TUHAN kepada Natan, demikian:

5"Pergilah, katakanlah kepada hambaku Daud: Beginilah firman TUHAN: Masakan engkau yang mendirikan rumah bagiKu untuk Kudimani? 6Aku tidak pernah daim dalam rumah sejak Aku menunut orang Israel dari Mesir sampai hari ini, tetapi Aku selalu mengembara dalam kemah sebagai kediaman.

7Selama Aku mengembara bersama seluruh orang Israel, pernahkah Aku mencakapkan firman kepada salah seorang hakim orang Israel, yang Kuperintahkan menggembalakan umatku Israel, demikian: Mengapa kamu tidak mendirikan bagiku rumah dari kayu aras? 8Oleh sebab itu, beginilah kau katakan kepada hambaku Daud: Beginilah firman TUHAN semesta alam: Akulah yang mengambil engkau dari padang, ketika menggiring kambing-domba, untuk menjadi raja atas umatku Israel. 9Aku telah menyertai engkau disegala tempat yang kaujakani dan telah melenyapkan segala musuhmu dari depanmu. Aku membuat besar namamu seperti nama orang besar yang ada dibumi. 10Aku menuntut tempat bagi umatku Israel dan menanamkannya, sehingga ia dapat diam ditempatnya.
suatu tempat sendiri, kutetapkan dia, supaya duduklah ia pada tempat yang tentu dan djangan lagi ia dipusingkan kesana-kemari dan djangan pula diusik oleh bangsa chianat akan dia, seperti pada zaman dahulu. 11Dan daripada hari Aku menjeruh hakim-hakim memerintahkan umatku Israel, melainkan akan dikau djuga Aku memberi kesenangan daripada segala musuhmu. Dan lagi Tuhanpun memberi tahu akan dikau, bahwa Tuhan djuga akan mengekalkan rumahmu kelak. 12Maka apabila sudah genaplah segala harimu dan engkau sudah mangkat beradu dengan segala nenek-mojangmu, kemudian daripadamu kelak Aku membangkitkan benihmu, jang akan terbit daripada selbimbu dan Aku memetapkan keradjaanannya. 13Maka iapun akan membangunkan sebuah rumah akan tempat Namaku dan Akupun akan menetapkan tachta keradjaanannya sampai selama-lamanya. 14Maka Aku mendjadi baginjak akan bapa dan iapun mendjadi bagiku akan anak, maka apabila ia bersalah, Aku menjikaskan dia kelak dengan jemeti manusia dan dengan bela anak-anak Adam. 15Tetapi keridlaanku tiada akan undur daripadan, seperti jang kuundurkan dia daripada Saul, jang telah kulakukan dari hadapanmu. 16Tetapi rumahmu akan kekal adanja dan keradjaanamu sampai selama-lamanya. 17Maka setuju dengan segala firman ini dan setuju dengan segala pengilhatan ini, demikianpun bersembahlah Natan kepada Daud.

sendiri dengan tidak lagi dikejutkan dan tidak pula ditindas oleh orang-lalim seperti dahulu, sejak Aku mengangkat hakim atas umatku Israel. 11Aku mengaruniakan keamanan kepadamu dari pada semua mushimu. Juga diberitahukan TUHAN kepadamu: TUHAN akan memberikan keturunan kepadamu. 12Apabila umurmu sudah genap dan engkau telah mendapat perhentian ber-sama dengan nenek moyangmu, maka Aku akan membangkitkan keturunanmu yang kemudian, anak kandungmu, dan Aku akan mengokahkan kerajaannya. 13Dialah yang akan mendirikan rumah bagi namaKu dan Aku akan mengokahkan tachta kerajaannya untuk selama2nya. 14Aku akan menjadi Bapanya, dan ia akan menjadi anakKu. Apabila ia melakukau kesalahan, maka Aku akan menghukum dia dengan rota yang dipakai orang dan dengan pukulan yang diberikan anak2 manusia. 15Tetapi kash-setiaKu tidak akan hilang dari padanya, seperti yang Kuhilangkan dari pada Saul, yang telah Kujauhkan dari hadapanmu. 16Keluaran dan kerajaanmu akan kokoh untuk selama2nya dihadapanKu, tachtamu akan kokoh untuk selama2-nya." 17Tepat seperti perkataan ini dan tepat seperti pengilhatan ini Natan berbityara kepada Daud.

**BIS**

**Pesan Natan kepada Daud**

7 Tuhan melindungi Raja Daud dari segala gangguan musuhnya, sehingga ia dapat menetap di dalam istananya. 2Maka berkatalah raja kepada Nabi Natan, "Lihat, aku ini tinggal di istana yang dibuat dari kayu cemara Libanon, padahal Peti Perjanjian Allah hanya disimpan di dalam kemah saja!" 3Jawab Natan, "Lakukanlah segala niat Baginda, sebab Tuhan menolong Baginda." 4Tetapi pada malam itu Tuhan berkata kepada Natan, 5"Pergilah dan sampaikanlah kepada hambaku Daud pesanku ini, Masakan engkau yang mendirikan rumah bagiku. 6Sejak bangsa Israel kubahkaski dari Mesir sampai sekarang, belum pernah aku tinggal dalam sebuah rumah, melainkan selalu mengembara dan tinggal di sebuah kemah. 7Selama pengembaraanku bersama bangsa Israel, belum pernah aku bertanya kepada pemimpin-pemimpim yang telah kupilih, apa sebabnya
mengiranyakan rumah dari kayu cemara Libanon untuk aku. ’
8Sebab itu, Natan, beritahuankalah kepada hambaku Daud,
bahwa aku, Tuhan Yang Mahakuasa, berkata kepadapadanya, ’Engkau
telah kuambil dari pekerjaanmu menggembalkan domba di padang
dan kuangkan menjadi raja atas umatku Israel. ’Aku telah menyertai
engkau ke mana saja engkau pergi, dan segala musuhmu telah
katumpas pada waktu engkau bertempur. Engkau akan kubuat
termasyhur seperti pemimpin-pemimpin yang paling besar di dunia.

10-11Lagipula, bagi umatku Israel telha kusediakan tempat dan
kusuruh mereka menetap di situ, supaya mereka dapat hidup tenang,
tanpa diganggu lagi. Sejak kedatangan mereka ke tanah ini dahulu,
dan kuangkan pemimpin-pemimpin utuk mereka, mereka telah
diserang oleh orang-orang yang suka kekerasan, tetapi hal itu tidak
akan terjadi lagi. Aku berjanji bahwa engkau akan aman dari segala
musuh, dan aku akan memberikan keturunan kepada padamu.

12-13Kelak, jika sampai ajalmu, dan engkau dikuburkan di makam
leluhurmu, seorang dari putramu akan kuangkan menjadi raja.
Dialah yang akan mendirikan rumah bagiku. Kerajaannya akan
kukukuhkan dan untuk selam-lamanya seorang keturunannya akan
memerintah sebagai raja. ’Aku akan menjadi bapaknya dan dia akan
menjadi putraku. Apabila dia berbuat salah, dia akan kubukum
seperti seorang bapak menghukum anaknya. ’

15Tetapi aku akan tetap
berbuat baik kepadanya sesuai dengan janjiku. Janjiku kepadanya
akan tetap keupgang, tidak seperti yang kulakukan kepada Saul yang
telah kugersar dari kedudukannya supaya engkau bisa menjadi raja.

16Engkau akan selalu mempunyai keturunan, dan aku akan membuat
kerajaannya bertahan selama-lamanya. ’Untuk selam-lamanya
seorang dari keturunannya akan memerintah sebagai raja.” ’
17Lalu
Natan memberitahukan kepada Daud segala yang telah dinyatakan
Allah kepadapadanya.

Terjemahan Lama (1879/1958)(TL)
As we would expect the TL is quite a literal translation. Its word order is more
Hebraistic than that of the RSV e.g. v.17 demikian pun bersembahlah Natan kepada
Daud—’thus spoke (respectfully) Nathan to David’.

The TL follows the MT closely so that in verse 2 the ark of God dwells in the midst of
curtains—ditengah-tengahkain kelambu an expression used for ‘mosquito net’ these
days! Likewise the metaphor ‘seed’ in verse 12 explained as ‘offspring’ by the RSV is
carried over into the Malay-Indonesian.

However with regard to the leitmotif ‘house’ it is noteworthy that in 2 of the 8
occurrences, the TL renders הָעָר by istana ‘palace’ i.e. in verses 1 and 2 where
the referent is the King’s dwelling and the court scene is being set. In the remaining 6
occurrences the ordinary rumah is used even when the referent is the King’s palace.

In fact the interesting feature of the TL’s translation of 2 Sam 7:1-17 is the elegant
courtly language that is used throughout. David is referred to as baginda ‘his majesty’
and addressed as tuanku 'my lord'. Nathan does homage as he addressed the king as if he were before the Javanese Sultan in his kraton (the Javanese word for palace). Thus in verse 3 we read that Nathan sembah as he addresses the king, that is Nathan respectfully folds his 'hands finger tips touching his forehead'.

In other words we have an example of 'dynamic equivalence' operating in the old literalistic TL version at the point of the courtly context of this dynastic oracle.

Terjemahan Baru (1974)(TB)
The TB provides a title for this section Janji Tuhan Mengenai keluarga dan kerajaan Daud 'A Promise of the Lord Concerning the Family and Kingdom of David'.

The translation approach is generally FC. The language is brisk and modern. Gone is the language of the courtly etiquette. However, when 'the Lord speaks' or 'the word of the Lord' comes to the prophet, the traditional Arabic term firman is used to distinguish divine from human speech.

With regard to the leitmotif Pembuka, the TB also uses rumah in 6 of the 8 occurrences. But where the TL departed from the principle of concordance twice in the first two verses in references to David's palace, the TB retains rumah. In verse 11 however, the TB replaces rumah with keturunan 'descendants' and in verse 15 with keluarga 'family' where the reference is to the foreshadowed dynasty.

Verse 2 the 'ark', tabut Allah (Arabic loan word used in TL) is under a 'tent'—dibawah tenda rather than between 'curtains'.

Verse 7 TB again follows the LXX in opting for 'judge' hakim where the TL had followed the MT in choosing 'tribe'.

Verse 12 TB replaces the metaphor 'seed' with keturunan 'descendants' a somewhat awkward choice as this has already been used to replace 'house' earlier.

Bahasa Indonesia Sahari-Hari (1985)(BIS)
The title Pesan Natan Kepada Daud is a translation of the equivalent section heading in the GNB.

The translation that follows likewise bears a closer relationship to the GNB than it does to the Hebrew ST.
In verses 2, 4-7, 8-9, 10-11, 12-17 BIS follows the GNB extremely closely. Thus it reproduces GNB’s idiosyncratic verse 14b Apabila dia berbuat salah, dia akan kuhukum seperti seorang bapak menghukum anaknya — ‘When he does wrong I will punish him as a father punishes his son’ which has no basis in the ST.

BIS does show some erratic independence of the GNB. Thus in verse 1 it reverses the order of the clauses.

Like the GNB it dissipates the motif ﬂl but its renderings do not always line up with those of the GNB.

Verse 2 with its reference to ‘God’s covenant box’ is an exact translation of GNB except that BIS adds that the cedar wood is ‘of Lebanon’ cf. v. 7.

Verse 3 There is a serious return to the courtly language of the TL where David is addressed as ‘Your Majesty’ but this just does not fit with the colloquial common language used throughout. This aberration is all the more startling as BIS does not distinguish divine and human speech which is obligatory in Indonesian not only because of the feudal social context but because of the overwhelming influence of Islam on any religious language. This attribution of human speech words to God is one of the main criticisms of BIS by indigenes. The translators could defend themselves by appealing to the ST where there is no such distinction. But against that argument we note firstly the use of honorifics in 1 Sam 7:3 where there are none in the ST. Secondly the influence of the Islamic context cannot be ignored. Thirdly it cuts against the DE emphasis on naturalness in the RL.

Concluding Comment
In our comparison of the GNB and its counterpart BIS with FC translations and with the MT and the LXX we have noted that some variation in renderings stem from difference between the MT and the tradition represented by the LXX and the choices made by respective translators.

Both ST traditions, however, record a solemn prophetic oracle woven around the term ﬂl ‘house’. This motif is dissipated in the DE versions which render the ST term as ‘house’, ‘palace’, ‘temple’ or ‘dynasty’ according to the nuance uppermost in the immediate context.

The Indonesian DE version BIS follows the English GNB very closely in abandoning the formal register of the ST language and style (e.g. prophetic formulae), in restructuring sentences, in providing information that is deemed implicit (e.g. names),
and in obliterating word play and metaphor (e.g. 'house', 'dwell', 'rest', 'seed', 'planting', 'name') that is an intrinsic part of the ST.

There is ample evidence that the GNB is the base for BIS rather than the Hebrew ST.
MT

1 ἀνάμνησις οὖν, ός οὐκ ἐπορεύθη ἐν βουλῇ ἄσεβῶν καὶ ἐν δόῳ ἀμαρτωλῶν οὐκ ἔστη καὶ ἐπὶ καθέδραν λοιμῶν οὐκ ἐκάθισεν,
2 άλλ' ἦν εἰς τῷ νόμῳ κυρίου τῷ βήλημα αὐτοῦ, καὶ ἐν τῷ νόμῳ αὐτοῦ μελετήσει ημέρας καὶ νυκτός.
3 καὶ ἔσται ως τὸ θύλλον τὸ πεφτευμένον παρά τὰς διεξόδους τῶν υδάτων,
4 ὁ τὸν καρπὸν αὐτοῦ δώσει ἐν καιρῷ αὐτοῦ καὶ τὸ φύλλον αὐτοῦ οὐκ ἀπορρυθήσεται καὶ πάντα, ὡς ἂν ποιήσῃ, κατευθύνῃςεται.
5 οὐχ οὕτως οἱ ἁσεβεῖς, οὐχ οὕτως,
6 άλλ' ὡς ὁ χνοῦς, ὃν ἐκρυπτεῖ ὁ άνεμος ἀπὸ προσώπου τῆς γῆς.
7 διὰ τούτῳ οὐκ ἀναστήσονται ἁσεβεῖς ἐν κρίσει οὐδὲ ἀμαρταλοῖ ἐν βουλῇ δικαίων.
8 οὐτὶ γινώσκετε κύριος ὅτι δῶν δικαίων, καὶ οὐδὲ ἁσεβῶν ἀπολείται.

LXX

1 Μακάριος ἄνηρ, οὗ ἐπορεύθη ἐν βουλῇ ἄσεβῶν καὶ ἐν δόῳ ἀμαρτωλῶν οὐκ ἔστη καὶ ἐπὶ καθέδραν λοιμῶν οὐκ ἐκάθισεν,
2 ἀλλ' ἦν εἰς τῷ νόμῳ κυρίου τῷ βήλημα αὐτοῦ καὶ ἐν τῷ νόμῳ αὐτοῦ μελετήσει ἡμέρας καὶ νυκτός.
3 καὶ ἔσται ως τὸ χύλλον τὸ πεφτευμένον παρὰ τὰς διεξόδους τῶν υδάτων ὁ τὸν καρπὸν αὐτοῦ δώσει ἐν καιρῷ αὐτοῦ καὶ τὸ φύλλον αὐτοῦ οὐκ ἀπορρυθήσεται καὶ πάντα ὡς ἂν ποιήσῃ κατευθυνθήσεται.
4 οὐχ οὕτως οἱ ἁσεβεῖς οὐχ οὕτως ἀλλ' ὡς ὁ χνοῦς ὃν ἐκρυπτεῖ ὁ άνεμος ἀπὸ προσώπου τῆς γῆς.
5 διὰ τούτῳ οὐκ ἀναστήσονται ἁσεβεῖς ἐν κρίσει οὐδὲ ἀμαρταλοῖ ἐν βουλῇ δικαίων.
6 οὐτὶ γινώσκετε κύριος ὅτι δῶν δικαίων καὶ οὐδὲ ἁσεβῶν ἀπολείται.
The Hebrew Source Text (MT)
The Hebrew has no title. The psalm may in fact have been composed as a prologue to the whole Psalter. Its central teaching, the blessedness of the godly and the condemnation of the wicked, is a theme that is characteristic not only of the Psalter, but of almost all the writings of the Old Covenant reappearing as promise and warning or as blessing and curse.  

The psalms are poetry characterized by stress and sense parallelism rather than rhyme, as well as by figurative language. Psalm 1 does not employ many of the formal devices found in the Psalter such as refrains or acrostic patterns.

If anything the allusions to the company a man keeps recall the teaching of the wisdom writers (cf. Prov 2:12-15, 20-22), though the closest parallel to the teaching of Psalm 1 is found in Jer 17:5-8.

The Septuagint Translation (LXX)
The Septuagint preserves the formal features of the Hebrew to a remarkable degree. Being an inflected language Greek was able to retain even the word order of the ST. Another notable feature is the consistent omission of the definite article as in the Hebrew of this psalm.

The figures of speech are all preserved: the 'walk', 'sit', 'stand' of verse 1; the extensive tree simile of verse 3; the chaff counterpart of verse 5 and 'the way' metaphor of verse 6.

All these images by the way are not peculiar to this psalm. Rather they are very common in Scripture.

The LXX shows independence of the MT twice in verse 4 where it repeats 'not thus' (for poetic reasons?) and adds 'from the face of the earth'.

---

THE ENGLISH VERSIONS

RSV 1952
1. Blessed is the man who walks not in the counsel of the wicked, nor stands in the way of sinners, nor sits in the seat of scoffers; 2 but his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and night. 3 He is like a tree planted by streams of water, that yields its fruit in its season, and its leaf does not wither. In all that he does, he prospers. 4 The wicked are no so, but are like chaff which the wind drives away. 5 Therefore the wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous; 6 for the LORD knows the way of the righteous, but the way of wicked will perish.

GNB 1976
1. Happy are those who reject the advice of evil men, who do not follow the example of sinners or join those who have no use for God. 2 Instead, they find joy in obeying the Law of the LORD, and they study it day and night. 3 They are like trees that grow beside a stream, that bear fruit at the right time, and whose leaves do not dry up. They succeed in everything they do. 4 But evil men are not like this at all; they are like straw that wind blows away. 5 Sinners will be condemned by God and kept apart from God’s own people. 6 The righteous are guided and protected by the LORD, but the evil are on their way to doom.

The Revised Standard Version (1952)(RSV)
Psalm 1 is also a PC version but with regard to word order and articles before nouns (plus the need for a copula) the RSV adjusts to the dictates of English.

It preserves all the figures of the Hebrew ST but makes a slight syntactic change to the end of verse 3 such that 'he' prospers rather than 'his works'.

The Good News Bible (1976)(GNB)
The GNB focuses on communicating the information in the Psalm rather than its formal features. Its sensitivity to the original’s ‘sexist language’ is reflected in the pluralizing of the subject. The man becomes those who and the first three verses are adjusted accordingly (e.g. pronouns, verb suffixes and the tree to which the righteous man is compared).

Verse 1 The universal everyday metaphors of walking, standing, and sitting are dropped in favour of a more explanatory paraphrase which even introduces ‘God’.

Verse 2 GNB is more explicit than the ST: ‘They find joy in obeying the Law of the Lord’, ‘law’ being capitalized in the process.

Verse 3 ‘The trees’ are no longer ‘planted’ (by the Divine gardener) but ‘grow beside a stream’ which suggests that spiritual happiness is naturally attained. GNB consolidates RSV’s modification and reverses the order of the final two clauses.
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Verse 4 GNB surprisingly introduces 'evil men'; inverse sexism! For some reason 'straw' replaces the lightweight 'husks' or 'chaff' that are blown away in contrast to the firmly rooted, fruitful tree.

Verses 5-6 These are completely paraphrased and condensed. Reference to the 'congregation', whether the present worshipping assembly or that of the final assize (cf. Dan. 7:9f), is omitted. 'God' is interpolated twice in verse 5. Five verbs in the last two verses are now in the passive, arguably diminishing the focus on 'the LORD' who is the subject in the ST.

THE INDOENSIAN VERSIONS

**TL 1958**

1. Berbahagialah orang yang tiada berdjalan dalam bitjara orang fasik atau berdiri pada djalan orang berdosaa, atau duduk dalam perhipmunan orang pengolok; 2Melainkan yang suka akan hukum Tuhan dan yang memikirkan hukum itu baik siang, baik malam; 3Karena adalah halnya bagaikan pokok, yang tertanam pada tepi anak sungai, yang berbuah pada musimnya dan jang tiada gugur daunnja; maka segala perbuatannya pun beruntung djuga.
4Adapun orang fasik itu bukannya demikian, melainkan adalah mereka itu seperti sekam yang dilajangkan oleh angin. 5Sebab itu seorang fasikpun tiada akan tahan menghadap hukum atau seorang berdosa menghadap perhipmunan orang yang benar. 6Karena diketahui Tuhan akan djalan orang yang benar itu; tetapi djalan orang fasik akan binasa adanja.

**TB 1974**

1. Berbahagialah orang yang tidak berjalan menurut nasihat orang fasik, yang tidak berdiri di jalan orang berdosa, dan yang tidak duduk dalam kumpulan pencemooh, 2tetapi yang kesuakanannya ialah Taurat TUHAN, dan yang merenungkan Taurat itu siang dan malam. 3Ia seperti pohon, yang ditanam di tepi aliran air, yang menghasilkan buahnya pada musimnya, dan yang tidak layu daunnnya; apa saja yang diperbuatnya berhasil. 4Bukan demikian orang fasik: mereka seperti sekam yang ditiupkan angin. 5Sebab itu orang fasik tidak akan tahan dalam penghakiman, begitu pula orang berdosa dalam perkumpulan orang benar; 6sebab TUHAN mengenal jalan orang benar, tetapi jalan orang fasik menuju kebinasaan.

**BIS**

1. Berhagialah orang yang tidak mengikuti nasihat orang jahat, tidak mencontoh orang berdosa dan tidak bergaul dengan orang yang menghina Allah, 2tetapi yang suka melakukan perintah Tuhan dan merenungkannya siang malam. 3Orang itu berhasil dalam segala usahanya; ia seperti pohon di tepi sungai yang berbuah pada musimnya dan tak pernah layu daunnnya. 4Sebaliknya orang jahat: ia
seperti sekam yang dihamburkan angin. 5 Orang jahat akan dihukum Allah, hakimnya dan dipisahkan dari umatnya. 6 Sebab orang taat dibimbing dan dilindungi Tuhan, tetapi orang jahat menuju kepada kebinasaan.

**Terjemahan Lama (1879/1958)(TL)**
The Old Translation is similar to the English RSV with somewhat more archaic language. It preserves the structure and figures of the ST. Unlike the RSV it retains, in verse 3, 'all that he does, prospers'

There is one concession to Indonesian style in verse 6 where the ST active gives way to a passive rendering viz. 'Because it is known by the Lord'.

**Terjemahan Baru (TB)**
The New Translation provides a title of which the English equivalent is 'The Way of the Righteous and the Way of the Wicked'.

The translation uses a natural modern Indonesian while essentially preserving the structure and figures of the ST.

In verse 4 it actually reverts to the unnatural word order of the Hebrew (and LXX) *Bukan demikian orang fasik*—'not thus, the wicked person'.

It also used the more technical *Taurat*, capitalized, 'Torah' rather than the general *hukum* 'law' of the TL.

Two passives are employed in verse 3 where the ST has actives.

**Bahasa Indonesia Sehari-Hari (1985)(BIS)**
The DE translation provides a title: 'True Happiness' (cf. GNB)

The first three verses follow the GNB fairly closely without switching to the plurals that the GNB employs for the sake of inclusive language. In fact sexist language concerns are generally not applicable in Bahasa Indonesia because neither the pronouns nor the word for 'person' *orang* is gender marked.

**Verse 1** Whereas the TL and the TB had preserved the everyday metaphors of the ST in verse 1 *berjalan* 'walk', *berdiri* 'stand' and *duduk* 'sit', BIS adopts the explanatory approach of the GNB:

  who do not follow the advice of the wicked
  do not follow the example of the sinful
and do not join with those who insult Allah
Note how BIS follows GNB in interpolating 'God' into verse 1, as the target of the scoffers, a dubious piece of over-translation.

Verse 2 Likewise in verse 2 'delight in the Law of the Lord' becomes 'delight in obeying the command of the Lord', following the GNB. The insertion of 'obeying' is unnecessarily explicit and limiting. BIS's use of perintah 'command' is strange. Hukum or Taurat would be more appropriate.

Verse 3 BIS is more radical than GNB. It restructures the verse, putting the concluding line of the ST before the simile thus reducing the impact of the comparison with the tree. In BIS the tree is neither 'planted' as in the ST or 'growing' as in the GNB; it is simply 'a tree by the side of the river'.

Verse 4 BIS has one improvement over GNB: the Indonesian word for 'husks' sekam is used rather than straw. The image in verse 4 of the wind blowing away the (rice) husks when the grain is tossed into the air is just as powerful in Indonesia as it is in Africa or Palestine.

Verses 5 and 6 in BIS are a straight translation of the GNB paraphrase!

Concluding Comment
The GNB translation is cavalier in its treatment of the formal features of Psalm 1 particularly in verses 5 and 6. There is a general tendency to over-translation in terms of explicitness and the three basic metaphors of verse 1 are casualties.

Sensitivity to 'sexist language' is reflected in the pluralizing of the subject of the first three verses though the introduction of 'evil men' in verse 4 suggests inverse sexism.

The Indonesian DE translation BIS is clearly based on the GNB as the title provided suggests. However as Bahasa Indonesia is not gender marked there is no need to pluralize the subject of the first three verses. BIS does introduce five passive constructions not found in the ST in the last three verses, which is more natural in Bahasa Indonesia. Even these had already been employed in the GNB.
TEXT 4 ZECHARIAH 2:6-13 (Hebrew and LXX 2:10-17)

Introduction

The Book of Zechariah is the longest of the twelve minor prophets. Of all the OT books it stands out as the one most quoted in the Gospel narrative of the passion, death and resurrection of Jesus. It is an important source of messianism.¹⁸

Haggai and Zechariah are regularly bracketed together as the titles of commentaries bear witness, as two prophets who prophesied between 520 and 517 BC. Personal details are minimal, though their persons are enhanced in the LXX, Syriac and Vulgate translations which attribute various psalms to them.

The name of both prophets resonate with their respective tasks. Zechariah, a common name in the OT where it occurs 33 times, means 'Yahweh has remembered' (from the Hebrew יִדְרָע followed by the suffix עַי).

The critical consensus that discerns a fundamental division between chapters 1-8 and 9-14 does not concern us here. Certainly the medium of chapters 9-14 is more apocalyptic, whereas the earlier chapters convey their message through the medium of visions. The Book of Revelation draws much of its symbolic language from Zechariah along with Isaiah, Ezekiel and Daniel.

The particular text we have chosen is an oracle spelling out the practical implications of Zechariah’s second and third visions in which the Lord guarantees the safety of Jerusalem.

Zechariah 2:6-13 is most definitely poetry though the change of genre, as well as speaker and destination, is not reflected in the standard English versions. Only Moffatt and JB set it out as poetry.

It is important to note the different enumeration of verses in Zech chapters 1-2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrew &amp; LXX</th>
<th>Vulgate, English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1-17</td>
<td>1:1-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:1-4</td>
<td>1:18-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:5-17</td>
<td>2:1-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1ff</td>
<td>3:1ff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hebrew Source Text (MT)

The MT of Zechariah chapters 1-8 is regarded as being well preserved. However the footnotes in the RV and RSV remind us that this does not mean these chapters are
always easy to translate. Thus Petersen in his commentary is moved to offer 13 readings that differ from the MT.19

Our particular sample, the oracle of chapter 2:10-17, is as we have noted intensely poetic, being full of imagery and allusion.

The Septuagint Versions (LXX)
The Greek retains the form of the Oracle but provides a few differences of interpretation. As always the Hebrew personal name YHWH is rendered by the title κύριος.

Verse 6 (LXX v.10) does not follow the MT in regarding the 'second clause as parenthetical explaining how the Jews got to Babylon i.e. 'for to the four winds I have dispersed you' (Heb. יֵצֵ wäh), but rather as a promise of future ingathering from the four winds of heaven.

Verse 12 κύριος παντοκράτωρ is used to render נְוָיְהָ כָל as usual in LXX.

Verse 8 (LXX v.12) 'After (the) glory (he) sent me' is the LXX's literal rendering of a notoriously difficult Hebrew clause. The various resolutions proposed revolve around different interpretations of 'after' דַּבָּר which could be taken as a conjunction or preposition, and of 'glory' דַּבִּיק. The latter could be a substitute for the Divine subject or it could be a reference to the vision (cf Ezek 1:28). Another suggestion is that דַּבָּר is being used in the sense of 'with' and דַּבִּיק in its literal sense of 'heaviness' so that the expression here has the sense of 'with insistence he sent me'.

LXX does retain 'the apple of the eye' image cf. Deut 32:10; Ps 17:8 but changes MT's 'my eye' to 'his eye'.

Verse 9 (LXX v.13) 'I will shake my hand over them' becomes 'I bring my hand upon them'. This could be motivated by the LXX's reluctance to use anthropomorphisms as in the case of the last verb in verse 13 (17) where 'he has risen up from his holy clouds' replaces 'he has roused himself from his holy dwelling' (cf. Zech 4:1; Ps 44:23; Isa 51:9).

Verse 11 (LXX v.15) 'Many nations shall join themselves to the Lord in that day' becomes 'Many nations shall flee for refuge to the Lord in that day'. Likewise 'They shall become a people for him' instead of MT's 'They shall be my people', the great covenant theme (cf. Jer 31:33; 32:38).

Verse 13 (LXX v.17) MT's 'Be silent all flesh before the Lord' becomes 'Let all flesh fear before the Lord'.

**THE ENGLISH VERSIONS**

**RSV 1952**

6 Ho! Ho! Flee from the land of the north, says the LORD; for I have spread you abroad as the four winds of the heavens, says the LORD. 7 Ho! Escape, you who dwell with the daughters of Babylon. 8 For thus said the LORD of hosts, after his glory sent me to the nations who plundered you, for he who touches you touches the apple of his eye: 9 Behold, I will shake my hand over them, and they shall become plunder for those who served them. Then you will know that the LORD of hosts has sent me. 

10 Sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion; for lo, I come and I will dwell in the midst of you says the LORD. 11 And many nations shall join themselves to the Lord in that day, and shall be my people; and I will dwell in the midst of you, and you shall know that the LORD of hosts has sent me to you. 12 And the LORD will inherit Judah as his portion in the holy land, and will again choose Jerusalem. 13 Be silent, all flesh, before the Lord; for he has roused himself from his holy dwelling.

**GNB 1976**

6-7 The LORD said to his people, "I scattered you in all directions. But now, you exiles, escape from Babylonia and return to Jerusalem. 8 Anyone who strikes you strikes what is most precious to me." So the LORD Almighty sent me with this message for the nations that had plundered his people: 9 The LORD himself will fight against you, and you will be plundered by the people who were once your servants." When this happens, everyone will know that the LORD Almighty sent me. 10 The LORD said, "Sing for joy, people of Jerusalem! I am coming to live among you!" 11 At that time many nations will come to the Lord and become his people. He will live among you, and you will know that he has sent me to you. 12 Once again Judah will be the special possession of the LORD in his sacred land, and Jerusalem will be the city he loves most of all. 13 Be silent, everyone, in the presence of the LORD, for he is coming from his holy dwelling-place.

The Revised Standard Version (1952)(RSV)

The RSV follows the MT very closely as the initial 'Ho! Ho!' would have led one to anticipate. A dynamic equivalent such as 'Listen! Listen!' would have been acceptable (see Isa 18:1; 55:1; Jer 47:6), though in other contexts it can mean 'Woe!'
However on one occasion the RSV does follow the LXX in its 'Escape to Zion', where the MT simply reads 'Ho! Zion' (v.7).

The RSV retains all the imagery as well as most of the formal features of the original.

**The Good News Bible (1976)(GNB)**

GNB by contrast is extremely free in its rendering of this prophecy.

**Verses 6 and 7** are conflated in a flat paraphrase which begins 'The Lord said to his people...' instead of the urgent and arresting 'Ho! Ho!'

GNB eliminates the twelve figures preserved in the RSV and makes explicit that the 'land of the North' is Babylon. The latter is in fact a figure taken from Jeremiah where it refers to the area from which the invaders will come (Jer 6:22; 10:22) and from which the exiles would return (3:18; 16:15; 23:8; 31:8). Ironically GNB retains 'country in the North' in Jeremiah but by paraphrasing the figure here, it eliminates the allusion and the important link with the previous prophecy. This expression from Jeremiah is used in parallelism in the ST with 'the four winds' and 'the daughter of Babylon' which GNB also drops. In summary this parallelism and the linguistic usage in Jeremiah helps us to understand that 'the North' is a conventional figure for the diaspora. The 'North' serves both as a literal reference insofar as one had to travel via Syria to Mesopotamia and as a symbol of all scattered to the four winds.

**Verse 8** The solemn prophetic formula 'Thus says the Lord of hosts' is dropped. So is the ambiguous reference to his 'glory'. 'The apple of his eye' is paraphrased by 'what is most precious to me' thus obliterating the great covenant allusion to Deut 32.

**Verse 9** The emphatic prophecy marker 'Behold' is dropped, as is the Lord's 'shaking his hand'. The dropping of the anthropomorphic 'shake my hand' and 'He has roused himself' (v.13) signal an important tendency of the GNB to sterilize language about God.

Some of the figures dropped are arguably difficult: 'four winds of heaven', 'daughter of Babylon', 'daughter of Zion', 'Zion', 'inheritance' and 'flesh'. But they are part of the texture of the text. 'Inheritance' vocabulary (v.12) reflects a theme of both testaments that is regularly dissipated in the GNB. As to 'flesh' (v.13) the GNB's aversion to the metonymy 'flesh' and 'blood' is notorious, not least where they are a motif in the ST as is σαρξ in Paul and לְדָם in Ezek 22:1-13; 24:6-9.
THE INDONESIAN VERSIONS

TL 1958
6 Dengarlah, dengarlah, larilah dari tanah utara, demikianlah firman Tuhan; hai kamu, jang sudah kutjerai-
beraikan kepada keempat mata angin, demikianlah firman Tuhan!

7 Dengarlah, hai Zion! Luputkanlah dirimu dari sana, hai engkau jang lagi duduk ditanah Babil! 8 Karena
demikianlah firman Tuhan serba sekalian alam (setelah sudah disurukannya aku dengan kemuliaan
dengan segala bangsa jang dahulu mendjarah akan dikau): Bahwasanya barangsiapa yang mengusik kamu, ia
itu mengusik bidji matakau! 9 Karena sesungguhnya, djikalau sahadja Aku menggerakkan tanganiku atasnya,
maka mereka itu djadi suatu djarahan bagi segala orang, jang dahulu hambanja. Demikianlah diketahui
olehmu kelak, bahwa aku telah disuruhkan oleh Tuhan serba sekalian alam! 10 Bersorak-soraklah
dan bersukasukaanlah, hai puteri Zion! Karena sesungguhnya Aku datang dan Aku akan duduk ditengah-
tengah kamu, demikianlah firman Tuhan. 11 Maka pada hari itu beberapa bangsa jang besar-besar
akan bersangkut-paut kepada Tuhan, dan djadi umat bagiku! Demikianlah Aku akan duduk ditengah-tengah
kamu dan akan diketahui olehmu, bahwa telah disuruhkan Tuhan serba sekalian alam akan diku mendapatkan
kamu! 12 Pada masa itu Tuhan mempunjai Jehuda akan pusakannya, akan bahagiannya ditanah sutji, dan
Jeruzalem puncak jang djadi pula negeri pilihannya! 13 Diamlah kamu, hai segala manusia, dihadapan hadirat
Tuhan! Karena sudah bangunlah Ia dari dalam kediaman kesutjannja!

TB 1974
Orang-orang buangan
dipanggil pulang

6 Ayo, ayo, larilah dari Tanah Utara,
demikianlah firman TUHAN; sebab
kearah keempat mata angin Aku
telah menyerakkan kamu,
demikianlah firman TUHAN. 7 Ayo,
luputkanlah dirimu ke Sion, hai,
penduduk Babel! Sebab bermula
firman TUHAN semesta alam, yang
dalam kemuliaannya telah mengutus
aku, mengenai bengsa-bangsa yang
telah menjalani kamu—sebab siapa
yang menjamah kamu, berarti
menjamah biji matanya—:

9 "Sesungguhnya Aku akan
menggerakkan tanganku terhadap
merekah, dan mereka akan menjalani
jarahan bagi orang-orang yang
tadinya takluk kepada mereka.
Marka kamu akan mengetahui bahwa
TUHAN semesta alam yang
menyegut aku. 10 Besorak-soraklah
dan bersukaraih, hai puteri Sion,
sebab sesungguhnya Aku datang
dan di tengah-tengah aku,
demikianlah firman TUHAN; dan
banyak bangsa akan
menggabungkan diri kepada TUHAN
pada waktu itu dan akan menjadi
umat-Ku dan Aku akan
di tengah-tengahmu." Maka engkau
akan mengetahui, bahwa TUHAN
semesta alam yang menyegut aku
kepadamu. 12 Dan TUHAN akan
mengambil Yehuda sebagai
milkin-Nya di tanah yang kudus, dan
Ia akan memilih Yerusalem pula.
13 Berdirilah, hai segala makhluk, di hadapan TUHAN, sebab
Ia telah bangkit dari tempat
didiamannya-Nya yang kudus.
BIS
Orang-orang buangan dipanggil pulang

6-7 Tuhan berkata kepada umatnya, "Aku telah menceraiberaikan kamu ke segala penjuru. Tetapi sekarang hai orang-orang buangan, larilah dari Babel dan kembalilah ke Yerusalem. 8 Siapa yang menyerang kamu, menyerang buah hatiku." Maka Tuhan Yang Mahakuasa menyuruh aku menyampaikan pesan ini kepada bangsa-bangsa yang telah merampoki umatnya. 9 Tuhan sendiri akan melawan kamu! Dan kamu akan dirampok oleh bekas hamba-hamba-mu sendiri. Bila hal itu terjadi, kamu akan tahu bahwa Tuhan Yang Manakuasa telah menyuruh aku." 10 Tuhan berkata, "Bermaynilah dengan gembira hai penduduk Yerusalem! Aku akan tinggal di tengah-tengahmu!" 11 Pada masa itu banyak bangsa akan datang kepada Tuhan untuk menjadi umatnya. Ia akan tinggal di tengah-tengahmu, dan kamu akan tahu bahwa Tuhan telah mengirimakau kepadamu. 12 Sekali lagi Yehuda akan menjadi milik khusus Tuhan di tanahnya yang suci, dan Yerusalem akan menjadi kota yang paling disayanginya. 13 Diamlah kamu semua di hadapan Tuhan! Karena is telah berangkat dari tempat kediamannya di surga."

Terjemahan Lama (1879/1958)(TL)
TL as usual has an FC approach to the ST. It generally retains the forms, the imagery, the intensity and the urgency of the original prophecy.

Interestingly whereas RSV rendered  יבש "Ho! Ho!" TL prefers a more natural equivalent Dengarlah! Dengarlah! 'Listen! Listen!'.

Verse 7 Where the RSV preferred LXX 'Ho! Escape to Zion', the TL sticks with the MT Dengarlah, hai Zion! 'Listen O Zion'. TL does, however, drop 'daughter of Babylon' in favour of 'land of Babylon' though it retains 'daughter of Zion' in v.10.

Verse 8. The crux, הָדְבָּד הָדְבָּד is rendered 'with glory', i.e. 'After he sent me with glory to all the nations that previously despoiled you'—another literalistic but hardly transparent reading.

Verses 10-13 are a literal translation of the MT with some accommodation to Malay-Indonesian in word order and in four passive renderings of verbs that are active in the ST.

Terjemahan Baru (1974)(TB)
The passage is given a title: 'Orang-orang buangan dipanggil pulang'—'The exiles are called to come home' which we also find in GNB and later BIS.
The language is much more modern than that of the TL though the formal features of the ST are respected.

**Verse 6** 'Ayo, Ayo' 'Come here, come here' replace the TL's Dengarlah, dengarlah. This is somewhat more idiomatic but phonologically closer to the Hebrew.

**Verse 7** TB also follows the LXX and RSV in interpolating 'Escape to (Zion)' whereas the TL had followed the MT and Dutch versions 'O Zion'. Like the TL, TB does not retain 'daughter of Babylon'.

**Verse 8** The troublesome יְהָ֣זִּים יִהְיוּ is rendered by a more natural and more intelligible 'in his glory (He has sent me)'.

**Verses 9-13** TB uses clearer modern Indonesian but interestingly unlike the TL does not change any active verbs into passive forms.

**Bahasa Indonesia Sehari-Hari (1985)(BIS)**
The title given to Zech 2:6-13 is the same as that of TB and of GNB.

The first two verses are conflated and paraphrased along the lines of the GNB. In fact verse 6-7 are a translation of the GNB.

**Verse 8** is also a straight translation of GNB except for one redeeming feature. For the image rendered 'apple of my eye' by the RSV, but paraphrased as 'what is most precious to me' in GNB, BIS supplies buah hatiku literally 'fruit of my heart'—a good natural equivalent.

**Verses 9-13** are also a translation of the GNB. BIS adds two words at the end of verse 13—di surga i.e. '(His holy dwelling) in heaven'.

**Conclusion**
Zechariah 2:6-13 (Hebrew 2:10-17), our fourth sample text, is poetry. Whereas the preceding three visions of the prophet are related in dramatic narrative this oracle involves a distinct change of literary style, as well as speaker and audience.

The LXX and RSV by preserving the imperative verbs, imagery and Biblical allusions convey much of the urgency and intensity of the Hebrew ST.

The English GNB, however, produces a simplified, flat paraphrase which drops twelve figures of speech many of which are rooted in early Biblical traditions and
interwoven with them (e.g. 'land of the north', 'inheritance'). The dropping of anthropomorphic images (e.g. 'shake my hand', 'He has roused himself') also signal an important tendency of the GNB to sterilize language about God. The Lord is no longer allowed to 'bare His holy arm' or even stretch it out.

The Indonesia DE translation BIS can be shown to be a straight translation of the GNB. Only two points of independence are evident. The first is the provision of a good natural equivalent for 'the apple of his eye'. The second involved adding (gratuitously) 'in heaven' to 'from his holy dwelling' in verse 13.

This is a serious deficiency in a version which claims "*Teks Perjanjian Lama diterjemahkan dari Bahasa Ibrani*" — 'The text of the Old Testament is translated from the Hebrew Language.'
TEXT 5  MARK 1:1-15

Introduction
The opening passage of The Gospel According to Mark introduces us to the 'gospel' genre. Of course when Mark uses the term in his heading he is referring to the content of his narrative rather than providing a literary designation. Nevertheless the term 'gospel' came to be applied to literary works of similar content even though Matthew refers to his work as a 'book' (βιβλίον 1:1) and Luke speaks of his as a 'narrative' (δειγματικός 1:1). Subsequently the term 'gospel' as a literary designation was applied by extension to other works which purported to convey a revelation of the message of Jesus even though they showed less interest in the biographical account of Jesus' earthly life and ministry and more in the revelatory discourses (e.g., The Gospel of Thomas). Mark's claim accepted by the early church, that the narrative was the 'gospel' of God about a promised salvation fulfilled in the ministry of Jesus, makes the canonical (and related non-canonical) gospels a distinctive sub-category of Greco-Roman biography.  

It is not insignificant that the first volume published in the Helps for Translators series, produced by the United Bible Societies (UBS), is A Translators Handbook on the Gospel of Mark by Robert G Bratcher and Eugene A Nida (1961). This impressive series, much used by Bible translators, now numbers over 50 volumes most of which are authored or co-authored by Nida, Bratcher or Barclay Newman.

These Translators Handbooks and a more recent series of Translators Guides purport not to usurp the role of exegetical commentaries but to help translators working in languages outside the Indo-European family which throw up very different questions and problems from those addressed in European commentaries. Thus a TL may have obligatory linguistic categories that are not present in Hebrew, Greek or English, e.g. inclusive and exclusive pronouns, or honorifics indicating the relative social status of the participants in any communication.

Handbooks printed subsequent to Mark employed a GNB running text, though with a statement claiming that they have been prepared essentially on the basis of the original text. More recently Handbooks have provided both RSV and GNB texts verse by

---

verse in parallel columns. This is because 'workers in the field discovered that the Revised Standard Version makes a better base for discussion than does the Good News Bible (Today's English Version) especially for explaining the form and function of the ancient Hebrew text to translators who have not been taught Hebrew; the authors therefore had to revise their work which had been based on GNB, and use RSV instead'.

**GREEK TEXT OF MARK 1:1-15**

1 'Αρχη του εθαγγελιου 'Ιησου Χριστου νυοθ θεοθ: 2 Καθε γεγραπται εν τω 'Ησαυ τω προφητη τω ταποστελλω των αγγελων μου προ προσωπου σου, δις κατασκευασει την οδον σου 3 φωνη βουνος εν τη ερημω ετοιμασει την οδον κυριου ευθειας ποιετε τας τριβους αυτου των εγενετο 'Ιωαννης του βαπτιζων εν τη ερημω και κηρυσσων βαπτισμα μετανοεις εις ζησων αμαρτιων 5 και εξεπορευετο προς αυτον πασα η Ιουδαια χωρα και οι Ιεροσολυμιται παντες και εβαπτιζοντο ωπ αυτον εν τω Ιορδανη ποταμω εξομολογουμενοι τας αμαρτιας αυτων 6 και ην ει Ιωαννης ενδεχομενος τροχας καμηλου και ζωνην δερματινην περι την οσφον αυτου και εσθιων ακριδας και μελι Αγγειων

7 Και εκχυσανσεν λεγων εξηρεται ο Ισχυροτερος μου διπων και ουκ ειμι Ικανος εκωσα τον ίμαντα των αποκηρυματων αυτου 8 εγω εβαπτισα ημιας εκωτυ ιημενος αυτου δε επαπτισεις ημιας εν πνευματι αγιω 9 Και εγενετο εκ εκεινας ταις ημεραις Κλεινου 'Ιησους απο Ναζαρετ της Γαλιλαιας και εβαπτισθει εις τον Ιορδανην γην Ιωαννου 10 και ευθυς αναβαινειν εκ του θατος ειλεν αιχμηρον τους ουρανους και το πνευμα ως περιστεραν καταβαινον τε εις αυτου 11 και φωνη εγενετο εκ των ουρανων εσυ ει ο νιος μου ο Αγαπητος εν σοι ευθυκτησα 12 Και ευθυς το πνευμα αυτου εκβαλλει εις την ερημον 13 και ην εν τη ερημω τεσσαρακοντα ημερας πεπαραζομενος επο του σατανα και ην μετα των θεριων και οι αγγελοι δητικον ον αυτω.
14 'Μετὰ δὲ τὸ παραδοθῆναι τὸν Ἰωάννην ἦλθεν ὁ Ἰησοῦς εἰς τὴν Γαλιλαίαν ἀπὸ τῆς κηρύσσων τὸ εὐαγγέλιον ἃ τοῦ θεοῦ 15 καὶ λέγων: ὅτι ἐπιθύμησα τὸ καίρὸς καὶ ἤγγικεν ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ μετανοεῖτε καὶ πιστεύετε ἐν τῷ εὐαγγελίῳ.

**The Greek Text**

The basic text for the New Testament used in GNB is *The Greek New Testament* published by the UBS (3rd edition, 1975). It is salutary that the Introduction includes a tribute to the 1960's initiative of E.A. Nida in transforming the revision of the Nestle-Aland 25th edition (1963) into an international ecumenical effort:

By his enthusiasm, understanding and skill E.A. Nida succeeded not only in gaining the support of the Bible Societies (at first the American Bible Society, the Württemburg Bible Society, and the National Bible Society of Scotland, then later also the Netherlands Bible Society and the British and Foreign Bible Society) but also in achieving the continued cooperation of the Editorial Committee (K. Aland/Münster, M. Black/St Andrews, B.M. Metzger/Princeton, A. Wikgren/Chicago; at an early stage A. Vööbus was also a member, and later his place was taken by C.M. Martini/Rome) throughout the extensive and arduous labours that eventually produced the First Edition of *The Greek New Testament* in 1966.

Eugene Nida's involvement in this great enterprise was of course motivated by the need for an authoritative form of the NT Text with a critical apparatus and format that would be most useful to Bible translators worldwide.

**Verse 1** With regard to our passage the first issue is the status of verse 1 which seems to have the form of a title or a heading. It begins with an anarthrous noun and has no verb. Is it then a superscription for the whole Gospel or simply a heading for the initial section concerning the 'beginning of the gospel'? Comparable constructions cited from the LXX included Hos 1:2; Prov 1:1; Eccl 1:1; Cant 1:1; as well as Matt 1:1 and Rev 1:1. Studies of the use of καθαρσία (which begins verse 2) show that it relates to the preceding rather than the following material. Verse 2 then requires a close syntactical relationship with verse 1. This indicates that verse 1 provides the heading of the initial section only the extent of which would require further investigation (e.g. verses 1-3; 1-4; or 1-15).

A second question arising in the text of verse 1 is the status of 'Son of God' (οἱονὶ θεοῦ) which is missing in some of the earliest MSS. Given the tendency of some copyists to expand titles, the originality of the phrase may be doubted. On the other hand the support of MSS BDW et al is strong. Furthermore the internal evidence

---

favours its retention. Not only does Mark use the title to introduce Jesus in 1:11 but the Roman centurion's confession of 15:39 provides a climactic counterpart (cf. 1:11; 5:7; 9:7; 14:61). It is difficult to explain the omission of the phrase in early MSS. The most plausible explanation is that the series of six genitive endings caused error to occur. Such homoiooteleuton (i.e. similar endings of lines) frequently leads to accidental omissions by copyists.5

Verses 2 and 3 The editors wisely follow the older MSS which attribute to 'the Prophet Isaiah' the evangelist's composite quotation from both Malachi and Isaiah. The Authorized Version had followed later MSS which read 'as written in the prophets', an obvious amelioration of the puzzling original.

Verse 4 There is a question as to whether δὲ βαπτίζων is original or just βαπτίζων. It is probably easier to account for the addition of the article than its deletion thus making the participle adverbial rather than adjectival. The appearance of the article could well have been a result of the influence of the common reference to John in the Synoptics as δὲ βαπτιστής.

Verse 8 The UBS committee opted to include ἐν before πνεῦματι but not before the earlier ἔδαπτο. Their decision reflects the weight of MSS evidence and the likelihood that the former was assimilated to the latter in those MSS that have the preposition before ἔδαπτο also.

THE ENGLISH VERSIONS

RSV 1952

1 The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God. 2 As it is written in Isaiah the prophet, "Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, who shall prepare thy way; 3 the voice of one crying in the wilderness: Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight—"

4 John the baptizer appeared in the wilderness, preaching a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins. 5 And there went out to him all the country of Judea, and all the people of Jerusalem; and they were

GNB 1976

The Preaching of John the Baptist

1 This is the Good News about Jesus Christ, the Son of God. 2 It began as the prophet Isaiah had written: "God said, I will send my messenger ahead of you to clear the way for you.

3 Someone is shouting in the desert, 'Get the road ready for the Lord; make a straight path for him to travel!'

4 So John appeared in the desert,
baptized by him in the river Jordan, confessing their sins. 6Now John was clothed with camel's hair, and had a leather girdle around his waist, and ate locusts and wild honey. 7And he preached saying, "After me comes he who is mightier than I, the thong of whose sandals I am not worthy to stoop down and untie. 8I have baptized you with water; but he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit."

9In those days Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee and was baptized by John in the Jordan. 10And when he came up out of the water, immediately he saw the heavens opened and the Spirit descending upon him like a dove; 11and a voice came from heaven, "Thou art my beloved Son; and with thee I am well pleased." 12The Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness.

13And he was in the wilderness forty days, tempted by Satan; and he was with the wild beasts; and the angels ministered to him. 14Now After John was arrested, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of God, 15and saying, "The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand; repent, and believe in the gospel."

baptizing and preaching, "turn away from you sins and be baptized," he told the people, "and God will forgive you sins." 5Many people from the province of Judaea and the city of Jerusalem went out to hear John. They confessed their sins, and he baptized them in the River Jordan. 6John wore clothes made of camel's hair, with a leather belt round his waist, and his food was locusts and wild honey. 7He announced to the people, "The man who will come after me is much greater than I am. I am not good enough even to bend down and untie his sandals. 8I baptize you with water, but he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit."

The Baptism and Temptation of Jesus

9Not long afterwards Jesus came from Nazareth in the province of Galilee, and was baptized by John in the Jordan. 10As soon as Jesus came up out of the water, he saw heaven opening and the Spirit coming down on him like a dove. 11And a voice came from heaven, "You are my own dear Son. I am pleased with you." 12At once the Spirit made him go into the desert, 13where he stayed forty days, being tempted by Satan. Wild animals were there also, but angels came and helped him.

Jesus Calls Four Fishermen

14After John had been put in prison, Jesus went to Galilee. 15"The right time has come," he said, "and the Kingdom of God is near! Turn away from your sins and believe the Good News!"

The Revised Standard Version (1952)(RSV)
The Revised Standard Version of the New Testament, first published in 1946, was an authorized revision of the American Standard Version of 1901, which was a revision of the Authorized or King James Version of 1611. The translators were very aware of the huge body of Greek papyri unearthed particularly in Egypt since the production of the English Revised Version of 1881 and its variant ASV (1901) mentioned above.
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They adopted an eclectic principle assessing each variant reading on its merits, though generally agreeing with the 17th edition of Nestle (Stuttgart 1941). They were also very aware of the truth of Charles Spurgeon's pithy criticism of the ERV when it appeared—that it was 'strong in Greek, weak in English'.

A Second Edition of the RSV was published in 1971 with some minor changes. The Introduction states: 'Certain passages omitted because of dispute in the earlier version are not restored, though separated from the rest of the text and their problems noted. Notes are also added which indicate significant variations or omissions in the ancient manuscripts.'

Social changes in the 1960s and 1970s, including a relaxation in formal styles of worship and the concern about gender-biased language, resulted in the production of a New Revised Standard Version in 1990. However, our comparison will continue to be between the RSV and GNB because in practice these have been the main reference points for Bible translators.

**Verses 1-15** The RSV follows the Greek text closely using English that reproduces the unpretentious direct style of the original. The translation of the initial καὶ by 'and' is not natural English. Of the nine occurrences of initial καὶ the RSV does not reproduce two, renders one by 'Now' and six by 'And'.

The use of 'thy' in verse 2 is archaic but consistent with the RSV policy of using contemporary English except for speech address to God in which 'thees' and 'thous' are retained. This compromise was adopted for the NEB also and seemed satisfactory for the seventies. But of course neither the original texts nor the KJV made any distinction between speech to God and speech to humans.

The RSV treats verse 1 as a heading and relates verses 2 and 3 to verse 4. In verse 4 RSV assumes that the definite article before the participle ἐπέθυκα is original.

The RSV woodenly renders Mark's distinctive καὶ εὐθύς by 'immediately', but does drop the Hebraistic narrative marker καὶ ἐγένετο 'and it came to pass' in verse 9.

---

The Good News Bible (1966, 1976)(GNB)
A section heading is given for 1:1-8 The Preaching of John the Baptist. To clarify the distinctiveness of the GNB renderings they are printed again verse by verse alongside the RSV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GNB</th>
<th>RSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>This is the Good News about Jesus Christ, the Son of God</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GNB understands verse 1 to be a title for the whole Gospel and defers 'beginning' till verse 2 to relate with what immediately follows. Here DE principles have led to greater emphasis on clarifying the implicit relationship between the terms 'beginning', 'gospel', 'Jesus Christ', and 'Son of God' than on the function of the verse as a whole.

The use of 'Good News' as an explanation of the term εὐαγγέλιον is influenced more by the etymology of the English word 'gospel' (and an imagined LXX background) than by actual usage in the NT.

Most of the 70 NT occurrences are in Paul. There are none in the LXX (pace Kittel et al). Instances of the plural εὐαγγέλια in the language of the Imperial cult have been proposed as a plausible background. Against this must be placed the frequent LXX use of the cognate verb εὐαγγελίζομαι (particularly in Isaiah 40–66), which represents the Hebrew נָשָׁה, 'to announce or deliver a (good or bad) message' (e.g., 1 Kgs 1:42; Jer 20:15). This verb is used in the Psalms (40:9; 68:11; 96:2ff) and Isaiah (41:27; 52:7) to announce Yahweh's victory over the world.

In the NT it is made clear that Jesus understood his own mission in the light of Isaiah 61:1-2 (see Matt 11:2-6), as the messianic evangelist of the poor. His preaching of God's kingly rule (Mark 1:15) is the πάλη (message of peace) of Isa 52:7. The term εὐαγγέλιον is attributed to Jesus on a number of occasions (Mark 1:15; 8:35; 10:29; 13:10; 14:9; Matt 24:14; 26:13). Jesus 'appears not only as the messenger and the author of the message, but at the same time its subject, the one of whom the message tells.'

So when Paul frequently uses the noun εὐαγγέλιον absolutely, we can assume it was already a technical term in early Christian vocabulary. Paul would have been well aware of its use in the Imperial cult, but as J.A. Fitzmyer has observed, 'the fact that Paul deliberately quotes Isa 52:7 in Rom 10:15, precisely in a context in which he is

---

speaking of the preaching of the "gospel" (10:16), shows that his notion of _euangelion_ 
is heavily dependent on the Old Testament idea of God's herald and his message. It 
is curious that both John and the writer to the Hebrews avoid using εὐαγγέλιον, 
possibly precisely because of its Graeco-Roman associations. If we allow NT usage to 
determine the meaning of the word, the connotation 'good' is less obvious than that of 
'authority'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GNB</th>
<th>RSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>It began as the prophet Isaiah had written: God said, &quot;I will send my messenger ahead of you to open the way for you:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GNB introduces 'It began' deferred from verse 1 and restructures the clause in the 
active with Isaiah as subject. This weakens the force of the 'it is written' (cf. 7:6; 
9:12, 13; 10:4, 5; 11:17; 12:19; 14:21, 27) where γέραπται connotes permanent 
Scriptural authority.

'God said' is interpolated apparently to make it clear that the words following do not 
originate from the prophet. But the formulaic 'Behold' is dropped.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GNB</th>
<th>RSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>Someone is shouting in the desert: &quot;Get the road ready for the Lord; make a straight path for him to travel!&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Semitic idiom 'The voice of one crying;' introducing direct discourse is replaced 
by a more natural English sentence. The GNB's 'shouting' is better than the RSV's 
'crying' which could be misunderstood. Both versions preserve the parallelism of 
Isaiah 40:3 (quoted from LXX) though the GNB is more long winded.

---

GNB  
1:4 So John appeared in the desert, baptizing and preaching, "Turn away from your sins and be baptized", he told the people, "and God will forgive your sins".

RSV  
John the baptizer appeared in the wilderness preaching a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins.

Nida often hails this GNB rendering as a fine example of DE translation of a verse which has both dense terms (e.g. 'forgiveness', 'repentance', 'sin', 'baptize') and complex syntax.

However Nida fails to acknowledge that Mark could have written his report of John's preaching along the lines of the radical restructuring in the GNB had he wished to do so, as does Luke in his report of Peter's call to baptism in Acts 2:38. But we are stuck with the condensed summary that Mark preferred and which English is perfectly capable of reproducing.

The GNB rendering also involves quite a few important exegetical decisions. What does 'preaching a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins' mean? The NEB rendering 'a baptism in token of repentance' drew attention to one of the latent issues—the force of the genitive. Rather than 'in token of repentance' the GNB translation suggests that is a prerequisite for baptism. Moreover we might ask who forgives sins? Only John is mentioned in the text.

The GNB rendering represents the thoroughgoing application of three DE principles: firstly that the text can intend only one possible relationship between the terms, secondly that the translation must make that implicit relationship explicit, and thirdly a total recasting of the form of the SL is justified if this enables it to retain its force in the RL. Thus 'baptism', 'repentance', and 'forgiveness' have all disappeared as nouns and reemerge as verbal forms to show who does what to whom in each case. 'Preaching a/the baptism' has become 'preaching his message' the terms of which are 'be baptized'. 'Repentance' has become 'turn away from your sins' and 'forgiveness of sins' has become 'God will forgive your sins'.

Thus a whole series of decisions have been made about syntactic and logical relations not to mention the important lexical decision about the meaning of 'repentance'. This reoccurs in verse 15. The GNB translation of verse 4 is undoubtedly clearer than other
versions but whether the meaning has been rightly grasped and rendered may be open to contention.9

GNB 1:5 Many people from the province of Judea and the city of Jerusalem went out to hear John. They confessed their sins, and he baptized them in the Jordan River.

RSV And there went out to him all the country of Judea, and all the people of Jerusalem; and they were baptized by him in the river Jordan, confessing their sins.

Bratcher says that a literal translation of the first clause such as the RSV's is undesirable as the language is exaggerated!10 The GNB makes explicit that the people went out 'to hear John'.

GNB 1:6 John wore clothes made of camel's hair, with a leather belt around his waist, and his food was locusts and wild honey

RSV Now John was clothed with camel's hair and had a leather girdle around his waist and ate locusts and wild honey

The GNB drops the narrative marker and replaces the archaic 'girdle'.

GNB 1:7 He announced to the people, The man who will come after me is much greater than I am. I am not good enough even to bend down and untie his sandals

RSV And he preached, saying "After me comes he who is mightier than I, the thong of whose sandals I am not worthy to stoop down and untie"

GNB drops the unnatural 'And' (kaiv) and breaks the passage up into two sentences.

After verse 8 in which the GNB is virtually identical with the RSV, the GNB inserts a heading for verses 9-13: 'The Baptism and Temptation of Jesus.'

Verses 9-13 The differences between the GNB and RSV are minimal. The GNB breaks up both verses 11 and 13 into two sentences and uses slightly more modern English.

After verse 13 the GNB inserts a heading for verses 14-20: 'Jesus Calls Four Fishermen.'

---

9 See the helpful article by L. Williamson 'Translations and Interpretation', Interpretation 32:2 (1978) 158-70.
1:14 After John had been put in prison Jesus went to Galilee and preached the Good News from God

RSV Now after John was arrested, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of God

We have already stated above (see on 1:1) that ἐφαγέλιον is best translated 'gospel'—a word that has long since entered English (and its equivalent in other major languages) rather than 'good news'. NT usage suggest connotations of authority rather than goodness.

Here there is another interpretative problem concerning the relation of 'gospel' and 'God'. Is the genitive τοῦ θεοῦ here an objective genitive ('about God'), or a genitive of sources as GNB assumes, or a possessive genitive? The KJV, following a textual tradition now generally rejected, had 'the gospel of the kingdom of God'. Clearly in that phrase the genitive could be objective or possessive. But if one translates literally as does the RSV then 'the gospel of God' preserves all three exegetical options.

1:15 "The right time has come", he said and the Kingdom of God is near! Turn away from your sins and believe the Good News"

RSV and saying, 'The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is close at hand; repent, and believe in the gospel.'

Again the text confront us with many exegetical queries. GNB's wish to preserve a (doubtful) distinction between χρόνος and καιρός has translated the latter 'the right time'. 'Has come' replaces 'is fulfilled' (πενλήρωσι) as in JB and NEB. This is unfortunate as it weakens the undoubted assumptions of Divine promise and fulfilment which is such a key theme of the NT documents including Mark.

In verse 15b the translation of ἡγενόκεν is also problematic. The King James tradition (i.e. KJV, RV, RSV) had 'the kingdom of God is at hand'. NEB has 'the kingdom of God is close at hand'. The issue is whether in this text the kingdom is announced as imminent or present. GNB (cf JB) favours a future but imminent eschatology whereas RSV conveys a more ambivalent impression—both future and realized.

In 15c GNB explains 'repent' as 'turn away from your sins'. Most commentators would see echoes of the Hebrew OT צָוָּש here involving a deliberate turning of heart and will (expressed in change of conduct). GNB has opted for clarity and explicitness by focusing on conduct, but with the risk of diminishing the aspect of 'change of
heart’. Nida and Bratcher could well reply that ‘repent’ is a somewhat fuzzy ecclesiastical word. This is a difficult issue but my purpose is to show how translators’ decisions can incline readers toward (or even lock them into!) particular understandings of the text. This is all the more significant when as we have seen the GNB is also being used as a model for BT into many other languages.

**The Indonesian Versions**

**TL 1938/1958**

_Pekerdjaan Jahja Pembaptis_

1 Bahwa inilah permulaan Indjil dari hal Jésus Keristus, Anak Allah. *(Mat.3:1-12; Luk.3:1-18; Jah.1:19-30.)* 2Seperti jan tersurat didalam kitab nabi Jesaja, bunjinja: „Sesunggahnya, Aku menjuruh kan utusanku dahulu daripadamu yang akan menjedahkan djalanmu.“ *(Mal.3:1; Mat. 11:10.)* 3„Adalah suara orang yang berseru-seru dipadang belantara; „Sediankah djalan Tuhan dan luruskanlah lorong-lorongnya!” *(Jes.40:3)* 4Maka datanglah Jahja membaptiskan orang dipadang belantara, serta menghabarkan baptisan tobat, djalan keempunan dosa. 5Tatkala itu keluar seisi tanah Jahudi serta segala orang isei negeri Jeruzalem mendapatkan Jahja, lalu mereka itu dibaptiskannya didalam sungai Jarden, sambil mereka itu mengakui dosanja. 6Maka pakaian Jahja daripada bulu unta dan ikat pinggangnya daripada kulit, maka makananannya belalang dan air madu hutan. 7Maka ia mengadjar orang, katakanja: „Kemudian daripada aku ini

**TB 1974**

_Yohanes Pembaptis 1:1-8_

1 Inilah permulaan Injil tentang Yesus Kristus, Anak Allah. 2Seperti ada tertulis dalam kitab: 3„Lihatlah, Aku menyuruh utusan KU mendahului Engkau, ia akan mempersiapkan jalan bagiMu; 3ada suara orang yang berseru-seru di padang gurun: Persiapkanlah jalan untuk Tuhan, luruskanlah jalan bagiNya,” 4demikianlah Yohanes Pembaptis tampil di padang gurun dan menyerukan: ”Bertobatlah dan berilah dirimu dibaptis dan Allah akan mengampuni dosamu.” 5Lalu datanglah depadanya orang-orang dari seluruh daerah Yudea dan semua penduduk Yerusalem, dan sambil mengaku dosanya mereka dibaptis di sungai Yordan. 7Yohanes memakai jubah bulu unta dan ikat pinggang kulit, dan makanannya belalang dan madu hutan. Inilah yang
akan datang kelak seorang yang lebih berkusa daripadaku, maka tunduk mengurakan tali kasutanjap aku ini tiada berlajak. 8Adapun aku membatiskan kamu dengan air, tetapi Ia akan membatiskan kamu dengan Rohu’lkudus.” 9Pada masa itu datanglah Yesus dari Nazaret ditanah Galilea, Ialu Jahja membatiskan Dia didalam sungai Jarden. (Mat.3:13-17; Luk. 2:51; 3:21, 22; Jahj. 1:31-34.) 10Maka ketika Ia naik keluar dari air itu, dilihatnya langit terbelah, serta Roh Allah turun ketasnya seperti seekor burung merpati. 11Lalu kedengaranlah suatu suara dari langit, mengatakan: „Engkau inilah Anakku yang Kukasih, kepadamu djuga Aku berkenan!” (Is. 9:7)

Iblis mentjobai Tuhan Jéus
Mat.4:1-11; Luk.4:1-13.

12Pada masa itu djuga Roh membawa Jéus kepada langit belantara. 13Adalah ia dipadang belantara itu empat puluh hari lamanja ditjobai oleh Iblis, maka ia hidup diantara binatang-binatang yang buas, tetapi malaekatpun melajani Dia.

Pekerdjaaan Tuhan Jéus
ditanah Galilea
Mat. 4:12-17; Luk.4:14,15.


diberitakannya: „Sesudah aku akan datang Ia yang lebih berkusa dari padaku; membungkuk dan membuka tali kasutanYapun aku tidak layak. 8Aku membatis kamu dengan air, tetapi Ia akan membatis kamu dengan Roh Kudus.”

ay 2: Mat 3:1 an 3: Yes 40,3
ay 6: 2 Raj 1:8

Yesus dibaptis Yohanes 1:
9-11
Mat 3:13-17 Luk 3:21-22
Yoh 1:32-34

9Pada waktu itu datanglah Yesus dari Nazaret di tanah Galilea, dan Ia dibaptis di sungai Yordan oleh Yohanes. 10Pada saat Ia keluar dari air, Ia melihat langit terkoyak, dan Roh seperti burung merpati turun ke atasnya. 11Lalu terdengarlah suara dari sorga: "Engkauah Anak yang Kukasih, kepadamu mulah Aku berkenan.”


Pencoban di padang gurun
1:12-13
Mat 4:1-11 Luk 4:1-13

12Segera sesudah itu Roh memimpin Dia ke padang gurun. 13Di padang gurun itu Ia tinggal empat puluh hari lamanja, dicobai oleh Iblis. Ia berada di sana di antara binatang-binatang liar dan malaikat-malaikat melayani Dia.

Yesus tampil di Galilea 1:14-
15
Mat 4:12-17 Luk 4:14-15

14Sesudah Yohanes ditangkap datanglah Yesus ke Galilea memberitakan Injil Allah, 15kataNya: "Waktunya telah genap; Kerajaan Allah sudah dekat. Bertobatlah dan percayalah kepada Injil!”

ay 15: Mat 3:2
Khotbah Yohanes Pembaptis
(Mat.3:1; Luk.3:1-18; Yoh.1:19-28)

1 Inilah Kabar Baik tetang Yesus Kristus, Anak Allah. 2Kabar Baik itu mulai seperti yang ditulis oleh Nabi Yesaya, begini, "'Inilah utusanku, " kata Allah; 'Aku mengutus dia lebih dahulu daripadamu, supaya ia membuka jalan untukimu.'"

3 Ada orang berseru-seru di padang pasir, 'Siapkanlah jalan untuk Tuhan; ratakanlah jalan-jalan yang akan dilewatinya.'"

4Seperti yang tertulis itu, begitulah juga muncul Yohanes di padang gurun. Ia membaptis orang dan menyampaikan berita dari Allah. "Kamu harus bertobat dari dosa-dosamu dan harus dibaptis, supaya Allah mengampuni kamu," begitu kata Yohanes. 5Semua orang dari negeri Yudea dan kota Yerusalem pergi mendengar Yohanes. Mereka mengaku dosa-dosa mereka, dan Yohanes membaptis mereka di Sungai Yordan. 6Yohanes memakai pakaian dari bulu unta. Ikat pinggangnya dari kulit, dan makanannya belalang dan madu hutan. 7Ia mengabarkan berita ini, "Nanti sesudah saya, akan datang orang yang lebih besar daripada saya. Untuk tunduk membuka tali sepatunya pun, saya tidak layak. 8Saya membaptis kamu dengan air, tetapi ia akan membaptis kamu dengan Roh Allah."

Yohanes membaptis Yesus
(Mat. 3:13-17; Luk.3:21-22)

9Pada waktu itu Yesus datang dari Nazaret di daerah Galilea, dan Yohanes membaptis dia di Sungai Yordan. 10Begitu Yesus keluar dari sungai itu, ia melihat langit terbuka dan Roh Allah turun seperti burung merpati ke atasnya. 11Kemudian terdengar suara Allah mengatakan, "Engkau adalah Anakku yang kukasihi. Engkau menyenangkan hatiku."

Yesus dicobai oleh Iblis
(Mat. 4:1-11; Luk.4:1-13)

12Langsung sesudah itu Roh Allah membuat Yesus pergi ke padang gurun. 13Empat puluh hari ia berada di situ, dicobai oley Iblis. Binatang-binatang liar ada juga bersama-sama dengan dia di situ, dan malaikat-malaikat melayani dia.

Yesus memanggil empat nelayan
(Mat.4:12-22; Luk.4:14-15, 5:1-11)

14Setelah Yohanes dipenjarakan, Yesus pergi ke Galilea, dan mengabarkan Kabar Baik dari Allah di sana. 15Katanya, "Allah segera akan mulai memerintah. Bertobatlah dari dosa-dosamu, dan percayalah akan Kabar Baik yang dari Allah!"
Terjemahan Lama (1938/1958)(TL)
The official title of the book is interesting: Kitab Injil Karangan Markus—literally 'Gospel Book Composition of Mark'.

Both Kitab and Injil are Arabic loan words reminding us of the tremendous influence of Islam on the Malay and Indonesian cultures such that Arabic (as well as the Sanskrit of the earlier Hindu and Buddhist Kingdoms) has provided much vocabulary not least in matters of religion.

Format
TL then proceeds to provide section headings. These are found throughout the NT whereas none were provided in the Old Testament. The Old Testament was the work of H.C. Klinkert, originally published in 1879. The NT translation is by WA Bode, and was first published in 1938. These two separate works were published together as one Bible in 1958. The two works were an interim measure until a new translation could be completed—hence the lack of consistency between the two Testaments.

The section heading provided for chapter 1, verses 1-11 is Perkerdjaan Jahja Pembaptis—'The Work of John the Baptist'.

Another unusual feature of this versions of the NT is the series of cross references printed in brackets at the end of each verse.

Translation
Verse 1 This, which we noted in the original ST to be a verbless heading, is rendered as a complete sentence in the TL.

Verse 2 In an unusual feature ijdouv is rendered by Susungguhnya 'Truly'. No doubt functionally this serves to underline the solemnity of the prophetic quotation even if the literal meaning is different. 'Book' kitab of the prophet Isaiah is also supplied.

Verse 4 'John comes baptizing people in the desert', i.e. the participle βαπτίζων is read without the article and an object 'people' is supplied as would be more natural in Indonesian.

'And announcing a baptism of repentance the way of forgiveness of sin' is an interesting rendering in view of our earlier discussion (under GNB) of the exegetical possibilities of this compact clause. In Bahasa Indonesia eij" could have been translated literally by untuk.
Verse 5 TL supplies a classifier negeri before 'Jerusalem'—but negeri in modern Indonesian means 'state' or 'country' not 'city'.

Verse 7 TL renders καὶ ἐκηρύσσεν λέγων by 'so he taught people, saying' a surprising rendering of κηρύσσω.

Verse 9 TL supplies a classifier tanah 'land of' before Galilee.

Verse 11 TL makes another concession to natural Indonesian by rendering 'Thou has heard a voice from heaven saying...'

Another section heading follows for verses 12-13 Iblis Mentjobai Tuhan Jesus—'Satan Tempts the Lord Jesus'.

Verse 12 TL renders καὶ εἶθος by 'At that time also Pada masa itu djuga thus providing a suitable natural equivalent for the ST's narrative marker.

A new section heading is provided for verses 14-45: Pekerdisjan Tuhan Jesus ditanah Galilea —'The Work of the Lord Jesus in the land of Galilee'.

Verses 14-15 The translation of these two verses is fairly literal. But mindful of the exegetical issues already raised it is worth noting that the Indjil Allah would most naturally imply 'God's gospel'. Waktunya sudah sampai, keradjaan Allah sudah dekat back translated into English reads: 'The time has already arrived, the kingdom of God is already near.' The note of fulfilment of the divine promise is not as strong as in those translations which give full value to πληρωμα.

In summary the TL rendering of Mark 1:1-15 is a FC translation with less archaic language than the TL Old Testament and with more concessions to naturalness in narrative flow than the RSV.

Terjemahan Baru (1974)(TB)
The TB's title is reduced to Injil Markus —'Gospel of Mark'.

Format
There are now nine section headings for the chapters instead of TL's three headings. Some cross references are included but these are placed immediately after the section headings rather than after each verse (as in TL).
Translation
There is a section heading *Yohanes Pembaptis* for 1:1-8

TB makes the first verse a complete sentence. Unlike TL it does not separate verse 2 from verse 1 thus obscuring the function of verse 1 as a heading.

Verse 2  The classifier *kitab* 'book' is retained before *nabi isaja* but 'Look' replaces 'Truly' as the literal rendering of ἴδε ὦ.

Verse 4a  This verse is assumed to be original in the ST so, unlike TL, the participle is treated as a title *Yohanes Pembaptis*.

Verse 4b  Nida's recommended paraphrase appears as it had already done in the TEV NT (1966) so the condensed summary of John's preaching is replaced by direct speech: 'Repent and give yourself to be baptized and God will forgive your sin(s)'. This is startling evidence of Nida's influence in what would be considered an FC version.

Verses 5-8  follow the Greek closely. Though the renderings of the Greek connective καὶ are flexible and natural.

Verses 9-11  There is a section heading: *Yesus Dibaptis Yohanes*.

TB follows the Greek of verses 9-11 closely. However like the TL before it, TB inserts the classifiers 'land of Galilee' and 'river Jordan'.

Verses 12-13  Another section heading introduces these verses: *Pencobaan di padang gurun*—'Temptation in the Desert'. The TB follows the Greek (and TL) closely. The translation of εἰκδιάλεγεν by 'led' *memimpin* is rather weak.

Verses 14-15  are introduced by the section heading *Yesus tampil di Galilea*—'Jesus appears in Galilee'.

The wording of the TB is not significantly different from TL except that Waktunya telah genap has replaced Waktunya sudah sampai. *Genap* means 'fulfilled' and so captures the force of πεπλήρωται much better.
Bahasa Indonesia Sehari-hari (1985)(BIS)

Format

The format of BIS follows that of GNB closely though the title is a little more fulsome: 'The Good News Which was Conveyed by Mark'—Kabar Baik Yang Disampaikan oleh Markus.

There is an Introduction and Outline of Contents which is a straight translation of that in the GNB. Some readers might well assume the Introduction is an integral part of the Gospel according to Mark.

The section headings are also identical with the seven headings of GNB except that verses 9-13, 'The Baptism and Temptation of Jesus' (GNB), is split in two in BIS as it had been in TB. The cross references printed under each section heading are those of the GNB.

Translation

In its translation of Mark 1:1-15 BIS is clearly based on GNB and deviates from it in less than a dozen instances.

Verses 1-3  A back translation of the first 3 verses gives us the text of the GNB except in v.2b where BIS has 'This is my messenger' says God, 'I am sending him ahead of you...' etc giving a stronger focus on τὸν ἀγγέλον than GNB or any of the other versions.

Hence the restructuring of verses 1 and 2, the deferring of the translation of ἀρχή, the explanation 'Good News', the replacement of 'it is written' by 'God says', and of 'voice' by 'someone is shouting' etc are all reproduced in the new Indonesian version.

The use of kata Allah in the interpolated 'God says' is most uncomfortable even in modern Indonesian where the Islamic context and hierarchical social heritage means that mortals berkata but God berfirman. This is a point of tension between the ST language which often does not distinguish God's pronouncements from those of humans (except in prophetic formulae) and the demand of naturalness in the RL. Ironically it is the DE version committed to naturalness that offends by not observing a deeply embedded Indonesian convention.

Verse 4  We have noted that the radical restructuring of this verse in the interest of clarity and explicitness as recommended by Nida in his workshops and manuals had
already found its way into TB. BIS builds even further on the GNB paraphrase of the Greek by further interpolations: the phrase 'As it is written' is inserted at the beginning. Then GNB's literal 'baptizing and preaching' is expanded by BIS to 'baptising people and conveying the news from God'. Finally 'thus said John' is added to the end of the verse.

BIS does introduce one improvement in v.4: instead of GNB's 'Turn away from your sins' it reinstates 'repent'—bertobat a word well known not only because of the influence of the earlier versions TL and TB, but again because of its use in Islam.

**Verses 5-8** These verses follow GNB closely. But GNB itself is fairly conservative in its rendering of these verses.

BIS has one improvement—GNB's embarrassed 'many people...went out to hear John' is replaced by 'All people...went to hear John' as in the Greek.

**Verse 9** Likewise GNB's rather free 'Not long afterwards' for ἐν ἐκείναις ταῖς ημέραις BIS improves on with its Pada waktu itu —'At that time'.

For some reason BIS opts for an unnatural active verb to render ἐβαπτίσθη. Indonesian always prefers the passive. It also supplies sungai 'river' before 'Jordan'.

**Verses 10-11** BIS continues to follow GNB but replaces 'a voice came from heaven' with 'the voice of God said' (again using kata rather than firman) a gratuitous change.

**Verses 12-13** BIS inserts Allah after roh 'spirit'—a defensible clarification in the Indonesian context. BIS's rendering of διηκόνων by melayani 'served' is better than GNB's 'helped'.

**Verses 14-15** Verse 14 is a straight translation of GNB including the reference to imprisonment. In verse 15 BIS goes a bit wild. It fails completely to render πεπλήρωται ὁ καιρός though the reading has overwhelming MSS support. It then replaces GNB's 'The kingdom of God is near' with 'God will immediately begin to reign'—Allah segera akan mulai memerintah an extraordinary rendering of ηγγικεν ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ.
Summary

Our examination of the fate of Mark 1:1-15 in two dynamic equivalent translations, the English GNB and the Indonesian Alkitab BIS, has illustrated the outworking of two DE principles: the need for explicitness in translation and the priority of conveying the 'meaning' of the ST rather than its formal features.

Thus when we read in 1:14 that Jesus only begins his preaching ministry after the Baptist has been 'handed over' we are not surprised that GNB and BIS feel the need to explain that \( \pi \alpha \rho \alpha \delta \iota \delta \omicron \mu \eta \) here means 'put into prison'. The DE approach certainly clarifies things by eliminating the ambivalence in the ST. But has it really conveyed the meaning? Why does Mark use an unqualified \( \pi \alpha \rho \alpha \delta \iota \delta \omicron \mu \eta \) here? It could well be that this indeterminate expression has been used deliberately, for instance to underline the association between Jesus and John.

We have noted how the DE approach leads often to a drastic restructuring. Verse 4, so often quoted by Nida in his advocacy of explicitness and naturalness, receives radical expansion. In the ST there are 13 Greek words. To translate them the RSV uses 17 words, the TL 14, the TB 18, but the GNB uses 27.

As a matter of interest the Malay NT Berita Baik Untuk Manusia Moden (1976) differs from the Indonesian BIS in two respects. Firstly it distinguishes the speaking of God from that of man. Secondly it gives Jesus the title 'Rabbi' rather than Tuhan apparently out of sensitivity to the Islamic context. This leads to problems in Romans 10 where Tuhan is retained in the quote from Isaiah (v.13) but not in the required confession of faith in (v.9).

It might be supposed that in a Gospel narrative attention to the formal features of the ST is not as important as in more poetic sections of the Bible. Such a view is false. Modern commentators are increasingly aware of the deliberateness of the arrangement and vocabulary of Biblical narrative. Thus Mark 1:1-15 as a whole carefully sets the scene for the action which is to follow. For the participants Jesus is an enigma. But the readers are provided with a superscription in 1:1 that gives them the interpretative keys denied to the main players until very much later in the plot: 'The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ Son of God'.

Thus, as Robert Fowler has pointed out, there is never any question of a 'Messianic Secret' for the reader of the gospel in which these opening verses provide the
cornerstone of irony in Mark.\textsuperscript{11} These verses establish at the outset both the prophetic context and the eschatological orientation of all that follows. Not surprisingly they are heavy with allusive language. We have mentioned παραδίδωμι, ὁπίσω μου (1:7 cf. 8:34) is another significant phrase. That John is a type of Elijah will later be made explicit for the narrative's characters but the linguistic allusions from 2 Kings 1:8 are already present in verse 6 for the reader's advantage.

In summary, to extract the 'message' from the forms in which it is embedded and to press it in natural English is not as easy as DE theory assumes. It often misses the intertextual connections which contribute to the meaning of the ST. We shall reflect later on the replication of the natural English renderings of the GNB in the Indonesian BIS.

\textsuperscript{11} R. Fowler, 'Loaves and Fishes': The Function of the Feeding Stories in the Gospel of Mark', SBLDS 54 (Chico CA: Scholars Press, 1981) 159
TEXT 6 ROMANS 3:21-26

Introduction
The Epistle to the Romans is the Apostle Paul’s most influential work. The body of the letter (1:16—15:13) is a compelling treatise on the ‘gospel of God’, for which he has been personally set apart. As the Jewish apostle, dramatically called to take to the Gentile world the message of the fulfilment of God’s promises to Abraham in the person of Jesus the Messiah, Paul feels keenly all the tensions involved in ‘to the Jew first, but also to the Greek’ (Rom 1:16). This is the theme he addresses in Romans along with the questions concerning the righteousness and faithfulness of God, the future of Israel and the significance of the law.\(^\text{12}\)

Paul’s purpose in writing such a substantial exposition to a group of people that he did not in the main know has been a question of unending scholarly debate. However, the reasons that he indicates in his introduction (1:1-15) and conclusion (15:14ff) provide a sufficient general idea of his motivation. He is the apostle to the Gentiles. They come naturally under his umbrella. He is keen to expound his gospel to them. Not least, having completed his missionary task in the north eastern Mediterranean region, he seeks their support for his planned extension west to Spain. What better base could he look for than Rome itself?

Although Paul had no detailed knowledge of the situation in Rome, chapter 16 (assuming its authenticity) shows that the apostle had natural contacts with many households both Jewish and Gentile. The issues he addressed were real ones both within the Jewish community and among proselytes. Likewise the ethical teaching and guidelines for fellowship, found in chapters 12-15 reflected pastoral wisdom distilled from his experience of planting ‘mixed’ churches in other centres.

There is no doubt that 3:21-26 is a key passage in the letter: ‘The importance of 3:21-26 within the broader argument of Paul’s letter to the Romans is almost universally affirmed. The section has constantly attracted designations like ‘thesis paragraph’ because it stands at the heart of a sustained theological discourse.’\(^\text{13}\)


The Greek Text

Romans 3:21-26 is a central passage in the development of Paul's argument about the righteousness of God. We are alerted to its significance by the re-emergence of two key terms from the statement of theme in 1:17 viz. δικαιοσύνη—3:21, 22, 25, 26; and πίστεως—3:22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31. Yet this passage also echoes themes from the intervening chapters: the relation of God's righteousness to the Law (3:21 cf 2:12-29; 3:10-20), the impartiality of God's dealings with humanity (3:22 cf 2:6-11; 3:19), the universality of human sin (3:23 cf 3:9, 19) and the underlying exigence of the vindication of God seen in 3:1-9 is highlighted again in 3:25-26.

Thus what Paul now states about the saving work of Christ capitalizes on the cumulative effect of his treatment to 3:20.

The Greek text of Rom 3:21-26 has no major textual problems.

Verse 22 There is some meagre MSS support for ἐνὶ πάντας instead of ἐλς πάντας. The Textus Receptus (1565-1611) actually combined the two readings following a later Western and Byzantine tradition, but the simple ἐλς πάντας is probably the original reading.

Verse 25 Our text brackets the article in διὰ τῆς πίστεως reflecting variety in the MSS tradition. However, the article may well be original as it is later in verses 30 and 31. It would also function here as a back reference to διὰ πίστεως Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ in verse 22.
Verse 26 Some MSS add Χριστῷ after Ἰησοῦ. This could be a natural scribal addition.

THE ENGLISH VERSIONS

RSV 1952

21 But now the righteousness of God has been manifested apart from law, although the law and the prophets bear witness to it, 22 the righteousness of God through faith in Jesus Christ for all who believe. For there is no distinction; 23 since all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God, 24 they are justified by his grace, through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, 25 whom God put forward as an expiation by his blood, to be received by faith. This was to show God's righteousness, because in his divine forbearance he had passed over former sins; 26 it was to prove at the present time that he himself is righteous and that he justifies him who has faith in Jesus.

GNB 1976

How God Puts Us Right with Him

21 But now God's way of putting people right with himself has been revealed. It has nothing to do with law, even though the Law of Moses and the prophets gave their witness to it. 22 God puts people right through their faith in Jesus Christ. God does this to all who believe in Christ, because there is no difference at all: 23 everyone has sinned and is far away from God's saving presence. 24 But by the free gift of God's grace all are put right with him through Christ Jesus, who sets them free. 25-26 God offered him, so that by his death he should become the means by which people's sins are forgiven through their faith in him. God did this in order to demonstrate that he is righteous. In the past he was patient and overlooked people's sins; but in the present time he deals with their sins, in order to demonstrate his righteousness. In this way God shows that he himself is righteous and that he puts right everyone who believes in Jesus.

The Revised Standard Version (1952)(RSV)
The interpreter of Romans 3:21-26 is faced with a series of difficult lexical, grammatical, discourse and theological decisions.

Lexically the RSV translates concordantly a number of key terms whose precise meaning continues to be a matter of dispute among commentators: δικαιοσύνη,
δικαιός, ἀπολύτρωσις, ἱλαστήριον, αἷμα, δόξα, πίστις, νόμος. This means that it tends to carry over into English some of the ambiguities, obscurities and probably meaning potential of the ST.

Grammatical questions concern the precise relationship of the words in the two genitive form phrases, δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ in verses 21 and 22 and πίστεως Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ in v. 22 and v.26. It is not immediately clear whether the force of the genitives is subjective, objective, or both, or something else. In the former RSV simply reproduces 'the righteousness of God'. Its rendering 'faith in Jesus Christ' clearly opts for an objective understanding of the genitive.

At the syntactic and discourse level RSV preserves the transition in Paul's argument signalled by the initial νῦν δὲ (v.21) while retaining the link with v. 20 revealed in the repeated negative—positive reference to law:

v.20 righteous not by the works of the law...
    through the law knowledge of sin

v.21 righteous apart from the law...but
    witnessed to by the law

Verses 22-26 The relationship between successive phrases and clauses is not always obvious. Whereas these were simply translated literally in the KJV, the RSV seeks to make the passage more manageable in English by replacing a participle by a verb in v.24 'they are justified', by commencing a new sentence in v.25 'this was to show God's righteousness...', and by replacing a prepositional phrase with a full clause in v.26!

In its restructuring of v.25 the RSV does lose the third of a threefold epanaphora, preserved in the KJV, and so arguably obscures the structure of this key passage. It could be represented as follows:

But now the righteousness of God has been revealed
through the faithfulness of Christ
    (for everyone who believes...);
through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus
    (whom God purposed as a λαστήριον);
through (the) faith(fulness) in his blood.

14 D.A. Campbell, *The Rhetoric of Righteousness in Romans 3:21-26*, (Sheffield; JSOT 65, 1992) 95
The Good News Bible (1976)(GNB)

We shall again print the RSV and GNB alongside each other verse by verse to better note the distinctive qualities of the GNB.

GNB

3:21 But now God’s way of putting people right with himself has been revealed. It has nothing to do with law, even though the Law of Moses and the prophets gave their witness to it.

RSV

But now the righteousness of God has been manifested apart from law, although the law and the prophets bear witness to it,

The GNB breaks the verse into two sentences, paraphrases 'righteousness of God' and 'apart from law', and inserts 'of Moses' after 'Law' (capitalized). Hence this verse in the GNB has 34 over against the RSV’s 22 words.

δικαίος ὁ θεός: Exegetes have provided various interpretations of this key phrase (cf. 1:17):

e.g. (a) 'the righteous standing that God gives'
(b) 'the righteous character of God'
(c) 'the righteous activity that comes from God'\(^{15}\)

GNB cuts the Gordian knot and apparently opts for (c) 'God’s way of putting men right with himself'. NB: the 1979 edition changed 'men' (the supplied object) to a less sexist 'people'.

χωρίς νόμου is rendered rather freely 'It has nothing to do with law'. This together with its deferred appearance in the translation distorts the antithesis of the two νόμος phrases in this verse which as we have seen link it with the parallel antithesis in verse 20.

The interpolation 'of Moses' after 'law' is gratuitous. The phrase 'law of Moses', though rare in Paul, is common in the Gospels (and in the Apocryphal writings).

GNB, however, like RSV, retains the 'witness' of the law and the Prophets cf the imagery of the law court in verses 19-20.

---

3:22 God puts people right through their faith in Jesus Christ. God does this to all who believe in Christ, because there is no difference at all:

The repetition of δικαιοσύνη ἰησοῦ θεοῦ anticipates a further explanation of the phrase. The addition of δὲ underlines this (cf. 9:30; 1 Cor 2:6). The GNB rendering again supplies a verb and an object to make explicit its interpretation. Like the RSV (but not KJV) the GNB also clarifies that the genitive is objective: 'through faith in Jesus Christ.' The ST διὰ πίστεως Ιησοῦ Χριστοῦ is in fact ambiguous. The genitive could be subjective, or possessive or even generally descriptive (e.g. 'Christian faith').

Which grammatical interpretation we choose is also influenced by our understanding of the meaning of the noun πίστεις. Does the sense of the noun correspond to that of the active and intransitive forms of the verb πιστεύω ('I believe', 'trust') or does it mean 'faithfulness', 'reliability', 'firmness'?

Nevitably one's theological understanding of Paul's total argument will also be significant. Is the apostle focussing here on the work of Christ, or the human response, or both as G. Herbert, K. Barth and T. Torrance have maintained?

It is not my purpose to argue here concerning the general thrust of Paul's usages of πίστεις Χριστοῦ, but on the basis of comparison of the eight main occurrences (Gal 2:16, 20; 3:22; Rom 3:22, 26; Phil 3:9; and Ephes 3:12) and of Paul's immediate thesis in Romans, a subjective understanding is plausible. Furthermore, the term πίστεις in the LXX and extra Biblical Greek seems to have the sense of 'reliability', 'faithfulness' or 'pledge' (rather than 'faith' or 'trust'), a reading which commends itself in other parts of the NT (e.g. the many occurrences in 1 and 2 Thessalonians; cf Mark 11:22, James 2:1; Rev 2:13; 14:12; Phil 3:9; Ephes 3:11).

In the immediate context of Rom 3:21-26 a non-objective understanding of πίστεις Χριστοῦ is surely a live option. The chapter has begun with an assertion of the πίστεις θεοῦ over against the unfaithfulness of His people. Then, in the midst of that divine operation whereby 'the righteousness of God' is brought to bear for guilty Jews

---


and Greeks, the faithfulness of Jesus Christ has been manifested to those who believe. Christ's faithfulness to death itself makes possible an atoning sacrifice that redeems lost men and women. This is God's way of righting wrong.

'to all who believe in Christ' GNB supplies an object v.12 'in Christ' to what was probably a standard self designation of the first disciples.

The emphatic use of πάντας balances the repeated 'all/every' in verses 19-20 and 23.

Verses 23-26 in the Greek are one sentence. GNB breaks it up into six sentences.

3:23 everyone has sinned and is far away from God's saving presence. GNB's 'Everyone has sinned' is unfortunate in that πάντας—'all'—links this statement with the 'alls' in 3:4, 9, 12, 19, 20.

Likewise 'is far away from God's saving presence' obliterates the δόξα motif in Romans (cf 1:23 and 8:18-21). The allusion is to Adam's fall which resulted in his forfeiting the glory of God. Commentators have drawn attention to a tradition of Jewish reflection on Adam's loss of the glory of God and its eventual restoration, reflected in the intertestamental writings.18

3:24 But by the free gift of God's grace all are put right with him through Christ Jesus, who sets them free. GNB renders verse 24 by a complete restructured sentence. The passive participle of δικαιοβω is rendered 'all are put right'. 'All' is interpolated as is 'God's.'

The verb has already appeared three times (at 2:13; 3:4, 20) while its related noun form has appeared four times (1:17; 3:5, 21, 22). We can assume a law court analogy.

'through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus' (RSV) has become 'through Christ Jesus who sets them free'.

The traditional salvation term 'redemption' is thus replaced by a verbal construction. This is regrettable in that while the sense of 'emancipation' or 'liberation' may be

18 J. Dunn, Romans 1-8, (Dallas: Word Books, 1988) 168
uppermost, one could not rule out the component of 'ransom' found in contemporary usage particularly in view of Paul's teaching elsewhere about believers being bought with a price (cf 1 Cor 6:20; 7:23; Gal 3:13; 4:5) as well as other NT references (Mk 10:45; Mat 20:28; Act 20:28; 1 Tim 2:6; 1 Pet 1:18f; 2 Peter 2:1; and Rev 5:9). It is highly likely, too, from the use of ἀντιπόν vocabulary in the LXX that the OT motif of God as Israel's redeemer from Egyptian slavery also lies behind Paul's usage.19

**GNB**

3:25-26 God offered him, so that by his death he should become the means by which people's sins are forgiven through their faith in him. God did this in order to demonstrate that he is righteous. In the past he was patient and overlooked people's sins; but in the present time he deals with their sins, in order to demonstrate his righteousness. In this way God shows that he himself is righteous and that he puts right everyone who believes in Jesus.

**RSV**

whom God put forward as an expiation by his blood, to be received by faith. This was to show God's righteousness, because in his divine forbearance he had passed over former sins; it was to prove at the present time that he himself is righteous and that he justifies him who has faith in Jesus.

The GNB rendering of Paul's sacrificial terminology in ὃν προέβεβλε ὁ θεὸς ἱλαστήριον δίὰ πίστεως ἐν τῷ αὐτοῦ αἴματι is unsatisfactory.

The verb probably should be translated 'set forth' rather than 'intended' (pace Cranfield20). The public nature of Christ's shameful execution is reflected in Acts 5:30; 10:39; Gal 3:1. This is in contrast with the private manipulation of blood in the Holy of Holies on the Day of Atonement.

ἱλαστήριον is almost exclusively an LXX word, used 21 times in Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers for the lid of the ark of the covenant, 'the mercy seat'. It is used here metaphorically. Traditionally it has been translated 'propitiation' or 'expiation'. Paul's exposition to this point implies a turning aside of God's wrath. But the passage presents God as the offerer rather than the beneficiary of the sacrifice.

By deciding to paraphrase the metaphor GNB reduces the shock value of the expression and severs the connection with the Temple cultus. Likewise the replacement of 'blood' by 'death' removes the association of 'the blood of sacrifice'.

---


which Paul's readers would have known was the crucial part of the ritual, not least in the Day of Atonement sin offering (Lev 16 cf Heb 9:11-14; 1 Pet 1:19; Mark 14:24).

dia πίστεως GNB renders 'through their faith in him'. But as argued above it is more likely that pivsti" refers to Christ's faithfulness in death. How can human faith demonstrate God's righteousness? This interpretation also obviates the need to separate pivsti" from 'in his blood' which modern commentators feel compelled to do.

eis endeixivn tis dikaiosynhs autou The RSV's 'This was to show his righteousness' is preferable because it does not lock up the reader to one interpretation e.g. 'God's own righteousness' (so GNB) or the alternate 'righteous status given by God'.

GNB fails to note the significance of the structure of verses 25c-26c in the Greek.

It is helpful to have these two parallel purpose constructions set out

eis endeixivn tis dikaiosynhs autou
dia tivn paireivn tivn progegonontan amartumaton
en tiv anoxhiv toiv theou
pros tivn endeixivn tis dikaiosynhes autou
en tiv vnav kairoph.

Actually GNB does twice reproduce 'in order to demonstrate...' but translates the two following uses of dikaiosynh theou differently.

GNB restructures verses 25 and 26 in the interests of natural English. Thus following on the RSV 'God...was patient' is brought forward from verse 26 and 'he deals with men's sins' is interpolated into verse 26 'as a transitional device to make explicit the relation between the last part of verse 25 and the first part of verse 26'.

Nida does not like latinate vocabulary, so in verse 26c 'just' and 'justifier' are replaced by 'righteous' and 'puts right' which is a fair exchange, and in fact superior to the RSV's mixed rendering 'righteous' and 'justifies'.

In translating tivn ek pistewc Ihsous GNB makes even more explicit RSV's earlier interpretation by rendering this 'everyone who believes in Jesus'. Why did Paul not spell this out if this were his intent? Again I believe the 'faith(fulness)' referred to is that of Jesus and that a subjective genitive best fits the context.

---

Summary
As is common in NT teaching passages, the GNB's tendency to paraphrase results in a more verbose rendering of Romans 3:21-26 (174 words against RSV's 121 words).

We are reminded that 'dynamic equivalence' implies more than just contemporary, vernacular language. In practice DE requires that where a word or phrase in the ST may be open to several meanings of nuances one should be chosen and made explicit. An FC translation on the other hand will often retain in the RL the ambivalence of the ST.

In this, our sixth text, we noted that the GNB has followed lines of interpretation already suggested in the RSV but with less concern to preserve ST forms. The most significant result is the dissipation of ST motifs, e.g. δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ, δόξα as well as terminology from the Jewish sacrificial cultus such as ἀπολύτρωσις, ἠλάστηριον and αἵμα.

GNB also followed RSV in interpreting πίστις followed by the genitive to mean 'faith in'. I have suggested that this is both contrary to normal usage and to the argument of Paul in Romans 3:21-26. It is worth reminding ourselves that different languages put different grids on reality. Thus where in English we see a clear meaning distinction between 'belief' on the one hand and 'fidelity' on the other, it could be that for a Greek speaker πίστις covered both or perhaps represented a tertium quid—some sense of 'fixity' or 'firmness' which was suitable for a variety of contexts.
TL 1938/1952

21 Tetapi sekarang dengan tiada bertonat sudah dinjatakan kebenaran Allah, yang disaksikan oleh Torat dan nabi-nabi, (Kis. 10:43) 22 jaitu kebenaran Allah oleh sebab iman kepada Yesus Kristus untuk sekalian orang yang pertiga; karena tiada perbedaan, 23sebab sekaliannya sudah berbuat dosa dan kurang kemuliaan daripada Allah, (aj. 9, 19) 24 sertaa dibenarkan tjar karunia sahadja, dengan anugerah Allah, oleh sebab penebusan yang ada didalam Yesus Kristus, (Ps 5:1; Epes. 2:8) 25 Jang dihadapan Allah mendjadi pendamai dengan djalan iman kepada darahnya, akan menundukkan kebenarannya, sebab dibiarkannya segala dosa yang teradahulu didalam masa pandjang sabar Allah, (Iman. 16:12-13; Ibr. 4:16.) 26 aakan menundukkan kebenarannya itu pada masa ini, bahwa Ia sendiri ada adil, dan Ia membenarkan pula orang jang menaruh iman kepada Yesus.

TB 1974

Manusia dibenarkan karena iman 3:21-31

21 Tetapi sekarang, tanpa hukum Taurat kebenaran Allah telah dinyatakan, seperti yang disaksikan dalam Kitab Taurat dan Kitab-Kitab para nabi, 22 jaitu kebenaran Allah karena iman dalam Yesus Kristus bagi semua orang yang percaya, Sebab tidak ada perbedaan. 23 Karena semua orang telah berbuat dosa dan telah kehilangan kemuliaan Allah, 24 dan oleh kasih karunia telah dibenarkan dengan cuma-cuma karena penebusan dalam Kristus Yesus. 25 Kristus Yesus telah ditentukan Allah menjadi jalan pendamaiam karena iman, dalam darahNya. Hal ini dibuatNya untuk menunjukkan keadilanNya, karena Ia telah membiarkan dosa-dosa yang telah terjadi dahulu pada masa kesarabannY, 26 MaksudNya ialah untuk menunjukkan keadilanNya pada masa ini, supaya nyata, bahwa Ia benar dan juga membenarkan orang yang percaya kepada Yesus.

BIS 1985

Bagaimana Allah memungkinkan manusia berbaik
dengan dia

21 Tetapi sekarang Allah sudah menunjukkan jalan bagaimana manusia berbaik dengan dia; dan caranya itu tidak ada sangkut pautnya dengan hukum agama Yahudi. Buku-buku Musa dan buku-buku nabi-nabi justru menyatakan hal itu, 22 bahwa Allah memungkinkan manusia berbaik dengan dia, hanya kalau manusia percaya kepada Yesus Kristus. Allah berbuat ini untuk semua orang yang percaya kepada Kristus; sebab tidak ada perbedaannya: 23 Semua orang sudah berdosa dan jauh dari Allah yang hendak menyelamatkan mereka. 24 Hanya karena rahmat Allah saja yang diberikan dangan cuma-cuma, hubungan manusia dengan Allah menjadi baik kembali; caranya ialah: manusia dibebaskan oleh Kristus Yesus. 25 Allah mengurbankan Kristus Yesus supaya dengan kematiannya itu manusia dinyatakan bebas dari kesalahan kalau mereka percaya kepadanya. Allah berbuat begitu untuk menunjukkan keadilannya. Sebab pada masa yang lampau Allah sudah berlaku sabar terhadap dosa-dosa manusia, sehingga ia tidak menghukum mereka. 26 Tetapi sekarang ia bertindak terhadap dosa
untuk membuktikan keadilannya. Dengan cara itu ia menunjukkan bahwa dirinya benar; dan setiap orang yang percaya kepada Yesus, dinyatakannya sebagai orang yang sudah berbaik kembali dengan Allah.

Alkitab Terjemahan Lama (1938/1952)(TL)
It is always of interest to read the TL because it often preserves Dutch traditions of exegesis not espoused in the British or American schools.

The sub-title given to our passage reads 'God Reveals His Righteousness Because of Faith' *Allah menyatakan kebenarannja oleh sebab iman*. The 'because' comes as a surprise in a translation emanating from the Reformed tradition!

TL is a similar translation to the RSV. It preserves key motifs and terminology from the ST, e.g. *kebenaran Allah* 'righteousness of God', *kemuliaan* 'glory', *penelusus* 'redemption', *torat* 'law', *darah* 'blood'.

Three differences from the RSV are found in verse 25:
a) Instead of 'whom God put forward' we find 'whom in the presence of God'—*Jang dihadapan Allah* …
b) Instead of 'as an expiation' TL has 'became a peacemaker'—*mendjadi pendamai*
c) Instead of RSV's rather free 'by his blood, to be received by faith' TL has 'by the way of faith in his blood'—*dengan djalan iman kepada darahnya*, which preserves the order of the Greek.

With regard to Paul's general play on the δικαίος word group, this is faithfully reproduced in the Malay-Indonesian TL. The adjective used is *benar*, the noun *kebenaran*, the verb *membenarkan*. The only exception to this concordant translation of the Greek word group in the TL is in verse 26 where the adjective δικαίος is rendered by *adil* 'just' rather than *benar* which more usually means 'true' than 'just'.

Alkitab Terjemahan Baru (1976)(TB)
The sub-title is almost as strange as that of TL 'Mankind is justified because of faith'—*Manusia dibenarkan karena iman*. The 'because of faith' is repeated in verse 22.

The language of TB is typically more free flowing and contemporary. Key motifs and terms are retained as in TL and the same renderings of these are used as in TL. With regard to the translation of the δικαίος word group there are some changes: *benar
replaces *adil* in verse 26 to restore the word play of the Greek lost in TL, but, then strangely *adil* unexpectedly replaces *benar* in the noun form (v.12 *keadilan*) in verses 25 and 26a.

**Verse 25** is now broken up into 2 sentences.

The first now reads 'Christ Jesus has been appointed by God to become the way of peace/reconciliation because of faith, in his blood' which follows the Greek order but removes the connection between 'faith' and 'in his blood'. The 'because of faith' did attract some criticism when TB was published but, as we have seen, the tradition was already in TL.

Both TB and TL like RSV promoted 'in God's forbearance' from the beginning of verse 26 to the end of verse 25.

TB provides the classifier *kitab* 'book' and its plural before both 'the Law' and 'the prophets'.


The title is a virtual translation of that in GNB (and preferable to that of TL and TB!) 'How God puts mankind right with Him'.

We are immediately aware of the DE tendency to expand and explain didactic passages. TL had 106 words, TB 113 words, but BIS takes 173 words to render the 99 Greek words in the ST.

Following the example of GNB, BIS paraphrases key terms δικαιοσύνη θεος, δόξα and even νόμος (which GNB retained), as well as eliminating the sacrificial figures in verse 25: ἀπολύτρωσις, ἱλαστηρίον, αἵμα are all paraphrased.

In fact BIS is more free than GNB. The 'law' in verse 21 becomes 'laws of the Jewish religion'. TB had inserted the classifier *kitab* before 'the law' and 'the prophets'. This is now replaced in BIS with 'books of Moses and books of the prophets'. The play on 'law' disappears and the classifier *buku* is irreverent in an Islamic society.

BIS reads as a translation of GNB rather than of the ST, with occasional independent flourishes such as the interpolation at the end of verse 25 'such that he did not punish them' in addition to the GNB's interpolation at the beginning of verse 26 'But in the
present time he deals with their sins’ which BIS faithfully reproduces! On checking the UBS Translators Handbook on Romans one finds that the translator is urged to put such explanations into the translation of verses 26 and 27 to make clear that ‘God is concerned with men’s sins’.22

Summary
We see once again the remarkable influence of Nida and the GNB on the Indonesian DE version BIS such that the observations made above on GNB are again apt for BIS. The striking feature of this modern Indonesian translation, however, is that it is more influenced by its Western model (GNB) than by sensitivity to the Indonesian context. Thus the disappearance of sacrificial terminology in Romans 3:25 along with other terms (not least δεινος and νομος) fails to recognize not only their centrality in the ST but also their naturalness in the Indonesian context where the Islamic religious milieu takes for granted familiarity with animal sacrifice, 'law', and the concept of 'glory'.

TEXT 7  REVELATION 20

Introduction: The Genre Of Revelation
The past century has seen the emergence of a bewildering variety of critical tools for Biblical scholarship: form and redaction criticism, canon criticism, social scientific analysis, lexical semantics, literary criticism etc. One of the more recent and important disciplines is genre criticism.

From one point of view genre criticism is hardly new. From the earliest centuries readers of the NT have recognized that it comprises four different types of books which cannot be approached in identical ways: the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the Letters and Revelation. Only recently, however, has there been self-conscious reflection on the literary character of the different Scripture genres and their relationship to similar non-canonical works within their Jewish or Greco-Roman contexts.¹

Thus there are no other biographies quite like the Gospels. Yet Luke 1:1-14 alerts us to links with contemporary Greco-Roman histories. With regard to the Epistles Adolf Deissmann’s study of Egyptian papyri and his twofold classification of ‘real’ and ‘non-real’ letters stimulated subsequent studies which tended to analyze the Letters functionally or rhetorically.

Revelation is a work that calls out for genre criticism. Formally it shares the features of prophecy, apocalyptic and letter.

Traditionally the book has been primarily studied as prophecy with fiercely different schools of interpretation emerging along temporal (preterist, historicist, idealist and futurist) and millennial (premillennial, amillennial) lines. This prophetic approach has often encouraged the reading of the Apocalypse in terms of current events down through the centuries. Hal Lindsey’s best-selling book The Late Great Planet Earth ² published in the 1970s is a salutary recent example. The imagery of Revelation is of such an archetypal nature as to fit well with world events in many eras.³

Despite the unique place that Revelation occupies in the Canon of Scripture this does not mean that it is without literary counterparts from which helpful insights can be

² H. Lindsey with C.C. Carlson, The Late Great Planet Earth; (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 1970 & Melbourne: S John Bacon, 1972)
derived. Within the first five verses of his prologue John provides three different categories to describe his work. ‘Αποκάλυψις—'revelation' is the first word John writes and 'apocalyptic' has become the term most commonly used to describe the class of writings with which it is seen to be related. In verse 3 John goes on to describe his work as a 'prophecy'. Then in verse 4 (cf. v.11) he proceeds as though he is composing a letter that is intended to be read in church like those of the Apostle Paul. The subsequent letters to the seven churches in chapters 2-3 and the conclusion (22:6ff cf Col 4:16) underline this purpose. Before the NT writers we find that the letter had become established in Greek literature as a form of instruction used by philosophers, moralists, physicians etc. It is not surprising therefore that the Apostle Paul and the other NT writers adopted this convention to their own purposes.

To call the Revelation of John 'apocalyptic' is strictly speaking tautologous, but it is a convenient way of stressing that the composition is not completely sui generis. There is in fact a genre of revelatory literature, particularly Jewish literature such as Daniel 7-12, 4 Ezra, 2 Baruch, the Apocalypse of Peter, and the Apocalypse of John the Theologian.

In the Old Testament, prophecy addressed the historical covenant relationship between God and Israel which was breached or maintained within history and whose fulfilment was envisaged in strictly historical terms. But the apocalyptic movement, emerging from a prophetic matrix, fed on the pessimistic conditions in the immediate post-exilic period, displaying an increasing indifference to the historical arena as the place from which divine action would come. Coupled with this extra-mundane preoccupation, one finds increasing use of myth, particularly ancient Near East creation myths to focus on the principalities and powers in heavenly places. Recent studies have concentrated on the social function of Revelation.

However, it is imperative that the Revelation of John not be forced to conform to some arbitrary construct drawn up on the basis of a diverse group of writings. As Leon Morris has pointed out, Revelation differs from 'typical apocalypses' in that a) it frequently refers to itself as a prophecy b) includes prophetic calls for repentance c) is not pseudonymous d) is pervaded by optimism e) does not retrace past history in the guise of prophecy f) has a realized eschatology g) has little angelic interpretation and h) affirms that the Messiah has already come and made atonement.

---

4 cf W.J. Dumbrell, 'Daniel 7 and the Function of OT Apocalyptic', *RTR* 34 (1975), 16-23.
5 e.g. 'Early Christian Apocalypticism: General Social Setting', *Semeia* 36 (1986).
Our interpretation of Revelation must not be primarily determined by external factors (e.g., Greek drama, imperial games, paschal liturgy) but by the inner structure of the book. Having asserted the preeminence of the formal features of the book, however, one must quickly admit that no scholarly consensus has been reached.

On the one hand there are those who expound the septenary or seven-fold structure. Thus A.Y. Collins provides the following outline.\(^7\)

1. Prologue 1:1-8
2. The seven messages 1:9-3:22
3. The seven seals 4:1-8:5
4. The seven trumpets 8:2-11:19
5. Seven unnumbered visions 12:1-15:4
6. The seven bowls 15:5-16:21
   Babylon appendix 17:1-19:10
7. Seven unnumbered visions 19:11-21:8
   Jerusalem appendix 21:9-22:5
8. Epilogue 22:6-21

On the other hand Schussler-Fiorenza detects a chiastic structure:\(^8\)

A  Prologue 1:1-8
B  Inaugural vision and letter septet 1:9-3:22
C  Seven-sealed scroll vision 4:1-9:21; 11:15-19
D  Small prophetic scroll 10:1-15:4
C' Seven-sealed scroll vision, continued 14:1,5-19:10
B' Visions of judgement and salvation 19:11-22:9

The interpreter of Revelation does face a hermeneutical minefield. But commonsense reminds us that the book would have been intelligible to its original addressees. Beasley-Murray likens the writer to a modern political cartoonist.\(^9\) For us, many of the creatures and situations sound grotesque. But just as the modern cartoonists might use the Russian bear, the Chinese dragon and the British lion, so the original readers of Revelation would have recognized the symbols and caricatures that portrayed the

---


contemporary political forces and spiritual powers, just as the readers of Daniel 7 would have recognized the monsters that emerge from the sea as variants of Tiamat the sea monster that defied heaven. So John makes free use of conventional material both prophetic and apocalyptic.

As the vision of the Lord in chapter 1 introduces the seven letters, so the vision of God and the Lamb in chapters 4-5 introduces the main body of the book occupying a crucial position in its structure and the key to its theology. There follows a sequence of events that lead to the unveiling of the final kingdom (chapters 6-19). It is probable that the three sequences of messianic judgements portrayed in the symbolism of seals, trumpets and cups of wrath are to be understood as parallel and alternative descriptions rather than a chronological series of events leading to the parousia.

The only other comment to be made on the structure of the book is the repetition of the phrase 'in the Spirit'. Each of the four occurrences of this stock phrase is in a context where a heavenly intermediary enters the narrative. On each occasion the prophet is in a different place:

1:10-11 on Patmos
4:1-2 in heaven
17:1-3 in a wilderness
21:9-10 on a great, high mountain

Revelation Chapter 20

The choice of this chapter in Revelation was arbitrary. I am aware that 'it has been the paradise of cranks and fanatics on the one hand and literalists on the other'. I am not aware of any treatment of it in The Bible Translator or other UBS publications.

GREEK TEXT

20 Καὶ ἐδωκέν τῷ ἄγγελῳ καταβαίνοντα ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ ἔχοντα τὴν κλείν τῆς ἀβύσσου καὶ ἀλοιφὴν μεγάλην ἐπὶ τὴν χεῖρα σαυτοῦ. 2 καὶ ἔκρατησεν τὸν δράκοντα, ὁ δὲ ὁ ἄρχων, τῆς ἐστιν ἀνάβαλος καὶ ὁ Σατανᾶς καὶ ἔδησεν σαυτὸν χίλια ἐτῶν καὶ

---

ξαλείν ἀτὸν εἰς τὴν ἅβυσσον καὶ ἐκλεισεν καὶ ἐσφράγισεν ἕπανω ἀτόου, ἤνα μὴ πλανήσῃ ἢ ὑπὸ τὸ ἔθνη ἄχρι τελεσθῇ ἢ ἡ χίλια ἡτή. 5 μετὰ ταῦτα δείκτη ζυθήναι αὐτὸν μικρὸν χρόνον. 4 Καὶ εἶδον θρόνους καὶ ἐκάθισαν ἐπ’ αὐτοὺς καὶ κρίμα ἔδωκεν αὐτοῖς καὶ ἡ τὰς ψυχὰς τῶν πεπελεκισμένων διὰ τὴν μαρτυρίαν Ἰησοῦ καὶ διὰ τὸν λόγον τοῦ Θεοῦ καὶ οἵτινες οὐ προσεκύνησαν τὸ θηρίον ὅσσον τὴν εἰκόνα αὐτοῦ καὶ οὐκ ἔλαβον τὸ χάραγμα ἢ πε τὸ μέτωπον καὶ ἦν τὴν χειρὰ αὐτών καὶ ἐξήσαν καὶ ἐβασίλευσαν μετὰ τοῦ Χριστοῦ χίλια ἡτη. 5οτ οἱ λοιποὶ τῶν νεκρῶν οὐκ ἔξεσαν ἄχρι τελεσθῇ τὰ χίλια ἡτη. 6 ἀτή ἡ ἀνάστασις ἡ πρῶτη. 6 μακάριος καὶ ἁγιός ὁ ἔχων μέρος ἐν τῇ ἀναστάσει τῇ πρώτῃ ἢ τούτων οἱ γενότεροι θάνατος οὐκ ἔχει ἐξουσίαν ἀλλ’ ἐσονται ιερεῖς τοῦ Θεοῦ καὶ τοῦ Χριστοῦ καὶ βασιλεύσουσιν μετ’ αὐτῶν ἢ ταῖς χίλιαι ἡτη. 7καὶ ὅταν τελεσθῇ τὰ χίλια ἡτῆ λυθήσεται ὁ σατανᾶς ἐκ τῆς φυλακῆς αὐτοῦ καὶ ἐξελέφτησει πλανήσατο τὰ ἔθνη ἢ ἐν ταῖς τέσσαρεν γνωσίαις ἢ τῆς γῆς τῶν Γών καὶ τοῦ Μαγών, τοὺς συναγαγείν αὐτοὺς εἰς τὸν πόλεμον, ὅν ὁ ἀριθμὸς αὐτῶν ὡς ἡ ἀμοιβὴ τῆς θαλάσσης. 9 καὶ ἀνέβησαν ἐπί τοῦ πλάτος τῆς γῆς καὶ ἐκκύκλωσαν τὰς παρεμβολὰς τῶν ἄγιον τούτων καὶ τὴν πόλιν τὴν ἡγαμίην, καὶ κατέβη πόρον ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ καὶ κατέφαιναν αὐτοὺς. 10 καὶ ὁ διάβολος ὁ πλανὸς αὐτοὺς ἐβλήθη εἰς τὴν λίμνην τοῦ πυρὸς καὶ θείου ὅπου οὐκ ἐβλήθη καὶ τὸ θηρίον καὶ ὁ ψυχοπρόφητης καὶ βασανισθοῦσαν ἡμέρας καὶ νυκτὸς ἢ τοὺς αἰῶνας τῶν αἰώνων. 11 καὶ εἶδον θρόνους μέγας λευκοὺς καὶ τῶν καθήμενον ἢ π’ αὐτῶν, ὁ ἄπο ὁ ποσιοῦ εὐφυὲν ἢ γῆ καὶ ὁ οὐρανὸς καὶ τῶν σωτηρίων ἐβρήθη αὐτοῖς. 12 καὶ εἶδον τοὺς νεκροὺς, τοὺς μεγάλους καὶ τοὺς μικρούς, ἐστῶτοι ἐνώπιον τοῦ θρόνου καὶ βιβλία ἡνοίχθησαν καὶ ἀλλ’ ἐβιβλίσαν ἤνοιχθη, ὅς ἐστι τῆς χζῆς καὶ ἐκρίθησαν οἱ νεκροὶ ἐκ τῶν γεγραμμένων ἐν τοῖς βιβλίοις κατὰ τὰ ἔργα αὐτῶν. 13 καὶ ἔδωκεν θαλάσσας τοὺς νεκροὺς τοὺς ἐν αὐτῇ καὶ ὁ θάνατος καὶ ὁ ζῶν ἐδωκαν τοὺς νεκροὺς τοὺς ἐν αὐτοῖς καὶ ἐκρίθησαν ἐκαστὸς κατὰ τὰ ἔργα ᾧ αὐτῶν. 14 καὶ ὁ θάνατος καὶ ὁ ζῶν ἐβλήθησαν εἰς τὴν λίμνην τοῦ πυρῶς. 15 οὕς οὕς ὁ θάνατος ὁ δεύτερος ἔστη, ἡ λίμνη τοῦ πυρῶς. 15 καὶ ἔδωκεν θαλάσσας τοὺς νεκροὺς τοὺς ἐν αὐτῇ καὶ ἐκρίθησαν ἐκαστὸς κατὰ τὰ ἔργα ᾧ αὐτῶν.
The Greek Text

R.H. Charles called Revelation 20 'a constant source of unsurmountable difficulty to the exegete' and could see no way to solve the problem except by a radical rearrangement of the text which he proceeded to carry out.\(^{13}\) He expressed amazement at this perceived disorder in the concluding part of Revelation because elsewhere he found 'a structural unity and a steady development of thought from the first chapter to the close of 20:3'.

The 26th edition of Nestle-Aland's Greek NT reminds us that the textual scene and history of the Book of Revelation differ greatly from the rest of the NT writings. There is a relative paucity of early Greek witnesses. It is absent from codex B and poorly represented in \(\text{N} \). So the Textus Receptus merits greater attention than it normally obtains.

However, Charles' lament about the logic of Revelation 20 cannot be blamed on the available Greek text. It is straightforward, however poorly attested (relatively speaking). Hence Metzger's Textual Commentary notes only 3 minor textual variants.

**Verse 2**  \(\hat{o} \, \hat{d} \phi\iota \zeta \, \hat{o} \, \hat{d} \rho \chi \alpha \iota \zeta \zeta o\zeta\) a nominative variant, is preferred over the normal accusative found in the Textus Receptus, since Revelation regularly retains the nominative forms for titles or proper names.

**Verse 6**  there is an even balance between those MSS that have an article before \(\chi\lambda\iota\alpha \, \xi \tau \eta\) and those that do not.

**Verse 9**  [fire came down] 'from heaven' has seven variants e.g. 'from God', 'out of heaven' from God' etc.

RSV 1952

20 Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, holding in his hand the key of the bottomless pit and a great chain. 2And he seized the dragon, that ancient serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years, 3and threw him into the pit, and shut it and sealed it over him, that he should deceive the nations no more, till the thousand years were ended. After that he must be loosed for a little while. 4Then I saw thrones, and seated on them were those to whom judgment was. Also I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for their testimony to Jesus and for the word of God, and who had not worshipped the beast or its image and had not received its mark on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life, and reigned with Christ a thousand years. 5The rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were ended. This is the first resurrection. 6Blessed and holy is he who shares in the first resurrection! Over such the second death has no power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and they reign with him a thousand years.

7And when the thousand years are ended, Satan will be loosed from his prison 8and will come out to deceive the nations which are at the four corners of the earth, that is, Gog and Magog, to gather them for battle; their number is like the sand of the sea.

9And they march up over the broad earth and surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city; but fire came down from heaven and consumed them, 10and the devil who had deceived them was thrown into the lake of fire and brimstone where the beast and the false prophet were, and they will be tormented day and night for ever and ever. 11Then I saw a great white throne and him who sat upon it; from his presence earth and sky fled away, and no place was found for them. 12and I saw the dead, great and small, standing before

GNB 1966/1976

The Thousand Years

20 Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, holding in his hand the key of the abyss and a heavy chain. 2He seized the dragon, that ancient serpent—that is, the Devil, or Satan—and chained him up for a thousand years. 3The angel threw him into the abyss, locked it, and sealed it, so that he could not deceive the nations any more until the thousand years were over. After that he must be let loose for a little while. 4Then I saw thrones, and those who sat on them were given the power to judge. I also saw the souls of those who had been executed because they had proclaimed the truth that Jesus revealed and the word of God. They had not worshipped the beast or its image, nor had they received the mark of the beast on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life and reigned as kings with Christ for a thousand years. 5(The rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were over.) This is the first raising of the dead. 6Happy and greatly blessed are those who are included in this first raising of the dead. The second death has no power over them; they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and they will rule with him for a thousand years.

The Defeat of Satan

7After the thousand years are over, Satan will be let loose from his prison, 8and he will go out to deceive the nations scattered over the whole world, that is, Gog and Magog. Satan will bring them all together for battle, as many as the grains of sand on the sea-shore.

9They spread out over the earth and surrounded the camp of God's people and the city that he loves. But fire came down from heaven and destroyed them. 10Then the Devil, who deceived them, was
the throne, and books were opened. Also another book was opened, which is the book of life. And the dead were judged by what was written in the books, by what they had done. 13 and the sea gave up the dead in it, Death and Hades gave up the dead in them, and all were judged by what they had done. 14 Then Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the second death, the lake of fire; 15 and if anyone's name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire.

thrown into the lake of fire and sulphur, where the beast and the false prophet had already been thrown; and they will be tormented day and night for ever and ever.

The Final Judgement
11 Then I saw a great white throne and the one who sits on it. Earth and heaven fled from his presence and were seen no more. 12 And I saw the dead, great and small alike, standing before the throne. Books were opened, and then another book was opened, the book of the living. The dead were judged according to what they had done, as recorded in the books. 13 Then the sea gave up its dead. Death and the world of the dead also gave up the dead they held. And all were judged according to what they had done. 14 Then death and the world of the dead were thrown into the lake of fire. (This lake of fire is the second death.) 15 Whoever did not have his name written in the book of the living was thrown into the lake of fire.

A comparison of the treatment of this apocalyptic passage in RSV and GNB reveals that the GNB does not show the same freedom as in the other six sample texts surveyed. One is struck by the conservatism of the DE translation in this instance.

Accordingly our commentary will take the two versions together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSV</th>
<th>GNB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20:1 Then I saw an angel coming down</td>
<td>Then I saw an angel coming down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from heaven holding in his hand the key</td>
<td>from heaven, holding in his hand the key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the bottomless pit and a great chain.</td>
<td>of the abyss and a heavy chain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The RSV preserves the KJV reading in toto except that the initial narrative marker καὶ is translated by 'Then' instead of 'and'.

The GNB provides a title 'The Thousand Years' for verses 1-6. Its rendering of verse 1 follows that of the RSV except that it translates ἄβυσσον literally by 'abyss'
deserting the natural equivalent 'bottomless pit' provided by KJV and RSV! It also prefers 'heavy chain' rather than great chain for ἀλυσίν μεγάλην.

RSV
20:2 And he seized the dragon, that ancient serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years,

GNB
He seized the dragon, that ancient serpent—that is, the Devil, or Satan—and chained him up for a thousand years.

Again the differences are minor and stylistic. GNB does not translate the initial καὶ. On its second occurrence it is rendered 'or' making clear that the Devil and Satan are to be understood as the same creature (cf. 12:9).

In passing we note that the words 'dragon' and 'Satan', like 'abyss', are all Greek loan words which have come into English via Bible translation. The language would not have been expanded and enriched had translators insisted on natural equivalents.

RSV
20:3 And threw him into the pit, and shut it and sealed it over him, that he should deceive the nations no more, till the thousand years were ended. After that he must be loosed for a little while.

GNB
The angel threw him into the abyss, locked it, and sealed it, so that he could not deceive the nations any more until the thousand years were over. After that he must be let loose for a little while.

GNB repeat the subject 'angel' and replaces 'and' with a new sentence. Its 'locking' of the abyss is more awkward than RSV's 'shut' (for κλείσαι).

The image of the imprisonment of the Devil has a long and complex history in Ancient Near East folk lore. More to the point there are precedents nearer at hand in OT and Jewish apocalyptic literature. The essence of what we read in Revelation 19:19 to 21:3 is summarized in Isaiah 24:21 ff. The binding of evil spirits is a key motif in the book of Enoch especially the punishment of Azazel in En 10:4ff. Likewise the Prayer of Manasseh, verse 3 has an invocation to the Lord Almighty 'who has confined the ocean by the word of command, who has shut up the abyss and sealed it with your fearful and glorious name'. This prayer, which appears to echo the ancient myth of the conquest of the sea monster, has close verbal agreement with Rev 20:1-3.14

The point is that the more the translation preserves the formal features of the ST the more chance the reader has of picking up the literary allusions. John is using

conventional mythical symbolism to portray the defeat of Satan and the victory of God's Messiah.

**RSV**

20:4 Then I saw thrones, and seated on them were those to whom judgment was committed. Also I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for their testimony to Jesus and for the word of God, and who had not worshipped the beast or its image and had not received its mark on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life, and reigned with Christ a thousand years.

**GNB**

Then I saw thrones, and those who sat on them were given the power to judge. I also saw the souls of those who had been executed because they had proclaimed the truth that Jesus revealed and the word of God. They had not worshipped the beast or its image, not had they received the mark of the beast on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life and ruled as kings with Christ for a thousand years.

John's purpose in these verses is to encourage Christ's confessors to remain firm in their loyalty and testimony. The opening sentence quotes and adapts the judgement scene from Daniel 7:9ff where the raging of the anti-God power is brought to an end by the Ancient of Days whose judgement is to deprive these earthly powers of their rule and to deliver the kingdom to 'one like a son of man'. John interprets Daniel's statement about 'the saints of the Most High' in the light of Jesus' words. (Matt 19:28, Luke 22:30.)

By attempting smoother and more natural English in verse 4f. both RSV and GNB obscure the echo of Daniel 7 preserved in the more literal rendering of the KJV: 'And I saw thrones and they sat upon them and judgement was given to them'. Such OT allusions were of course highlighted in the earlier Nestle—Aland edition, regrettably.

The RSV interprets Ἰησοῦ as an objective genitive and renders 'testimony to Jesus'. The GNB makes explicit what it understands by the three Greek words and paraphrases 'because they had proclaimed the truth that Jesus had revealed'. Thus μαρτυρία belongs to 'them' and not to 'Jesus'.

However, a strong case could be made out for taking Ἰησοῦ as a subjective genitive on analogy with the following λόγος τοῦ θεοῦ and because of the use of μαρτυρία as Christological title in 1:5; 3:14. Thus the μαρτυρία Ἰησοῦ would be the contents of this book, the prophecy revealed to John.
The GNB paraphrase of μαρτυρία is also unwise because it is a motif in the Johannine writings, as A.A. Trites has shown, building on the earlier work of G.B. Caird. The phrase ἡ μαρτυρία ἡ ἡμετέρου occurs six times in Revelation, and is of great significance for the seer's concept of witness (1:2; 12:17; 19:10 (twice); 20:4).

καὶ οἴκεις οὗ προσεκόνθησαν τὸ θερίον... RSV translates this long sentence literally. GNB makes the verse a bit more digestible by starting a new sentence here as it does again at 'They came to life and ruled as kings...'. The addition of 'as kings' (as a result of componental analysis of βασιλεύω?) is unnecessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSV</th>
<th>GNB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20:5 The rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were ended. This is the first resurrection.</td>
<td>(The rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were over.) This is the first raising of the dead.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GNB puts most of this verse in parenthesis presumably to clarify the link between verse 4 and the subsequent αὐτὴ ἡ ἀνάστασις ἡ πρώτη (a semitic construction) is an expression not found elsewhere in the NT (though the doctrine of two resurrections may well be implied in 1 Cor 15:22-24). Here and in verse 6 GNB replaces 'resurrection' with the more pedestrian 'raising of the dead'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSV</th>
<th>GNB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20:6 Blessed and holy is he who shares in the first resurrection! Over such the second death has no power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and they shall reign with him a thousand years.</td>
<td>Happy and greatly blessed are those who are included in this first raising of the dead. The second death has no power over them; they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and they will rule with him for a thousand years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GNB's 'Happy and greatly blessed' is a strange translation of μακάριος καὶ ἅγιος. ἅγιος has either been omitted or mistranslated.

RSV retains the Greek word order: 'over such the second death has no power' whereas GNB's 'the second death has no power over them' loses the focus of the ST.

Both RSV and GNB have 'But they shall be priests of God and of Christ' would be better rendered 'of the Christ' since it is a messianic title in John's writings.

---

RSV
20:7 And when the thousand years are ended, Satan will be loosed from his prison

GNB
The Defeat of Satan
After the thousand years are over, Satan will be let loose from his prison,

GNB provides a title 'The Defeat of Satan' for verses 7-10. There is no significant difference between the two versions in v.7.

RSV
20:8 and will come out to deceive the nations which are at the four corners of the earth, that is, God and Magog, to gather them for battle; their number is like the sand of the sea.

GNB
and he will go out to deceive the nations scattered over the whole world, that is Gog and Magog. Satan will bring them all together for battle, as many as the grains of sand on the sea-shore.

There is little difference between the two versions. GNB starts a new sentence in the middle of the verse making clear that 'Satan' is the subject. It drops the figure of 'the four corners of the earth' (cf Ezek 7:2) which becomes the nations 'scattered over the whole world' but preserves the second figure 'as the grains of sand on the sea shore'.

It is significant that GNB makes no attempt to explain the mysterious 'Gog and Magog', a motif as early as the Tell el-Amarna tablets for the hostile nations of the north. The symbol is taken up by Ezekiel in chapters 38-39 (and by Jewish apocalyptic writers, e.g. 2 En 56:5ff; 2 Esd 13:5ff; Sib. Or 3:662ff) representing Gentile hosts massed against the faithful of Israel.17

RSV
20:9 And they marched up over the broad earth and surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city; but fire came down from heaven and consumed them,

GNB
They spread out over the earth and surrounded the camp of God's people and the city that he loves. But fire came down from heaven and destroyed them.

This verse in the ST is full of LXX allusions that inevitably become obscure in any version seeking naturalness of expression in the RL. The only serious criticism of the GNB here, however, is the loose rendering of ἀγίασμα 'the people of God'. The phrase (i.e. with the article) always has a Jewish reference in both OT and NT18, which certainly is the background of the LXX allusions here.

---

18 See D.W.B. Robinson, 'Who were the saints?', RTR 22 (1963) 45-53.
RSV
20:10 and the devil who had deceived them was thrown into the lake of fire and brimstone where the beast and the false prophet were, and they will be tormented day and night for ever and ever.

GNB
Then the Devil, who deceived them, was thrown into the lake of fire and sulphur, where the beast and the false prophet had already been thrown; and they will be tormented day and night for ever and ever.

GNB differs from RSV only in making explicit that the beast and the false prophet 'had already been thrown' into the lake of fire and brimstone.

RSV
20:11 then I saw a great white throne and him who sat upon it; from his presence earth and sky fled away, and no place was found for them.

GNB
The Final Judgement
Then I saw a great white throne and the one who sits on it. Earth and heaven fled from his presence and were seen no more.

GNB proves a title for verses 11-15—'The Final Judgement'

GNB rearranges the word order of verse 11 in the interest of natural English such that the RSV's literal 'from his face earth and heaven fled away' becomes in GNB 'Earth and heaven fled from his presence'. Similarly RSV's 'no place was found for them' becomes 'and were seen no more' in GNB. Again this obscures inter textual allusions to Daniel and the Psalms.

RSV
20:12 And saw the dead, great and small, standing before the throne, and books were opened. Also another book was opened, which is the book of life. And the dead were judged by what was written in the books, by what they had done.

GNB
And I saw the dead, great and small alike, standing before the throne. Books were opened, and then another book was opened, the book of the living. The dead were judged according to what they had done, as recorded in the books.

GNB follows RSV in breaking this long verse into 3 separate sentences. Likewise its rendering of the Greek is similar. However for some reason RSV's literal 'book of life' is replaced by 'book of the living'. Then GNB replaces RSV's rather awkward 'the dead were judged by what was written in the books by what they had done' with 'The dead were judged according to what they had done as recorded in the books'.

The KJV's literal 'according to their works' is superior to both.
RSV 20:13 And the sea gave up the dead in it, Death and Hades gave up the dead in them, and all were judged by what they had done

GNB Then the sea gave up its dead. Death and the world of the dead also gave up the dead they held. And all were judged according to what they had done.

We are reminded by many OT passages (e.g. 1 Kgs 13:21f; 14:11; Jer 8:11f) that to remain unburied after death was a terrible fate. The fact that the sea as well as 'death and Hades' surrender the dead emphasizes the inescapability of the judgement and the sovereignty of the risen Lord.

GNB differs from the RSV only in its paraphrase of 'Hades' and 'the world of the dead' (cf 1:18).

Both versions again render κατὰ τὰ ἐργα αὐτῶν by a verbal phrase 'according to what they had done'.

RSV 20:14 Then Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the second death, the lake of fire; 15 and if any one's name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire.

GNB Then death and the world of the dead were thrown into the lake of fire. (This lake of fire is the second death.) 15 Whoever did not have his name written in the book of the living was thrown into the lake of fire.

Again GNB is content to follow RSV in the last two verses. 'Hades' again becomes 'the world of the dead' and RSV's literal 'this is the second death, the lake of fire' is turned into an explanation by GNB 'This lake of fire is the second death.

Summary
Except for the relatively minor differences we have noted, the GNB translation of Revelation 20 preserves more of the forms of the ST than we have observed in the other six sample texts.

It is not clear whether this conservatism is influenced by the wealth of Biblical allusion that would be totally lost in a clear, natural and explicit rendering. Or is it perhaps that the bewildering imagery of apocalyptic made the translator less confident that the message could be extracted from its ST forms?
THE INDONESIAN VERSIONS

TL 1938/1952
Iblis terbelenggu seribu tahun lamanja

20 Maka aku tampak seorang malaekat turun dari langit memegang anak kunci jurang maut dan suatu rantai besar didalam tangannya: (fs.9:1; 2Petr 2:4; Tahud. 6). 2maka iapun memegangkan naga itu, jaitu ular tua, yang mendjadi Iblis dan Sjaitan, dan merantai kan dia seribu tahun lamanja, (fs.12:9.) 3dan mentjampakkan dia kedalam lubang yang tiada terduga dalamnya itu, laul menutup lubang itu, dan membubuh meterai diatasnya, supaja tiada ia menjesatikan segala bangsa lagi, sehingga genap seribu tahun itu; kemudian daripada itu tak dapat tiada ia akan dilepaskan kelak sedikit masa lamanja. (2 Tes. 2:9, 10.)

Dari hal keradjaan seribu tahun

4Maka aku tampaklah beberapa tachta, dan ada orang duduk diatasnya, maka kepada mereka itu diserahkan kuasa meng hubukumkan; dan lagi aku tampak segala njava orang yang dipantang kepalanja sebab menjaksonkan Jesus dan firman Allah, dan yang tiada menyembah binatang itu atau patungnya , dan yang tiada berta didahidin atau ditangannya. Maka mereka itu sekalian hidup balik dan memerintah beserta dengan Keristus seribu tahun lamanja. (Dan. 7:9, 22, 27; Luk. 22:30; 1Kor. 6:2)

5Tetapi segala orang mati yang lain itu tiada hidup balik sehingga genap seribu tahun itu; make inilah kebangkitan yang pertama. (1 Kor.15:23; 1 Tes. 4:16.)

6Berbahagialah dan kuduslah orang, yang masuk bahagian didalam kebangkitan yang pertama itu; maka mati yang kedua tiada berkualas atas mereka itu, melainkan mereka itu mendjadi imam kepada Allah dan kepada Keristus, dan akan memerintah beserta dengan Dia seribu tahun lamanja. (fs.5:10.)

TB 1976
Kerajaan seribu tahun 20:1-6

20 Lalu aku melihat seorang malaekat turun dari sorga memegang anak kunci jurang maut dan suatu rantai besar di tangannya; ia menangkap naga, si ular tua itu, yaitu Iblis dan Satan. Dan ia mengikatnya seribu tahun lamanya, lalu meleparkannya ke dalam jurang maut, dan menutup jurang maut itu dan memeteraikannya di atasnya, supaya ia jangan lagi menyesatkan bangsa-bangsa, sebelum berakhir masa seribu tahun itu; kemudian dari pada itu ia akan dilepaskan untuk sedikit waktu lamanya. 4Lalu aku melihat takhta ta yang orang-orang yang duduk di atasnya; kepada mereka diserahkan kuasa untuk mengahkimi. Aku juga melihat jiwa-jiiwa mereka, yang telah dipenggal kepalsanya karena kesaksian tentang Yesus dan karena firman Allah; yang tidak menyembah binatang itu dan patungnya dan yang tidak juga memerima tandanya pada dahi dan tangan mereka; dan mereka hidup kembali dan memerintah sebagai raja bersama-sama dengan Kristus untuk masa seribu tahun. 5Tetapi orang-orang mati yang lain tidak bengkit sebelum berakhir masa yang seribu tahun itu. 6Inilah kebangkitan pertama. Berbahagia dan kuduslah ia, yang mendapat bagian dalam kebangkitan pertama itu. Kematian yang kedua tidak berkualas lagi atas mereka, tetapi mereka akan menjadi imam-imam Allah dan Kristus, dan mereka akan memerintah sebagai raja bersama-sama dengan Dia, seribu tahun lamanya.

ay 2: Kej 3:1 ay 4: Dan 7:9,22

Iblis dihukum 20:7-10

7Dan setelah masa seribu tahun itu berakhir, Iblis akan dilepaskan dari penjarannya, dan ia akan pergi menyesatkan bangs-bangsa pada
Ketewasan naga dan Jadjudj wa Madjudj

7 Apabila genap seribu tahun itu, maka Iblis pun akan dilepaskan pula dari dalam belenggu. 8 Lalu keluar hendak menyesatkan segala bangsa yang ada didalam empat pendjuru alam, seperti Jadjudj wa Madjudj, supaya menghipumkan mereka itu akan berperang, maka banjarknya mereka itu seperti pasir dipantai laut. (Jeh 38:2, 9, 19.)

9 Maka mereka itu pun naiklah ketanah jang luas, lalu mengepung tempat bala tentara segala orang sujji dan negeri jang dikaasinha itu; maka turunlah api dari langit menghancurkan mereka itu. (Jeh 38:22; 39:6; Zachi 12:9.)

10 Maka Iblis yang menyesatkan mereka itu tertjampaklah kedalam laut api dan belerang itu, ditempat binatang dan nabi palsu itu ada, maka mereka itu akan terkena siksia siang malam selama-lamanya.

Dari hal keputusan hukum jang achtir

11 Maka aku tampak suatu arashi putih jang besar, dan Jang duduk diatasnya; daripada hadiratnalah bumi dan langit itu lenjap, sehingga tempatnjapun tiada didapat lagi. (Mat 25:31-46; 2 Petr 3:7, 10, 12.)

12 Maka aku tampak segala orang mati, besar ketjil, berdiri dihadapan aras itu, dan segala kidabpun, dibukakånlah; dan dibukakan pula sebuah kitab jang lain, jaitu kitab hajat; maka segala orang jang mati itu dihukumkan menurut segala perbuatan jang tersurat didalam kitab-kitab itu. (fs.3:5; Dan.7:10; Rum 2:6; Phil. 4:3.)

13 Lalu laut itu pun mengeluarkan segala orang jang sudah mati didalamnya, dan maut serta alam maut itu pula mengeluarkan segala orang jang sudah mati didalamnya; lalu mereka itu keempat penjuru bumi, yaitu God dan Magog, dan mengumpulkan mereka sama dengan banyaknya pasir di laut. 9 Maka naiklah mereka ke seluruh dataran bumi, lalu mengepung perkemahan tentar orang-orang kudus dan kota yang disasih itu. Tetapi dari langit turunlah api menghancurkan mereka, dan Iblis, yang menyesatkan mereka, dilemparkan ke dalam lautan api dan belerang, yaitu tempat binatang dan nabi palsu itu, dan mereka disiksa siang malam sampai selama-lamanya.

ay 8: Yeh 7:2, 38:2, 9, 15

Hukuman yang terakhir

20:11-15

11 Lalu aku melihat suatu takhta putih yang besar dan Dia, yang duduk di atasnya. Dari hadapan Nya lenyaplah bumi dan langit dan tidak ditemukan lagi tempatnya. 12 Dan aku melihat orang-orang mati, besar dan kecil, berdiri di depan takhta itu. Lalu dibuka semua kitab. Dan dibuka juga sebuah kitab lain, yaitu kitab kehidupan. Dan orang-orang mati dihakimi menurut perbuatan mereka, berdasarkan apa yang ada tertulis di dalam kitab-kitab itu. 13 Maka laut menyerahkan orang-orang mati yang ada di dalamnya, dan mereka dihakimi masing-masing menurut perbuatannya. 14 Lalu maut dan kerajaan maut itu dilemparkanlah ke dalam lautan api; itu lautan kematian yang kedua: lautan api. 15 Dan setiap orang yang tidak ditemukan namanya tertulis di dalam kitab kehidupan itu, ia dilemparkan ke dalam lautan api itu.
dihukumkanlah menurut perbuatan masing-masing. (Jadh. 5:28, 29.)

14 Maka maut dan alam maut itu pun ditjampakkanlah kedalam laut api itu; inilah mati yang kedua, jaitu laut api.
(1 Kor. 15:26, 55.) 15 Dan djikalau barang seorang tiada didjumplai namanya tersurat didalam kitab hajat itu, maka iapun ditjampakkanlah kedalam laut api itu. (fs. 19:20; Mat.25:41.)

BIS 1977/1985

Tentang waktu seribu tahun


Iblis dikalahkan

7 Sesudah habi masa seribu tahun itu, Iblis akan dilepaskan dari penjaranya, 8 dan ia akan pergi menipu bangsa-bangsa yang tersebar di seluruh dunia, yaitu Gog dan Magog. Iblis mengumpulkan mereka untuk berperang, suatu jumlah yang besar sekali, sebanyak pasir di laut. 9 Maka mereka pun berpencarlah ke seluruh dunia, lalu mengepung perkemahan umat Allah dan kota yang dikasihi Allah. Tetapi api turun dari langit dan memusnahkan mereka. 10 Kemudian Iblis yang menipu mereka itu, dilemparkan ke dalam laut api dan belerang. Di situlah tempatnya binatang dan nabi palsu itu dibuang terlebih dahulu. Mereka akan disiksa siang malam untuk selama-lamanya.

Hukuman terakhir

11 Setelah itu saya melihat sebuah takhta putih yang besar dan dia yang duduk di atasnya. Langit dan bumi lenyap dari hadapannya, sehingga ti dak kelihatan lagi. 12 Dan saya melihat orang-orang mati, besar kecil, berdiri di depan takhta itu. Maka buku-buku pun dibukalah. Lalu sebuah buku yang lain dibuka, yaitu Buku Orang

**Terjemahan Lama (1879/1958)(TL)**

The Old Translation (TL) gives the following section headings 'Satan Bound for a Thousand Years' verses 1-3, 'The Kingdom of 100 Years' verses 4-6, 'The Slaying of the Dragon and Gog and Magog' verses 7-10, 'The Decision of the Final Judgement' verses 11-15.

The TL translation is conservative following the ST closely. Some points of interest include its rendering of 'abyss' by 'a hole whose depth cannot be guessed'—*lubang yan tiada terduga dalamnya*. *Iblis* (Devil) and *Sjaitan* (Satan) are in the Malay-Indonesian vocabulary through the influence of Islam. The dragon is also rendered suitably by *naga*—the mythical creature that is well known in Chinese and SE Asian mythology, as is 'dragon' in European legends.

TL preserves 'testimony' in 20:4 but like RSV and GNB interprets τὴν μαρτυρίαν 'Τηςοδ as an objective genitive ('because they witnessed to Jesus and the word of God').

'Resurrection'—*kebangkitan* presents no problems as Islam has already introduced the concept.


The TB updates the language to contemporary usage while preserving an FC approach.

The 'abyss' is rendered by *jurang maut*—'ravine of death'. *Iblis* is retained for 'Devil' but *Roh Jaha*—'Evil Spirit' now translates ὁ Ἐαναζ.

In verse 8 Gog and Magog are transliterated whereas TL used *Judjudj wa Madjuj* (whose origin I do not know).

TB has three section headings which in back translation read:

20:1-6 The Kingdom of One Thousand Years
20:7-10  The Devil Punished  
20:11-15  The Final Judgement.

**Bahasa Indonesia Sehari-hari (1985)(BIS)**

A comparison with GNB reveals that the latter was a model and often a base for BIS readings. This is also true of the Malay New Testament (TMV). Thus the GNB's three section headings are translated. GNB's shorter sentences are reproduced. Other indications of direct dependence are:

**Verse 3**  BIS (and TMV) reproduces GNB's 'locked' rather than 'shut' for ἐκλειστον.

**Verse 4**  BIS (and TMV) translate the GNB paraphrase of διὰ τὴν μαρτυρίαν Ἰησοῦ καὶ διὰ τὸν λόγον τοῦ θεοῦ.

**Verse 5**  GNB's 'This is the first raising of the dead' is expanded to 'This is the first stage of dead people being made alive again'. This is not the same concept as 'resurrection', the term for which already exists thanks to Islam.

**Verse 6**  Both BIS and TMV echo GNB's mistranslation of ἀγίος.

**Verses 7 to 15**  follow the GNB very closely. GNB features includes 'over the whole world' instead of ST's 'in the four corners of the earth'.

- **vs. 8**  'people of God' rather than 'the saints/holy ones'
- **vs. 9**  'the city that He loves' rather than 'the beloved city' 'destroyed' rather than 'consumed'
- **vs. 10**  the interpolation 'had already been thrown'
- **vs. 11**  'and were seen no more' for 'no place was found for them'
- **vs. 12**  'the Book of the Living' instead of 'the Book of Life'

'according to what they had done' instead of 'according to their works'.

The Indonesian and Malay versions do seem to appeal over the head of the GNB to the Greek (or an FC translation) in a few cases:

Thus in verse 1 both BIS and TMV speak of 'a big chain' rather than the GNB's 'heavy chain'.

In verse 4 BIS returns to the ST's 'beheaded' rather than GNB's 'executed'.

205
In verses 5 and 6 the Malay version uses the noun 'resurrection' replaced by a verbal phrase in GNB and BIS.

Summary
Our examination of the English and Indonesian translations of Revelation chapter 20 show that the DE versions exhibit a more conservative tendency than we observed in their rendering of the other six sample texts. More respect for the formal features of the ST is generally evident. It is not clear whether the translators' usual confidence that they can extract the 'real meaning' had deserted them or whether they have recognized that the wealth of Biblical allusion would be lost if the usual overriding priority were given to clear, natural explicit English.

Once again however we have noted the profound influence of the GNB on its Indonesian and Malay DE counterparts.

CONCLUSION
We have examined the translation of seven representative Biblical texts with a view to noting and evaluating the characteristics of the GNB. Noting that in the past twenty five years, DE translations of the Bible have appeared in many major languages other than English, we have also compared recent versions in the Indonesian language. Bahasa Indonesia was chosen because it is the national language of two hundred million people, in the world's fifth largest nation.

In recent years there has been a proliferation of new English versions, most of which get little more than passing mention in this thesis. Our comparison has been between the RSV and the GNB, because these are arguably the two most significant versions of this century and have been the main reference points for Bible translators in the period under consideration (i.e., 1960–1985).

In the translation of Genesis 1 we noted that the GNB's concern for naturalness and clarity resulted in the neglect of such formal features of the ST as repetition, formulae, key words ('God', 'earth') and chiasmus, which modern commentators would see as important for understanding the text. The Indonesian DE version BIS is virtually a straight translation of GNB. In following its model, BIS even replaces the traditional 'Allah berfirman' with 'Allah berkata'—a verb no Indonesian would use with 'Allah' as the subject. This rendering could be justified in terms of faithfulness to the ST but would be offensive to most Indonesians. It is ironic that the DE version has
abandoned the natural, dynamic equivalent used in the older more conservative versions.

In the translation of 2 Samuel 7:1-17 the GNB obscures what has been called 'an intricate interweaving of two motifs 'house of Yahweh' and 'house of David' - that is temple and dynasty' by its various renderings of יִפְרַדְתָה according to the nuance deemed uppermost. It drops other key Biblical expressions such as 'for my name', 'I will give you rest', 'I will plant' Israel, 'my steadfast love', all of which link the oracle with the covenant promises. The removal of narrative markers and the paraphrase of such prophetic formulae as 'the word of the Lord came to Nathan' and 'Thus says the Lord' change this very solemn oracle into a brusque and pedestrian statement. The Indonesian BIS follows the GNB so closely that it is clear that the latter is the base for its renderings, rather than the Hebrew ST. It is interesting to contrast this with the Indonesian TL (1958), which employed the elegant courtly language of the Sultan's palace, thereby showing more dynamic equivalence than the supposed DE version.

The GNB's rendering of Psalm 1 also focuses on communicating the information in the psalm, provides inclusive language and replaces metaphors by explanatory paraphrase. It also interpolates 'God' in three places. The ST refers only to תִּירת The translation of verses 5 and 6 is a condensed paraphrase. BIS does not pluralize the subject of the first three verses as 'orang' (person) is gender neutral. But in almost all other respects it follows the GNB and in verses 5 and 6 provides a literal translation of the GNB paraphrase.

We noted that with regard to Zechariah 2:6-13 GNB dropped twelve figures of speech (many of which are rooted in the Biblical tradition) and anthropomorphic images of God. Apart from two minor departures the Indonesian BIS translates GNB.

The GNB translation of Mark 1: 1-15 is considerably longer than that of the RSV because it aims to interpret and to be explicit. Particular attention was given to the GNB's translation of Mark 1:4 which Nida frequently commends as a fine example of DE translation of a verse with dense terminology and complex syntax. The GNB rendering involves a series of important exegetical decisions and a radical restructuring to make explicit the syntactic and semantic relationships deemed to be implicit in the ST. Thus 'baptism', 'repentance' and 'forgiveness' are all replaced by verbal forms.

What Nida fails to acknowledge is that Mark could have reported John the Baptist's preaching à la GNB, had he wished to do so (cf. Luke's report of Peter's call to baptism in Acts 2:38).

In its translation of Mark 1:1-15 BIS is clearly based on GNB and deviates from it in less than a dozen instances. With regard to verse 4 the GNB restructuring had already found its way into TB (1974). BIS expands the GNB paraphrase further by adding 'As it is written' at the beginning and 'Thus said John' at the end. It also expands GNB's literal 'baptizing and preaching' which becomes 'baptizing people and conveying the news from God'. BIS, however, does reinstate 'repent' ('bertobar') instead of GNB's explanatory 'Turn away from your sins'. Of course 'bertobar' is a term well known not only from earlier Bible versions, but because of its use in Islam.

Romans 3: 21-26 is commonly regarded as the thesis statement of Paul's letter to the Romans, that book of the Bible that has provoked the writing of more commentaries than any other. GNB's tendency to paraphrase results in a more verbose rendering of the 99 Greek words. A total of 174 words are used against 121 words in the RSV. Of particular significance is the GNB's dissipation of salvation vocabulary drawn from the OT, e.g. δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ, ἀπολύτρωσις, ἱλαστήριον, αἵμα.

Again BIS reads as a translation of GNB rather than of the ST, with a few independent flourishes, e.g., the insertion at the end of verse 25 'such that he did not punish them', in addition to the GNB's interpolation at the beginning of verse 26 'But in the present time he deals with their sins'. Both of these interpolations are recommended in the UBS Translators Handbook on Romans by Nida and Newman.

The disappearance of sacrificial terminology in BIS along with other key words, e.g., those representing δοξα and νόμος, fails to recognize not only their significance in the ST but also their naturalness in the Indonesian context where the Islamic religious milieu guarantees familiarity with animal sacrifice, 'law', and 'glory'.

In the translation of our final passage Revelation 20, we were surprised to find that the DE versions exhibited a more conservative tendency with regard to the formal features of the ST. It is not clear whether the bewildering apocalyptic imagery made the translators less confident that the message could be extracted from its ST forms or whether they realized that the wealth of inter-textual allusion would vanish in a clear, natural, and explicit translation. Certainly a translation that preserves the formal features of a passage such as this gives the reader more chance of spotting the many allusions to, for example, Ezekiel, Daniel, Isaiah and the Psalms.
Nevertheless, the profound influence of the GNB on its Indonesian (and Malay) counterpart is plain to see. Thus where the GNB does rearrange the word order in the interest of natural English (e.g. 20:11), BIS translates GNB. Other expressions peculiar to GNB are followed in the Indonesian and Malay versions. In only a few cases do they seem to appeal over the head of GNB to the ST, or to a FC translation.

In passing we note that language is not a closed mathematical system incapable of change. This chapter contains a number of Greek loan words that have come into English via Bible translation e.g. 'dragon', 'Satan', 'abyss'. The English language would not have been expanded and enriched had translators insisted on limiting themselves to natural equivalents.

This examination of the way DE translations work in practice has provided two outcomes. In the first place, it has raised some serious questions about the adequacy of DE versions of the Bible. Secondly, it has alerted us to some key issues that need further investigation. Accordingly, the following section of the thesis takes up the issues of 'natural common language' (Chapter 12), 'concordance' and the translation of technical terminology (Chapter 13), the treatment of historical and cultural 'distance' in the ST (Chapter 14), and the handling of implicit information and metaphor in the ST (Chapter 15).
IV Some Issues Arising From The Implementation Of DE Theory
CHAPTER TWELVE
THE LANGUAGE OF THE BIBLE AND NATURAL COMMON LANGUAGE

This chapter takes up the first of the issues raised in the preceding chapter, where we investigated DE translations and their handling of problems presented by the language of the ST.

A. LANGUAGE VARIETIES AND THE DEMAND FOR NATURALNESS

1. Language Varieties
Differences in language vary all the way from idiolectal curiosities to related but mutually unintelligible varieties. No language is completely homogeneous. Nida has pointed out that varieties differ in terms of time (older vs newer forms, archaisms, neologisms, etc.), geography (dialects), socio-economic classes or castes, circumstances of use, oral and written usage, types of discourse and literary genres.\(^1\) Catford has categorized these varieties into two major classes: (i) those which exemplify permanent characteristics such as Idiolects (language variety related to the individual performer) and Dialects (language variety related to geographical, temporal or social provenance); and (ii) those which are transient in that they adjust to the situation of utterance such as Register, Style and Mode. Register is the variety related to the wider social role being played by the performer at the moment of utterance, e.g. 'scientific', 'religious', 'civil service' etc. Style refers to the performer's relation to the addressees, e.g. 'formal', 'colloquial', 'intimate'. Mode is the variety related to the medium, e.g. spoken or written, in which the performer is operating.\(^2\)

All languages can be described in terms of a number of varieties then, but the number and nature of these differs from one language to another—a fact of great importance to be noted in connection with translation. Bible translators have to recognise this fact both with regard to the ST and to the RL. Nida himself has devoted much study to the subject. Thus in his earlier book *Bible Translating* (1947) the third chapter discusses the problem of translating the Bible into pre-literate languages. Similarly in

---

Chapter 7 he focuses on the question of the literary status of the RL, differentiating situations in which a language has a long literary tradition, from those where the language has only recently been reduced to writing, or has only an oral literary tradition. He proposes appropriate strategies for each.

Firstly, with regard to the Biblical corpus itself 'one must recognize certain quite different styles and attempt to produce something which will be a satisfying dynamic equivalent.' This should be reflected, he says, even in common language translations such as the TEV:

The common language range is not a narrow band of monotonous usage. It contains a relatively wide variety of forms, so that a common language translation of the Gospel of Mark sounds different from the common language translation of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Mark and the writer to the Hebrews used widely differing literary styles when they wrote in Greek, and the differences are clearly carried over in a common language translation. Likewise, the narrative style of Joshua is quite distinct from the poetry of Job and the Psalms, both in the original Hebrew and in the common language translation.

Secondly, Nida recognizes the varieties present in the RL and he advocates a number of different Bible translations in accordance with the needs of each group. Thus a major language such as English needs a number of different translations:

(a) a translation with ecclesiastical orientation;
(b) a common language translation which will reach out beyond the church constituency;
(c) a translation on a literary level which will exploit the total resources of a language.

2. The Concern for Naturalness and Common Language

Despite this theoretical sensitivity to language varieties in both the ST and the RL, one has to ask whether in practice DE translations can do justice to the language varieties found in the ST. Furthermore there would seem to be a questionable assumption in DE theory that the ST always exhibits the quality of naturalness.

The concern for intelligibility, naturalness and simplicity is not of course a novel one in the history of the English Bible. Following Luther and Erasmus, William Tyndale, according to the well-known account, maintained that if God spared his life, before many years had passed he would cause a ploughboy to know more of the Scripture
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5 Personal letter to the author from Dr Nida, September 25, 1979
than the learned men with whom he was contending. It has been said of Tyndale that he "fixed the type according to which the later labourers worked" and that "his influence decided that our Bible should be popular and not literary, speaking in a simple dialect, and that so by its simplicity it should be endowed with permanence". Thus the KJV translators in their Preface to the Reader, acknowledge their debt to their predecessors and showed themselves true heirs of Tyndale by expressing their desire that the Scripture "may speak like itself, as in the language of Canaan, that it may be understood even of the very vulgar." Likewise the advocacy of the need for clarification and revision which produced the ERV (1881) and its American counterpart ARV (1901) helped prepare the way for the host of modern translations which were to follow in the twentieth century. In fact it was precisely the widespread feeling that these revisions had failed to fulfil the need they had publicised that encouraged others to try their hand.

In addition to the Tyndale tradition of simplicity and intelligibility in the history of the English Bible, another powerful influence in this direction has been of relatively recent origin. I refer to the manuscript discoveries of Greek papyri at the close of the nineteenth century and the consequent growing conviction that the NT was written, at least in the main, in the vernacular dialect of the market place.

B. THE APPEAL TO NT KOINE AS A MODEL FOR CONTEMPORARY BIBLE TRANSLATORS

The discovery in Egypt of masses of Greek papyri in the early decades of this century, written mainly in the unlitery, spoken Koine, led to the claim that the main feature of NT Greek was that it was the ordinary vernacular Greek of the period. Until then the Greek of the NT stood almost alone as a peculiar form of Greek, perhaps even a special 'dialect of the Holy Spirit'. True, there had been scholars who showed remarkable perceptiveness. Thus in 1863 Bishop Lightfoot referring to a Greek word occurring in the NT but not found in classical literature outside Herodotus (5th century BC) said:

You are not to suppose that the word had fallen out of use in the interval, only that it had not been used in the books which remain to us; probably it had been part of the common speech all along. I will go further, and say that if we could only recover letters that ordinary people wrote to each other without any thought of being literary, we should have the greatest
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possible help for the understanding of the language of the New Testament generally.7

Lightfoot's prophecy was soon to have a remarkable fulfilment. From the 1880s onwards large numbers of the very sort of ordinary letters and documents he referred to have come to light after two millennia in the sands of Egypt. Scraps of papyrus and pieces of pottery recovered from ancient rubbish dumps provide witness to a kind of Greek strikingly similar to the Greek of the NT.

The person responsible for first pointing out the affinity between vernacular Koiné Greek and the NT idiom was the great German scholar, Adolf Deissmann, whose monumental work was translated into English as Light from the Ancient East.8 In Britain the study of the papyri was taken up by some distinguished scholars, outstanding among whom were J.H. Moulton and G. Milligan, joint editors of The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, a work in which the lexical information supplied by these papyri and other non-literary sources is arranged alphabetically.

The wonder that divine revelation should come via the language of the common man was something which gripped the imagination, and perhaps suited the spirit of the age—'the Age of Common Man'.

Adolf Deissmann argued 'that the old literary style of classical Attic differed markedly from the New Testament style in its elaborate and cultivated refinement', whereas in the New Testament 'the underground stream of the people's language springs up powerfully into the daylight'. This prevented Christianity from becoming 'a privileged esoteric affair of a small and exclusive upper class'.9

Deissmann continued, 'Jesus spoke of the light and the candlestick, of the city on the hill, of father and child, bread and fish, egg and scorpion, of asking and giving, of seed and crop, of hunger and thirst. No long sentences, no speculative questions, transparent, pithy, plastic...The Gospel, because it was the message of God to humanity could only reveal itself in the simplest of garments...Whoever has eyes to see can learn much from the linguistic facts which meet us in the New Testament. The linguistic estimation of the New Testament shows us that our Holy Book in its classical, creative period is in close contact with the middle and lower classes and in

7 quoted by J.H. Moulton in A Grammar of NT Greek, 1 Prolegomena (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1908) 242
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sharp contrast to the old artificial Atticistic culture which struggled for a new lease of life in the surrounding world. Had the Gospel leagued itself with this ancient culture from the beginning it would have endangered what is best in it, and, especially, its future as a message to humanity would have been impossible.10

Nida himself, who received his Master's degree in Greek New Testament in 1939 (before taking up studies in linguistics under Charles C. Fries at the University of Michigan) was clearly inspired by this perspective:

Putting eternal truths in the speech of everyday life reflects exactly the style of the Greek New Testament. The New Testament books were not written in the high flown Asian style of the school masters of the first and second centuries A.D.; they were couched in words of the common people, who were seeking the truth about the living, risen Christ. For those who sought life, the dead forms of outmoded grammatical styles were useless.11

This view of NT Greek was also assumed by Nida's former colleague and distinguished linguist, Kenneth L. Pike. (They worked together for some twenty years as principal teachers at the Summer Institute of Linguistics where Nida taught the morphology-syntax strand while Pike took the phonetics-phonemics). Expounding "Axioms concerning the Language of Scripture" Pike writes:

"It is observed empirically—by linguistic methods—that the language of the Scriptures is natural language. One cannot differentiate the Greek used in the NT from the language of the man in the street. It is ordinary language, spoken by ordinary linguistic rules such as those studied at the Summer Institute of Linguistics by persons preparing to analyze unwritten languages.12"

However, few scholars, now, would give unqualified assent to this view of the nature of NT Greek. Few would be so bold in the use of the word 'natural' or equate it with "the language of the man in the street"—the view that encouraged Nida and other DE practitioners to promote common language Bible translations for which 'Koine, the common Greek of the writers and the receptors of the NT writings, presents not only the content but the model'.13

11 E.A. Nida, Good News for Everyone: How to Use the Good News Bible (Waco: Word Books, 1977) 19
12 K.L. Pike, 'The Linguist and Axioms Concerning the Language of Scripture', Interchange, 3:2, (1971) 77
13 G. Schulze, Effective Impact in Dynamic Equivalence Translation with Special Reference to the Imbabura New Testament (PhD dissertation for Fuller Theological Seminary; Pasadena, 1979) 38
In fairness to Deissmann, we need to recognise that he published his findings over against an overwhelming Hebraist position that had held sway from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries. Moreover, as Silva has pointed out Deissmann himself acknowledged that he had overstated the facts in the original excitement of discovery. He never denied Semitic features. Rather his concern was to show that Semitisms do not place the Bible outside the scope of Greek philology; they are merely birthmarks.\textsuperscript{14}

Here we can do no more than trace the gradual modification of Deissmann's thesis and the subsequent revival of the assumption of the existence of a special dialect of Jewish Greek. As early as 1933 Professor A.P. Nock of Harvard was writing:

Any man who knows his classical Greek authors and then looks into the papyri is astonished at the similarities he finds. Any man who knows the papyri first and then turns to Paul is astonished at the difference.\textsuperscript{15}

A British scholar, E.K. Simpson, was to be more specific—though his own English style does not encourage confidence in his objectivity:

In recent years we have been flooded with testifications to the vernacularity of the New Testament; so much indeed that methinks the balance needs to be somewhat redressed. Unquestionably we owe a debt to the Egyptian papyri and inscriptive lore that cannot be ignored. They have shed light on many incidental points in the sacred text and supplied parallels to many anomalous grammatical forms. When we wish to ascertain the exact sense of \textit{logia} or \textit{apophraphē}, or of a phrase like \textit{synairein logon} (Mt 18:25), 'to square accounts', or \textit{hoi anastatountes hymas} (Gal 5:12), 'your upsetsers', the papyri stand us in good stead. They illustrate the language of the market place or the courts of law, wherever such aspects of life crop out in the Gospels or Epistles. \textit{Ti skylleis ton didaskalon?} (Mark 5:35), 'Why do you bother the teacher?' matches with the lips in which the sentence is placed. It tallies perfectly with its popular environment, and, needless to say, can be plentifully paralleled from the papyri, so large a proportion of which are scribbled waste-papers, which betray by their mis-spellings the hand of illiterate scribes. As long as Scriptural writers hug the coast of mundane affairs, the Egyptian pharos yields a measure of illumination to their track, but when they launch out into the deeps of divine counsels, we no longer profit by its twinkling cross-lights.\textsuperscript{16}

Other writers\textsuperscript{17} have joined Simpson in pointing out that there are wide differences in style within the NT, and that one must not exaggerate the extent to which NT Greek resembles the idioms of the vernacular papyri as was done by earlier writers impressed

\textsuperscript{14} Silva, M, 'Bilingualism and the Character of Palestinian Greek', \textit{Bib} 61 (1980) 200.

\textsuperscript{15} A.D. Nock, 'The Vocabulary of the New Testament', \textit{JBL} 52 (1933) 138


by Deissmann's researches. They have also drawn attention to suggestive parallels in style and diction not only with famous Hellenistic writers such as Polybius, Strabo, Epictetus, Lucian and Plutarch, and the Jewish writers Philo and Josephus, but also with less important writers such as Vettius Valens the astrologer, and Philodemus, the Palestinian rhetorician.

However, it is not so much the parallels with the literary Koine of the Hellenistic writers that is underlined by some modern scholars. It is rather the claim that the Semitic cast of biblical Greek sets it apart from the language of the market place. Thus in 1935 Britain's distinguished biblical scholar, C.H. Dodd, published his *The Bible and the Greeks* in which he provided many examples of the modification of Greek terms through their use in the Septuagint translation of the Jewish Bible. In the 1940s the Swedish scholar Albert Wifstrand was claiming that Luke had modelled his style very clearly on that of the Septuagint. As to the authors of James, 1 Peter and Hebrews, he claimed they had mastered the grammar of Koine Greek as it was written by educated people, but their stylistic home was the edifying language of the Hellenized synagogue. In America Henry Cadbury of Harvard was acknowledging that the Greek of the NT 'is not always a native Greek but a Greek from which another idiom shines through'. He acknowledges the fact of the 'Semitic element' but says 'Today no unanimous appraisal of its source and extent is forthcoming.' His contemporary of the University of Chicago, F.W. Gingrich, claimed that the Greek NT was a landmark in the course of semantic change and instanced a distinctly Christian usage of words like **ἀγάπη**, **πίστις**, **χάρις**, **κοινωνία**, **διαθήκη**, **δίκαιος**, **κληρονομία**, etc. Metzger of Princeton was more definite still:

> The meaning of many of the richest and most significant words in the New Testament cannot be found in the ordinary Greek dictionary. Instead of going to Athens for help the interpreter must go to Jerusalem for in the pregnant phrase of Albert Ritsch 'the Old Testament is the lexicon of the New Testament'. It is a fact that most of the religious terminology of the New Testament can be understood only as it is read against the background of the Hebrew Old Testament and its Greek translation the Septuagint.

Subsequent research has taken account not only of the vocabulary but more so of the syntax and style of NT Greek. As a result of the writing of British and continental scholars such as G. Johnston, N. Turner, H.S. Gehman, M. Black, P. Katz, J.N.
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18 A. Wifstrand, 'A Problem concerning the Word Order in the NT', *Studia Theologica* 3 (1949) 172-184
19 H. Cadbury, 'The Vocabulary and Grammar of NT Greek', *JBL* 2:4 (1951) 154
Sevenster and K. Beyer a consensus was developing that biblical Greek has a character of its own which was imparted to it by Semitic influences. Until recently only the classicist Lars Rydbeck seems to have protested that the reaction against Deissmann and man-in-the-street Greek had swung the pendulum too far in the direction of a 'peculiar language of a peculiar people.' The NT texts were written down in Greek and they were understood by Greek speaking pagans in the second century A.D. Still there is much to say for a peculiar Jewish tinge to NT Greek. He appealed for a reappraisal of the evidence from both the Hellenist and Jewish materials and more balanced integration.

G.H.R. Horsley laments that the notion of a special Jewish Greek dialect continues to have widespread influence among Biblical scholars. He cites the example of S. Thompson's SNTS monograph, *The Apocalypse and Semitic Syntax* (Cambridge: 1985).

However, Rydbeck's qualms that the pendulum had swung too far in the direction of a separate Jewish Greek dialect have found recent support in the writings of M. Silva and G.H.R. Horsley both of whom bring a more sophisticated linguistic analysis to bear. They seek to account for the Semitic influence in the Greek of the NT writings by reference to bilingualism, both passive and productive, and related phenomena (interference, diglossia, dialect, register etc) as well as the undoubted literary influence of the Septuagint. The whole subject is a fascinating one and I believe their treatment is more convincing than that of those such as Nigel Turner who postulate a separate Jewish Koine dialect. S.E. Porter has provided a helpful anthology of this century's major treatments of the character of the Greek of the NT with a wealth of bibliographical information. His introduction provides the historical context, clarifies the issues to be resolved, and calls for a sounder linguistics approach.

Inevitably there arises the tantalizing question as to what language Jesus and his apostles used in their daily lives. Was is Palestinian Aramaic, Koine Greek or even Hebrew? The question has more significance than the mere satisfactions of pious curiosity. If Jesus spoke Aramaic rather than the Greek of the NT writings then this
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26  G.H.R. Horsley, *New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity* 5, (Sydney: Macquarie University, 1989)
means that the records we have are already a translation. This may well influence our interpretation of them. Many scholars have adopted this view, so impressed were they by the Semitisms of the Gospels. These include great names such as J. Wellhausen, G. Dalman, C.C. Torrey, C.F. Burney, M.H. Segal, T.W. Manson and M. Black. These have held that Jesus and his disciples normally used Aramaic although they were probably acquainted with Greek and perhaps Hebrew. Black summed up the conclusion of Dalman which he regarded as firmly established: 'Jesus may have spoken Greek, but he certainly did speak and teach in Aramaic.'

Again Dr Nigel Turner who completed the third and fourth volumes of Moulton's Grammar took a different view from that of his distinguished predecessor, arguing that Jesus actually spoke a Jewish Greek dialect, a Biblical Greek akin to that of the Septuagint.

It is not inconceivable that, whatever the language of Jesus, it was influenced by all of those spoken in Galilee at that time, viz. Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek and perhaps Latin. It was biblical Greek, of a kind not very different from the Septuagint—a branch of the Koine, but very different from what we read in the Egyptian rubbish heaps or on the papyrus of more literate people. Since 1949, intense study of vocabulary and syntax seem to me to establish that there was a distinguishable dialect of spoken and written Jewish Greek. That is to say, the biblical language was more than a written product of those whose mother tongue was Semitic and who floundered in Greek because they knew so little of it that they must copy Semitic idioms as they penned it. I am not the first to suggest that the Greek of the Old Testament was a language distinct from the main stream of the Koine, yet fully understood by the Jews. Perhaps as Gehman suggests, those who used this dialect of Greek were bilingual; it may have been a temporary phase in the history of the language, representing a period of transition for those Jews who were passing from a Semitic speaking to a Greek speaking stage, and coinciding with the New Testament period. However, as works of much later date, like the Testament of Abraham, exhibit exactly this kind of diction, I do not think it was merely transitional. Certainly it was not artificial. Biblical Greek is so-powerful and fluent, it is difficult to believe that those who used it did not have at hand a language all ready for use. This, I submit, was the normal language of Jesus, at least in Galilee—rather a separate dialect of Greek than a form of the Koine, and distinguishable as something parallel to classical, Hellenistic, Koine and Imperial Greek.

Certainly diverse literary and archaeological data have shown the linguistic situation in Palestine to be far more fluid and complex than was previously assumed. The Dead Sea Scrolls show that Jewish scribes sent letters in Aramaic, Hebrew and Greek to the same Jewish leaders from the same Jewish centres. Sevenster concluded that there is no reason to doubt that Jesus could have taught in Greek, particularly in areas such as

the Decapolis of Transjordan or when he faced Pilate, and that a Palestinian Jewish Christian like James, the brother of the Lord, could write an epistle in good Greek.\textsuperscript{30} J.A.T. Robinson went even further by questioning the common assumption that Aramaic-speaking Christianity was prior to Hellenistic Christianity. He suggested that the majority of the early Jewish Christians, whether from Galilee, Jerusalem or the Diaspora spoke (or even most naturally spoke) Greek. 'There is nothing inherently impossible about the notion that both the epistle of James and the first draft of the gospel of John could be very Jewish and very early and were written in Greek.'\textsuperscript{31}

Two recent articles, both closely argued and well documented, have re-examined the wider question of the language of Jesus.

Randall Buth concludes:

Jesus was most probably trilingual. He certainly knew Hebrew and Aramaic (Luke 4:16-20; Mark 5:41). Probably he used Hebrew most of the time for parables, for legal and religious discussions (e.g. Mark 2:1-12), and for daily matters in Judea. Probably he used mainly Aramaic and Greek in daily matters in Galilee. Even in Galilee it appears that His teaching to Jewish audiences would have been in Hebrew, although present evidence is incomplete. His travel to Tyre and Sidon would presuppose ease with Greek.\textsuperscript{32}

Jerome A. Lund concludes somewhat more tentatively:

It appears that Jesus spoke both a dialect of Middle Hebrew and a dialect of Middle Aramaic. He undoubtedly was versed in biblical Hebrew as well. What His home language was is impossible to tell. However, His choice of language depended to a great extent upon His audience. To Judean and Samaritan farmers and villagers and to the Pharisees and sages of Jerusalem, he probably spoke Hebrew. Then, too, He probably spoke a dialect of Middle Aramaic to Eastern diaspora Jews and to Aramaic speaking Jews of the Galilee, like Jairus. He probably used Greek to speak to the Romans and to Western diaspora Jews, but probably not in teaching. The issue of Hebrew versus Aramaic in the Galilee in the first century is far from settled...\textsuperscript{33}

Needless to say our concern is with the written language of the NT documents and not with what lies behind them. Of this we can say that the Greek shows the same diversity and varying quality as that in the books that make up the LXX. The NT documents represent an established corpus that can be subjected to linguistic analysis in their own right; yet they are clearly related to a wider group of Hellenistic Greek texts of the first century AD. Like the papyri, ostraca and inscriptions from Egypt which

\textsuperscript{30} J.N. Sevenster, \textit{Do You Know Greek?}, (Leiden: EJ Brill, 1968) 190
were subject to bilingual interference (e.g. from Coptic, and possibly Hebrew), so biblical Greek often has a Semitic flavour, adopts Semitic modes of expression and reflects some Semitic interference in such things as word order, style and to a lesser extent, grammar. Most of the morphological and syntactical peculiarities of LXX Greek are to be found in the NT. But the clearest examples of Semitic influence are probably found in the vocabulary. We shall look at examples of this in the next chapter.

Clearly the final word on the nature of the Greek of the NT has not yet been spoken. Suffice it to say that while there is no denying the widespread presence of Semitic features, the evidence falls short of supporting the notion of a special Jewish dialect of Greek. Future research must keep abreast of developments in linguistics. Silva's utilization of recent studies in bilingualism may go some way to resolving the earlier controversy. Silva has suggested the Semitisms in the NT generally affect style or parole rather than grammatical structure or langue, to use Saussure's distinction. Another factor that warrants more attention in language choice is register. Register refers to the type of language chosen in relation to the wider social role being played by the performer at the moment of utterance i.e. what a person is speaking or writing, determined by what he is doing at the time.\(^{34}\) Porter has made the practical suggestion of distinguishing three kinds of Semiticisms: instances of clear translation (e.g. Mark 15:34); instances of intervention when a Greek form must be attributed to the influence of a Semitic construction; and instances of enhancements when what rarely occurs in Greek is found frequently (e.g. the adjectival attributive genitive in Romans 8:21). On the broader canvas he has drawn attention to the need for more consideration of the place of literacy in the ancient world.\(^{35}\)

C. THE ROLE OF THE GREEK SEPTUAGINT TRANSLATION

It has long been a commonplace that Luke, the main writer of the NT (in terms of length), together with the writer to the Hebrews, is steeped in the Septuagint.\(^{36}\) Turner has boldly claimed a more extensive influence—'the style of Mark recalls parts of the Septuagint', the Gospel of John 'is directly influenced by the Septuagint'; the Greek of the Pauline letters is Jewish, 'much influenced by the Septuagint'; 'I Peter is firmly


Septuagintal and Semitic despite the likely efforts of a lettered amanuensis'; 'II Peter is more Semitic in style' (than Jude), 'more patently influenced by the Septuagint, and a degree more pompous'.

But the Septuagint influenced the NT at other levels. Many of the terms used (and sometimes created) by the LXX translators became part and parcel of the language of the NT. Furthermore the NT quotes the LXX frequently and some of its theological arguments are based on the wording of LXX passages. Accordingly in view of the significant influence on the NT writings that the Septuagint is commonly assumed to have had, we shall consider it briefly.

The Septuagint is the earliest written translation of the OT, made in the third and second centuries BC. It was primarily intended to meet the needs of the millions of Greek speaking Jews of the Dispersion. Acts 2 provides a list of countries represented by pilgrims to Jerusalem for the Feast of Pentecost and reminds us that in the century before the birth of Jesus, the Jewish diaspora extended from the west coast of India to the south coast of Gaul and probably to the major ports in Spain. There were possibly a million Jews in Egypt alone and it was in Alexandria, the great commercial and cultural capital (where two out of the five wards were known as Jewish districts), that the Septuagint translation was made.

The history of the translation is obscure. Different ancient sources mention 72, 70 or 5 translators of the Pentateuch, though the main tradition of its origin is preserved in the Letter of Aristeas (100 BC). This document purports to have been written over a century and a half earlier by Aristeas, an official at the court of King Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt (285-246 BC) to his brother Philocrates. Ptolemy was renowned as a patron of literature and it was under him that the great library at Alexandria, one of the world's cultural wonders for 900 years, was inaugurated. The letter describes how Demetrios of Phalerum, said to have been Ptolemy's librarian, aroused the king's interest in the Jewish Law and advised him to send a delegation to the High Priest, Eleazar, at Jerusalem. The High Priest chose as translators six elders from each of the twelve tribes of Israel and sent them to Alexandria, along with an accurate and beautiful parchment of the Torah. The elders were royally dined and wined and proved their wisdom in debate, then they took up their residence in a house on the island of Pharos (of lighthouse fame) where, in 72 days, they completed their
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39 Jeremiah 41:44 records how many inhabitants of Judah fled to Egypt after Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of Jerusalem in 587 BC. Ptolemy I, heir to Alexander's empire in Egypt, was to settle many more garrisons there.
task of translating the Pentateuch into Greek, presenting an agreed version, as the result of conference and comparison. It is plausible that the kernel of the legend has a historical basis. The Ptolemaic kings and their learned men were known to have shown great interest in foreign cultures and could well have commissioned a translation of the law. There is no need to doubt that it was made in Alexandria and that it was begun in the third century BC.

From at least the time of Ezra (450 BC) it had been customary to translate into Aramaic the portions of the Hebrew Scriptures read in public. Actually these Aramaic Targums were oral interpretations rather than translations and were not at first written down. They gave the official view of what the sacred text meant and were intended to be used together with it. Some scholars, such as the late Paul Kahle, think that the Septuagint began in the same way, as an oral explanation accompanying the public recitation of the Hebrew text in the synagogues. Others such as Tov find no evidence for comparison with the Aramaic Targums.

The Contents of the Septuagint
The canon of the Septuagint contains three types of books: a) a Greek translation of the 24 canonical books of the Hebrew Bible; b) a Greek translation of the books not included in the Hebrew canon; c) books written in Greek such as the Wisdom of Solomon and the additions to Daniel and Esther.

The latter two groups together form the so-called "Apocrypha" (Greek plural adjective "hidden"). Following Jerome the term was applied in a pejorative sense to the 15 documents found in the Greek and Latin Bibles but not in the Hebrew. The Western church in general rejected Jerome's championship of the Hebrew Canon of the OT and affirmed a Canon of the OT based on the LXX. The Protestant reformers of the sixteenth century revived the view of Jerome and segregated out the "Apocryphal" books.

The Septuagint canon is arranged differently from the Hebrew canon. While the Hebrew books are arranged in three groups reflecting different stages of the process of canonization, the books of the Greek Bible are arranged according to their literary character: a) Pentateuch and Historical Books; b) Poetical and Wisdom Books; c) Prophetic books.

42 C. Rabin, 'Cultural Aspects of Bible Translation', Babel, 18:3 (1972) 16
43 The Ethiopian version of the OT, however, contains two books, Jubilees and Enoch, not found in either the Hebrew or Greek canons.
Within each group the sequence of books differs from that of the Hebrew canon.

The names of many of the books of the LXX differ from their counterparts in the Hebrew Bible, but they, too, do reflect early Jewish traditions. For example, the Greek name of the fourth book of the Pentateuch, Ἀριθμοι 'Numbers', has its counterpart in the Mishna and Talmud.

The Language of the LXX
The language of the LXX is not straightforward Koine Greek. At its most idiomatic it abounds with Hebraisms; at its worst it has been said to be little more than Hebrew in disguise. The Pentateuch, translated by Jewish translators, is fairly idiomatic and consistent. For the Jews it was the most important of the three divisions of the OT. It was read straight through in the synagogue, sabbath by sabbath, according to a triennial lectionary cycle (whereas only selections from other parts of the OT were read in public). Of the other books, it seems, some were divided between two translators working simultaneously, while others were translated piecemeal at different times by different men using widely different methods and vocabulary. As a result the style varies from fairly good Koine Greek, as in Isaiah, part of Joshua and I Maccabees, to indifferent Greek, as in Chronicles, Psalms, Sira, Judith, the Minor Prophets, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and parts of Kings, to literal and sometimes unintelligible renderings as in Judges, Ruth, Song of Solomon, Lamentations and other parts of Kings.44

Nor does quality of translation necessarily coincide with quality of Greek style. The Pentateuch again ranks high. It is a generally competent translation, though as in the Targums it occasionally paraphrases anthropomorphisms objectionable to Alexandrian Jews. For example, "Enoch walked with God" (Gen 5:22, 24) appears in the LXX as "Enoch pleased God" (which is quoted in the NT at Hebrews 11:5f). Again, the Hebrew text of Exodus 24:10 says that the elders of Israel "saw the God of Israel", but the Septuagint reads, "they saw the place where the God of Israel stood". Few of the other books are translated as well as the Pentateuch and some, such as Isaiah, are very poor. Esther, Job, Proverbs and I Esdras are free paraphrastic renderings and the original version of Job was much shorter than the Hebrew. The Greek Proverbs contain things not in the MT at all, and Hebrew sentiments are freely altered to suit the Greek outlook. The LXX rendering of Daniel was so free that it was replaced in the first century AD by a later translation. One of the translators of Jeremiah sometimes rendered Hebrew words by Greek words that conveyed similar sound but utterly dissimilar meaning. Of the apocryphal books, as we have seen, some are not translations at all, but free Greek compositions.

There is an interesting example of a DE rendering in the LXX of Judg 12:6 where the Hebrew shibboleth/sibboleth is replaced by the Greek noun  σταῖχος. The point being that Greek like other languages (but not English) does not distinguish between the sounds /s/ and /sh/.

However, with regard to the language of the LXX generally, Grant and Rowley sum up:

> The general tendency of the LXX translators was to be very literal and they repeatedly followed Hebrew usage (notably in the use of pronouns, prepositions and participial constructions) to an extent which runs entirely counter to the genius of the Greek language.

The Jews themselves were to lose interest in the Septuagint altogether. For from the first century AD onwards, it was adopted by Christian Jews (and subsequently by Gentile Christians) as their version of the OT and they used it freely to support their contention that Jesus was the promised Messiah. We can see this taking place in several NT passages. For example, in Acts 15:16-18, James, presiding over the council of the mother church in Jerusalem, gives his decision that the mission to the Gentiles, as well as to the Jews, should be continued. He cites the prophet Amos to confirm the decision but uses the Septuagint version which gives more explicit support to his argument than the Masoretic Hebrew text. In the Hebrew the role of the Gentiles in the promised restoration of Israel is vague, whereas in the LXX the purpose of that restoration is "that the remnant of men, and all the Gentiles upon whom my name is called, may earnestly seek me, says the Lord" (Amos 9:11-12).

Another reason for subsequent Jewish abandonment of the Septuagint was the establishment of a revised standard Hebrew Bible by Jewish scholars c. 100 AD. This was the beginning of the process of revision and editing which lasted for several centuries culminating in the production of the Masoretic text. Variant forms of the Hebrew text which had existed before 100 AD were allowed to disappear, with the exception of the Samaritan Pentateuch which was preserved outside Jewish circles. As a result of this standardisation of the Hebrew consonantal text it was expected that versions in other languages conform to it. Clearly the existing Greek version did not.
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45 I owe this example to John Ellington's 'More on 'Shibboleth'', TBT, 43:2 (1992) 244-245
47 The LXX version quoted by James presupposes Hebrew נַעַר (will seek) for Masoretic נַעַר (will possess) and בֹּדְקָה (man) for Edom: and it neglects the particle נַעַר the mark of the accusative case, which precedes, נַעַר (remnant). But the LXX could represent a variant Hebrew text now lost.
New translations of the Bible into Greek were provided in the second century AD, first by a Jewish proselyte named Aquila, and then towards the end of the century by another proselyte, Theodotion.

Inevitably they revised the translation of Isaiah 7:14, a Septuagint text much used by early Christians as a proof of the virgin birth of Christ. The LXX translation of Hebrew עָלֶם לְאֹתָן was παρθένος (a virgin), which was quoted in Matt 1:23. The later Greek versions replaced παρθένος by νεάνις (a young woman). 48

The Significance of the LXX
The Septuagint was one of the great translation enterprises of antiquity. It was the first major translation from an oriental language into Greek and it was the first written translation of the Bible. Biblical scholars prize the Septuagint as a witness to an underlying Hebrew text over a thousand years older than the Masoretic manuscripts. F.F. Bruce gives three convincing examples where the LXX preserved the true text obscured in the (usually more reliable) Hebrew transmissions. 49 But as has been pointed out, 50 a reading in the Greek is no infallible guide to the original Hebrew form. The evidence afforded depends on the translation techniques employed. As we have seen these do not seem to have been uniform. Nevertheless since the recent finds of Hebrew manuscripts at Qumran, the LXX remains, after the MT, the most important complete source for the text of the OT.

Secondly, although this version was intended to meet the needs of Greek speaking Jews, it did incidentally make the OT available to the Gentile world. The Hebraistic style of its Greek could never have been pleasing to a Greek ear, but its contents had their own appeal. That it was known and appreciated in some Greek circles is indicated by allusion to it in pagan authors. 51 "It acts also as a linguistic and theological bridgehead between the Hebrew of the Old Testament and the Greek of the New". 52

This is of importance for our purpose, namely that the LXX was the Bible of the NT writers and their readers. Every part of the NT shows some knowledge and use of the

---

48 הָעָלֶם is in fact strictly 'young woman' and רָתָּן is the term for virgin in Hebrew. Yet in the OT הָעָלֶם, which occurs seven times, does not seem to be used in a markedly different way from רָתָּן, which occurs fifty times.


Septuagint and the vast majority of OT citations are drawn from it. As Sidney Jellicoe stated

For the Greek speaking Jew of the pre-Christian era and over a century beyond, and for the Christian church from the time of its birth, this Jewish-Greek Bible held its place as the inspired Scriptures.  

When the NT was complete, they did not jettison the Old, but added the new Greek original to its Greek translation, making one Greek Bible. Thus the NT writers' task of communicating their message in Greek was facilitated by the role of the Septuagint. They did not have to invent a Greek theological vocabulary; such a vocabulary lay ready to hand in the Septuagint. Pagan vocabulary had been taken over by the Alexandrian translators and used as equivalents of the great words of the OT revelation. Thus in Greek speaking Jewish circles these words no longer bore their original pagan significance but acquired new senses in the context of the OT corpus and from the Hebrew vocabulary which they represented.

The Greek word νόμος, usually translated 'law', is an example of a term which acquires a new sense as a result of its use in the Septuagint to translate the Hebrew פָּרָשָׁה In non-biblical Greek, νόμος means custom or convention. To the Greeks, in fact, law was codified custom. But in the OT, law is divine instruction mediated through Moses and the prophets. The NT writers inherited and utilised this Septuagint usage.

A similar phenomenon took place with regard to a number of other words including names and titles of divine beings, psychological terms and 'salvation' vocabulary. It is to the last of these that we shall turn in the following chapter because the existence of such technical terminology developed in the LXX, and, deliberately appropriated by the NT writers, has important implications for Bible translation and for our evaluation of DE translations in particular.

Finally, in view of our interest in the kind of language that is appropriate in translations of Scripture we note that this first and immensely significant translation did not employ natural common language. In the course of his magisterial survey of the literature on the LXX translation technique Emanuel Tov comments in passing that in all the

---
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voluminous writings of Eugene Nida, no treatment is found of the translation technique of the Septuagint.  

D. CONCLUSION

Nida's theory seeks to do justice to the fact of varieties in languages both with regard to the biblical text itself and the modern languages into which that text has to be translated. In practice, however, it is the latter that predominates in his writings—a feature which is consistent with his emphasis on communication. There is a problem here, which we mention in passing: the notion of group varieties knows no limit. As DE practitioners identify more and more groups of readers, so the number of types of translations must multiply. Thus we have special translations for children and for women, for prisoners, and many other groups. The notion of group varieties reduces ultimately to the language system of the individual—the idiolect. Needless to say this would have immense implications for the believing community and for their liturgy.

However, the concern of this chapter has been rather with the language of the ST, the Bible itself, which by Nida and his associate is assumed to be "natural", "couched in the words of the common people", "the language of the man in the street", with "not even elevated style". The background to this assumption was the dramatic discovery at the end of the nineteenth century of vast numbers of papyri in the sands of Egypt, which proved to be written in Greek strikingly similar at many points to the Greek of the NT. These affinities were well publicised through the research and writings of Adolf Deissmann, J.H. Moulton and G. Milligan and provided a timely caveat to those who were inclined to evaluate the Greek of the NT according to the canons of classical (Attic) grammar. But we have seen that Deissmann's thesis was overstated. Subsequent research has not supported the notion of a unique biblical Greek. In this respect Deissmann (and Moulton) have been vindicated. But the Semitised Greek style of the NT has to be conceded.

We have noted too the profound influence of the Septuagint on the Greek of the NT though just how this influence was mediated is not completely clear. Presumably it was a factor in some continuing social process.

57 D. Crystal, 'Some Current Trends in Translation Theory', TBT 27 (1976) 326
This brings us back to the issue of 'naturalness'. To what extent can we assume that the writers of the NT used language that was natural to themselves, let alone to their receptors, many of whom were Gentiles for whom biblical Greek must have been strange? The deliberately Biblical style of Luke is a case in point.

The truth is that the NT was written in a somewhat Hebraised Greek. Similarly the Bible which so profoundly influenced English culture did not come in natural English. Thus a distinguished advocate of idiomatic translations, Mgr Ronald Knox, complained that 'there are hundreds and hundreds of Hebraisms which we do not notice, because we have allowed ourselves to grow accustomed to them'\(^{58}\)—surely a salutary warning to us not to absolutise 'naturalness'.

The same could be said of the DE theory's aversion to technical terminology. The original text was clearly not written on this assumption. The translator is confronted by words which occur only once in the Scriptures, words unattested in extra-biblical literature. He finds in the NT Hebrew loan words which supply the lack of certain technical terms in Greek (e.g. σταυρος). He is confronted by untranslated Hebrew or Aramaic words such as Σαβαωθ in the Rom 9:29 translation of Isaiah 1:9; μαραναθ in I Cor 16:22, not to mention the more well known examples: μαμωνας, ἀληθινα, ὅσανα, χερσον, ἱερατικ, Ἐμμανουηλ.

The point is that a language is not a closed circle so uniquely shaped by the history of its speech community as to be totally incomprehensible to an outsider. Nor is it impervious to influence from other cultures.

What about the literary quality of the NT writings? Not every translation of a literary text is necessarily literature. Here we shall be content to recognize the importance of Stylistics for translation theory. Nida, too, would endorse this, and has in fact done so in his later writings\(^{59}\). However, the definitive manuals talk about 'the conflict between the dictates of form and content',\(^{60}\) and describe words as mere vehicles of meaning,\(^{61}\) thus denigrating the form of the ST and with it the significance of style. Yet style is part of the total meaning of the text\(^{62}\).

Applying this to the translation of the NT writings the translator has not only to reproduce the higher literary level of language used in such writings as Hebrews,

---


\(^{60}\) E.A. Nida, *Toward a Science of Translating*, (Leiden: Brill, 1964) 91


James, Luke, Acts and I Peter but also to recognise that even those compositions written in non-literary Greek are not devoid of literary merit. The Bible did not take on literary merit only in the KJV, though it may be true, as has been suggested, that the KJV is a greater literary achievement than the original.\textsuperscript{63} Thus in I Corinthians, an epistle in which Paul reminds his readers that his speech has been simple and unadorned, we find some of the most eloquent and moving passages ever written. In fact it has been said that in Rom 8:31-39 and I Cor 13 'the diction of the apostle rises to the heights of Plato in the *Phaedrus*'.\textsuperscript{64} The four gospels too, particularly Mark and John, were written in a simple Greek at the level of vocabulary and syntax, but the classicist, E.V. Rieu has drawn attention to their literary art and rhythm, and says this must be reflected in 'the best contemporary English at our command'.\textsuperscript{65} Mark has been hailed as an artistic genius who invented the gospel genre.\textsuperscript{66} The Book of Revelation has been said to be written in barbarous Greek. But however unnatural the Greek, no-one could doubt the literary impact of the Apocalypse.

The point of the foregoing discussion of the nature of the language of the NT writings has not been to denigrate 'intelligibility' as a worthy aim of Bible translation or to defend the use in our day of such renderings as "Jacob sod pottage" (KJV Gen 25:29). Rather, the aim has been to show that the Greek of the NT cannot be completely identified with the language of the man in the street. Apart from the strange Jewish imagery and thousands of OT allusions, much of the NT is written in a Biblical idiom which must have been quite unnatural and foreign to those who had not been nurtured in the synagogue milieu. This fact should be fully appreciated by translators and help free them from any mistaken subservience to the speech of the market place. In the case of English versions one might also ask why the heritage of Biblical piety and ecclesiastical usage should be excluded from the resources of contemporary English.

However much we might wish to make our version clear and intelligible, the very nature of the original at times will mean the modern reader is sure to strike problems. The first readers of the gospels probably found them just as difficult as we do.\textsuperscript{67} Certainly the writer of 2 Peter acknowledged that some of the things written by "our beloved brother Paul...[are] hard to understand, which the ignorant and unstable twist to their own destruction as they do the other Scriptures" (2 Pet 3:16). It is not the job of the Bible translator to simplify the original or to make it easier to understand.

\textsuperscript{63} F.C. Grant, *Translating the Bible*, (Greenwich Conn.: Seabury Press, 1961) 72
\textsuperscript{65} E.V. Rieu, 'Translating the Gospels', *TBT*, 6:4 (1955) 155
\textsuperscript{67} E.V. Rieu, 'Translating the Gospels', *TBT*, 6:4 (1955) 154
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Furthermore, if the modern reader is to be presented with a Bible in common language, he will have been deprived of so much that not only puzzled its first readers but also arrested and challenged them.
CHAPTER THIRTEEN

CONCORDANCE AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY IN DE TRANSLATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to pursue a second matter that emerged from Chapter 11's examination of the way DE translations deal with the ST. We will consider the issue of 'concordance' and the handling of technical terminology. In order to limit the scope of this section of our investigation, we will undertake a case study. An obvious area to explore is the translation of the sacrificial/cultic terminology that is very common in the Bible, but very foreign—indeed, even repugnant—to most Western minds. It will therefore be a significant litmus test of DE translation in practice.

A. BIBLICAL WORD STUDIES AND MODERN SEMANTICS

In the previous chapter we have discussed the significance of the Septuagint as the version of the OT most commonly used by the NT writers and the Christian community of the first centuries. Its influence is seen in over a thousand quotations and several thousand clear allusions; in the Biblical style of some NT writers and in the inherited theological vocabulary that they utilised. It is to the last of these that we shall now turn.

The Jewish writers of the NT did not have to invent a Greek theological vocabulary; such a vocabulary lay ready at hand in the Septuagint. A number of commentators have pointed out how the Alexandrine translators of the LXX took over pagan religious terminology in the translation of the Hebrew Bible with the result that in Greek-speaking Jewish circles these words acquired new significance from the Hebrew vocabulary that they represented or from the new context in which they were set.\(^1\) The opening chapters of C.H. Dodd's *The Bible and the Greeks* contained many examples of the modification of Greek terms through their use in the LXX. Similarly the attention drawn by F.F. Bruce to the Greek word νόμος and the change in connotation it has undergone to translate "law" has been observed in the previous chapter. This connotation has been retained in NT writings.\(^2\)

---


A similar phenomenon took place with regard to names and titles of divine beings, as well as words such as 'grace', 'truth', 'life', 'peace', 'salvation' and 'heaven', all of which have a long history in the OT, and to cultic terminology. It is commonly claimed that "almost every key theological word of the New Testament is derived from some Hebrew word that had a long history of use and development in the Old Testament". Thus there has been much investigation of the background of the words of the NT and their roots in the OT. Kittel and Friedrich's nine volume Theological Dictionary of the New Testament is the most famous. However, it must be acknowledged that such word studies have not always satisfied those with some training in descriptive linguistics.

In view of the claims being made in this chapter concerning the significance for biblical interpretation and translation of the NT writers' usage of LXX terminology, some brief attention must be given first to modern developments in Semantics as they bear on our topic.

The relevance of semantics to biblical interpretation was demonstrated decisively in 1961 with the publication of James Barr's book, The Semantics of Biblical Language. Barr, at that time Professor of OT Literature at the University of Edinburgh, was concerned about unsound linguistic methods prevalent in biblical scholarship. His criticisms, supported by a wealth of examples taken from commentaries, word studies and theological works, focused on faulty lexicography and on the idea that the grammar of a language reflected a people's world-view (in particular what differences of language structure between Greek and Hebrew correlated with the differences in philosophical orientation or personality types found in those cultures). Among the false assumptions he attacked was the view that the word, rather than the sentence or speech-act, constituted the basic unit of meaning to be investigated, and that questions about etymology somehow relate to the real or basic meaning of a word. He advocated the "semantic field" approach associated with the name of Trier. This approach, which Barr utilized in a subsequent book, Biblical Words for Time, involves the study, not of one word, but of a group, in which each element can be stated by delimitation against the other; the meaning is the choice of this word against that. Although the study of semantics can be approached from the side of philosophy as well as linguistics, James Barr and subsequent writers who have sought to apply these
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principles to biblical interpretation (e.g. John Sawyer 1972) have drawn their insights from linguistics, and particularly from the structural approach to language inspired by Ferdinand de Saussure.

Ever keen to make available to exegesis, and to translators especially, the fruits of linguistic developments, Nida himself in conjunction with J.P. Louw has produced A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic Domains. A companion volume elaborates the methodological approach that lies behind the lexical judgements. Louw and Nida's Lexicon, which was not available to translators of the versions we are investigating, provides definitions and information about a word's field of meaning that is often lacking in other lexicons.

A comparison with the method of a standard Greek Lexicon, such as Arndt and Gingrich, is helpful. For example, for κύριος BAGD divides the range of meaning into two main categories: 1. "Owner" of impersonal possession or of a slave, "master" or "lord". 2. Designation of person of high position - "Lord", - or as a title of respect - "sir". Religious usage indicated Lord used of God, of deified kings, Jesus and other supernatural beings like angels.

In Louw and Nida's Lexicon the range of meanings is listed in the index volume II under the entry, κύριος: Lord, owner, ruler and sir (2:149). The domain reference numbers listed indicate that each meaning comes from a different domain. "Lord" belongs to the domain of words indicating supernatural beings and powers (12:9). The definition in volume I identifies this as a title for God or Christ, indicating 'one who exercises supernatural authority over mankind' (1:139). The second meaning,
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"owner", occurs in the domain of words that express ownership or possession (57:12). Here the definition of κρατος is 'one who owns and controls property, including especially servants and slaves, with important supplementary components of high status and respect'; "owner", "master" and "lord" serve as good glosses (1:559). κρατος meaning "ruler" occurs in the group of words used to indicate control or rule and in the subdomain focusing on ruling or governing other people (37:51). When κρατος means "sir" (87:53) it belongs to the domain of words indicating status and the subdomain expressing high status or rank, e.g., a title of respect used in addressing a man - sir, mister (1:739). Volume I provides both the specific domain for each of these meanings and a precise definition of each meaning.

There is much that is creative and helpful in Louw and Nida's Lexicon. But it needs to be used in conjunction with BAGD which provides more extensive reference for each Greek entry, often in fact including every NT occurrence of a word. A theoretical question with regard to Nida and Louw's semantic domains concerns their objective status. To what degree are these categories based on the grammar of the Greek lexicon and to what extent on the linguist's (English) intuitive understanding of the lexical items?

In view of Barr's ruthless criticisms of many of the articles in Kittel's Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, one might be tempted to doubt the value of word study altogether. But word study as such is not his target. His real complaint was against what he called 'illegitimate totality transfer'. By this he meant the reading into a word in a particular context of the sum total of the semantic values that it has in all its occurrences. Thus he takes the word ἐκκλησία (church) and considers its meaning on the basis of various usages in the NT. Preachers and writers expound the word as meaning "the Christian assembly", "the body of Christ", "the Bride of Christ", "the first installment of the Kingdom", etc. There may be a sense in which this is the 'meaning' of ἐκκλησία but all these meanings drawn from different contexts cannot be lumped together and assume to be the meaning of ἐκκλησία in each of its particular occurrences, e.g. in Matt 16:18. Barr successfully demonstrates that in a number of articles in Kittel's Dictionary it is erroneously assumed that words carry with them all the meanings which they may have in other sets of co-occurrences.
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Word studies as such are not to be dismissed as valueless. 'There is usually in each word a hard core of meaning which is relatively stable and can only be modified by the context within certain limits.'15

R.H. Robins wisely observed that words may be convenient units about which to state meanings 'provided that it is borne in mind that words have meaning by virtue of their employment in sentences...and that the meaning of a sentence is not to be thought of as a sort of summation of the meanings of its component words taken individually.'16

Much, too, inevitably depends on the type of words that we have in mind. Words normally have a number of different senses and it is the context which makes clear which sense is uppermost in a particular occurrence. Most words have a 'primary' sense that comes to the mind of native speakers when they hear it in isolation. It is the sense least conditioned by the context. What the translator has to keep in mind, however, is that the senses which a word has in one language seldom match the senses of the 'equivalent' word in another language. Even when the primary sense matches, different words may have to be used to express the 'secondary' senses. However, there are some words which seem to have only one (e.g. "Messiah"), or at least a relatively stable conceptual nucleus. Cultic terminology of the type we shall be discussing would be in this category.

As we turn to examine the selected cultic terminology, the lessons of modern linguistics must be kept in mind. Full justice must be done to the context in which the terms are used, both the immediate linguistic environment as well as the wider literary context—in this case the whole biblical corpus. Linguistics would further stress the importance of the non-verbal context, that is the historical situation in which a term has been understood. In the case of biblical literature one could imaginatively reconstruct a bewildering number of situational contexts of particular literary units. One could read certain Psalms in the light of original Enthronement Of Yahweh Festivals or in the context of the liturgical religious communities that have read, sung, listened to, or studied them, up to the present time. One of the refreshing new trends in biblical research is to examine the later historical contexts, and 'corruptions' of the text with the same objectivity and enthusiasm as the postulated 'original' situational context in Israel's life. The biblical text is seen as the result of a cumulative process possibly involving many layers of tradition. The semanticist (translator, commentator or lexicographer) can 'freeze' the process and describe the meaning of the text in whichever period he chooses. The essential thing is that he makes it clear at the outset exactly what he is doing. It is one of the benefits of recent approaches to biblical

interpretation that they take seriously the final form of the biblical text as a valid linguistic environment on the basis of which semantic statements can be made. Accordingly, we shall be commenting on the biblical text in its final form without delving into possible *Sitze im Leben* of particular passages unless these are explicitly described by the text itself.

Furthermore, in any semantic statements the priority of synchronic description must be observed. As James Barr said with reference to diachronic studies, "The main point is that the etymology of a word is not a statement about its meaning but about its history."¹⁷ Nor does one have to be a linguist to recognise that language, including biblical languages, has a history and that words change their meanings. This is even true of the Hebrew text of the OT which was written down over a number of centuries. Thus we read in 1 Sam 9:9 that מִשָּׁל (seer) is an archaic form subsequently replaced by נַבִּי (prophet). Again in 2 Sam 5:20 David can use בַּעַל in the place name *Baal-perazim* in its meaning of 'lord', but by the time of the later prophet Hosea, the term had become so associated with idolatry as to be taboo among the redeemed Israel (Hos 2:16, 17). On the other hand, one does not have to be such a relativist as to deny the possibility of continuity throughout history. This is particularly important when one considers the literary and poetic use of language, where usage is more self conscious than in ordinary speech and writing. Poets or novelists hardly ever write spontaneously. Their use of language is normally accompanied by a certain amount of reflection on language itself.¹⁸

Furthermore there are cases where the etymology of a word is not just a fascinating distraction but an important part of semantic description. A word no longer in use in any living language, not attested in enough contexts to make synchronic description possible, and not occurring in a bilingual text, cannot be described in any other way.¹⁹ Barr criticized preachers who exploit the etymology of a word for homiletic purposes, not least where too much is read into dead metaphors. For instance, the Greek verb σπλαγχνίζομαι 'to show compassion' is said to be particularly powerful because σπλάγχνα means 'internal organs'. But in the Gospels the Greek metaphor probably no longer had any more force than our English verb 'to lose heart'. Another favourite of preachers is the Greek word ὑπηρέτης (literally, the under-rower of a ship) which probably simply means 'assistant' or 'servant' when Paul says, "This is how one should regard us, as servants of Christ" (1 Cor 4:1). Occasionally someone uses diachronic investigation in a way that leads to sheer anachronism, as when we are told that μαρτύριον (witness) has the basic meaning of 'martyrdom', or worse still,

that δύναμις in the NT properly means 'dynamite'!^{20} I would suggest that Nida himself is guilty of imaginative etymologizing when he translates εὐαγγέλιον (gospel), as 'good news'. This is a popular interpretation influenced by the etymology of our English word 'gospel', but it is difficult to defend it on the basis of synchronic description within the context of the NT writings themselves.^{21} Yet the GNB translates εὐαγγέλιον by 'good news' even in Rev 14:6, where its context is "Fear God and give him glory, for the hour of his judgement has come".

However, these popular misuses of etymology, rightly scorned by linguists, should alert us to the possibility that such self-conscious use of language, and etymology in particular, may be found in ancient texts, too. In the case of biblical Hebrew, Sawyer has drawn attention to the possibility that a distinctive type of morphological motivation operates due to the structure of the language. He points to the relatively small number of morphological patterns; the remarkable stability of the transconsonantal root; the consonantal script and the frequency of folk etymologies, as reason to allow for etymological motivation more developed than in the Indo-European languages.^{22} The suggestion is worthy of further investigation. Certainly Paul, writing in Greek, exploits the Hebrew etymology of 'Jew' when he says in Rom 2:29, 'He is a Jew who is one inwardly...His praise is not from men but from God'.

With the above caveat we are prepared to observe the warnings of writers such as Barr. In the study of our chosen terminology any historical information must be subsidiary to a synchronic study of the contexts where the terms under discussion occur.

B. CONCORDANCE IN TRANSLATION

DE translation theory emphasises that contextual consistency has priority over verbal consistency or word-for-word concordance.^{23} Since in different languages the semantic areas of corresponding words are not identical, it is inevitable that the choice of the right word in the RL text to translate a word in the ST depends more on context than verbal consistency.^{24} Nida's favourite example is the Greek word σάρξ, which in the FC translations is consistently rendered "flesh"—a translation which he says
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21 See the previous discussion of this point in Chapter 11 (p.157f).
distorts the meaning for it does not express the intended sense in each context. Therefore, following Nida, the GNB translated σωματικός by various terms, e.g. "men" (Acts 2:17, 2 Cor 7:5), "people of my own race" (Rom 11:4), "human nature" (Rom 8:3), "world/worldly" (2 Cor 10:3), "human point of view" (1 Cor 1:26).

As we have seen, the issue is an old one. The translators of the KJV state quite openly their decision, 'We have not tied ourselves to uniformity of phrasing or to an identity of words'. At the time of the preparation of the ERV, the problem was discussed at length and in a book entitled The Revision of the English Version of the New Testament Bishop Lightfoot accused the KJV translators of two groups of errors stemming from their espousal of the approach quoted above. In the first place he claimed that various renderings of the same word or words introduced artificial distinctions having no place in the original. In the second place he accused them of obliterating real distinctions by the same rendering of different words.

Some clarification of terminology is in order.

First of all two types of concordance must be distinguished: one relating to concordance within an original text; the other between an original text and its translation. The first refers to the repeated use of the same word or expression to refer to the same specific thing or concept. Beekman and Callow draw attention, however, to 'pseudo-concordance', by which they mean the re-occurrence of the same word but with different senses.

Distribution of semantic components into word class or system will differ between languages, and the range of variability of semantic usages of a word in different contexts differs radically preventing a one-to-one matching of word-to-word in each of several contexts across two languages.

Thus English assigns at least two meanings to the word 'table'—a kind of furnituré, and a different sense in a table of contents. It is conceivable that both usages occur in the same paragraph but we would not expect to find matching translations for both meanings. This is an example of polysemy and hence pseudo-concordance. If we then translate these two senses of 'table' into Bahasa Indonesia as mejá and daftar

27 The following treatment owes much to the helpful discussion of "concordance" by J. Beekman and J. Callow, Translating the Word of God, (Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 1974).
respectively there has been no loss in meaning unless the original text involved a pun (as, for instance, in Amos 8:1 "the basket of summer fruit" which signals "the end" in Hebrew). The loss, if it may be called such, is in the terms of structure of the English lexicon, something that is language specific and arbitrary. The translator should not attempt to reproduce such pseudo-concordance in the RL.

Where an original text exhibits deliberate re-occurrence of the same word with the same sense then this represents real concordance which the translator should seek to reproduce in the RL. Beekman and Callow cite 1 Corinthians 13, where Paul uses the Greek word ἀγάπη (love) no less than eight times to keep his topic in focus and reinforce his theme. This then, is a linguistic feature of form that the translator should seek to carry over into the RL version. More important for our purpose, in view of the subsequent focus on the translation of cultic terminology, is their advocacy of concordant translation of the word 'blood' in the Bible because of the deliberate allusion to OT sacrifices. In apparent criticism of the GNB, they say, 'To translate this symbol 'blood' simply as 'death' loses or at least obscures this designed concordance.'

Sometimes there are, however, problems in maintaining real concordance. If, for instance, the metaphor 'blood' was felt to be misleading in the RL (but this is not the case in English), then the problem could be overcome by using the word 'blood' and 'to die' in a clause. Inevitably difficulties in the lexical structure of languages pose problems which result in either a reduction or gain in the internal concordance of the translation as compared to that of the ST. Beekman and Callow cite Ephesians 4:32 as causing problems in one of the Otomi languages of Mexico. i.e. "Forgive one another as God for Christ's sake has forgiven you". The Greek original, like English, is able to use the same word 'to forgive' in both cases, i.e. χαρίζω but in this Otomi language it is unthinkable that the same word could be used of human forgiving and divine forgiving. The same problem exists in Bahasa Indonesia, and earlier Indonesian versions of the Bible were careful to distinguish between memaafkan (human forgiving) and mengampuni (divine forgiving). However, of three versions in current use, two translate χαρίζω by mengampuni in both cases, thus retaining the concordance of the ST. It is not clear whether the natural usage is being changed by 'foreign' influence. Whatever the background, it provides another warning to the translator not to slavishly bind himself to what is 'natural'. Languages are not immutable systems and the translation of the Bible can itself be an important influence in language change. A completely concordant translation is impossible. But should
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30 J. Beekman and J. Callow, Translating the Word of God, (Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 1974) 156.
not the translator seek to reproduce the concordance of the ST unless it is intolerable in the RL?

C. A CASE STUDY: THE TRANSLATION OF SACRIFICIAL TERMINOLOGY IN THE NT

Nida reports that when the GNB was published some readers said that they were shocked not to find the word 'propitiation'.\(^{31}\) This is one of the traditional salvation words found in the KJV, and S.R. Driver\(^ {32}\) claimed that propitiation was one of the three main categories used in the NT to interpret the death of Christ. It is true that generally such theological understandings of the NT writers are borne by sentences rather than by individual words.\(^ {33}\) Thus to assess Driver's claim with regard to propitiation, one would not restrict the investigation to the occurrence of certain terms but rather note the larger discourse units which refer, for instance, to the wrath of God. Nevertheless, we must assert again the particular importance of technical terms which, however strange and difficult to the modern reader, function as signposts pointing to certain religious presuppositions and to a peculiar historical and social background without which the thinking of the NT writers cannot be understood. Since Nida himself has drawn attention to, and defended, the disappearance of 'blood' and 'propitiation' from the DE translation which he commends, it will provide a suitable case study, on the basis of which we hope some general conclusions can be reached about the translation of OT technical terms in the NT.

The terminology under focus is the ἰλάσκομαι word group comprising the verb (ἐξ)ἰλάσκομαι and the nouns ἱλασμός and ἱλαστήριον. There are 160 occurrences of these words in the Greek OT (LXX), usually in connection with the sacrificial cultus. There are only six occurrences in the NT (two of each), of which four refer directly to the death of Christ.

Recent English translations, prior to the GNB, had reflected some uncertainty as to whether this terminology was best translated by 'propitiation' or 'expiation'. According to Moulton and Milligan,\(^ {34}\) the ἰλάσκομαι word group in Hellenistic Greek, as in Classical, refers to placating wrath. They interpret ἰλάσκομαι with accusative of the person as 'render propitious to oneself', and go on to note 'a similar use of the compound ἐξἰλάσκομαι which extends to the LXX'. Some biblical scholars, however, notably C.H. Dodd, have argued that the notion of propitiation or

---


\(^{32}\) S.R. Driver, 'Propitiation', HDB, IV (Edinburgh: T & TClark, 1902) 132.


appeasement is hardly found in biblical Greek, but rather gives way to an impersonal 'expiation' or 'atonement'. He did not suggest a difference in the action performed. Rather, a difference in intention is signified. Propitiation refers to the placating of an angry party—be it divine or human. Expiation, on the other hand, has in view the removal of an offence or compensation for it. A comparison of pre-1935 and post-1935 Bible translations and commentaries testifies to the tremendous influence of Dodd's thesis. Prior to 1935, 'propitiation' is universally accepted; subsequently 'expiation' becomes the norm. Significantly, Dodd was to become chairman of the NEB NT translation project.

Dodd's conclusions, however, were later challenged by Leon Morris, who argued that in a majority of biblical usages, when the context is consulted it is plain that 'the averting of anger seems to represent a stubborn substratum of meaning from which all other usages can be naturally explained.' James Barr is reluctant to allow that the sacrificial system involved any element of 'appeasement of an angry, offended or arbitrary deity', but concedes that in many contexts 'the anger of God falls on Israel when the sin is not expiated so that expiation has a certain apotropaic aspect; it alone turns away the anger of God... it is therefore difficult to carry out the clear distinction of expiation and propitiation.' A painstaking study by David Hill, Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings, gave cautious support to Morris' criticism of Dodd. In a later Festschrift to Morris, Howard Marshall claimed that Morris' 'discussion of the meaning of the hilaskomai word group in which he demonstrated that it refers to propitiation rather than expiation, has been confirmed by the work of R. Nicole and D. Hill.

The GNB sidesteps altogether the expiation/propitiation debate by using a phrase such as 'the means by which men's sins are forgiven.' Nida answers the critics, as follows:

What these persons did not sense was their own misunderstanding of the meaning of "propitiation" which really refers to the process of "making someone favourably inclined toward another". The English term "propitiation" might be described as a highbrow way of talking about arm-twisting, but there is no need for arm-twisting to get God on man's side. It was God who was in Christ reconciling the world to himself; Christ did not have to reconcile God to the world. The Greek noun hilasmos and the related verb hilaskomai never occur in the New Testament with God as the object, and in 1 John 2:2 it is not the propitiation of sin but the

expiation of sin which is spoken of. For many readers, however, the term "expiation" would be even more difficult than "propitiation". In fact, both "expiation" and "propitiation", like "justification" and "predestination", are not much more than anglicised Latin. These words exist in dictionaries, but they are only very rarely heard in speech. Hence, if even the phrase "expiation of sins" is to be understood, it is much better rendered in 1 John 2:2 as "And Christ himself is the means by which our sins are forgiven". With the wording the vital message of this important verse becomes crystal clear.40

Had Nida been content to argue that in a common language version or in view of the target audience there is no room for such rare and difficult words, one could perhaps accept his position. But that is not his argument at all. Apart from his strange antipathy to English vocabulary with Latin origins, he finds the whole idea of propitiation repugnant, but rather than opt for the equally difficult 'expiation' he advocates a simplified paraphrase that no longer has any contact with the sacrificial cultus whose categories are being used by the NT writers. That 'the vital message now becomes crystal clear' may be true. But to what extent is it the same message?

It is appropriate at this point to provide a brief survey of the linguistic evidence. The εἰλάσκεσθαι word group has a long history of usage in the LXX, the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible so often quoted by the NT writers, and the version with which the first readers of the NT letters would have been most familiar. These terms are chiefly used as equivalents of the Piel conjugation of the Hebrew verb רבו and its derivatives. The debate among scholars as to whether רבכ originally mean 'cover completely' or 'wipe out' is not relevant for our purposes. Its cultic use denotes the restoration of a relationship between God and man which has been broken by sin, normally through the offering of a sacrifice. Thus God is said to have taken the initiative in providing the means of atonement, e.g. Lev 17:11 "I have given it (the sacrificial blood) to you upon the altar to make atonement (Hebrew ךֵ֔לע לָ֣ו LXX ֶצְּיַלָּסְקָהַּשָּׁאַי) for your souls".

That the LXX translators seemed to have regarded צלולס and רבכ as virtual equivalents is a useful guide to the meaning of the Greek term. However, the Greek text is worthy of investigation in its own right. This is apparent if we look at those verses where the Greek translators used an εἰλάσκεσθαι form even though no רבכ word is found in the underlying Hebrew text. Dodd assumed that propitiation was not intended in these cases. However, closer examination indicates that the translators were governed by ideas expressed in the context rather than merely finding equivalents for particular Hebrew words. Thus in 2 Kgs 24:4 the Hebrew clause reads פֹּלֶל

Even clearer is the use of ἐξιλάσκεσθαι to translate πληγή (mollify) in Zech 7:2 and 8:22 and Mal 1:9. Dodd acknowledged that these are 'unmistakable examples of the ordinary classical and Hellenistic sense of exilaskesthai = propitiate', 41 but maintained that because the reference is to non-Israelites they can be allowed little significance. Dodd's argument would carry some weight if the narrative described pagan worship. Instead it is about Gentiles who join the Jewish pilgrims going to Jerusalem.

Another interesting example is found in Ps 106:30, the one occasion where the LXX uses ἐξιλάσκεσθαι to render Ἰλασσω, a verb which means 'pray' or 'intercede' and which is normally translated προσέκεσθαι. In this verse the psalmist recalls the incident related in Numbers 25 when Israel 'attached themselves to the Baal of Peor and ate sacrifice offered to the dead they provoked the Lord to anger with their doings and a plague broke out among them. Then Phineas (the priest) stood up and interposed and the plague was stayed' (Ps 106:28-30). As noted above, Ἰλασσω means no more than intercede, but the Septuagint translator, apparently reflecting on the context, writes down 'Phineas stood up and placated (the Lord)'. The LXX choice of ἐξιλάσκεσθαι was no doubt influenced not only by the general theme of averting God's wrath (Num 25:3-5 records God's command to Moses to 'Take all the chiefs of the people and hang them in the sun before the Lord that the fierce anger of the Lord may turn away from Israel'), but also by the memory of the end of that narrative where the Lord gave Phineas 'the covenant of a perpetual priesthood because he was jealous for his God and made atonement for the people of Israel' (Num 25:13 RSV). The Hebrew translated 'made atonement' is ה Мос and the LXX translation is ἐξιλάσκο used without an object, just as in Ps 106:30 (cf. Eccl 45:23).

We have seen then in these unexpected appearances of ἐξιλάσκεσθαι or ἐξιλάσκεσθαι in the LXX (viz. Zech 7:2; 8:22; Mal 1:9; Ps 106:30; Eccl 45:23; 2

Kgs 24:8; Ex 32:14 and 1 Sam 6:3) that the verb seems to be used by the translators with the propitiatory meaning that it bears in non-biblical Greek.

In eighty three out of one hundred and six occurrences in the LXX ξιλασκεσθαι translates the Hebrew root לָדָע usually in cultic context. The instances in the non-cultic contexts can be rendered 'propitiate'. Some examples are: Prov 16:14: 'The wrath of a king is a messenger of death, but a wise man will appease it' (LXX, ξιλασσεται). In Gen 32:21 Jacob thinks that his present will appease Esau's wrath and the LXX renders the words literally ξιλασμαι το πρόσωπον αὐτοῦ ἐν τοῖς δώροις'. Again 2 Sam 21:1-14 describes King David's attempt to get rid of a famine which had been caused by his predecessor's ill treatment of the Gibeonites. David asks them, "What shall I do for you? With what shall I make atonement?" (Τὸ δίδαξαι μοι ἡμῖν τὸν λόγον τῆς ἱματίας τῆς γῆς, ν.3). It is agreed that the seven sons of Saul be hanged. The passage includes the ideas of propitiating anger and making compensation. In these non-cultic contexts, לָדָע (and the ξιλασκομαι form used in the LXX to translate it) regularly bears the meaning to avert punishment by the payment of a לָדָע (ransom) which may be money or which may be a life.

However, as most occurrences of ξιλασκεσθαι are found as the translation of לָדָע in cultic contexts where the worshipper expresses his penitence ritually by animal sacrifice, biblical scholars agree that this usage is the most significant for interpreting the terminology of the NT. The ritual of the Day of Atonement (Yom Kippurim) described in Leviticus 16 is typical:

Then the priest shall kill the goat of the sin offering which is for the people, and bring its blood within the veil, and do with its blood as he did with the blood of the bull, sprinkling it upon the mercy seat ( salariéς) and before the mercy seat; thus he shall make atonement (ξιλασσεται) for the holy place, because of the uncleanness of the people of Israel and because of their transgressions. (Lev 16:15-16)

Similar cultic usages can be found in Ex 30:10, 15, 16; Lev 1:4; 4:20, 26, 31, 35; 6:6, 10, 12, 16, 18; 7:7, 30, 37; 8:15, 34; 9:7; 10:17; 12:7, 8; 14:18, 19, 20, 21, 29, 31, 53; 15:15, 30; 16:6, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18, 20, 24, 27, 30, 32, 33, 34; 17:11; 19:22; 23:28; Num 5:8; 6:11; 8:12, 19, 21; 15:25, 28; 16:46, 47; 25:13; 28:22, 30; 29:5, 11; 31:50; 35:33; Deut 21:8; 1 Sam 3:14; 6:3; 1 Chron 6:49; 2 Chron 29:24; 30:19; Neh 10:33; Ps 106:30; Exek 43:20, 22, 26:45:15, 17, 18, 20; Dan 9:24; Zech 7:2. In some contexts the notion of propitiation is particularly strong e.g. Num 16:44-46:

And the Lord said to Moses and Aaron 'Depart from the midst of this congregation, and I will consume them at once'; and they fell upon their faces. And Moses said to Aaron, 'Take a censor and put on it fire from the altar, and put incense on it, and carry it away quickly into the camp,
and make atonement for them (Hebrew לַעֲלוֹת LXX (17:11) ἔξωκασται); for wrath is gone forth from the presence of the Lord: it has begun to destroy the people.

However, especially in Leviticus and Ezekiel, it is not obvious whether ideas of propitiation or expiation are foremost. The verb has become a standard technical term which is perhaps best translated 'make atonement'.

Dodd was right to underline the difference between biblical use of ἔξωκασται words and the normal Greek association with a capricious and vindictive deity whose arbitrary punishments can only be avoided by appropriate bribes. Both OT and NT alike represent God Himself as taking the initiative in providing the means for restoring the broken relationship between Himself and His people, cf. Lev 17:11, 'I have given it (the sacrificial blood) to you upon the altar to make atonement for you souls', and Rom 3:25, 'Christ, whom God set forth to be a propitiation (ἔξωκαστηριον) through faith, by his blood'. But clearly, propitiatory connotations have not disappeared. If that had been the intention of the LXX translators or the NT writers after them, it is incredible that they would choose terms which in normal everyday usage were saturated with propitiatory associations. However distasteful to the modern mind, one cannot escape the constant references to the wrath of God in both OT and NT. But the biblical context always makes clear that this is no arbitrary passion of a capricious deity but the stern reaction of a holy God to man's disobedience and evil.

Three other members of the ἔξωκασται group must be looked at before we turn to the NT texts. Firstly, ἔξωκασται itself (as distinct from the far more common compound verb discussed above) occurs only eleven times in the LXX. The underlying Hebrew is לַעֲלוֹת three times, מֵלֶא six times and מַעָּנוּ once. There is no corresponding Hebrew verb for the occurrence in Est 13:17. Generally these Hebrew verbs convey meanings such as 'forgive' but as we have already seen (e.g. Ex 32:14) the LXX translators felt free to use an ἔξωκασται word if the context warranted it. Thus, in six out of these eleven occurrences, there is explicit mention of wrath (e.g. Ex 32:14; Lam 3:42; Dan 9:19). 2 Kgs 5:18 refers to the incident where Naaman the Syrian asks pardon for bowing down in the pagan temple of Rimmon, i.e. the most heinous of sins in a Jewish context — idolatry.

It has been argued that in the case of Ps 64:4 where 'sins' is in the accusative case, the translation should read 'expiate our sins'. This may be correct. But it is interesting that a number of manuscripts read the dative case. This shows that if the original were an accusative it was regarded as so unusual that some scribes felt constrained to modify it to a dative. Certainly both ἔξωκασται and ἔξωκασται are generally used with
an emphasis on relations between persons, a fact which accords better with a meaning such as propitiate than expiate. The most common construction occurring some sixty times, is πέρι with the genitive of the person (i.e. to make propitiation concerning a person).

The nouns ἵλασμος and ἐξιλάσμος are used interchangeably some sixteen times in the LXX. Forgiveness is the meaning in Dan 9:8 and Ps 129:4. But it is the cultic usage which prevails in such expressions as ‘day of atonement’, ‘blood of atonement’, ‘house of atonement’ (Num 5:8; Lev 23:27, 28; 1 Chron 20:28; 28:11; Ezek 7:25; 43:23; 45:19). As well as translating ἔσομι it is used to translate the Hebrew word for sin offering (e.g. Amos 8:14; Ezek 44:27; 45:19). In some contexts the propitiatory overtones are very strong (e.g. Dan 9:8; 2 Mac 3:33).

Finally, the noun ἴλαστριον occurs twenty seven times in the LXX. On twenty one occasions it translates the Hebrew נִסָּף or mercy seat. This golden slab in the Holy of Holies was held to be the special place of God’s presence and it was sprinkled with blood on the Day of Atonement (Lev 16). ἴλαστριον also occurs five times in Ezekiel’s vision of the postexilic temple (Ezek 43), where it denotes a ledge on the sacrificial altar on which blood was to be painted. There is only one non-cultic use of the word, and that is in the apocryphal 4 Maccabees; a book written about 40 AD,42 a few years before the NT letters were written. Referring to the martyrdom of the seven brothers, the verse (17:22) reads:

They having as it were become a ransom (ἀντιψωφιχαί) for the nation’s sins; and through the blood for these righteous men and the propitiation of their death (τοῦ ἴλαστριου τοῦ δανατοῦ αὐτοῦ), the divine providence delivered Israel which had hitherto suffered evil.

The commentary of 2 Maccabees on the same incident (7:33-38) confirms the propitiatory interpretation of the death of the brothers:

I, like my brothers, give up body and soul for our fathers’ laws, calling on God to show favour to our nation soon...and to let the Almighty’s wrath, justly fallen on the whole of our nation, end in me and my brothers.

These passages, by the way, were not treated by Dodd because he regarded the LXX books for which there was no available Hebrew original as unsuitable for his comparative methods. His aim was to demonstrate how the Hebrew forced Greek words into a new mould. However, once again, Dodd’s methodology can be criticised. The whole range of LXX usage is relevant to the investigation, particularly

as Dodd was arguing that the usage of the NT authors was determined by the usage of the LXX.

Because Dodd's investigation has proved the point of departure for modern study of the Ἰλασκεσθαι terminology it would be as well to review his methodology before summarizing the conclusions of this discussion of LXX usage. Dodd sought to establish the meaning of ἐξιλασκομαι and cognates by a threefold method of approach. Firstly, he looked at other Greek terms which translate the Hebrew יְודָע. Secondly, he examined Hebrew verbs other than יְודָע that are occasionally rendered by ἐξιλασκομαι. Finally, he looked at ἐξιλασκομαι as the normal LXX translation of יְודָע. The first approach revealed that יְודָע is sometimes translated by such variants as ἀγναίω and καθαρίζω, verbs meaning 'sanctify', 'purify' (persons or ritual objects)—and others, such as 'forgive', 'wipe away'. He then draws the illegitimate conclusion that the LXX translators must have regarded the more common Ἰλασκεσθαι class as conveying similar ideas. Dodd's second line of investigation is threatened by four texts which we have discussed above (namely: Zech 7:2; 8:22; Mal 1:9 and Ps 196:30), but he concludes that with the exception of these four texts the Ἰλασκομαι group, when translating Hebrew roots other than יְודָע means 'to cleanse from sin', 'to have mercy' or 'to forgive' with a divine subject. We have suggested above, however, that the LXX translators' unexpected use of Ἰλασκεσθαι (rather than, e.g., καθαρίζω or ἀφίέναι) does not necessarily indicate a modification of its meaning but rather shows they were more influenced by the context with its references to God's wrath than by merely substituting word for word equivalents. Dodd's third approach concludes that where ἐξιλασκομαι translates יְודָע as a religious term, it does not have the sense of propitiating the deity but of performing an act whereby guilt or defilement is removed. He gives little weight to the non-cultic occurrences of יְודָע as he regarded them as being of no consequence for the cultic texts. He has come under fire for this from Hill, who maintains the former are important for discovering the basic meaning of the word. However, Hill, who seems to claim more than Morris did for the significance of non-cultic usage, is on dangerous ground. After all, neither the language of the Hebrew Bible nor the LXX is entirely homogeneous. In defining the meaning of words or phrases one must allow for the possibility of variation according to the style and register being used. By 'register' we mean the variety of language appropriate to a particular social situation.

Hence it is theoretically quite possible that ἐξιλασκομαι conveys strong ideas of

appeasement in non-cultic contexts which recede or disappear in its cultic occurrences. From his three lines of enquiry, Dodd concludes:

Hellenistic Judaism, as represented by the LXX, does not regard the cultus as a means of pacifying the displeasure of the Deity, but as a means of delivering man from sin, and it looks in the last resort to God himself to perform that deliverance, thus evolving a meaning of hilaskesthai strange to non-biblical Greek.47

He then applies to the NT occurrences the finding of his LXX enquiry, arguing that the rendering 'propitiation' is illegitimate in the NT.

The above discussion has sought to draw attention to some weaknesses in Dodd's methodology, which impair his study. His arguments, drawn from the translation variants (his first two lines of approach) are not legitimate (he is unable to show that they are synonyms). His lexicographical method regularly ignores the context, and so neglects the element of wrath so frequently present.48

**Hilaskesthai Words in the NT and the Implications for Bible Translation**

We can now turn to the six occurrences of ἱλασκεσθαι words in the NT and their translation.

1) The first, Heb 2:17, is explicitly cultic. It is said that Jesus had to become truly human so that he might become "a merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining to God (εἰς τὸ ἱλασκεσθαι) for the sins of the people". Noting that the verb is followed by 'sins' in the accusative case, Bruce comments that:

the renderings of RSV ("to make expiation for") and NEB ("to expiate") might be justified here because the direct object of the verb is sins (ἁμαρτίας). But if sins require to be expiated, it is because they are committed against someone who ought to be propitiated.49

Morris, however, defends the traditional rendering "to make propitiation with regard to the sins of the people", treating it as an accusative of respect. He points out that: (i) although there is no reference to wrath, yet the mention of Jesus as a "merciful high priest" presumes the classical usage, (ii) the phrase "things pertaining to God" (τὰ πρὸς τὸν Θεὸν) focuses on the Godward aspect of the atonement, (iii) the few occurrences of 'sin' in the accusative form after the verb seem to imply propitiation;
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49 F.F. Bruce, *The Epistle to the Hebrews*, (NICNT) (London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1964) 41 (footnote 57). In the revised edition (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990) page 78 (footnote 57), Bruce repeat this statement essentially but adds that 'in the Greek Bible ἱλασκεσθαι is not found with the person propitiated as its object', cf. P. Ellingworth, *Commentary on Hebrews* (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993) 188.
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and (iv) the variant reading (τα καὶ ἄμαρταις) found in some early manuscripts arose in circles where the peculiarity of the accusative after ἱλάσκομαι was felt.

Rather than press for an interpretation solely in terms of propitiation, perhaps we could be satisfied with the translation of the NIV 'that he might make atonement for the sins of the people', cf. the Jerusalem Bible's 'able to atone for human sins'. Such translations make clear that the work of Christ is being explained in terms of OT sacrificial categories, something which is not at all obvious from the GNB's 'so that people's sins would be forgiven'.

2. This verb ἱλάσκομαι is only found again in the words of the penitent publican in Luke 18:13, ὅ ἀρείος, ἱλάσθητι μου τῷ ἄμαρτωλῷ, usually translated, 'God be merciful to me a sinner'. The ASV margin has 'Be thou propitiated', but although it could be argued that God's holy reaction to sin is implied, there is no reference to divine wrath and 'be propitiated' or 'be propitious' seems a bit forced. Accordingly, seven of our eight translations represent the words simply as a plea for God's mercy. The GNB substitutes 'pity' for 'mercy' (viz. 'God have pity on me a sinner'). This is not an improvement, as it takes us more into the realm of feelings and emotion rather than attitude.

3. Next we come to the noun ἱλαστῆριον in Heb 9:5 and Rom 3:25. The first is a clear-cut reference to the 'mercy seat' which one meets so often in the LXX. The writer to the Hebrews is describing the furnishings and sacrificial arrangements in the sanctuary under the old covenant before going on to demonstrate the superiority of the priesthood and sacrifice of Christ. Above the ark of the covenant, he reminds his readers, were 'the cherubim of glory overshadowing the mercy seat (ἱλαστῆριον), of which things we cannot now speak in detail'. Again Bruce's commentary on τὸ ἱλαστῆριον is helpful.

The lid of the ark was a golden slab called the "mercy seat" or place of atonement, viewed by our author as the earthly counterpart of the "throne of grace" to which he has already exhorted his readers to draw near for help in the hour of need (4:16). It was given this name because of the part it played in the sacrificial ritual of the Day of Atonement; the blood both of the bullock which was offered to make atonement for the high priest and his family, and of the goat which was killed as a sin offering for the whole nation, was sprinkled on the mercy seat and in front of it, while the God of Israel undertook to "appear in the cloud upon the mercy seat" (Lev. 16:2; cf. vv.14f.). The "cherubim of glory" were two gold figures of composite creatures which overshadowed the mercy seat (Ex. 25:18-22; 37:7-9) and served to support the invisible presence of Israel's God, who accordingly is repeatedly described as the one "who is enthroned on the cherubim" (1 Sam. 4:4, etc.). It was because of this function that they
were called "cherubim of glory"; the glory is the shekhīnah, the radiant presence of God dwelling in the midst of his people.\textsuperscript{50}

There has never been any doubt, then, what is denoted by τὸ ἱλαστήριον in Heb 9:5. The KJV, RV, RSV and JBP rendered it 'mercy seat'. The NEB's 'place of expiation' and NIV's 'place of atonement' have the virtue of retaining the concordance of the ST. We would recommend 'place of propitiation' or 'place of atonement' in line with the above exposition of LXX usage. The GNB, alone of all our translations, fails to preserve the reference to OT ritual of sacrifice with its generalised rendering 'the place where sins were forgiven'. Incidentally, the use of the past tense 'were forgiven' seems to imply that at the time the Epistle was penned, this ritual was no longer observed. There is, of course, no verb in the original, but the substitution is typical. In the following paragraph, namely Heb 9:6-9, the writer describes the priestly ritual as it is still going on and the GNB faithfully reproduces the present tenses of the Greek verbs without apparently sensing any inconsistency with the 'were forgiven' above: 'The priests go into the outer Tent every day to perform their duties, but only the High Priest goes into the Inner Tent, and he does so only once a year. He takes with him the blood which he offers to God...'.

4. The use of ἱλαστήριον in Rom 3:25 falls in what is generally agreed to be one of the key sections of Paul's Epistle (Rom 3:1-26). The immediate context states 'For there is no distinction, since all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God, they are justified by his grace as a gift, through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, whom God put forward (ἱλαστήριον) by blood, to be received by faith'. Dodd's view, so influential for the RSV and NEB, was as follows:

Here it is unnecessary for our present purpose to decide whether hilasterion is an adjective in the accusative singular masculine or a neuter substantive. In any case the meaning conveyed (in accordance with LXX usage, which is constantly determinative for Paul) is that of expiation, not propitiation.\textsuperscript{51}

That the usage of ἱλαστήριον in Biblical Greek is the best guide to Paul's meaning is not in dispute. But the preceding discussion has shown that ideas of propitiation are unmistakably present in LXX usage. Furthermore when we study the context of Rom 3:25 we find it is dominated by themes of judgement and wrath. For 'when we consider the general argument of the Epistle to this point, we find that the opening chapters have a single dominating purpose, namely, to demonstrate that all men lie


under the condemnation and wrath of God. The argument begins (1:18) with the announcement 'for the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and wickedness of men who by their wickedness suppress the truth'. The following verses emphasise that this is not some impersonal, automatic moral law at work, as Dodd seeks to argue in his commentary on Romans but the personal reaction of a Holy God. Thus 'God gave them up to the lusts of their hearts' (1:24); 'God gave them up to vile passions' (1:26); 'God gave them up to a reprobate mind' (1:28). Having described God's wrath on the pagan world in Chapter 1, Paul then rounds on the censorious Jews in Chapter 2 and shows that they are likewise under God's wrath. He clinches his cases with a bracket of OT quotations in Chapter 3 so that 'every mouth might be sealed and all the world brought to trial before God' (3:19-20).

It is this background of universal culpability and condemnation, then, that precedes Paul's announcement of a new factor whereby, quite independently of law, a righteousness of God is revealed, a righteousness leading to the sinner's justification through Christ 'whom God set forth through faith, by his blood (ἐν προσέθεν ὁ θεὸς ἱλαστήριον διὰ πίστεως ἐν τῷ άνυσματι). Commentators agree that ἱλαστήριον goes with 'by (or in) his blood' and not with 'through faith', despite the word order. In other words, Christ became ἱλαστήριον by means of the shedding of his blood. The context of Rom 3:25, then, is so full of the idea of God's wrath that it is not unnatural to expect some expression which indicates its cancellation. This was certainly the interpretation of the older commentators. Thus Sanday and Headlam's classic International Critical Commentary notes:

> It is impossible to get rid from this passage of the double idea (1) of sacrifice; (2) of a sacrifice which is propitiatory...And further, when we ask, Who is propitiated? The answer can only be 'God'. Nor is it possible to separate this propitiation from the Death of the Son. Quite apart from this passage, it is not difficult to prove that these two ideas of sacrifice and propitiation lie at the root of the teaching not only of St Paul but of the New Testament generally.

Much new linguistic, textual, historical and archaeological evidence has become available for biblical studies since the ICC series of commentaries was conceived almost a century ago. The subsequent two volume ICC commentary on Romans by C.E.B. Cranfield, has a lengthy treatment of ἱλαστήριον in which he reviews

---
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previous scholarly discussion. As the word is used in twenty one out of its twenty seven LXX occurrences to translate the ἴλαστήριον or mercy seat (cf. Heb 9:5 above) he considers the possibility that Paul is using it here in that sense too, portraying Christ as the anti-type of the OT mercy seat. He recalls that his interpretation has the support of a long exegetical tradition and finds it attractive. However, he concedes that Morris has undermined this interpretation by pointing out that wherever in the LXX ἴλαστήριον means mercy seat, it is used with the definite article. Nor is there anything in the context which can be said to indicate unambiguously that the mercy seat is referred to. In evaluating Dodd’s study, Cranfield supports Morris’ criticism that Dodd neglected the contexts of ἴλαστήριον terminology, and he agrees that the averting of wrath is basic to the OT usage as it is to extra-biblical Greek. With regard to the interpretation of ἴλαστήριον in Rom 3:25, he reduces the options to four:

(i) propitiatory or propitiating
(ii) a propitiator
(iii) a propitiation
(iv) a propitiatory sacrifice

In view of the additional phrase ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ ἁμαρτία (in his blood) he finally recommends the fourth. Paul is saying ‘that God purposed Christ as a propitiatory victim’. 56

At this point it might be appropriate to comment on the translation of ἁμαρτία. Despite Nida’s acknowledgement that ‘blood’ should be retained in the NT passages "where there is a clear reference to blood as a symbolic element in the sacrifice of Jesus", 57 the GNB translates ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ ἁμαρτία in Rom 3:25 with "by his death". Since ἴλαστήριον is again translated by the general phrase 'the means by which people's sins are forgiven', the reader is deprived completely of the two clues which tell him that the death of Jesus is being explained by Paul in terms of OT sacrificial categories. In fact, the GNB’s systematic removal of references to Jesus' blood is difficult to understand. Nida defends it by pointing to a number of passages where it is retained (e.g. John 6:53-56; Heb 9:14; 10:29; 1 John 1:7 and the reference to the Lord’s supper, viz. Matt 26:28; Mark 14:24; Luke 22:20; 1 Cor 10:16; 11:25, 27) and by adding that:

It would be a serious mistake, however, to assume that wherever the Greek term ἁμαρτία occurs, it should always be translated "blood" since in many instances it has quite a different meaning. In Matthew 27:24-25, Pilate washes his hands and says to the crowd, "I am innocent of the

"haima" of this man". Quite clearly Pilate is referring to Jesus' forthcoming execution, and when the crowd shouts back, "May his haima be upon us and our children" the reference is to their demand for Jesus' death. For this reason the Good News Bible renders Pilate's statement as "I am not responsible for the death of this man" and the crowd's response as "Let the punishment for his death fall on us and our children".\(^{58}\)

It is not easy to follow Nida's reasoning here. Admittedly there is no allusion to sacrificial ritual. But 'blood' in English as well as Greek, may be used metaphorically as well as literally. To claim that \(\alpha\dot{\iota}\mu\alpha\) does not mean 'blood' in an expression like "I am innocent of the \(\alpha\dot{\iota}\mu\alpha\) of this man" is to take an extraordinarily wooden attitude to language. One wonders why Pilate bothered to take water and symbolically wash his hands before the crowd. The GNB's renderings are a needless impoverishment. 'Blood' remains in the English language as a particularly vivid metonymy for death.

5. Finally, we turn to the noun \(\lambda\alpha\sigma\mu\delta\zeta\) which in the NT occurs only in 1 John at 2:2 and 4:10. As the context provides little new evidence, we assume the term bears its normal meaning 'propitiation'. Nothing in the context of the eight LXX occurrences gives us reason to interpret it otherwise.

The first passage, 1 John 2:2, says "If any man sin we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous, and he is (\(\lambda\alpha\sigma\mu\delta\zeta\)) for our sins". The second in 1 John 4:10, 'Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us and sent His son to be the \(\lambda\alpha\sigma\mu\delta\zeta\) for our sins'. There is no explicit mention of God's wrath in the three brief Johannine Epistles, but in his Gospel, John does state that 'the wrath of God abides' on the disobedient unbeliever (3:26 cf 5:29), so the concept is clearly not foreign to the 'apostle of love', as he is known. Moreover, the fact that Jesus Christ the righteous is the advocate in heaven could be seen to imply divine hostility. John Stott, commenting on these verses, succinctly captures the uniqueness of biblical propitiation—"It is an appeasement of the wrath of God by the love of God through the gift of God".\(^{59}\)

Once again we must underline the inadequacy of the GNB translation of \(\lambda\alpha\sigma\mu\delta\zeta\) as 'the means by which our sins are forgiven' (though the NEB's 'remedy for the defilement of our sins' is no better).

There are two major issues involved here. The first is whether \(\lambda\dot{a}\sigma\kappa\varepsilon\sigma\theta\alpha\iota\) and its cognates are to be understood in terms of 'propitiation' or 'expiation'. We have


provided, briefly, reason to doubt Dodd's case for the latter understanding of the
terms. There is no doubt that, although still strange to the modern Western mind, the
language of 'expiation' is less repugnant than that of 'propitiation'. (This is not a
comment on the reasons for using 'expiation', but on the results of doing so.) A
translation which gives priority to the receptor will obviously find it hard to retain such
language.

But 'expiation' still leaves us firmly within the domain of Israel's cultus, and so makes
clear to the modern reader that the NT explains the death of Christ in terms of OT
sacrificial ritual. It is surely a major defect of the DE translations we have considered
that they sever this connection, and thus give their readers no opportunity to see how,
in Biblical terms, God in Christ deals with sin.

D. CONCLUSION

The writers of the NT utilised terminology which lay at hand in the Greek Septuagint.
In many cases this terminology had acquired a slightly different and more restricted
sense than in secular usage, either because of its use as translation equivalents for
Hebrew religious vocabulary or because of the new context in which it was embedded.
Biblical commentators are unanimous that this terminology is highly significant
because it anchors the gospel of Jesus firmly in the religious traditions and
eschatological hope of Israel. However, Nida's DE theory, and its exemplification in
the GNB, takes no account of the significance of this technical terminology, replacing
it with simplified paraphrases which, though more intelligible to the modern reader,
deprive him of access to the 'universe of discourse' of the NT writers.

This study focused on a particular group of cultic words associated with the sacrificial
system, which was not only central in the religious history of Israel but had been part
of the social experience of many NT writers. The study was carried out along quite
conventional lines. No attempt was made to experiment with more recent methods
such as the semantic field approach or the meaning-relations approach of structural
semantics. However, the investigation has sought to avoid the kind of pitfalls
pointed out by Barr and has given full value to context and synchronic description.
Certainly in the field of biblical studies semanticists have a distinct advantage over their
colleagues in other areas of linguistic research in so far as they have a closed literary
corpus to deal with.

60 cf. J.F.A. Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research, (London: SCM, 1972); J. Lyons, Semantics,
Vol 1, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977)
The particular terminology selected was the υλανακεσθαῖ group of words, which in both classical and Koine Greek refers to the placating or appeasing of the wrath of a person—usually associated with a vengeful and capricious god. Much consideration has been given to the view of C.H. Dodd that in the LXX usage, influenced by the underlying Hebrew text, practically no vestige of the propitiatory sense remains and that rather, these terms come to refer to an impersonal expiation or cancellation of sin—at least in cultic contexts. This, according to Dodd, was the usage inherited by the NT writers. His views have been very influential in English Bible translation since 1935.

Our own study has confirmed that the underlying Hebrew text generally provides a good guide to the interpretation of the Greek version. However, not all the LXX translators seem to have regarded their task as one of mechanically inserting equivalents. Ideas expressed in the context, rather than the presence of a particular Hebrew term, often influenced their translation into Greek. Dodd's neglect of this factor has been rightly criticised by Morris and Hill. Dodd was, however, correct to recognise that the language of the LXX, like its Hebrew Vorlage, is not entirely homogenous and he was right to allow for the possibility that usage of υλανακεσθαῖ words in the cultic religious register might not be the same as that in the conventional language (where he acknowledged that propitiatory ideas prevailed).

In the LXX there are some one hundred and sixty occurrences of υλανακεσθαῖ words normally as translation equivalents for the תְדָע word group in the Hebrew Bible. Occasionally υλανακεσθαῖ words are used unexpectedly to translate other Hebrew verbs meaning 'forgive' or 'cleanse'. But closer inspection of the context reveals references to divine wrath and its avoidance which apparently influenced the translator to opt for a propitiation word. Most occurrences of υλανακεσθαῖ words are in the context of the sacrificial cult. Here the words acquire the technical sense 'to make atonement' (i.e. between God and man by the offering of an appropriate gift). However, there is no evidence that propitiatory connotations have disappeared. In urging the use of 'expiation' rather than 'propitiation', Dodd, like Nida, was influenced more by theodicy than linguistic evidence. That is not to say that there are no modifications of the associations of these terms compared with their extra-biblical sense. The context of the Scriptures made it clear that the God of Israel is perfectly righteous and free from arbitrariness and caprice in His actions. Moreover, He Himself graciously provides what is necessary for the averting of His righteous wrath from man. It is this cultic usage that is inherited by the NT writers.

---

When we turn to the six occurrences of ἴλάσκεσθαι words in the NT (Heb 2:17; Luke 18:13; Heb 9:5; Rom 3:25; 1 John 2:2; 4:10) it is clear that the technical usage of LXX is determinative in each case except one (Luke 18:13). In other words the ST confronts the translator with a concatenation of ideas which, however foreign or repugnant to the modern mind, are vital to an understanding of the writer's message—sacrifice, blood, propitiation, cleansing, forgiveness—ideas rooted directly in the sacrificial system of the OT law.

The propitiation-expiation debate, then, is of minor significance compared with the importance of recognising that this is technical language drawn from the sacrificial cultus. The use of these ἴλάσκεσθαι words in the Bible reflects a real concordance in the ST. This has in fact, been recognised and reproduced in the standard translations. The GNB, however, by dropping the cultic terminology in favour of a general paraphrase more intelligible to the modern reader, obliterates the concordance of the ST and deprives him of the clues that he needs to understand the NT writer.
CHAPTER FOURTEEN

PRESERVING CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL DISTANCE—INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE AND 'ISRAEL' IN RECENT VERSIONS

We now take up the third issue raised by our investigation in Chapter 11 of the DE's handling of 7 representative biblical texts. A crucial test of the adequacy of any translation is how it handles those features of the ST that are most distant, historically and culturally, from the life-experience of the receptor.

A. INTRODUCTION

As we have seen Nida was not insensitive to the possibility that emphasizing 'naturalness' in translation could lead to cultural transposition. Accordingly he warned that the search for natural equivalents must not distort the historical and cultural context of Scripture which is an integral part of its message. Therefore 'Jerusalem' cannot be replaced by 'Washington DC', as in the Cotton Patch Version; 'demon-possessed' cannot be translated by 'mentally distressed' as in J.B. Phillips.

Nevertheless since DE theory regards translation as an act of communication whose success will depend on the receptors' attitudes as well as their capacities, we will not be surprised that tension occurs wherever the presuppositions and prejudices of the receptors are at odds with those of the ST.

We have been alerted to such conflicts in earlier chapters where examination of GNB renderings revealed for example, the elimination of anthropomorphic references to God (e.g. to His bodily parts or His jealousy) and the modification of the imagery or sacrifice.

The translation of weight, measures, and money is a particularly difficult area. How does one preserve the cultural and historical distance of the ST and yet provide intelligible renderings? Does the GNB's rendering of 'the first day of the week' by 'Sunday' convey the same meaning (e.g. in Matt 28:1; Mark 16:9; Luke 24:1; John 20:1, 19; 1 Cor 16:2)? It is interesting that the REB has overturned the NEB's dynamic equivalents at this point and returned to a literal translation. Should measures of distance be given in modern 'miles' or Greek στάδια? So far as money is concerned the REB has substituted for NEB's equivalents in pounds sterling, a transliteration of the ST value e.g. 'two hundred denarii.'
Likewise in the case of ancient Hebrew measurements, the REB has stayed with such transliterations as 'bath' and 'kor' whereas the GNB opted for dynamic equivalents from the modern context (e.g. 2 Chron 2:10).

Language is not a neutral instrument. Every language reflects the cultural and spiritual journey of those who speak it. For example the Hebrew verb יָדַע has normally been translated 'know' in English. But in passages such as Genesis 4:1 'Adam knew his wife' GNB translates the verb 'had intercourse with' (and is followed by the Indonesian and other DE versions) despite the fact that this usage has long been accepted in English as a result of the influence of the Bible on the development of our language. Does this choice of a more natural and explicit rendering by the GNB represent an unbiblical understanding of knowledge and of sex?\(^1\)

Likewise in Exodus 36:2 we read that the Lord put נָחַל in the heart of the craftsmen who are called to construct the Tabernacle. 'Wisdom' is not the quality that we would see as necessary and so the GNB renders the Hebrew word by 'skill' reflecting the technological emphasis of our world view.\(^2\)

Such 'natural' cultural equivalents do not allow the Bible to speak in its own terms or to challenge ours.

In recent English translations, however, the major concern with regard to cultural acceptability has undoubtedly been 'sexist language'. Pressure for the appropriate use of inclusive language has been just one aspect of the broader movement for the due recognition of the role of women in society. This was evident in our examination of the GNB's translation of Psalm 1 in chapter 11.

**B. INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE\(^3\)**

Lord Coggan's statement in the Preface to the REB (p.ix) sets out a major motive of most modern translations and revisions in English.

The use of male-oriented language, in passages of traditional versions which evidently apply to both genders, has become a sensitive issue in recent years; the revisers have preferred more inclusive gender reference where that has been possible without compromising scholarly integrity or English style.

---

3. A fuller treatment is found in the author's 'Bible Translation and Gender', *Interchange* 45 (1989).
Thus Gen 1:26 in REB reads 'Let us make human beings in our image, after our likeness' and Ps 1:1 becomes 'Happy is the one who...'. However, the subsequent resumptive pronouns are masculine thus effectively nullifying the inclusiveness of the initial 'one'. Furthermore the REB translators are not as consistent as their counterparts in the GNB and NRSV revision e.g. at Heb 12:23 it is unlikely that the writer was thinking only of males when he/she penned '[...]the spirits of good men made perfect!

When the American Bible Society produced The New Testament in Today's English Version in 1966 and the complete Good News Bible in 1976 it was already sensitive to a changing culture with regard to women's concerns. Minor changes were added in subsequent reprintings. The Preface to the Second Edition of the entire Bible that recently appeared (The Bible Societies 1994) states that the main issues addressed by the revisers were 'passages in which the English style was unnecessarily masculine oriented' and 'passages in which either the style of translation or the terms used had given rise to problems for some readers'. Only the former attracts further elaboration:

the built-in masculine linguistic biases of both the ancient languages and the English language caused some Bible readers to feel excluded from being addressed by the scriptural Word... In practical terms it means that, where references in particular passages are to both men and women, the revision aims at language that is not exclusively male-oriented... At the same time, however, great care was taken not to distort the historical situation of the male dominated culture of Bible times.

Examples of the new steps to inclusiveness taken by the GNB revisers, seem to fall into four categories. Firstly 'brother' is often replace by 'brothers and sisters' (e.g. James 4:11; 1 John 4:20; Acts 15:36). Secondly a singular which was formerly followed by a masculine pronoun is replaced by an indefinite plural. So Luke 4:24 now becomes 'prophets are never welcomed in their home town'. Thirdly, masculine singulatns are avoided in other ways. Thus 1 John 4:20 'If someone says he loves God' is changed to 'If we say we love God' and subsequently 'For he cannot love God' becomes 'For people cannot love God'. In Matt 25:40 'these brothers of mine' is changed to 'these members of my family'. While in John 3:5 'unless he is born of water' become 'without being born of water'. Fourthly 'they' is used as a common gender singular such that Luke 9:24 now reads: 'For whoever wants to save their own life will lose it, but whoever loses their life for my sake will save it.'

The changes are arguably sensitive and not driven by radical feminism. Thus in Genesis 2:7 GNB retains 'man' for מזון—Then the Lord God took some soil from the ground and formed a man out of it... Where many these days would argue for 'human being'. Inevitably there are still occasional inconsistencies. Matthew 5:15 'No
one lights a lamp and puts it under a bowl, instead he puts it on the lampstand' is particularly curious. Firstly the Greek verb is actually plural i.e. 'they do not light a lamp...' etc. Anyway it is more likely in its cultural context to have had a female subject if gender were to be marked. Comparison with the synoptic parallels (cf Mark 4:21; Luke 8:16) confirm the impression of inconsistency.

Occasionally it could be argued that the historical context has been overridden as in the laws of Exodus 21:12-19 laws concerning homicide, kidnapping, and fighting where GNB alternates masculine and common genders even though the Hebrew subject is שָׁרָא and the context envisages males.

Conservative as the GNB revisers have been in their application of inclusive language principles, their stated motive raises serious questions. The Preface gives the rationale that 'some Biblical readers feel excluded from being addressed by the scriptural Word'. This implies that the Bible should be experienced as a direct word to the modern reader in his or her very different context. Yet this is an unrealistic burden to place on the translation. All Bible readers today, men and women, are foreigners in the world of the Bible, and its different 'horizon' has to be recognized and preserved rather than obliterated in translation.

Actually gender is not as deep seated in English grammar as it is in Latin or French where every noun is assigned gender or some Aboriginal languages where every verb is marked as to whether it is 'he' or 'she'. Its main locus as we have seen is our pronoun system. More than eighty bisexual pronouns have been coined since the eighteenth century (ne, ter, heer, et, ip, hesh, himer, hiser etc.) The repeated coining of such neologisms bears witness to an ongoing opposition to the generic masculine in English. On the other hand it demonstrates a native stubbornness to any attempt to force the use of artificial common gender pronouns.

The use of 'one' has been commended as a native epicene as in 'Anybody can see for oneself' or 'Every man and woman is architect of one's own destiny' (an extended use). However, native speakers seem to sense intuitively that such usages are pedantic.

A second area of tension between structure and usage is that of gender marked nouns either in themselves (e.g. widow, nephew) or by the addition of a feminine suffix such as '-ess', '-ette', and '-ine' or the addition of an adjective as in 'lady doctor', 'male nurse'. This marking involves women more than men leading to the charge that English is a sexually biased language which either makes women invisible through the use of the generic masculine or forces visibility on them through such words as
'authoress', 'suffragette', 'heroine'. It is the derivative nature of these feminine forms that is seen to imply the secondary and inferior nature of women.

Other European Languages And Inclusive Language
Gender distinctions in English are essentially arbitrary. We do not read any social significance into the distinctions between a sibling's male and female children (niece, nephew), and between a parent's male and female siblings (aunt, uncle), or between the latter's children, though French does make a distinction between cousin(e). The German borrowing of the French terms alongside the native Vetter may reflect a felt need for gender distinction.

Spanish provides a wider range of common gender kinship terms: padres parents; hermanos brother/sister; tios uncle/aunt, primos cousins; sobrinos nephew/niece. But one would not infer that this reflects a less sexist society since the system is much older than any women's liberation pressures. Presumably too, feminists might well resent that the inclusive form is usually masculine reflecting a patriarchal heritage.

Whereas in English the current trend is against distinctive feminine forms, in German feminists are apparently insisting that the first female bishops should be called Bischofinnen. This follows a similar pressure to make women disciples more visible in the Gospel narratives by the use in sections at least of Jüngerinnen.\footnote{P. Ellingworth, 'The Scope of Inclusive Language' TBT 42:1 (1992) 133.}

Non Western Languages and Inclusive Language
Ellingworth has summarised the responses received from UBS colleagues with regard to inclusive language sensitivities: Finnish like most other non Indo-European languages knows no grammatical gender and a single personal pronoun refers to all humans. The situation is similar for Turkish. Thai and related languages have a generic word for person and a common third person pronoun. The same is true of Philippine languages, Malay-Indonesia and related languages. A specifier is necessary to distinguish male or female. In Chinese, the term for 'male' doubles as the term for 'humanity' or 'people', as in English until recently. Korean has optional male and female forms but their use is limited to special circumstances. In Bantu languages muntu (pl bantu) covers both male and female. West African languages such as Ewe, Akan and Ga have specific terms for 'human' and common third person pronouns. Completely unrelated indigenous languages in Latin America make similar provisions.

Even when due allowance has been made for the fact that all my informants are male, and many of them are expatriate, it appears that languages for which inclusiveness is a structural problem form a small
minority, representing a rather narrow though very influential segment of the western world.\textsuperscript{5}

**Feminine Language and God**

We have seen that the language of the ST is sometimes more gender neutral than the traditional English versions suggest. The GNB (together with NJB, NRSV and REB) has sought to remedy the situation and to be sensitive to women readers.

Feminists working in the area of Bible Studies and Theology have inevitably been impatient with what are perceived as minimal and even insignificant concessions. An Inclusive Language Lectionary (1983)\textsuperscript{6} called for inclusiveness to be applied to language about God. The Preface stated:

All persons are equally loved, judged and accepted by God. This belief has been promoted by the church and has its roots in the origins of the Judeo-Christian tradition. Young and old, male and female, and persons of every racial, cultural and national background are included in the faith community. Basic to a sense of equality and inclusiveness is the recognition that God by nature transcends all human categories. God is more than male or female, and is more than can be described in historical and culturally limiting terms. Words and language, though inadequate and limited, are means by which we convey God's holiness and mystery. Seeking faithful expression about God and about God's inclusive love for all people the Division of Education and Ministry of the National Council of the Churches of Christ authorised the preparation of An Inclusive-Language Lectionary.

Using the Revised Standard Version as the base text they modified any language that appeared to discriminate against women, or against certain social or racial groups. Masculine pronouns when referring to God or anything pertaining to the deity, were eliminated. Instances of the use of masculine references to Jesus during his earthly life were retained, but the frequency of appearance was diminished. Female imagery for God implicitly in the text was made explicit; male titles and metaphors were recast whenever possible.

This recasting of metaphors resulted in what was considered 'formal equivalents' of several words and phrases. 'Son of Man' was replaced by 'the Human One'; 'Son' or 'Son of God' by 'Child' or 'Child of God'; 'Father' by 'Father' and 'Mother'; 'Lord' when used as a substitute for the divine name appears as 'the Sovereign One' and when it is a reference to Christ it becomes 'Sovereign'.

\textsuperscript{5} Reported by P. Ellingworth in 'The Scope of Inclusive Language' TBT 42:1 (1992) 133-134.

\textsuperscript{6} An Inclusive Language Lectionary (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1983).
Familiar words were also rendered differently. 'Brethren' becomes 'Brothers and sisters'; 'kingdom' is 'realm'; and 'king' is 'ruler' or 'monarch'. Occasionally women's names have been added to the text, e.g., Abraham (and Sarah). In addition to this, whenever darkness is equated with evil it has been replaced by 'night' or other expressions which do not give offence to non-whites.

Some feminist scholars, however, are contemptuous of such modest gains:

Feminists working in the area of religious ideas all have some recognition of the revolutionary nature of the women's question as related to patriarchal religions such as Christianity and Judaism. Some regard this as an integral reform that does not touch the substance; a matter of better translation and exegesis that will reveal that Jesus (or Moses) were feminists, although no one managed to notice this until now. Others regard the change as so fundamental that it must bury all patriarchal religions forever in the scrap heap of history as outworn and even demonic world views. For them Judaism and Christianity equal patriarchy and only patriarchy. No one who is truly a feminist can find an authentic meaning for herself within the context of these traditions. To do so is sheer masochism and dependency. Feminists must purge themselves of all traces of adherence to these religions and turn to alternative women's religions.⁷

According to Elizabeth Achtemeier⁸, every feminist theology published in the USA in the last two decades has called for the use of female terms for God. She notes further the frequency of the birthing image:

The feminist rejection of God and its resulting idolatry are built on the theological misstep of identifying God with His creation. And that misstep becomes inevitable when the feminists reject any notion of the inspiration of the canonical witness to God, make their own experience their authority and use female language for God. As soon as God is called female, the images of birth, or suckling, or carrying in the womb, and, most importantly, the identification of the deity with the life in all things becomes inevitable, and the Bible's careful and consistent distinction between Creator and creation is blurred and lost.

As the Church struggles with the issue of women's full equality, therefore—and struggle it must to insure that equality, if it wishes to live up to its Gospel—let it divide the wheat from the tares in the demands women are making of it. Some of those demands are being couched in theologies totally at odds with the biblical faith. The church must be guided in its liberation of women by the canon of the Bible that remains its sure authority for all faith and practice.

Our reason for discussing inclusive language is that it provides a relevant case study in considering the extent of cultural adaptation that can be justified in translation.

---

Every text reflects elements peculiar to its own natural environment, institutions and culture. Some loss of meaning is inevitable in the process of substitution or replacement in the RL. The problem looms far larger in the translation of an ancient text such as the Bible than it does with material from mathematical studies or scientific experiments where there are no specific local features.

To this point modern versions including the DE translation such as the GNB have handled the inclusive language issue with reasonable sensitivity to the historical integrity of the ST.

As we have seen, it is a non-issue outside western societies. However it is not impossible that in the future feminist calls to overturn the overwhelmingly masculine imagery referring to God might find a responsive ear in those indigenous societies which traditionally have female deities.

We turn now to our second case study of cultural adaptation which does seem to have had ramifications for recent non-Western Bible versions; namely, the handling of terminology relating to Israel.

C. THE FATE OF 'ISRAEL' IN RECENT VERSIONS

Many scholars have reminded us that the Christian movement began within Judaism, as a form of Judaism, and that the New Testament writers described and interpreted the ministry of Jesus in well established Jewish terminology. The incalculable literary influence that the Hebrew Bible (the Christian's Old Testament) has exerted on the New Covenant Scriptures is undisputed. There are 239 acknowledged Old Testament quotations drawn from 185 Old Testament passages. There are a further 198 unacknowledged quotations. Again we find in the New Testament 1,167 direct references to 944 Old Testament passages and to this could be added several thousand allusions to Old Testament verses. This is all the more remarkable if, as normally assumed, the bulk of the New Testament writings was written in a different language, on Gentile soil, for Gentile audiences.

With regard to the actual Sitz im Leben of the New Testament documents, the most urgent problems facing the early Christians were their identity vis-a-vis the rest of Judaism, the destiny of Israel, and the status of Gentile converts.

Thus scholars such as Jacob Jervell, Krister Stendahl and D.W.B. Robinson were to interpret the New Testament, and Paul's letters particularly, in the light of the vexed question of the constitution of the people of God after the advent of the Messiah. For example, W.D. Davies, in his presidential address (1976) to the Studiorum Novi
Testamenti Societas entitled 'Paul and the People of Israel', claims that Paul’s letters were composed in the context of a dialogue within Judaism but were later read outside and over against that context by Gentiles who had little understanding of Judaism. Hence ‘the disputes between Paul and his kinsmen once removed from their intra muros setting no longer appeared as attempts at the reinterpretation of a shared tradition but as forages of hostility...the denigration or rejection of Judaism and of the people of Israel as a totality.’ Thus, after Justin Martyr, it became a commonplace in Western Christendom for the church to assume the titles and privileges of Israel and to read the New Testament writings in the light of an anti-Semitic tradition. This predominant understanding of the Pauline Corpus is one of a number of anti-Jewish stereotypes that continue to give offence to Jewish scholars today.\(^9\)

I would like now to examine the handling of terminology referring to 'Israel' in the GNB and its Dynamic Equivalence counterparts in other languages.

'ISRAEL', 'HEBREW' AND 'JEW'—THE BIBLICAL USAGE

The study of ethnic self-designation is fascinating. What people call themselves depends on whom they are addressing. The closer one gets, the easier it is to distinguish labels such as British and English, Hollander and Dutch, Gypsy and Rom. Often there are more than two appellations, e.g., Aborigine, Koori, Yolngu, Black (and some unprintable ones). The term chosen usually reveals something about the relationship of the speaker or writer to the referents.

'Israel' is the main designation of the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the biblical literature. It has remained the insiders’ self-appellation. The term 'Jews' came to be used when addressing or quoting non-Jews. Other terms such as 'Hebrews', 'the saints', 'the circumcision', 'the people', 'the twelve tribes', are also used with their own connotations. A Bible translator needs to be sensitive in handling terminology referring to Israel and the Jewish context because such terms function as important cultural nodes in the source text. Before looking at these recent versions, however, it would be appropriate to summarise the biblical usage.

'Israel' is the main name in the biblical literature. The term is found some 2,467 times in the Old Testament and 79 times in the New. A glance at a concordance of the Hebrew Bible reveals, however, that almost all these occurrences are in the first two divisions (i.e. 'the Law' and 'the Prophets'). In the last division, 'the Writings' composed after the destruction of the kingdom of Israel and the exile of its survivors,
this designation was almost entirely superseded by 'the Jews'. The name Israel is formed from the noun יִשָּׂרָאֵל (God) and a verbal prefix meaning 'strives' and is explained in Gen 32:28 in the story of the patriarch Jacob. 'Your name shall no more be called Jacob, but Israel, for you have striven with God and with men, and have prevailed' (cf. Hos 12:4).

Henceforth, Israel was used as the personal name of Jacob (e.g. Gen 50:2; Exod 1:1; 1 Chron 1:34). It was also used as a tribal and national name to refer to his descendants: 'the sons of Israel' (e.g. Exod 40:38; 1Sam 7:2; Isa 47:3). Later, after the Davidic kingdom split in two, the term was applied to the larger northern kingdom until its destruction by the Assyrians in 722 BC.

The southern kingdom which persisted till the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in 570 BC was called Judah (Hebrew: יְהֹוָה) after the tribe that settled in the mountainous desert region south of Jerusalem (Josh 20:7; 21:2; Judg 1:16; Ps 63:1). Judah was the son of Jacob and Leah. Leah's commentary on his name in Gen 29:35—'This time I will praise the Lord'—suggests a link with יְהֹוָה (praise) and the divine name (YHWH). In practice, the Greek form Ἰουδαῖος (Jew, Jewish) and Ἰουδαῖος (Judah), like the Hebrew originals, refer particularly to the place of origin, though Paul's pun in Rom 2:29 warns us not to completely discount the influence of etymology, viz. 'He is a Jew who is one inwardly...His praise is not from men but from God.'

Another term sometimes used in the Old Testament but very seldom in the New is 'Hebrew' (Hebrew: יְהֹוָא; Greek: Ἑβραῖος), an old word of uncertain meaning related perhaps to the nomadic Habiru people who are frequently mentioned in Babylonian, Ugaritic and Egyptian texts of the mid 2nd millennium. It has been suggested that the Israelites were called the יְהֹוָא people, the 'outlanders' (e.g. Gen 14:13), because they had come from the land beyond. In the older narratives, the word 'Hebrew' seems to have been used in a derogatory manner by others, and sometimes in a self-deprecating manner by Israel itself in dealings with foreigners (Gen 40:15; 43:32; Exod 1:15-19; 2:2-13; 3:18). In certain Old Testament passages, 'Hebrew' designates people who are economically dependent, as distinct from those in Israel who were free (Exod 21:2; Deut 15:12; Jer 34:9, 14). However, that connotation is never primary. The Old Testament usage is consistently ethnic. Most occurrences are found in discourse spoken by or to non-Israelites.

The inter-Testamental period and the New Testament era witnessed an intense struggle within Judaism over the identity of the true Israel in the face of foreign rule. Furthermore, although post-exilic Judaism had considerable missionary success among
the inhabitants of the Hellenistic Mediterranean world—some estimates suggest that up to one tenth of its population were Jews by belief if not by birth—there is much evidence of strong anti-Semitism in contemporary documents. The Gentile world did not appreciate the peculiarity and separation of the Jewish people. Because they refused to participate in Gentile cults and social life generally, they were regarded as godless, haters of foreigners, and even haters of men in general. Alexandrian writers in particular, spread horrific tales about the history and the worship of the Jews which were readily believed and repeated. Contempt for Judaism is revealed in the works of Cicero, Pliny and Juvenal. This anti-Semitism often boiled over in bloody persecution.

No doubt the use of terms relating to the Jews in the New Testament era was largely influenced by these conflicts. The word 'Hebrew' (as noun and adjective) has the most neutral meaning but is only found thirteen times in the New Testament. It denotes, in particular, the language and script, and then also the people who use them. In 2 Corinthians 11:22 and Philippians 3:5 Paul emphasises his Hebrew speaking origins and affiliations as something positive. It seems that among Jews 'Hebrew' had become an exclusivist epithet proudly used by those who claimed to be uninfluenced by subversive Hellenisation.

'Judah', 'Jew', 'Jewish', and 'Judaism' are terms with a more political or sociological colouring denoting, first of all, membership of the nation and, subsequently, proselytes to Judaism. As we have noted above, these terms began to be used after the destruction of the Davidic kingdom of Israel, in the post-exilic writings of the Old Testament. Ιουδαῖος occurs 83 times in the Old Testament, 53 of which are in the book of Esther. The Septuagint coins the noun Ιουδαίος to represent Judaism as a way of life and faith (2 Macc 2:21; 8:1; 14:38; 4 Macc 4:36) and Paul takes up the term in Gal 1:13f—Paul also uses Ιουδαῖος to refer to Jewish myths (Tit 1:14) and a verb ἰππαίζω meaning 'to live as a Jew' (Gal 2:14). While these terms were sometimes used by Jews to refer to themselves, especially in dealings with foreigners (1 Macc 3:34; 8:23; Tob 1:18), by the time the New Testament was being written the word 'Jew' was being used by Gentiles as a term of abuse reflecting the increasing anti-Semitism mentioned above. The derogatory associations connected with Ιουδαῖος strengthened the tendency within Judaism to opt for the theologically pregnant 'Israel'. This development is reflected in the New Testament writings where it is found as the main self-designation of the Jews.

In the New Testament documents the word Ιουδαῖος occurs 194 times with two striking clusters in John's Gospel (71 times) and the Acts of the Apostles, especially chapters 13-28 (79 times). The word occurs only 16 times in the three Synoptic
Gospels, and two of these are the derogatory 'King of the Jews' applied to Jesus by Gentile lips. Gentiles also figure in three of the remaining four references in the Synoptics. It is clear that Matthew, Mark and Luke prefer to use 'Israel'. (This term occurs 26 times in such phrases as 'land of Israel', 'house of Israel', 'God of Israel', 'king of Israel'.) The frequent use of 'the Jews' in John's Gospel is therefore quite arresting, particularly as the polemical connotation is very evident.

However, despite John's absolute and pejorative use of 'the Jews' (e.g., 1:19; 7:11; 18:12), it seems clear from the few, but fundamental, passages where 'Israel' is used (e.g., 1:31; 1:49; 3:10; 12:13) that the writer is still within the sphere of Israel. Thus Jesus is portrayed as 'king of Israel' and Nathaniel is praised as a genuine 'Israelite' in whom there is no guile (1:47).

In the Acts of the Apostles there are 79 instances of Ἰουδαῖος practically all found in Chapters 13-28 where Paul's missionary journeys in Gentile territory are narrated. There are 15 occurrences of 'Israel' and 14 of these are in the earlier chapters where the Jerusalem church is described.

In Paul's letters 'Jew' is used 26 times, usually in opposition to 'Greek' or 'Gentile' and generally not unfavourably. He uses the term 'Israel' some 20 times to refer to the historic people whose glorious destiny is assured because 'the gifts and calling of God are irrevocable' (Rom 11:28).

Our conclusion, then, is that in the New Testament the various writers' choice of 'Jew', 'Israel' or 'Hebrews' is not haphazard. These terms have distinctive nuances, though the connotations in each writer are not the same. It could be argued that the positions of the various writers vis-a-vis Judaism is revealed in their selection of terms.

We have noted that 'Israel' is the main self designation of the Jews in the New Testament: a name with tremendously favourable connotations, a reminder that they were the chosen heirs of the patriarchs. As Paul says of his kinsmen in Rom 9:4-5, 'They are Israelites and to them belong the sonship, the glory, the covenants, the giving of the law, the worship, and the promises. To them belong the patriarchs, and of their race, according to the flesh, is the Christ.'

Comparison of a Greek concordance of the New Testament with that of the GNB reveals that in the source text there are some 77 references to 'Israel' (including four occurrences of 'Israelite') whereas in the GNB there are 99 even though the GNB fails to reproduce the term in six instances. We shall return to these later.
A similar comparison for the terms 'Jew(s/ish)' reveals that the Greek New Testament has 191 occurrences whereas the GNB has 224 occurrences even though in John's Gospel it actually reduces the number from 71 in the Greek New Testament to 41 in the GNB John.

The GNB rendering of οἵ 'Ἰουδαίοι in the Gospel according to John is worthy of special mention. The insistent, often polemical use of 'the Jews' is not reproduced in the GNB. Robert Bratcher, the main translator, has claimed\(^{10}\) that attention to the context yields four different meanings: 1) the Jewish people; 2) the Judeans who live near Jerusalem; 3) people hostile to Jesus; and 4) the authorities in Jerusalem. Concordant translation of οἵ 'Ἰουδαίοι as 'the Jews' would fail to convey the real meaning. Whatever merit there is in Bratcher's analysis is diminished by his presupposition that the conflict between Jesus and 'the Jews' reflects hostility between church and synagogue in a later age when the Gospel was written. An exegete may perhaps speculate, but a translator cannot get behind the text. Moreover, the DE emphasis on analysis fails to recognize that John could have expressed his meaning in terms of Bratcher's categories had he chosen. John's distinctive, consistent and absolute use of οἵ 'Ἰουδαίοι seems to imply a certain attitude and perhaps relationship to Judaism. Bratcher's limited definition of contextual meaning must be rejected. However puzzling John's usage may be to us, it is such a pointed motif of the Gospel that the translation is bound to preserve it.

Lest we be in any doubt about the influence of the GNB in recent non-European versions, it is worth recording that the 22 occurrences of οἵ 'Ἰουδαίοι translated by Bratcher as 'the Jewish authorities', are all translated in the same way in the Indonesian, Malay and Kriol; i.e. at John 1:19, 2:18, 20; 5:10, 15, 16, 18; 7:1, 11, 13, 15, 35; 8:22; 9:18, 22; 13:33; 18:14, 31, 36; 19:31, 38; 20:19. The Aboriginal Kriol Báibul actually has serramonimen for 'authorities', not a bad dynamic equivalent if one accepted Bratcher's position.

Outside John's Gospel the tendency of the GNB and other DE translations to interpolate extra 'Israel's' or 'Jews/Jewish' not found in the source text reflects the translator's attempt to make the version more user-friendly for the modern reader. But in translating from one language to another, sensitivity to the complex relation between form and meaning is needed. One cannot make explicit in the version certain background information regarded as implicit in the original without risking distortion of the text and its message.

\(^{10}\) R. Bratcher, "The Jews' in the Gospel of John", *TBT* 26:4 (1975)
The GNB translation of the Letter to the Hebrews illustrates how such interpolations can distort the text. We find the adjective 'Jewish' inserted before 'priest', 'law', 'temple', at, e.g., Heb 8:4; 9:25; 10:1, 11; 13:10, 11. Likewise, 'Israelites' is interpolated at 11:28, 29, 30, 31 and 'People of Israel' at 12:18. The recent Malay, Indonesian and Chinese versions reproduce the GNB's interpolations, even though the Preface to each claims that the translation is from the original languages. Not only are such interpolations gratuitous, since the background information can be gleaned from the 'context', especially from the Old Testament, but they skew the message. One begins to feel that what is being described was as alien to the original receptors as it is to the modern Gentile reader to whom the GNB seeks to accommodate its translation. Yet a natural reading of Hebrews implies that it is in fact addressed to Jews as the traditional title of the letter assumes.

Finally, we shall consider the fate of 'Israel' in three Pauline letters where beyond doubt both the nature and calling of Israel, and the relationship in Christ of Jews and Gentiles are absolutely central.

THE FATE OF 'ISRAEL' IN ROMANS, GALATIANS, AND EPSHESIANS.

a. 'Israel' in Romans
The terms 'Israel' and 'Israelites' are found in Romans only in chapters 9-11. There are 13 occurrences at 9:4, 6 (twice), 27 (twice), 31; 10:19, 21; 11:1, 2, 7, 25, 26. Earlier in chapters 1-3, there are nine references to the 'Jews'. Later, in chapter 15, there is a reference to 'the circumcision' and three references to 'the saints'.

Many scholars (e.g., Stendahl\(^{11}\)) would argue that Romans 9-11 forms the heart of the letter and the main reason for its composition. Paul is concerned here about Israel in God's purposes. Gentiles are treated only in their relationship to Israel. Paul is here expounding the concept 'Israel'. Nowhere else in his writings does Paul use the name so insistently.

It is noteworthy, therefore, that the GNB drops 'Israel' from the text at Rom 9:4, 6b and 31. We shall set these out, adding the renderings of some other recent foreign DE translations published by the UBS. But first, after the clause from the Greek New Testament, I shall set a formal correspondence translation, in this case the RSV. For my purposes the NIV, REB or NRSV would have served equally well.

Romans 9:4
Greek NT: 'οιτινὲς εἰσὶν Ἰσραήλιται δὲν η ἡ νίκηθες;
RSV: 'They are Israelites and to them belong the sonship…'
GNB: 'They are God's people; he made them his sons…'
DGN: 'Denn sie sind Gottes erwähltes Volk, das er als seinen Sohn…'
AKB (Indonesian): 'Mereka adalah umat yang terpilih dan Allah menjadikan mereka anak-anakNya sendiri…'
HNj (Swahili): ' Hao ndio watu wa Israeli ambao Mangu aliwateua wa te wato wake…'

Comment: It is remarkable that in the very place where Paul is launching his exposition of the destiny of Israel in the divine plan, the GNB should substitute for 'Israelites' the more general 'God's people'. Note that the GNB is followed at this point by other UBS versions in our sample with the exception of the East African Swahili version. I may add that the recent Malay and Chinese New Testaments follow the GNB in rendering 'Israelites' by 'people of God'.

Romans 9:6
Greek NT: οἱ γὰρ πάντες οἱ ἐκ Ἰσραήλ, οὗτοι Ἰσραήλ.
RSV: 'For not all who are descended from Israel belong to Israel.'
GNB: 'For not all the people of Israel are the people of God.'
DGN: 'Aber nicht alle Israeliten gehören zu Gottes Volk.'
AKB (Indonesian): 'tetapi bukan semua orang Israel adalah umat yang dipilih oleh Allah.'
HNj (Swahili): 'maana si watu wote wa Israili ni wateule wa Mungu.'

Comment: The GNB replaces the second reference to Israel by 'people of God'. This reduces the shock value of Paul's statement (and remember that DE theory emphasises the need to elicit equivalent response). The GNB interpretation is no doubt a correct inference but it is not what Paul is saying. Paul is talking only about Israel. The modern Gentile reader might not realise this from the use of 'people of God'. The apostle is saying that not all descendants of Jacob/Israel are true Israelites. Many have failed to fulfil their calling and to enter into the promised inheritance. They are therefore disqualified not only from the broader category of 'the people of God' as a whole, but also from the titles and privileges of Israel that he has enumerated in Rom 9:4-5.

In this case, the other three UBS versions quoted above, viz. the German, Indonesian, and Swahili, all follow the GNB, as do the Malay and Chinese.
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Romans 9:31

Greek NT: 'Ισραήλ δὲ διώκων νόμον δικαιοσύνης εἰς νόμον οὐκ ἔφθασεν."
RSV: 'but Israel who pursued the righteousness which is based on law did not succeed.'
GNB: 'While God’s people who were seeking a law that would put them right with God, did not find it.'
DGN: 'Das Volk Israel aber, das sich abmühte, durch Befolgung des Gesetzes vor Gottes Urteil zu bestehen, hat dieses Ziel nich erreicht.'
AKB (Indonesian): 'Sebaliknya, orang-orang Yahudi selalu berusaha mentaati hukum supaya hubungan mereka dengan Allah menjadi baik kembali. Tetapi mereka justru tidak berhasil.'
HNj (Swahili): 'hali watu wa Israeli waliokuwa wakitafuta Sheria iletayo kukubalika membele yake Mungu, hawakuipata.'

Comment: Again the substitution of 'God's people' for 'Israel' in the GNB is highly unsatisfactory. Paul is describing the historical experience of literal Israel that strove for righteousness by keeping the law, but did not make the grade. In passing we note another inaccuracy, namely the translation 'who were seeking a law'. Israel already had the law. διώκων does not mean 'seeking'. The expression is awkward but the RSV's 'pursuing' conveys the idea. The NRSV's 'striving for' is even better.

We note that here other UBS translations show some independence of the GNB. The Chinese and the Malay are as bad in that they both substitute 'the chosen people' for 'Israel'. The Indonesian for some reason opts for 'the Jews', while the Swahili like the German retains 'Israel' but inserts 'people' before it.

b. 'Israel' in Galatians

The churches of Galatia had recently been visited by Judaizers whose teaching had not only cast doubt on Paul’s authority as an apostle but also implied that faith in Christ had to be supplemented by conformity to elements of the Jewish law, if the Galatians were to be saved. In answer, Paul expounded the gospel he had received from Christ: to accept the arguments of the Judaizers would be to revert to being under the law with its attendant curse. Rather, God’s blessings come via the death of Christ, to those who have faith in Christ (chapter 3).

Finally, Paul gave them some practical advice on how to evaluate the many Jewish visitors who came their way, how to distinguish those who wanted to enforce circumcision on the one hand, from other Jewish believers who followed Paul’s own κανών, viz. 'neither circumcision counts for anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new
creation' (6:15). Verse 16, to which we now turn, is Paul's benediction on true Israelites, couched in language that echoes the Songs of Ascent (Ps 120-134).

**Galatians 6:16**

Greek NT: 'καὶ δσοι τω καὶνοι τω στοιχήσουν, εἰρήνη ἐπὶ αὐτῶς καὶ ἔλεος, καὶ ἐπὶ τὸν Ἰσραήλ τοῦ Θεοῦ.'

RSV: 'Peace and mercy upon all who walk by this rule, upon the Israel of God.'

GNB: 'As for those who follow this rule in their lives, may peace and mercy be with them—with them and with all God's people.'

DGN: 'Allen die sich an diesen Grundsatz halten, schenke Gott seinen Frieden und sein Erbarmen. Sie sind das wahre Gottesvolk Israel.'

AKB (Indonesian): 'Bagi orang-orang yang hidup dengan pendirian itu dan begitu juga bagi seluruh umat Allah, saya mengharap Allah akan memberikan sejahtera dan rahmatNya.'

HNj (Swahili): 'Wanaofuata mwongozo huo nawatakia amani na huruma; amani na huruma kwa Israeli wateule wa Mungu.'

**Comment:** The GNB drops 'Israel' from the text, assuming that Paul's benediction is a general one for 'all God's people'.

D.W.B. Robinson has argued persuasively against this interpretation.¹² Paul's teaching about the unity between Jewish and Gentile believers is expressed in the concept of the 'new Adam' (Col 3:10) not the New Israel. This 'new man' category was behind Paul's teaching that all were 'sons of God' and 'one man in Christ Jesus' (Gal 3:26-28) but again this is a broader concept than Israel.

Irrespective of whether one accepts Robinson's interpretation of 'Israel of God' however, our main concern should be that the translation does not unnecessarily close off the exegetical options as the GNB does here by dropping the reference to Israel, thus locking up the reader to its own spiritualised interpretation.

---

We note that of the other UBS versions sampled, the German (but not the French) leaves open the exegetic question with its 'God's people Israel'. Of non-Western versions the Indonesian, Malay, Chinese and Kriol all follow the GNB in dropping the reference to Israel and substituting 'for all God's people'. The Swahili, however, apart from repeating 'peace and mercy', follows the Greek faithfully and reproduces 'Israel of God'.

c. 'Israel' in Ephesians
The Epistle to the Ephesians 'celebrates, not merely the unity of all believers in Christ, but the unity of Gentiles with Jews in a new unity created by God Himself through the blood of Christ. And underlying this unity is (not some general doctrine of the brotherhood of mankind, but) a historical and theological relationship between the Jews through whom the Gospel came, and the Gentiles who received it from them'.

The handling, therefore, of the one reference to Israel in Ephesians is not insignificant.

Ephesians 2:12

Greek NT: ὅτι οὖν τῷ καιρῷ ἐκείνῳ χωρὶς Χριστοῦ, ἀπηλλοτριωμένοι τῆς πολιτείας τοῦ Ἰσραήλ καὶ ξένοι τῶν διαθηκῶν τῆς ἐπαγγελίας
RSV: remember that you were at that time separated from Christ, alienated from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers to the covenants of promise...
GNB: At that time you were apart from Christ. You were foreigners and did not belong to God's chosen people. You had no part in the covenants which were based on God's promises to his people...
DGN: Ihr jedenfalls wart früher von Christus getrennt. Ihr wart Fremde und gehörtet nicht zu Gottes erwähltem Volk. Die Zusagen, die Gott seinem Volk gejöchter hatte, galten für euch nicht.
AKB (Indonesian): Pada waktu itu kalian tidak bersatu dengan Kristus, kalian adalah orang asing yang tidak termasuk umat pilihan Allah. Kalian tidak termasuk dalam ikatan perjanjian yang dibuat Allah dengan umatNya.'
HNj (Swahili): 'Wakati ule mini yali kusaidia kwa Kristo; mlikuwa nje ya jamii ya Israeli; mlikuwa wageni na hamkuwa na sehemu yoyote katika lile agano la zile ahadi.'

Comment: For the modern Gentile reader the ancient barrier between Jew and Gentile is of little relevance. But the apostle Paul had fought almost single-handed for 25 years to establish that Christ's death had removed the great dividing wall of hostility

13 D.W.B. Robinson, 'Who were "the Saints"?', RTR 22 (1963), 45-53.
between Israel and the nations. The struggle has been won but it is only the morning after. Hence he says to these Gentile converts: 'Therefore remember that you were estranged from the commonwealth of Israel' and not just from the generality of 'God's chosen people'.

Of the other UBS versions checked we note that the German, Indonesian, Malay, Chinese and Kriol have all followed the GNB in dropping 'Israel' and replacing it with 'God's chosen people' in Eph 2:12. Only the Swahili has retained it.

D. CONCLUSION

We have raised the question, 'How well do modern versions enable the reader to understand the Bible in its own terms?' This study has sought to examine the handling of terminology referring to Israel in the GNB and its counterparts, especially in non-European languages.

It is the latter that are the major concern. After all, any evaluation of a translation has to take into account its purpose and intended audience. The GNB clearly has real communicative strengths and, arguably, whatever defects it has can be overcome by consulting a more 'formal correspondence' version such as the RSV, REB or NRSV.

However, Christians in the third world do not enjoy the luxury of access to other versions. The politics and economics of Bible translation are such that most will only have one Bible, if that, in their own language. What are the implications for third world churches if the only Scriptures they possess are Dynamic Equivalence translations?

Naturalness in translation is no doubt desirable, but must not be absolutised. Intelligibility is a more reasonable aim. The modern version is being asked to take over the evangelistic task of the Christian and the teaching role of the church.

However, our study of the translation of terminology referring to Israel raises the question of 'naturalness for whom?' Which receptors are in mind? This study suggests Westerners! Generally the readings adopted tend to be those of the GNB and the translator's approach very much that laid down in the UBS and SIL translation manuals.
CHAPTER FIFTEEN

EXPLICITNESS AND THE WESTERNIZATION OF SCRIPTURE

The final issue to be considered in this thesis, and one raised by the investigation made in Chapter 11, is how DE translations handle implicit information and metaphorical language in the ST.

A. IMPLICIT INFORMATION IN THE SOURCE TEXT

It has long been recognized in the history of translation that a source text (ST) has implicit meaning that may need to be made explicit if its translation is to be understandable in the Receptor language (RL).

For instance, the Authorized Version (1611) regularly supplied words in italics where the King James translators felt English required this for the translation to be intelligible. Thus, in Matthew 1:6 we have 'her that had been the wife of Urias,' in Matthew 15:6 'and honour not his father or his mother, he shall be free,' in Acts 1:13 'James the son of Alpheus ... Judas the brother of James,' in Romans 11:4 'who have not bowed the knee to the image of Baal,' and in 1 Corinthians 10:27 'If any of them that believe not bid you to a feast.'

The practice of using italics for this purpose was deliberately abandoned in the (English) Revised Version. The preface to the first edition of the Old Testament (1884, p.x) states, 'that all such words, now printed in italics, as are plainly implied in the Hebrew and necessary in the English, be printed in common type.' Although the printing of italics was abandoned, the principle was clearly recognized and stated that some of the implicit information in the original has to be expressed explicitly in the translation.

More recent translation fashions favour those procedures which lead to what is termed a 'natural, clear, simple and unambiguous translation.' The determinative role granted to the receptor in Eugene Nida's Dynamic Equivalence theory of Translation, to which the United Bible Societies are committed, has led inevitably to a new emphasis on explicitness in modern versions. In fact, Robert Bratcher, Nida's colleague who is the main translator of the GNB, has singled out explicitness as one of

---

1 From the Introduction to the Good News Bible, 1976
2 See my 'Dynamic Equivalence Bible Translations' Colloquium 19 (1986), 43-45
3 Euan Fry 'Current Trends in Scripture Translation' UBS Bulletin No. 124/125
the three features that mark the GNB as a Dynamic Equivalence (DE) translation, the other two being contextual consistency and naturalness.

The modern translator of a Biblical text faces the problem that the original writer and his readers had shared information which he did not need to elaborate or specify. This shared information may not be available today. Bratcher cites 1 Corinthians 7:36-38 as an example of a situation where we simply do not know enough to determine the exact relationship between a man and his παρθένος. He then goes on to argue:

But where there is information implicit in the text itself the translator may make it explicit in order to allow his readers to understand the meaning of the text. Contrary to what some might think this does not add anything to the text: it simply gives the reader of the translation explicit information which was implicitly available to the original readers. To identify 'myrrh' as a drug in Mark 15:23 is not to add anything to the text; it simply tells the modern reader what the ancient reader knew, that myrrh was used as a narcotic to dull the senses. And to identify 'Asia' in Acts 16:6 as a province keeps the modern reader from taking it to mean the modern continent of Asia.

The meaning of idioms and figures of speech must be set forth plainly so that today's readers will understand them as did the readers of the original. Since we do not share the Semitic culture of most of the writers and original readers of the books of the Greek New Testament, we may miss the force and meaning of the figures used. In the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, for example, we read that Lazarus died and was carried by the angels 'to the bosom of Abraham'. A literal translation tells nothing to the reader who does not know the way in which people at that time reclined at feasts, and does not realize that in Jewish circles the hereafter for the righteous was sometimes portrayed as a great banquet in heaven, with Abraham as the host of God's people. The meaning of the phrase is that Lazarus was taken by the angels to occupy the place of honor and intimacy at the right side of Abraham at the heavenly feast. That is why the TEV has, 'the poor man died and was carried by the angels to Abraham's side, at the feast in heaven' (Luke 16:22). In Matthew 5:41 we read, 'if any one forces you to go one mile, go with him two miles.' The verb translated 'forces' reflects the right which a Roman soldier in Palestine had of compelling a Jew to carry his pack one mile; this is made clear by translating, 'And if one of the occupation troops forces you to carry his pack one mile, carry it another mile.'

Even such a slight literary idiosyncrasy as the use of the passive voice will pose problems, if translated literally. Wishing to avoid naming the holy name of God, the Jews would often use a title ('heaven', 'power', 'the Blessed One', 'the Almighty'), or else use the passive voice of the verb, thus making it unnecessary to name God as the actor. But if a translation simply reproduces the verb in the passive, the reader will not know, as did the original readers, that this is a literary convention and that the real actor is God. Matthew 5:7 reads, 'Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.' It is probably true that some will understand that the mercy

---

received is from God, not from men. But in order to avoid any uncertainty or ambiguity, it is better to translate straightforwardly, 'Happy are those who are merciful to others; God will be merciful to them.' So in the other Beatitudes: 'God will comfort them ... God will call them his sons' (Matthew 5:4, 6, 9). In the same way God is the actor in Jesus' warning against judging others (Matthew 7:1-2): 'Do not judge others, so that God will not judge you - because God will judge you in the same way you judge others, and he will apply to you the same rules you apply to others' (see also Mark 4:24, Luke 6:37-38).5

There is much in Bratcher's argument with which we can empathize. Many of the additions in the GNB are uncontroversial and enhance the intelligibility of the translation for the modern reader, e.g. the provision of classifiers ('city of Antioch', 'sect of the Pharisees') and the clarification of ellipses. But often the attempt to explicate is not only more boldly interpretative where traditional translations have retained the ambivalence of the ST, but also raises serious questions about the nature of translation. Moreover, in this chapter, I wish to highlight the implications for receptors in non-western societies, who do not have access to the range of versions we have in English, of the emphasis on explicitness in translation. It is not insignificant that Bratcher's examples of explicitness above, and GNB renderings generally, are reproduced in the recent Malay, Indonesian and Chinese versions, including the highly imaginative 'explicitation' of δοκιμάζεις σε ἀγγέλους... in Matthew 5:41 as 'if one of the occupation troops forces you to carry his pack...'.

Nida himself does not seem to treat this question systematically. On the one hand he wants to restructure the message according to the 'channel capacity' of the receptors. On the other hand, one may not add information that is not implicit in the original message. He claims the Amplified New Testament is guilty of that6. However,

cultural conditioning may be supplied if:

1. the text is likely to be misunderstood by the receptors
2. the text is likely to have no meaning for the receptors
3. the resulting translation is so 'overloaded' that it will constitute too much of a problem for the average reader to figure out.7

---
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More recent manuals on translation have devoted whole chapters to 'Implicit and Explicit Information'. Barnwell, a key SIL theorist, is typical. She says that implicit information should be made explicit,

(a) when the grammatical or lexical form of the receptor language requires this,
(b) when the natural style in the receptor language requires this; and
(c) when the principle of full accurate communication of the meaning of the original message demands it.9

The first is unexceptionable as the King James Version's italics witness. The translator will be forced by the receptor language to be more explicit than the original Hebrew or Greek at various points. Thus Bahasa Indonesia distinguishes between the inclusive and exclusive 'we', and in rendering Ephesians 1:3-14 the translator will have to frequently interpret the varying scope of the Greek pronoun ἐνεκα. Languages such as Balinese and Javanese employ honorific forms and reported speech has completely different forms according to whether the speaker is speaking up (to God, King or social superior), speaking down (as to servants), or speaking to peers. Australian Aboriginal languages do not have passive forms, so Bratcher's example above of Matt 7:1 'Judge not that you be not judged' is apposite. It has to be rendered 'Judge not so that God will not judge you', making explicit that the actor is God. One might well query, however, whether this was really necessary in the GNB or in the Indonesian and Malay counterparts. In fact, Bratcher's 'unpacking' of Jesus' cryptic sayings regularly robs them of their shock value.

The second criterion, that of naturalness, is more problematic. Nida's oft repeated example is Mark 1:4 'John the baptizer appeared...preaching a baptism for the forgiveness of sins' (RSV). He argues that this translation

is artificial in English and in many languages it is entirely impossible. In fact, in many language there simply are no nouns for "baptism", "repentance", "forgiveness", or "sins", because these are really not objects but events, and events must be expressed by verbs, not by nouns. Furthermore, one cannot ordinarily speak of events in such languages without specifying who takes part in the events, the participants. In Mark 1:4, however, there are no indications in the immediate context as to who does what. In other words, the participants in the events of baptism, repentance, forgiveness, and sins are not indicated. Nevertheless, if this passage is to be really meaningful and natural, even in English, the participants need to be identified.

---

With the aid of the 'science of semantics' Nida is able to reveal the relations between participants and events which are implicit in Mark 1:4 and the meaning of the relation between the events involved. As a result of this analysis he comes up with the restructuring adopted by the GNB and claims that he has only made explicit what is fully implicit in the verse: Mark 1:4

Greek: ἔγενετο Ἰωάννης ὁ βαπτίζων ἐν τῷ ἔρημῳ κηρύσσων βάπτισμα μετανοίας εἰς ἁφεσιν ἁμαρτιῶν

RSV: John the Baptist appeared in the wilderness preaching a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins.

TEV: So John appeared in the desert baptizing people and preaching his message:

'Turn away from your sins and be baptized,' he told the people, 'and God will forgive your sins'.

It is a testimony to Nida's immense prestige and influence in the United Bible Societies that most, if not all, versions published since 1970 have accepted this explanation of Mark 1:4.

However, Mark could have expressed it like the GNB in Greek had he chosen to (as Luke does in Acts 2:38). Archbishop Robinson's comment is apt:

Nida does not explain why, if the participants can remain implicit in Greek, they have to be explicit in English. A sentence like 'the salesman offered a reduction for cash, for clearing his stock' is perfectly good English, and does not always require to be changed into: 'the salesman cried, 'hurry, hurry, hurry... etc.'

If Mark explains the matter no more fully than that, why should the translator?  

Naturalness then is a dubious aim in translation. We do not even know whether the Hebraicized Greek of the New Testament was natural for the writers, let alone the original receptors. We have already suggested that intelligibility is a more appropriate aim than naturalness.

Barnwell's third criterion for explicitation—'when the principle of full accurate communication of the meaning of the original message requires this'—is the most questionable of all. It would seem to give the translator a blank cheque.

---

B. THE PROBLEM—FORM AND MEANING

The problem is that 'the communication of the meaning of the original message', includes implicit information, but this 'implicit information' turns out to be indeterminate. For instance, Larson states that situational meaning is also crucial to the understanding of any text and it may have to be made more explicit in translation.

A text may be completely unintelligible to someone who does not know the culture in which the language is spoken because there is so much SITUATIONAL MEANING. When translating into another language, the original SITUATIONAL MEANING may need to be included in a more overt form if the same total meaning is to be communicated to the readers.¹¹

Larson's point may be valid for communication but is it legitimate or feasible for translation?

Beekman and Callow's discussion of the translation of Mark 2:4 highlights the problem.

Mark 2:4 says, 'and when they could not get near him because of the crowd, they removed the roof above him...'. Since no indication was given of how four men, carrying a paralyzed friend, could get onto a roof (and the language helper tended, naturally enough, to think in terms of his own familiar steep thatched roof), the language helper assumed a miracle, similar to Philip's sudden removal from the presence of the Ethiopian official to Azotus. Here, the Greek narrative left an intervening event implicit—that they climbed the outside stairs onto the roof. It is not always possible to leave this implicit in other languages.¹²

The problem they seek to address is really twofold. Firstly, in translation we seldom find equivalence at the level of words. Thus στέγη in the ST conjured up a 'flat roof' for the original readers whereas the RL word suggested a 'steep thatched roof'. Secondly, and more significantly, the RL readers were completely unaware of information assumed in the ST. In fact, they supplied from their own cultural context the belief that people can move from place to place miraculously and arrived at the conclusion that the five men got onto the roof by supernatural means.

Beekman and Callow recommend explication in cases like the above on the grounds that misunderstanding arises from the differing properties of the two languages concerned. They profess to adopt the conservative approach 'that implicit information may be expressed, if and only if, the RL necessitates it' but then add, 'it is made

¹² J. Beekman and J.Callow, Translating the Word of God, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974) 47.
explicit because the grammar or the meanings, or the dynamics of the RL require it in order that the information conveyed will be the same as that conveyed to the original readers.\textsuperscript{13}

However, as has recently been pointed out by Ernst-August Gutt\textsuperscript{14}, most of their examples of 'implicit information' do not derive from language-specific principles but rather from the differences in the encyclopaedic knowledge that SL and RL readers respectively bring to the text. \textit{There is no way that those problems can be fully overcome in the translation itself.}

The whole area of implicit information will continue to be a minefield for translators as long as the UBS and SIL manuals fail to distinguish between translation and communication. The aim of Bible translation should be equivalence between the ST and the RL version in terms of their semantic contents.\textsuperscript{15} Any background information or contextual adjustments necessary for successful communication of the message must be supplied by other means, not least the teaching ministry of the church.

\textbf{Form and Meaning}

Western translators are consistently frustrated by the high regard shown by indigenous co-workers for the forms of the original. To Westerners, it is the message that counts. It is not surprising that such disparagement of the significance of the form of the ST leads to restructurings that are far more radical than the norms of the RL demand.

The truth is that language is not a mere receptacle. Nor does the Bible translator work with some disembodied 'message' or 'meaning'. He is struggling to establish correspondences between expressions of the different languages involved. He can only operate with these expressions and not with wordless ideas that he might imagine lie behind them. Translators must not undervalue the complex relationship between form and meaning. One cannot make explicit in the RL text certain background information without risking distortion of the text and its message.

As we noted in the previous chapter the GNB version of the Letter to the Hebrews inserts the adjective 'Jewish' before 'priest', 'law', 'temple' at , e.g., Heb 8:4, 9:25, 10:1, 10:11, 13:10, 13:11 (as do the recent Malay, Indonesian and Chinese versions, even though the preface to each claims that the translation is from the original

\textsuperscript{13} J. Beekman and J. Callow, \textit{Translating the Word of God}, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974) 58.

\textsuperscript{14} E-A. Gutt, 'What is the Meaning We Translate?', \textit{Occasional Papers in Translation and Text Linguistics (OPTAT)} No.1 , (Dallas: SIL, Jan. 1987).
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languages). Not only are such interpolations gratuitous since the background information is retrievable from the 'co-text', especially the Old Testament, but they also change the atmosphere of the message. One begins to feel that what is being described was as alien to the original writer as it is to the modern Gentile receptor.

Serious distortion occurs, too, in the GNB's handling of worship vocabulary. It is not insignificant that neither Paul nor any other New Testament writer applies the cultic language of the Temple to the Christian assembly. Rather, these terms are applied to the believer's whole life before God under the New Covenant. However, the GNB seeks to help us to understand what kind of assembly Paul is referring to in 1Cor 11:4, 11:5, 11:13, 11:16, 11:17, 14:19, 14:26 by regularly inserting the word 'worship'.

Again seeking to be more explicit for the modern receptor, the GNB regularly interpolates words like 'sacred', 'ritual', thus arguably importing a western perspective into the text.

*Example*

- Gen 12:6 he came to the *sacred* tree of Moreh, the holy place
- Exod 33:19 I will pronounce my *sacred* name
- Deut 7:5 ...break their *sacred* stone pillars
- 2 Sam 6:16 David jumping around in the *sacred* dance
- 2 Sam 15:24 the Levites carrying the *sacred* Covenant Box
- Neh 12:43 the people gave a *sacred* offering to the Levites

In fact, the attempt to be explicit for the modern English reader often results in cultural transposition. Thus Bratcher's translation of τῷ τῶν σαββάτων in John 20, verses 1, 19 seems to fall into that category. The RSV had 'On the first day of the week' which preserves the Jewish context of the events narrated. The GNB substitutes 'Sunday' which has a different meaning in our culture. Again the influence of the GNB is such that its rendering has been adopted in subsequent Dutch, French, Portuguese, Malay, Indonesian and Javanese versions. The German translates literally at 20:1 but follows the GNB at 20:19.

The GNB frequently changes names to make the reference more explicit. For instance, in Genesis 35-50, it replaces 'Israel' by 'Jacob' over twenty times, but the nuances are completely different and the change of name has been announced and explained in Gen 32:8. We are left in no doubt by the ST that a name with dubious connotations has been replaced with a noble one. The GNB, in its determination to homogenize names ignores this. Later, in the Prophets, names such as Zion, Ephraim, Jospeh, etc. with their own distinctive nuances are dropped. There is similar replacement of Jerubaal by Gideon in Judges 8:29, 9:1, 16, 9:19, 9:24, 9:28, 9:57,
despite the preceding explanation in 6:32. In the NT Paul addresses Prisca formally by her correct name but the GNB substitutes the diminutive Priscilla (Luke's usage) at Rom 16:3, 1 Cor 16:19, 2 Tim 4:19. Names are not of great importance to Westerners. But it is a matter of regret that the GNB's handling of names is replicated in non-Western Versions such as the Indonesian and Aboriginal Kriol.

Explicitness in sexual language is a hallmark of modern Western culture. Not surprisingly we find this exemplified in the GNB and in its foreign language counterparts. Here I simply cite again Gen 4:1, where the literal 'Adam knew Eve his wife' is replaced by 'Then Adam had intercourse with his wife.' Yet had the Hebrew author wished to be so precise and knowing, he could have used בֵּית instead of בְּעֵי. The GNB rendering underestimates the reader and loses the force and delicacy of the original. We have suggested earlier that the Biblical understanding of both knowledge and sex may well have been severely compromised.

C. FIGURES OF SPEECH

Translating figures of speech is notoriously difficult and is worthy of a chapter in itself. The image may be unknown in the RL or have a different association. Or the point of comparison of two items may not be obvious. On the other hand, languages are not immutable systems, and through the centuries English itself has been developed and enriched through translations, not least by the importation of Biblical idioms and figures.

When explicitness is regarded as a virtue, the prospects for Biblical imagery are not good. We have noted earlier the RSV and GNB renderings of Zech 2:6-13 where the Jewish exiles are being summoned home.

Zechariah 2:6-13

RSV

6 Ho! Ho! Flee from the land of the north, says the Lord; for I have spread you abroad as the four winds of the heavens, says the Lord.
7 Ho! Escape to Zion, you who dwell with the daughter of Babylon.
8 For thus said the Lord of hosts, after his glory sent me to the nations who plundered you, for he who touches the apple of his eye:
9 Behold, I will shake my hand over them, and they shall become plunder for those who served them. Then you will know that the Lord of hosts has sent me.
10 Sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion; for lo, I come and I will dwell in the midst of you, says the Lord.
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And many nations shall join themselves to the Lord in that day, and shall be my people; and I will dwell in the midst of you, and you shall know that the Lord of hosts has sent me to you.

12 And the Lord will inherit Judah as his portion in the holy land, and will again choose Jerusalem.

13 Be silent, all flesh, before the Lord; for he has roused himself from his holy dwelling.

6-7 The Lord said to his people, 'I scattered you in all directions. But now, you exiles, escape from Babylonia and return to Jerusalem.

8 Anyone who strikes you strikes what is most precious to me.'

So the Lord Almighty sent me with this message for the nations that had plundered his people:

9 'The Lord himself will fight against you, and you will be plundered by the people who were once your servants.'

When this happens, everyone will know that the Lord Almighty sent me.

10 The Lord said, 'Sing for joy, people of Jerusalem! I am coming to live among you!'

11 At that time many nations will come to the Lord and become his people. He will live among you, and you will know that he has sent me to you.

12 Once again Judah will be the special possession of the Lord in his sacred land, and Jerusalem will be the city he loves most of all.

13 Be silent, everyone, in the presence of the Lord, for he is coming from his holy dwelling-place.

That the GNB contracts verses six and seven, makes explicit that the land of the North is Babylonia, and restructures verse 8, is not our concern here. Our focus is on the fate of the imagery of the ST.

The GNB drops the twelve figures retained in the RSV. These figures are perhaps not central ones, though "inheritance" vocabulary (verse 12) reflects a theme of both testaments which is generally disappears in the GNB. As to flesh, (verse 13) the GNB's aversion to the metonyms "flesh", and even more "blood", is well-known even where these words are a motif in the ST (e.g., σαρκος in Paul; דָּם in Ezek 22:1-13, 24:6-9).

The dropping of shake my hand and He has roused Himself (verse 13) signal an important theological tendency of the GNB to sterilize language about God.
Anthropomorphic images are censored out. The Lord is no longer allowed "to bare his holy arm" (or even stretch it out). References to His "jealousy" are normally replaced by bland paraphrases. The new Indonesian translation at Zech 2:6-13 faithfully reproduces all these features noted above.

Elsewhere the GNB replaces a ST figure with another that is regarded as more appropriate in English. Its rendering of Matt 6:2 has been extraordinarily influential in other DE versions.

RSV "When you give alms sound no trumpet before you...but...do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing".

GNB "When you give something to a needy person do not make a big show of it...but...do it in such a way that even your closest friend will not know about it."

It is astonishing that Bratcher's parable has been judged superior to that of Jesus in most foreign language versions published by the United Bible Societies. These idioms which GNB finds so difficult have in fact proved so arresting that they entered English permanently as a result of Bible translation in the sixteenth century!

In Matt 5:13-16 Jesus uses two arresting images of his disciples, "You are the salt of the earth...You are the light of the world". When the GNB changes the metaphor to a simile, it reduces the impact of Jesus' words. The German goes even further: "Was Salz für die Nahrung ist, das seid ihr für die Menschen". (What salt is to food, you are to people).

D. METAPHOR AND ITS TRANSLATION

Metaphors fulfil an important role in all human communication. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have claimed that they structure not only our speech but our conceptual system. It is arguably impossible to think about abstract concepts, not least metaphysical concepts, except in terms of metaphor. This is important in view of the common negative view of Biblical metaphor as something characteristic of a primitive culture.

Our study of the GNB has noted a distaste for anthropomorphic imagery describing God. To the sophisticated modern Westerner it seems childish to picture God as a man who comes down to earth to check how things are going (Gen 18:21) or who utters terrible threats in fury, only to change when someone argues with him, or who is jealous (Ex. 34:14). Yet in the end if such anthropomorphic imagery were deleted, we would be left with imagery derived from our physical environment. There would be no other source. Caird claimed that anthropomorphism is the commonest source of metaphor.18

Metaphor is of course largely culture dependent and translators of the Bible are confronted by imagery drawn from cultures separated not only by geographical distance but also by distance in time. Dagut is a Hebrew linguist who is pessimistic about the translatability of metaphor: 'Metaphor is governed by a subtle interaction of cultural experience and semantic associations so that what determines the translatability of a SL metaphor is...the extent to which the cultural experience and semantic associations on which it draws are shared by speakers of the particular TL'.19

In an earlier article Dagut (1976)20 spoke of the paradoxical neglect of metaphor by translation theorists. Significantly Nida (1964) heads Dagut's list of negligent translation theorists. Nida and Taber in TAPOT (1969) limit themselves to a three page discussion of 'figurative meanings.'

The whole subject of metaphor its nature and translatability is beyond the scope of this thesis. Seminal work in English was done by Max Black (1962) who acknowledged his debt to I.A. Richards (1936). Black distinguished between three views of metaphor: the substitution view, the comparison view and the interaction view. It is the last on which he focuses attention.21 In the course of exploring his well known example "Man is a wolf", Black makes the point that though the metaphor is intended to say something about the subject 'man', the statement also tends to influence the hearers' view of the wolf as well.

Caird comments on this interaction phenomenon which he calls a 'two way traffic in ideas' with his comment on Biblical 'God-talk':

17 It is helpful to distinguish anthropomorphic imagery from anthropomorphic language such as we find in the narratives of Genesis 3:8-10 or Genesis 18 where God visits Abraham.
When the Bible calls God judge, king, father or husband it is, in the first instance, using the human known to throw light on the divine unknown, and particularly on God’s attitude to his worshippers. But no sooner has the metaphor travelled from earth to heaven than it begins the return journey to earth, bearing with it an ideal standard by which the conduct of human judges, kings, fathers and husbands is to be assessed. Because ‘the father of the fatherless, the widow’s champion is God in his holy dwelling-place’ (Ps 68,5), God’s human counterpart must ‘give the orphan his rights, plead the widow’s cause’ (Isa 1,17). The human king must be endowed with the insight of God (Isa.11,3; cf. 1 Sam. 16,7). Husbands must love their wives as Christ loved the church (Eph.5,25). Subsequent theorists such as Kittay and Lehrer23 have built on Black’s interaction approach with their claim that ‘in metaphor two otherwise unrelated conceptual domains are brought into contact in a manner specifiable through the use of the linguistic notion of a semantic field’. Semantic field theory would seem particularly relevant for translation of key Biblical metaphors.24 Black’s principal subject becomes the recipient field while the semantic field of the subsidiary subject is designated the donor field.

Two recent important Biblical studies have utilized the insights of Kittay and Lehrer. In God is King: Understanding an Israelite Metaphor, Marc Brettler25 examines what he claims to be the predominant relational metaphor used of God in the Bible together with its ‘associated submetaphors’. Nelly Stienstra’s study (1993) YHWH is the Husband of His People looks at the whole metaphorical system or network implied by this concept whose entailments are seen to pervade the Biblical writings at least from the time of the pre-exilic prophets and not just the obvious passages in Hosea, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel.26

The significant implication of these two studies, particularly that of Stienstra, is to underline the need for translation theorists to look beyond individual specimens of metaphor (weighing up the cultural obstacles to successful literal translation) and to recognize the significant number of systemic metaphors which structure the basic notion of the relationship of YHWH and His people in the OT particularly.

24 In this brief reference I am sidestepping the debate between semantic theories of metaphors and pragmatic theories that see metaphors as function of speaker meaning. Metaphors have meaning and therefore require a semantic account, but this must be supplemented by pragmatic considerations. After all, all language is understood contextually.
26 N. Stienstra, YHWH is the Husband of His People (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1993).
A recognition and faithful translation of these pervasive metaphorical networks, Sienstra claims, helps reconcile the need for historical accuracy and for present day intelligibility. However, the Bible cannot be brought to the reader. Rather the historical embedding of the text evidenced in, among other things, the pervasive metaphorical networks, means that the reader must be prepared to come to the Bible.

E. CONCLUSION

A salutary article on trends in Bible translation appeared in 1986 in the International Review of Mission. It was written by Paul D. Fueter who recently retired from the post of UBS consultant for Europe:

Our way of transposing the original text into the language and culture of today consists mainly in making its meaning explicit by introducing some analytical language into the message we want to transmit. But our technique may mar the Bible's analogical language and make it less therapeutic. Once we recognize that our explanations appeal to the left part of our reader's brains, while the evangelists wanted their audiences "to change" rather than "to know", we have to ask ourselves whether our transpositions are dynamic and equivalent enough. It seems that the best formal equivalent translations, which are so difficult to understand immediately, have often retained the analogical language of the original. I believe that we should revise the Good News Bibles to make them more dynamic and more equivalent, to give them a better chance to let the language of change speak.27

---

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
CONCLUSION

The Introduction explained how this study had its genesis in an Indonesian theological faculty in the late 1970s, with students who were being encouraged to develop an indigenous theology, free from Western accretions. Frustration was experienced with the new Indonesian Bible in which certain of the 'cultural nodes' of the source text seemed to have been skewed in translation. I was made aware that the new version exemplified a significant new trend in Bible translation worldwide, inspired by the writings of Eugene A. Nida.

Accordingly the thesis set out to examine Nida's Dynamic Equivalence theory of translation and its impact on the Good News Bible and foreign language equivalents that were published by 1985, especially the new Indonesian translation.

SECTION 1

We saw how the study of linguistics has externalised many of the processes which translators have been employing intuitively for thousands of years. Previously translation theory had tended to centre on the two general issues of:
(i) the conflict between literal and idiomatic translation, and
(ii) the tension between the theoretical impossibility on the one hand and the fact of translation on the other

Having rejected any thesis of radical untranslatability based on linguistic relativity, we proceeded to describe the situations in which loss of meaning most typically occurs. Special attention was given to problems arising from differences of culture, lexis and grammar. Most of the examples chosen reflect the Indonesian situation in which the writer served throughout the 1970s and which provided the original impetus for this study.

It is clear that the degree of difficulty in attaining translation equivalence is closely related to the amount of context available. Thus if we take two texts in different languages, one being a translation of the other, equivalence would be virtually impossible to achieve at the level of the morpheme. Even at the word level we can seldom hope that a particular word in the ST can always be translated by the same word in the TL. It is normally at the sentence level that there can be some realistic expectation of achieving equivalence. Thus while some loss of meaning in translation
is inevitable, the richer the context the less the loss. A written text such as the Bible has become decontextualised in the sense that we cannot expect helpful clues from the context of situation in the way we can with spoken messages. Nevertheless the structure and extent of the biblical corpus is such that the linguistic environment itself (or co-text) provides a vast amount of historical and cultural information necessary for a successful understanding and translation of its message.

If we were to single out the sociological factor that has had the deepest influence on the history of language, religion would no doubt qualify. Most languages have as their earliest written document a religious text. This is just as true of ancient Akkadian, Hittite and Sanskrit as it is for the countless tongues of tribal people in Africa, Latin America and Austronesia for whom Bible translations are being produced. We have seen that, unlike other faiths, Christianity has, from the start, been a translating religion so that most of Europe’s languages have as their first written document a translation of the Bible; a situation which is being repeated today in hundreds of tribal languages.

In Bible translation, as in translation of other literature, there are basically two quite different approaches. The first says that the finished product should read like an original creation in the TL. The other focuses on the meaning of the ST rather than on successful communication, forcing the reader back into the alien world of the author. Traditionally the second approach has prevailed in Bible translation, probably because the version functions as an authoritative replacement of the ST, unlike its counterparts in Judaism and Islam which are regarded merely as aids to understanding. However, we have drawn attention to a new world wide trend in Bible translation which is attributable to the influence of Eugene Nida’s Dynamic Equivalence theory.

Nida himself has confessed his debt to various different linguistic models.¹ Accordingly, before examining DE theory we gave some brief consideration to four major linguistic ‘schools’ to which Nida himself pays tribute, viz Tagmemics, Stratificational grammar, Transformational-Generative grammar and Halliday’s Systemic grammar.

SECTION II

Until the 1980s the name of Eugene Nida dominated the literature on translation theory.² Accordingly we turned to Nida’s writings seeking a more objective metalanguage for evaluating translations. More than that we looked for a

---

comprehensive account of the translation process that does justice to the complexity of language structure and the problem of 'equivalence in difference'.

Nida has designated his approach as a Sociolinguistic theory of translation. In this way he differentiates his treatment not only from the Philological tradition in translation but also from the other Linguistic theories. Nida valued the more 'scientific' analysis of the Linguistic theorists but regards them as inadequate in so far as they treat the texts as objects in and of themselves, more or less unrelated to actual communication events. For him, translation is an act of communication and so the capacities, interests and presuppositions of the receptors primarily account for the success or failure of any translation, and therefore largely determine the formal features any satisfactory translation must possess.

Our own critique of Nida's DE theory takes account of most of his writings but is based primarily on the volume The Theory and Practice of Translation (1969) (or TAPOT), which is a manual for translators. This choice stems not only from the systematic presentation found in that book but also because Nida himself regards it as the best summary of his theory. The first two chapters of TAPOT expound the new concept of translation in broad terms. Subsequent chapters take up in systematic order the fundamental procedures that are being recommended; grammatical and semantic analysis, transfer, restructuring and testing.

Translation, for Nida, consists in reproducing in the receptor language (RL) the closest natural equivalent of the source language (SL) message. Bible translation is no different. The best translation, in his view, does not sound like a translation. Furthermore, the receptor-orientation of DE theory and the emphasis on successful communication is said to accord with the attitude of the Biblical writers themselves. An important assumption of DE Bible translation is that the NT writers expected to be understood. That is why they used the common language—Koine Greek. Therefore, unless an ambiguity in the text is linguistically marked, the translator should not ride the fence but opt for the most likely interpretation. In seeking natural equivalents, however, the translator must not distort the historical and cultural context of Scripture which is an integral part of its message. 'Jerusalem' cannot be replaced by 'Washington DC', 'demon possessed' cannot be translated 'mentally distressed'.

The central problem in the theory and practice of translation is to specify the nature and conditions of translation equivalence. Clearly what counts as equivalence will be influenced by one's theory of language, by purpose of the translation and by the model
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3 E.A. Nida Language Structure and Translation, (Stanford, Stanford University Press; 1975) 222
of linguistic description used in the translation process. Nida himself stresses the informational and the instrumental functions of language whereby it is a means of inducing a response in the hearer/reader. His translation model advocates evaluation on the basis of equivalent response on the part of the receptors. This is, we have suggested, an impossible goal. For a start we know nothing of the response of the original readers of the NT documents.

In describing his processes of Grammatical analysis, Nida rejects any approach to translation which applies its rules to 'surface structure' only. A grammatical surface structure may be ambiguous in that there are two or more possible underlying patterns of relations (cf. Chomsky's 'flying planes can be dangerous') and expressions which have similar grammatical form may involve quite different underlying semantic relations. Nida's utilisation of neo-Chomskian processes of analysis to probe beneath the surface structure of phrases and sentence, thereby making possible a genuine semantic equivalence, has much of value. Applied to the genitive construction in Greek for instance it has been particularly fruitful. However, Nida's analyses and explications are not without a subjective element, and one cannot help but be uneasy about an approach which claims to have discovered the four universal semantic categories. (viz object, event, relation, abstract) and the seven primitive English kernels.

Evaluation of Nida's semantics will be largely dependent on one's assessment of the value of componential analysis. Componential analysis assumes that each lexical unit is composed of a certain number of semantic components and that the words of a language can be grouped into semantic domains. The treatment in *TAPOPOT* is characteristically lucid and interesting, presenting a wealth of linguistic insights reflecting a life-long acquaintance with a variety of practical problems that confront a director of a Society for Bible translations. His componential analysis would seem to be a potentially useful tool for defining the differences between respective meanings. Nida rightly emphasises the importance of specifying context in semantic description, but his own treatment is marred by failure at this point. Even where the linguistic environment of the term under discussion is specified, he sometimes slides from the Hebrew and Greek texts to the English version on the assumption (undemonstrated) that the word in the English translation can be explained in terms of the underlying ST. In particular there is a failure to do justice to real verbal concordance in the ST, and what is arguably technical terminology is dissipated according to the nuance deemed to be uppermost in the various contexts. Those of more philosophical bent might well
question the 'cognitive reality' of semantic components. The usefulness of the metalanguage provided is doubtful too, if, as one suspects, the semantic components seem to be interpreted on the basis of the linguist's intuitive understanding of the lexical items which he uses to label them. Certainly, as we have sought to show, the examples of analysis presented in TAPOT are not free of subjectivity and it would not be surprising if this subjectivity is reflected in DE translation renderings.

The final chapters of TAPOT deal with Transfer, Restructure and Testing and contain a wealth of information and authoritative practical advice. One never doubts that this is the work of a master practitioner. And yet when one comes to passages expounding the theory of translation, one is left profoundly dissatisfied. The author's self-confessed eclecticism with regard to models of linguistic description results, not unexpectedly, in some lack of theoretical coherence. More seriously a 'docetic' view of language is reflected in claims that 'words may be regarded essentially as vehicles for carrying the components of meaning' or that transferring the message in translation 'is a bit like packing clothing into two difference pieces of luggage; the clothes remain the same, but the shape of the suitcases may vary greatly, and hence the way in which the clothes are packed must be different.' Such disparagement of the significance of the form of the original text leads to restructurings being recommended that are far more radical than the norms of the TL itself demands and that sometimes amount to a rewrite of the ST.

SECTION III

In Section III we sought to examine and evaluate the Good News Bible or Today's English Version, not only because of its phenomenal acceptance but also because it represents a conscious attempt to implement Nida's DE theory of translation, and as such has been commended by Nida himself. As we began to see in chapter 11, the GNB has had a significant influence on Bible translation in other languages, having been promoted as a model by the United Bible Societies. However, before beginning our study of the GNB a full chapter (chapter 9) was devoted to a brief history of English Bible translation, as no translation of the Scriptures can be undertaken or evaluated without due regard to its predecessors in the field—not least because such antecedents influence the attitudes of the receptors whose favourable response is so important in DE theory. This history we noted has revealed two dominant trends: the constant appearance of new translations on the one hand, and the continuing fascination of an archaic masterpiece in the King James Version (1611) on the other. The KJV has continued to be the measuring rod for aspiring rivals.

---

4 J. Lyons Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968) 477
Nida himself has commended the KJV, noting that it eschews literalism and in the 'Preface to the Reader' specifically advocates the very qualities that he seeks to promote: readability and accuracy. The problem is that these terms are not self-defining. The recent proliferation of new translations which abandon the formal register of solemn worship and recital in favour of the informal style of the mass media shows that a drastic change has occurred in the popular understanding of what a translation is meant to accomplish. The translators of the KJV showed considerable flexibility, especially in their usage of a variety of synonyms which contributed to its generally excellent literary style as over against the Revised Version (1881) that was supposed to replace it, but which was doomed to failure by its wooden literalism. Nevertheless, no one could ever claim that the KJV was a DE translation. It was not written in popular everyday English. Its style was already archaic, possibly deliberately so, at the time of publication. Just as the NT itself was written in a Jewish Greek style, so the English of the KJV reproduced not only Semitic idioms but also many Hebrew grammatical features. In particular, for our purposes, whatever flexibility the translators showed in rendering indifferent diction, they were careful to reproduce important verbal concordances from the ST. Thus the reader of the KJV (cf. RSV) constantly comes across technical (e.g. cultic) terminology used by the writers, reflecting their assumption that the significance of the message of Jesus could only be grasped from an awareness of the religious traditions and cultus of Israel.

The GNB has enjoyed extraordinary popular appeal. This is due firstly to its substantial intrinsic merits as a common language translation, and secondly to its excellent format, its section headings, outstanding illustrations, useful word list and index. Its main translator, Dr Robert Bratcher, has consciously sought to implement Nida's DE theory—a translation attempts not only to communicate the same meaning as did the original text, but also to evoke from its readers the same reaction aroused by the original text from its readers. DE proponents explain that every common language translation is a DE translation, though not vice versa. But it could be argued in response that the two are incompatible. If the wide variety of literary style and technical terminology of the original cannot be conveyed in the limited vocabulary of common English then there is no hope of achieving that equivalence of receptor response that Nida aims for.

While this point gains credence from the material presented in Section IV this thesis seeks to advance a more fundamental criticism. It is not merely that the GNB fails to exemplify DE principles perfectly but that the DE model itself is wrong-headed insofar as it reflects an inadequate theory of language and an inappropriate definition of equivalence.
Our own evaluation has suggested that the justly celebrated intelligibility of the GNB has not been without cost in terms of semantic loss. It is a simpler and more lucid translation that makes the Bible easier to understand, partly at the expense of there being less to understand. Difficult OT terminology that the NT writers utilised to express their understanding of the gospel of Jesus (e.g. the terminology of temple, sacrifice, exodus, redemption) tends to be dissipated in simplified paraphrases more intelligible to the modern receptor. But this kind of terminology provides vital signposts to the 'universe of discourse' or presuppositions of the NT writers and most of their original readers. The removal of this biblical 'salvation vocabulary' is one of the most crucial points at which the GNB and other DE translations part company with the tradition of English Bible translation hitherto.

Admittedly our own treatment has tended to be negative and to concentrate on the deficiencies of the translation. This is partly because its strong points (e.g. communicativeness) are obvious, but more particularly because of the need to moderate the exaggerated claims made for the GNB by Nida, not least because of its vigorous promotion as a model for Bible translation worldwide. The GNB is often more boldly interpretative than FC translations which seek to keep the ambivalence of the ST. This is not necessarily a bad thing. It depends on the purpose of the translation—something which is not decided on linguistic grounds. Thus decisions as to whether a translation is for scholarly, liturgical, missionary or private reading purposes fall outside the competence of the linguist. The GNB translators, in accordance with DE theory, have adopted a policy of choosing the most likely meaning where a word or construction in the ST may be open to several interpretations or nuances.

Such a policy may be particularly suitable for missionary purposes, or for private reading as an aid to Bible study. On the other hand, it might be regarded as an undesirable policy for a version that is to be used as a study Bible, or in liturgical reading, or as a basis for teaching. The linguist can only draw attention to the consequences of such decisions. We have argued that ambiguity that is generally avoided in scientific language, and tolerated in conventional language, is an essential ingredient in literary language systems and is a major device for evoking feeling. We have drawn attention to such expressions in the teaching of Jesus. Nida has failed to reckon with this feature of literary language and in removing all ambiguous expressions from translation gets rid of a significant device for eliciting the very reader response that looms large in his translation theory.
SECTION IV

In this section we looked more closely at some specific translation problems found in our examination of DE translations in Chapter 11 to see how adequately these are handled. In Chapter 12 we examined one of Nida's basic assumptions often quoted to justify the concentration on common language versions, namely that the NT writings were written in the Greek of the man in the street. That viewpoint, popular earlier this century as a result of Adolf Deissmann's comparative studies on Egyptian papyri, is seen to have been overstated. Subsequent research has examined the Semitic features of the language of the NT. To what extent this represents the influence of the LXX, or the Hebrew-Aramaic mother tongue of the writers, or is a special dialect of Jewish Greek, cannot yet be determined with certainty. The point is we cannot assume that this Hebraized Greek style was 'natural' even for the writers of the NT, let alone for the original receptors, many of whom were Gentiles.

The second problem, dealt with in Chapter 13, was the handling of 'verbal concordance' in the ST. The study focused on a particular group of cultic words, the ἴλασκαθα (propitiation/atonement) terms which have a long history of usage in the Greek Bible or Septuagint. This detailed word study sought to avoid the pitfalls pointed out by James Barr by giving full value to context and synchronic description. The ST was seen to confront the translator with a concatenation of ideas which, however foreign or repugnant to the modern mind, are vital to that text's interpretation—sacrifice, blood, propitiation. DE translations, such as the GNB that drop such cultic terminology in favour of a general paraphrase more intelligible to the modern reader, obliterate the concordance in the ST and deprive him of access to the 'universe of discourse' of the NT writers.

The point of these two chapters was not to denigrate translations which aim at good, intelligible English. Naturalness is highly desirable but it must not be absolutised. One cannot escape the fact that the Bible contains many concepts and expressions which are difficult for the modern reader. There is no evidence that they were much less so for the original readers. They, too, had to cope with technical terminology, with thousands of OT allusions and with Hebrew loan words, idioms and translation that must have been very strange to many of them.

Nida draws on communication theory to underline the concept of the 'channel capacity' of receptors, and says that this must not be overloaded. His warning is salutary, especially where the translators are Biblical scholars whose own familiarity with the ST often blinds them to the problems encountered by ordinary readers when confronted by translations of literal tendency. But channel capacity must not be thought of as
something rigid and inflexible, but rather as something elastic that can be stretched and broadened. The history of the English Bible is a powerful illustration of this very point. The KJV expanded the language of the English speakers such that foreign concepts and expression entered the everyday speech of people who were often illiterate.

Thirdly in Chapter 14 we focused on the need to preserve the cultural and historical distance of the text being translated. Every text reflects elements peculiar to its own natural environment, institutions and culture. Some loss of meaning is inevitable in the process of substitution or replacement in the RL. The problem looms far larger in the translation of an ancient text such as the Bible than it does with material such as mathematical studies or scientific experiments where there are practically no specific local features. Much depends too, on the purpose of the translation, but Nida himself warned against 'cultural transposition' in the translation of the Bible. His own writings have provided some useful guidelines on how to handle cultural adaptation. However, we have noted a potential problem in DE theory where the terminology or categories of Scripture are repugnant to modern readers (e.g., in English versions, sexist language, and jealousy or propitiation ascribed to God; in Indonesian versions, references to Israel). According to the DE model, the translation is a failure if it does not evoke a response similar to that assumed for the original readers. But the situations and presuppositions of the original receptors were so different from those of today's readers that equivalent impact cannot be hoped for unless the strange historical context of the ST is replaced by something more meaningful to the modern reader. At this point the notion of translation has merged into that of communication, and its utility, especially for translating an ancient sacred text such as the Bible, is doubtful.\(^5\)

Whereas the handling of inclusive language is generally judicious we have observed that DE translations badly skew the message of the ST in handling the terminology referring to Israel and the Jewish context of the documents. In a number of places this terminology is replaced by general references to 'the people of God' or 'the chosen people' presumably so that the modern reader senses the application to himself. In other places the constant insertion of 'Jewish' (e.g. before 'priest', 'law', 'temple') changes the atmosphere of the message to such an extent that one feels that what is being described was as alien to the original writer and his readers as it is to the modern Gentile receptor. This insensitivity to important 'cultural nodes' of the ST is the kind of weakness one would expect to find in a translation based on the DE model. A preliminary examination of DE counterparts of the GNB, in Indonesian, Malay, Chinese, French, Javanese and Dutch suggests that only the Dutch version avoids this
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mishandling of such significant cultural material. New DE translations for regional languages in Indonesia are reducing the many references to Israel because of the unfavourable connotations in an Islamic context. This again illustrates the irreconcilable claims of semantic content and receptor response.

Finally in Chapter 15 we turned to the handling of implicit information in the ST and the translation of metaphor. The treatment in the UBS and SIL Manuals was found to be defective. This was not surprisingly reflected in the GNB and its foreign language DE counterparts.

Although the GNB is a translation for those who speak English, its influence is evidenced not only in other recent European translations but also in at least three important recent non-Western versions (viz. Malay, Indonesian, Chinese). In fact, GNB renderings are regularly reproduced to such an extent that it seems to have been the Source Text rather than the Greek (or Hebrew in the case of the Indonesian OT) despite the claim in the Prefaces that the translators worked from the original languages. However excellent the motivation of those who have laboured to produce these new DE translations, the result is that the receptors must approach Scripture through a Western grid.

The inevitability of a Western grid is guaranteed by the commitment to explicitness in modern Bible translation. The translator avoids ambiguity and selects the meaning he regards as most likely, closing all other interpretative options.

In the past translators have only made explicit the information that the RL required. Now as a result of Nida's influence over the last 40 years manuals used by UBS and SIL translators open a Pandora's box by recommending explicitation whenever 'the principle of full accurate communication of the meaning of the original message demands it'.

In particular the commitment to explicitness means that the metaphor and the motifs of the Bible had to be reprocessed and replaced by the explicit, analytical language with which Westerners feel more comfortable. Yet ambiguity, arresting imagery, and the evocation of multiple associations pervade the Bible. Jesus himself often used such language to shock or puzzle the hearer, to force him to introspect, or to look at things in a completely new way. The substitution of paraphrase for metaphor always involves loss of meaning. Paraphrase is talk within a single domain whereas metaphor links two domains in potentially elaborate parallelisms of infinite depth. In fact, it is
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6 Conversation with Dr Daniel Arichea, UBS Translation Consultant 22 January 1981.
ironic that the DE emphasis on explicitness, in practice consistently militates against
that which is so crucial in Nida's theory—receptor response.

In summary, then, the translator needs more than a science of analysis. Our culture,
dominated as it is by technical and the analytical, is profoundly unpoetic. The
translator of literature such as the Bible needs sensitivity to the power of words and
style and particularly to the use of imagery that expands the horizon, and, in the case of
some of the terminology we have drawn attention to, establishes a mental and
emotional network rather than a one-to-one connection. Translation involves art as
well as science.

Translation is an operation involving languages. This being the case, any theory of
translation must draw on a theory of language. DE theory cannot provide the
comprehensive account of the translation process that we seek, firstly because Nida's
'vehicular concept' of meaning does not do justice to the complexity of language and to
the significance of form. Thus Henri Meschonnic was critical of Nida's willingness
to dissociate style from meaning "...meaning and form: there are not two dissociable,
heterogeneous entities. A text is a whole entity, to be translated as a whole."7.
Secondly, his translation model defines equivalence in terms of the response of the
receivers. Though any evaluation of a Bible translation must take into account its
purpose and the intended audience, the receptor in DE theory is granted such a
determinative role that the concept of translation can no longer be distinguished from
the more general notion of communication. Even if one were able to measure the
reaction of the original readers of the NT documents, one could not hope to stimulate
the same response in the modern reader since the presuppositional background is so
completely different.

7 There is no linguistic consensus on the definition of translational equivalence. In fact
after over twenty years of debate, the concept of equivalence is being increasingly
abandoned. It suggests an illusion of symmetry between languages that does not exist
and is said to distort the basic problems of translation.8 It can be inferred from the
above criticisms of recent Bible versions, that our own definition would have a
semantic, rather than a receptor response focus. A translation of the Bible, in
principle, should aim to retain, as far as possible, the exegetical potential of the ST.
This would mean in practice that a good translation of the NT will preserve a sense of
historical and cultural distance. It will take the modern reader back into the alien milieu

7 cited (and translated) by B. Hatim and I. Mason Discourse and the Translator (London and New
8 M. Snell-Hornby, Translation Studies: An Integrated Approach (Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John
of first century Judaism where the Christian movement began. It will show him how
the gospel of Jesus appeared to a Jew, and not how that Jew would have thought had
he been British or American.

Post Script for Postconstructionists

Has the investigation achieved anything more than reinforce the writer's prejudice?
Clearly my original doubts about the adequacy of Nida's DE approach, for Bible
translation at least, have been substantiated. Furthermore, linguistic reasons for that
dissatisfaction can now be articulated and supporting evidence adduced.

However, in one important point the results of the research have been totally different
from my original premise. I had anticipated that Nida's emphasis on naturalness,
communication and receptor response would lead to cultural adaptation and a
domestication of the Bible in each target language. Clear indications of this tendency in
the GNB have been noted. But astonishingly there was almost no evidence of such
domestication in the Indonesian versions or the other recent non-European versions
looked at. In fact, the renderings of the more traditional, FC Indonesian versions were
regularly more culturally appropriate.

What emerged was the immense influence of the GNB on three important non-Western
versions, the Indonesian and (to the extent they were consulted) the Malay and Chinese
versions. GNB renderings were found to be regularly reproduced to such an extent
that it seems to have been not just a model, but the actual base for translation, rather
than the ST. This is despite the claim in the Prefaces that the translators worked from
the original languages. The result is that the receptors must approach Scripture through
a Western grid.

To what extent the imposition of a Western grid is guaranteed by Nida's emphasis on
avoiding ambiguity and adopting explicitness could be a subject for further
investigation.

Basil Hatim has recently criticized the Anglo-American translation tradition of the past
century with its emphasis on fluency and transparency and its aim of making the
original text invisible to the reader. He claimed that English translators of modern
Arabic literature, under pressure from publishers, often impose structure or introduce
explicit logical connectives (e.g. 'however', 'so') that are assumed in his own Arabic
language. In Arabic the burden of meaning is on shared experience whereas in English
it rests on the visual text where 'the logic all hangs out'. Arabic literariness resides in
the chaos of the text! Textual patterns that are integral to Arabic (e.g. repetition, lexical
couplets) are often dispensed with by English translators even though they are essential to the meaning.⁹

The whole issue of subjectivity and ideology in translation has attracted the attention of poststructuralist linguists. Thus Lawrence Venuti has described the grossly unequal exchanges between the hegemonic English language nations, particularly the United States, and others in Europe, Africa, Africa, Asia and the Americas. He claims that Anglo-American publishing has been instrumental in producing readers who are aggressively monolingual and culturally parochial, while reaping the economic benefits of successfully imposing Anglo-American cultural values on a sizeable foreign readership—'if one is intelligible within the outlook of American ideology, then one has a chance of being translated' he says, quoting an Italian Foreign Affairs official.¹⁰

The analogy with Bible translation is not a comfortable one but it raises the question as to whether the promotion of Dynamic Equivalence translation procedures has become an unwilling instrument of this western cultural hegemony.

---
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